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i INSERT FOR IIRB SPECIAL REPORT 115
:i Because of mail delays, informal discussion comments were not received from authors inJapan
I until after this repori was in press. Several statements submitted by the authors that add clar-
j ity to some of their statements during the informal discussions are therefore being included in

this insert. They are referenced to the place in the discussion where they apply.

ICE DETECTION, PREDICTION, AND WARNING SYSTEM ON HIGHWAYS, by
Motoya Inoue, Kozaburo Baba, and Yoshiharu Ta"kada

Pagg 25, response qf lloue lo_guestion þy Poulin:
lfaõetemperature.Therefore,Iamafraiditwou1d

The ¡eason why the system is so expensive is not that we had to have many sensors at each
r sensing station but that we had to have many sensing stations along the route. Accordingly, we

had to spend a lot of money on transmission apparatus. I cannot recommend a reduction in the
number of sensing stations because the surface temperature varies from location to location de-
pending on many factors such as the physical features of the road, the topography along the road,
the local conditions of insolation, and the level of underground water. Ho"vever, it would be pos-

; sible to reduce the number of sensing stations if the topography is monotonous and the q¡eather

, ;ä:ï:""::,::::""i#:: ;îîÏ'i,,ïi;ï,"",
In orderto deteimine the locations, we measured the surface temperatures along the road

many times with an infrared thermometer in an ex¡lerimental vehicle until we got the charac-
. i teristics of the surface temperature and its fluctuation with locations. The preliminary surveysi were conducted during nighttime because we wanted to collect data when the zurface temperature
, was stable. Based on the rezults of the preliminary survey, we analyzed the distribution pat-

tern of the surface temperature along the route. With the rezults of the analysis, we calculated
the relative coefficients between the surface temperatures from different locations. We then
selected the minimum number of sensing station locations that could get information on zurface
temperatures throughout the route with the confidence of 95 percent. Those analyses were
carried out with the aid of computers and were based on data from 51 checkpoints set r¡p every
kilometer along the test route of 50 km.

Page 26, response of Inoue to question by Spellman:
ave a definite effect on the heat balance of the

pavement zurface.

sideration dew point at this height.

Page 26, response of Inoue to second question by Cook:
Yes I do. Dew point is important because of its great influence on the radiation.

SKID RESISTANCE OF SNOW- OR ICE-COVERED ROADS, by
Kaoru Ichihara a¡d Makoto Mizoguchi

Page 114, comment by Iehihara after comment by Balmer:
Thé mèasuièments of cbefficient of friction in this report were made on snowy or icy roads,

not on glare ice. Studies of tire friction on ice are conducted by other institutes such as Hokkaido
University. When a snow temperature is around the meltÍng point, meltwater remains in the
snow layer by an effect of radiant heat, and this meltvater contributes to lo',ver skid resistance.
As the temperature dropb to well below the freezing point, the zurface of snovry or icy roads is
considered to be in a dry-ice condition. The skid resistance value then becomes higher than
that of a rilet-ice condition that is observed around and below the melting pont.

Page 114, response of Ichihara to question by Glauz:
, . On snowy or icy road surfaces the temperature difference between the road surface and tire

tread zurface under normal driving conditions would be small. Other research on normal pave-

i i:trsåä::Ï*'ii';liïijff';i'Jiff j:iffJåj:ï is-relativelv smalr- However'-road-surface-

I cuRRENr REsEARcH oN sNow REMovAL AND IcE coNTRoL oN RoADs IN JApAN, by
Raizo Tzuchiya and Motoya Inoue

'i Page 266, response of Inoue to question by Clary:

"" 
Tl,åJj"" j,T.'fi;"ti'ååi; :ì i;f,ilt::'åïhlåïi?.;ä:iJ" 

used in rimited places such as
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Foreword
The increased demand for safe and efficient vehicle movement during
the winter months has focused attention on the technorogy an*fracticesfor keeping snow and ice removed from roadways and dír*;t": There-
fore, the committee on snow and Ice control of the Highway ResearchBoard and theU.S. Army Cold Regions Research and Eñgineering Lab_oratory sponsored an international symposium for disðussions of thetechnical aspects of current snow attd icã control and of future work inthis field.

The symposium on snow Removat and lce control Research was heldat 9artmouth College, Hanover, New Hampshire, from April g to 10,1970.. Nearly 150 persons participated either by prupa.iäg-ãnd pre-
senting papers or by attending the sessions. ttre äuù;eôts of"the paperspresented ranged from the properties a¡d structu"al co*po"ition ofsnow and ice through chemical and mechanical technology'fo" use inboth Jorecasting and controlling snow and ice conditionî to currentpractices in the application of this technology.

Informal discussions Jolrowed ttre presentation of each paper, andthese were recorded and have been iãcruded in this speciä.i'Report.
Formal discussions were prepared for some of the papers, and these
as well as closures by the authors have also been inciuded. 'rr general,
the papers a"e a"rattg"d in this special neport according to the order
of presentation during the Symposium.
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A Short History of Man's Attempts to Move Through Snow

Man's early need to move in a snow-dominated environment merely required his re-
maining on the surface. The use of skis undoubtedly began in ancient times, and Stone
Age carvings on rocks in nortlern Norway are the most ancient images of skiers
known. Remnants of skis unearthed in Lapland have been dated from 6000 BC by anal-
ysis of pollen sticking to them. The early skis were not attachments to shoes or boots,
but rather were elongated boots into which the foot was thrust at the rear. Snow did
hamper military operations, but provided the surprise for Hannibal in 216 BC to over-
come a superior force when he crossed the Alps in early winter contrary to what the
enemy thought possible. History is replete with the effects of snow on man's activities
and on his battles. Some of the forces to which men were subjected on the North Amer-
ican continent, and their responses to them, form the substance of this brief review of
snow removal technology.

Ir spite of the great influence snow has had through the years on military operations,
military requirements historically have not played a significant role in the development
of snow removal techniques and equipment. Cities in snow areas had to cope with snow
as t'est they could, using sleighs for transport and later wedge-shaped plows towed be-
hind teams of horses or oxen. The life of cities at times slowed greatly during bad win-
ters. Cotton Mather, the outspoken America¡ clergyman, was moved to deplore the
elements that kept his church empty for 2 consecutive S\rndays during Bostonts snowy
winter of 1?1?. The need to move readily and for any distance rüas not a great neces-
sity for the mid-nineteenth cenhrry city-dwelter either. Indeed, the poet of 100 years
ago (11) could write:

O the snow, the beautiful snow,
Filling the sky and the earth below.
Over the house-tops. over the street,
Over the heads of the people you meet,

Dancing,
Flirting.
Skimming along,

Beautiful snow, it can do nothing wrong.

This sentiment was not voiced by those who buitt the Central Pacific Railroad from
Sacramento east over the Sierra Nevada Mountains in CalifornÍa to meet the Union
Pacific at Promontory Point, Utah, in May 1869. During the first winter of construc-
tion in 1865-66, thousands of laborers fought to keep the completed portions of the rail-
road clear. of snow by hand shoveling. Many of the locomotives were equipped wit}
pilot plows, wedge-shaped sheet-iron devices attached to the cowcatcher and commonly
used on eastern railroads where they proved adequate. They were not adeçate to cope
with the heavy western snows, however, so a heavy wedge or "bucker" plow was con-
s-truCte<t-in mê S¡cTãmentirshops-of the öentral ?aeific in 1866; {his-firstsattempt --
was mounted on 2 ordinary freight car trucks and weighed 12 tons. The wedge llared
up at an angle of 45 deg, a¡rd then flared outward. In action during its first winter,
three 36-ton locomotives pushed the plow into the snow at full speed and kept going un-
til statled by snow higher than ttre plow. Men wielding shovels then had to clear the
tracks behind the plow before it could be backed out of the cut. Many derailments
showed that the plow was too light to hold the rails, so its weight was increased to 19

tons by the addition of pig iron. This heavier plow sometimes required as many as 12

locomotives to drive it through high drifts.



A large crew of men was still carried with the heavy bucker plows to shovel outsnowsheds, which had been built in stide areas, and to shovet oút tire plow itself whenit all too frequenfly got stuck, a¡rd sometimes derailed.
The inadequacy of the bucker plow led some to think of better ways of cleaning track.A Toronto dentist, J. w. ¡ìlliot, -had 

patented a "Revolving snow shovel,, in 1g6g and
Pl':t3jllltand .ogelated moder, ¡ut ira¿ never done moîe ro promote his idea. kr

2

the same year, and independen*y, Charles w. riã""".v-äi¿lt*irr. p
4 lr4Lçrrr rur- a' rrleglüil}lcal snolv rem

feeding snow into a large rotating fan, the
femoval device consisting of a revolving screw
the whole mounted on a flatcar and drivãn by astationarv steam enginé. Tierne"v ¡uít a model but was 

"nruru 
iîìiilää.äiirir'-'road' The first full-scale mechanical plow was the Hawley, u*ti¡itu¿ at the centerurialExposition in Philadelphia in 18?6. Thìs consisted of a large vertical screw into whichgnory -was 

fed through a funnel-slaped casing in front. It piwea a totat failure whentried by the Canadia¡ pacific (1). ^

Others were working on new ideas, however. h 1883 orange Jull, tlle mechaaicalytalented ol,vner of a flour. mitt in the íiuag" of orangevine, óniario, conceived the idea
1t Tou1lins a large rotating far on a railíoad car tõchop;p th; snow and cast it aside.Rather than make a model, he interested John s. and raïara Leslie, brothers who op-erated a machine shop in orangeville, in building a full-sized operating machine. Jullrsoriginal idea was to mo-unt a cutting wheel rota.tiñs-'"r rrìgh 

"p"e-a 
in tront of a rotatingfan wheel; snow would be cut by thõ knives on thelront i,nuôt *a fed to the fan, whichwould cast the snow to the side through an opening in the housing. The Leslie brothersadvised JuIl to patent hÍs plow, which"he did- in 1884, r""igni"g tite rights to ¿re Leslieswho agreed t9 pay roy-altiès if the "Rotary steam snow shovel,' were successful.The canadian Pacific became interestéd in Jull's pr"* *ã lent assistance in itsconstruction and subsequent test. The first trials shãwea tirãitrre snow-casting wheelshould be reversible so snow could be cast in either direetion. This modification wasquickly made and anpgged satisfactory, so a new prow was built embodying thesechanges. During the first use in treavy snow in wy^oming d""ì;; the winter of lggb_g6,the machine was unable to overcome tíre forces developed by the snow moving betweenthe counte*rotating wheers. The Leslies dropped the^2-whlet scheme and adopted asingle, reversible fa¡ wheel with reversinte cuiting knives *ã""tuo on trunions on theforward part (rig. 1)._ r¡is design proved_immun"ãty 

"o""u""fuI, and orders pouredinto the Leslies, who by not were hãving the machinäs nuiliÇ tne cooke Locomotiveand Machine works in paterson, New .lelsey. This design haå not been radicallychanged to tìe present day.
This is not the end oJ the fascinating story of railroad snow removar and of orangeJull' JuIl and the Leslie brothers disa'greed on financial matiers and parted company.e.egayse--lg had assigned the basic pateñt to the Lesries, he ¿"âiau¿ to design a com-pletely different device. The resuùing "centrifugri s"ä* o*eavator,, was shaped likea huge auger that fed snow to a rotatin'g fan wheelãs in his eariier desigrr. Jull formedhis own company to man-uTacture tlis pIow. Altogether h; *;d; and sold 10 Excavators.competitors such as caldwell's "cycione steam Énow plow,' Ãàau claims ürat had tobe disproved in actual track clearing tests, but no plow was as successful as the Lesliemachine.

, sno¡v.-removal practices in cities developed rapidly in the years shorfly after theturn of the twentieth century. The key to snow disposat ptans in many cities was heuse of sewers for flushÍng away snow hauled or prrihed tô man¡rotes. Bo¡. piti"¡""si,
an{ \qry Yo¡k Clty der¡eloped_these tec_hniqou" tô a high ¿udãã,- as did a nunrber ofsmaller cities in the eastern united states, even to trre extãnt óf installing water jetsin the waLls of some ma¡holes to assist in'the flushing actiã;. 

-it 
*r" found that 2 cuyd/min was the maximum rate snow could be shoveleã into a z¿-in. manhole withoutplugging (?.). Horse-drawn wedge plows and horse-drawn 

"."t" were the extent of theequipmgn^t available, and armies oi metr wielding shovels *à"u tt 
" 

backbone of the snowremoval forces. In a February.1914 heavy snowfall in New york city, to, i""t""ðu,-over 12,000 men were deployed to man the shovels. ltotor truãr<s for hauling and forpushiagsmall btade piowÀ bôgan to make their appearance around ttre beginning of thesècond decade. They lacked traction and power, and not infrequenqy had to be hauled



Figure 1. Leslie-type rotary snowplow used in 1890 on lines of the Southern Pacific Company
in the Sierra Nevada Mountains. (Photograph courtesy Southern Pacific Company.)

out of drifts by teams of horses. The horse-drawn plow was still the main piece of
equipment well into the second decade. In fact, New York City used practically no
mecharical equipment until the winter of 1920-21, when 212 5-ton 6-cu yd trucks (Wtrite¡,
100 2-ton 3-cu yd trucks (Mack), 600 tractors, 150 towed blade graders, and 300 blade
plows were first used (t).

At a snow removal conference held in 1914 in Philadelphia, one of the earliest on
record, one engineer stated that "the same old cart-and-horse methods of snow re-
moval seem to be used that were adopted when the problem became serious some twenty
years ago.ir In his opinion, snow melting devices offered the most likely possibility for
improving snow removal practices (4). A lady engineer present (Dr. Marie D. Equi,
Portland, Oregon) said she was convinced that engineers were clever enough to invent
a device like a steam-heated concrete mixer that would solve the sno',v removal prob-
Iem once a¡d for all (!).

It was reported at the Philadelphia snow removal conference that salt r¡r'as then ex-
tensively used for snow removaL in Liverpool, London, and Paris. Salt alone was
spread on city streets during and immediately after a snolvfall, and after the snow had
been reduced to a slush by melting and by traffic action, the streets were flushed witlt
water ald the slush washed into the sewers. The conference doubted that tfris practice
would over be successful in the United States because of the heavier snowfalls, and also
because the Society for Prevention of Cruelty to AnimaLs raised serious objection to the
use of saIL Lr,soqe _qiti_es itg uE wa_q qc!¡q4y pqqhibitedba ordinance.

The yeáis between 1920 and 1929 marked the most râpid change in snow remoiãJ
technology on highways. Passage of the Federal-Aid Road Act by the United States
Congress in 1916 authorized the federal government to give states fina¡cial aid for
highway improvement. The piecemeal development of the national highway system was
replaced by an integrated road network as a result of legislation passed in 1921 requir-
ing that a federal-aid system be designated and that all federal assistance be concen-
trated on it. The dema¡d for complete removal of snow from roads grew yearly, and
the need for bigger, more capable equipment and better techniques became apparent.
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During these years brade plow-s became bigger and heavier, truck plowing speeds in_creased from less tr* 
? to 30 mph o" *o.u a.s,power and weight increased, trucks be_came the most important tool in snow removal (ihough t"aclo.î. horse-drawn wedgeplows continued to be made into tr,e issoì;), ;à*;;Ë;;;ffi; riere deveroped or adaptedfor highway use (Figs. 2, 3, and 4). The most common type of rotary prow was tìe so_

Figure 2. straight brade snowprows anached ro truck in use in 1g2s (121 .

Figure 3' Displacement snowprow mounted on truck used in centrar and northern New
York in 1926 (13).



Figure 4. Front-type rotary snowplow mounted on heavy tractor in use in 1g26 (.|3).

:al\ed lateral 
"gt?"{: in which the axis of the rot?ting elements (usually there weretwo) was normal to the direction of travel (Fig. 5). The plow, using horizontal augers

to feed snow to a central.Iy located impeller, was develope¿ iá t¡e middle of ttris dã-
cade and is one of the few designs of that era to surviveìo tre presentaay (g, !, !).The first consideration of snow and ice control on highways-by the nu*iyã"g-*i""A
Highway Research Board occurred at the Second AnnuafMeeting in Novemúer lg22.
The Third A¡Ìnual Meeting Proceedings of November 1923 refer*to a proposed study of
snow removal to be made by the u. s. Bureau of public Roads, an¿ ãtsó carry thå
statement that "the committee believes that further research ís ,recessa.y on ihis sub-ject, particul.arly with the end in view of developing snow-removal equipment for high-
way work" (9).

Figure 5. Lateral-type rotary snowplow suitable for mounting on truck used in New
York in 1927 (14l..
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I¡r the Proceedings of the Fourth Ánnual Meeting of 1924, w. A. van Duzer of the
Pennsylvania State Highway Department had this to say about snow removal equipment:

It would seem that it is generally agreed that heavy equipment, i.e., caterpillar tractor with
V plow, is most practical for moving heavy accumulations of snow, say in excess of 24 inch depth.
Lighter equipment, typically 3 to 5 ton motor truck equipped with straight blade of moldboard
pattern, is most economical and efficient for movíng lighter accumulations of snow.

ln estimatino the limitations of eõuinment as ahnvc 2d. in¡hee ic acc¡,mo¡l iê +hô.mâv;-,,- ^^
casional limit for the truck plow; that is, the truck plow is recommended for light work and for
occasional drífts up to 24 inches, but the truck and straight blade is not considered adequate for
long distances of 24-inch depth.

Even by 1925 highway engineers were debating the value of snow removal from rural
highways. Two objections \¡/ere offered: that the cost of the work exceeded the benefits
gained, and that clearing the road of snow increases frost action with intensified heaving
resulting in the spring. On the other hand, some adv¿rntage to the road structure re-
sulted from snow removal because snow on roads led to cars developing narrotrv tracks
with rutting breaking down the road (8).

Prior to 1941 it was t¡e usual practice to spread chloride-treated sand on compacted
snow or ice-covered pavements, Enormous quantities of abrasive materials were re-
quired when all roads were sanded rather than only curves, hills, and intersections.
Experiments were begun in New Hampshire in February 1941 using sodium chloride
alone as an ice preventive. In accord with earlier practice, it was considered desirable
to clear the center of a Z-lane road for a width of at least 6 ft. This was accomplished
by spreading course-crushed salt at the rate of. l+n/sqyd for a widthof about 2ìt atong
the centerline immediatety after completion of snowtrllowing. The equipment used in
this early work was open-bed stake or dump trucks hauling bagged chemical, requiring
a workmari to load the funnel of a gravity-feed salt distributor. Though the comparison
is subject to some simplifications, the cost of snotv removal and ice prevention Ín the
winter of 1944-45 in which nearty all straight salt was used for ice control was about
$260 per mile, compared witlr $312 per mle in tlie winter of 1940-41, the last winter
in which abrasives were used exclusively. Moreover, the average snowfall was 18 in.
greater in 1944-45 than in 1940-41 (10).

I have dwelt at length on railway anA city snow clearance because of its importance
in the historical development of snow control technology. This review is necessarily
sPottY' and I must leave to others more detail of the important work that has been car-
ried out in the United Kingdom, Europe, Sca¡dinavia, Japar, and Russia.

But from this overview I think you can see that the technology of snow control today
is not much different from that of earlier days I have described. ùr a sense we are
still in the I'cart-and-horse" days decried at the 1914 Philadelphia conference. Let
us not substihrte quantity for innovative ideas. It is the purpose of this Symposium to
describe todayrs new approaches, and to stimulate tomorrowts.
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Classification of Snow and lce on Roads

Seiiti Kinosita and Eizi Akitaya

snow on roads appears in many different types and changes ceaselessly by
the action of traffic, snow removal work, and weather. Attention *rr"i ¡ó
given to these change.s in the_ study of snow removal and iee control oper-ations and winter driving. Measúrements were taken of density, härd-ness, temperature, and soil content; and micrographical obsérvationswere made in the winters of 1969-1969 and 1969-1õ?0^on thin snow tayerscovering urban arterial roads in Hokkaido, Japan. Based on these data,the following classifications are proposed: ,ruoi, 

"norv, 
composedof snow-flakes; powder snow, composed of loose grains 0.0b ío 0.8 mm in diam_eter and blown up by a pássing car; grañurar snow, composed of loosegrains 0.3 mm or larger in diameter, never blowí ,rp, arrd formed bythermal metamorphosis, mechanical mixing, o" "tuili""l treatmen!packed snow, composed of a network texture õf grains òi o.os to 0.3 mmin diameter; ice. crust, formed by freezing of wert packed snow; ice film,formed by freezing of mertwater film; a''ã slushr'formed by melting oísnow and splashed by a passing car.

Snow layers on roads caruying traffie are usually thin; the tlickness is ordinarily
Iess tllan several centimeters. The snow changes ceaselesslyby the action of traffic,
snow removal work, and weather. It is important to understand the characteristics of
the different types of snow that these changes produce.

Snow and ice were observed on urban arterial roads in Hokkaido, Japan, in üre win-
ters of 1968-1969 a¡d 1969-1970. Measurements were taken of aensityl hárdness,
temperature, free water content, and soil content; micrographical obiervations were
made of the textures. Based on these results, ? types of snow and ice on roads are
proposed: new snow, powder snow, gr¿rnular snow, packed snow, ice crust, ice film,
and slush.

Sometimes one type will exist in a single layer on roads, and at other times a com-
bination of types wiII exist in layers. Changes from one type to anotJrer occur fre-
quently and are caused by mechanical mixing, chemical treafonent, or heat absorption.
The heat is supptied from warm air, solar radiation, or car tires rotating at higÎl
speeds. Measurements were made of the tire temperatures.

OBSERVATION METHODS

Snow layers covering roads were cut vertically from the snow surface to t¡1e pave-
ment; a cross section is shown in Figure 1. Measurements were takenof the following:

1._ Density (p, g/cmt)-ll ure snow was composed of roose grains, they were scraped
together gently and placed in a box of 100 cm.. The box was then weighãd. lf snow-
was qoxlp¿ct! alump w¡s cl¡t -out -of-thelayervittr a smallhatchet-fhe sides-6f-ths-----
lump were shaved off with a carpenterts saw or plane to make Ít a rectaagular cube,
and then its dimension and weight were measured.

2. Hardness (lt, Xg/cmt)-Kinosita's hardness gage (1) was used. The measured
value H represents the resista¡ce suffered by,a body wheñ it is dropped. The height
of the fall and the depth of the hollow made on the snow surface were measured.3. Temperature (T, deg C)-A thermistor was used.
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4. Free Water Content (w*, percent)-Ww =a/p Y' 100, where a is the weight of

free water contained in 1 cms äi snow. Yosida's combination calorimeter (?), whicir
is composed of 2 containers (snow container a¡d hot rvater container), was used.

b. Soit Co4tent (Ws, percent)-Ws =b/p x 100, where b is the weight of soil co,n-

tained in 1 cm3 of snow. 
-The 

weight of a snow sample ïras measured before and aJter

drying.

Micrographical observations were made in the cold room after snow samples had

bGen brõught in from observâfion pi:ints. Closê:r¡B pl1õ-t0-gT-aph-s öfgrãìns of the snov¡---
and microphotographs of a thin section of the snow were taken. The thin section with
a thicknesi of a¡out 0.1 mm hadbeenpreparedby the aniline method (Ð.

The temperaürre of the tire of a running car vyas measured with an infrared radia-
tion thermometer. A circular opening 10 cm in diameter was made in the center of
tlre cover about the tire of a reai wheèt of a Jeep (Mitsubishi J-30). The sensing head

of this thermometer was directed to the top of the moving tire through the opening, and

t]¡e measurement was made inside tlte moving car.
Qrestionnaires requesting information concerning weather conditions, snow removal.

work, snow features, and several ott¡er relevant quantities obtainable by simple mea-
surement were sent beforehand to a number of snow removal departments (4). The
questionnaires were filled in at designated observation points 3 times a day (early
morning, daytime, and evening) for the duration of several days.

OBSERVATION POINTS

Observations were made at several points on the national highway near Sapporo
City, where traffic has a density of 500 to 6,000 vehicles per day. One of the points

was o.t a test road designed to investigate snow-melting effects by chemicals, where
b0 to B0 g/cm'of calcium chlorides in pellet form were spread on the snow surface
every snõwy day after the snowplow had passed or when it started snowing. The fol-
towing are ihe locatÍon of obserïation points: Route 5, Otaru, Kutchan, Inah_o_töge;

noutJ230, Ishiyama, Misumai, Nishikibashi (site of test road), Usubetsu, Nakaya-
matõge; a¡d Route 231, Ishikari.

CROSS SECTION OF THE SNOW LAYER ON ROADS

A cross section of the snow on roads obtained at Usubetsu along Route 230 on

January 28, 1969, is shown in the upper part of Figure 1. The snow is composed of

3 tayeri: powder snow, packed snow, and ice (each characteristic wilI be described
tater). Thì powder snowlies on top and is no more than 0.1 to 0.2 cm thick. The num-
bers on the first line below the croÀs section in FÍgure 1 indicate the thickness of total
snow layers. The thicloress is less ttran 4 cm at the portion of tJre road traveled by
vehicles. The numbers witt¡in the parentheses indicate the thickness of ice adhering
to the pavement. The numbers on the second and third liires indicate the density and

the haidness of the packed snow respectively. They are larger than those of nahrrally

8.9m B

Usubetsu
513
tllI

cm 03) (O1) (0¡)(0.2)(r.e)(o4 (0.¿p.0 lce

Pdvement Fshoul der

Density ¿6 .64 .66 -62 .57 53 .65 .60 .60 64 Pqcked snow
g7im3 (8Ð lce

Hqrdnës 42 49 86 86 45 49 62 73 19 35 10 Pqcked snow

xs/

Figure 1. Cross section of snow obtained on Route 230 at Usubetsu on

January 28, 1969, and composed of powder snow. packed snow, and ice'

Air temperature was -4 C and snow temperature was -3 C.
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TABLE 1

CLASSIFICATION OF SNOW AND ICE ON ROADS

Classification Characteristics Composition Density
þ/cm')

Hârdness
(tglcm')

New snow
Powder snow

G¡anulu snow

Packed snow

Ice crust

Ice film

Slush

Exists immediately after a snowfa-ll
Blown up by a passing car and drifts

alongthepavementsurface (Fig. 2)
Never blown up md formed by thermal

mefamorphosis, mechanical mixing,
ârd chemical treatment

Formed by compaction of powder snow(Fie. 3)
Formed by freezing of wet packed

snow and more than 1 mm thick
Formed by freezing of melt-water film

il1d less thm 1 mm thick

Formed by melting of snow md
splashed try a passing car (Fig. 5)

Snowflakes (Fig.6)
Loose grains 0.05 to 0,8 mm in

diameter (Fig. ?)
Laose grains 0.3 mm o¡ largor in

diameter (Figs. B and g)

Network texture of g¡ains O.0b to
0.3 mm in diameter (Fis. l0)

Polycrystalline ice with air bubbles
0.1 to 0.5 mm indiameter (Fig. 13)

Polycrystalline ice with tinv aìr
bubbles 0.01 to 0.1 mm in diam-
eter (Figs. 11 and 12)

Loose grains 1 mm or larger in
diameter (Fis. 14)

0.1
Q,27 to O.4l

0¡38 io 0.60

0.45 to 0.?5 20 to 770

Over 0.?5 90 to 300

0.8 to 0.95

deposited snow. The surface ,,vas hard enoughpery. The numbers within the parentheses on
density and the hardness of tle ice.

to support vehicles and was a litUe slip_
the second and third lines indicate the

and carried to the cold room where they
were observed micrographically a¡d their
soil contents and specific resistances of
meltwater were measured. Soil contents
of 2 packed snow samples were 0.0? and
0.15 percent. Sþecifiõ resistance of one
meltwater sample was 1.? x 104Ocm.

Similar observations were made at
other observation points.

CLASSIFICATION

Based on the results of the observations
obtaÍned in the winters of 196g-196g and
1969-1970, 7 types of snow and ice on
roads are proposed. These are given in
Table 1.

These types of snow and ice appear
sometimes as a single layer and a1 other
times as a combination of 2 or more lay_
ers, as shown in Figures 1 and 4. The
following combinations have been observed
(ll..ted in order from top to bottom tayãrj:-
(a) nery snow, powder snow, granular snow,
packed snow, and ice crust or ice film
(more than 2 among ürese 5 types are

Several lumps were taken from the layers

'm'
hb

Figure 2. Powder snow, blown up by a passing car.

' ' :*å,'.

Figure 3. Packed snow.

stratified with upper ones âIwats above

and (c) slush a¡d ice crust or ice film.

CHANGE OF ONE TYPE
INTO ANOTHER

New Snow to Powder Snow

When cars run over new snow, it
changes into powder snow. Snow gîains
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Figure 4. Two stratified layers of powder snow and

ice film. lce f ilm became visible by the trace of slid-

ing ti res.

Figure 7. Powder snow(density O'27 glcm3l'

composing both types of snow are almost of the same dimension. However, some grains
of the powãe" s.tów have a more rounded form, as shown in Figure 7, whereas snow

flakesbf the new snow are angular, as shown in Figure 6. The metamorphism is due

to thermal effects; the heat fiom the tires of running cars is believed to account for it.
The temperature óf the tires is dependent on the air temperature, the running speed of

the car, the character of the snow, the
driving hours of ttre car, and weather con-
ditions. When thecar runsatahigh speed,

TABLE 2 the temperature of the tires rises very
TEMPERATURE OF REAR WHEEL TIRES OftCN AbOVE O C, AS giVCN iN TAbIE 2.

r
f

Snow Type in Air Car
Top Layer Temperature SPeed

on Roi¿s (dee c) (t<m/hour)
Powder Snow to Granular Snow

crust, an ice film, or thepâvement during

Tire
Temperature

(deg c)

Powder snow -10

-4

Note: Measured ¡n the running car after a driving lime of more thân 20

m¡nute5.

heavy traffic, the snow grains come closer
a¡d form larger grains but do not physi-
cally connect with one another. The co-
hesive force among small grains is due to
the surface tension of meltwater films
covering them, and the melt is caused by
the heat from the tires. When the diam-
eters of the grains exceed about 0.3 mm,

60
40
40

60
50
40
50
40

40

-4to0
2to 3

14
10

6

10 to 15
I

?to13

Packed snow -13

-8

Ice film -1

Figure 6. New snow (density 0.i0 g/cm3).
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the grains are never blown up by a passing car. Cohesive force decreases with theincreasing of the diameter of the grains. If the diameter exceeds a critical value(about l_mm), no more cohesion õccrr"s. A photograptr oi granurar snow is shown inFigure 8.
On the area where chemicals are applied to accelerate melting, powder snow changesinto gralular snow by the same mechanism. except that the liquid fiim covering grainsis formed owing to the lowering of the melting póint. rrarr-ic'assists in mixin'g îhã-chemical with the snow grains. Granular snow produeed in this way is 

"rto*nirrirr"phótog¡aph in Figure g- one grain is an assem6hgu of many tiny grains inálitr"äirrusame dimension as those of powder snow.

Powder Snow to packed Snow

When powder snow is compacted by mechanical mixing such as Ûre action of trafficor the snow removal work of a plow or grader, it changei into packed snow. Ice bondsare formed through sinteringbetween snow grains in cóntactwíft each other (b). À'network connection is.thus produced, but it leaves the dimensio" oi u*"rrì;;* g;"i"unchanged, as shown in Figure 10.

Packed Snow to Granular Snow

When chemicals are scattered on the surface of packed snow, a part of the snow be-comes liquid owing to the lowering of the melting pãint. The network corurections in thepacked snow are covered by a liquid film when pã"t"4 
"nor 

*"1t" to the extent that itsfree water content reaches about 20 percent. Ii b"¿;;;" uu"fio" bonds to be brokenbymechanical action so that grains 6eco*u separated to form loose grains. They thencome together and form larger grains by the sãme mechanism that 
"ñ*g"" powdËr snowinto granular snow.

Packed Snow to Ice Crust
When packed snow melts to the extent that its free water content exceeds the maxi-mum capacity, the excess meltwater spreads downward and fills the air space in thesnow mass contiguous to the pavement or the ice crust berow (Fig. ls). ITth;;;t""freezes again in cold weather, ttre snow changes into ice crust. The ice crust becomesthick by repetitive melting and freezing processes.

Formation of Ice Film
Ice films are formed by the freezing of meltwater film. The mertwater film ap-pears very often on the pavement and sometimes on the top of the packed snow. it u

Figure 8. Granular snow (density 0.46 g/cm3) formed
by mechanical mixing.

Figure L Granular snow (density 0.41 g/cms) formed
by chemical treatment.
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Figure 10. Packed snow (density 0.60 gicm3). thin
sect¡on.

Figure 12. Surface view of ice film covering packed
snow taken by polarized light, thín section.

Figure 11. Vertical section of packed snow showing
the presence of ice film at the top, thin section.

Figure 13. lce crust (density

section.
0.85 g/cmS), thin

o
o
oc
!
õI

Figure 14. Slush (density O.g2 g/cm3, dry density
0.60 g/cm3).

0.5 06 0.7 0.8 0.9

Density g/cm3

Figure 15. Relationship between hardness and
density of dry packed snow.

:i
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presence of the former and the microtexture of the latter are shown in Figure 4 and
Figures 11 and 12 respectively. Each type of snow and ice can form by tñe heat sup-
plied from warm air, solar radiation, and tires.

Formation of Slush

When snow melts into water, the mixture of snow and water is splashed by a passing
car, as Êhown i4 Figure 5. This type of snow, called. slush, is composed of-toos.e
grains larger than 1 mm in diameter, as shown in Figure 14. Accoiding to the ob-
se^rvations, the density ranged from 0.8 to 0.gb g/cm-t, the dry density fiom 0.45 to
0.6 g,/cm", and the free water content from 30 to b0 percent.

RELATION BETWEEN HARDNESS AND DENSITY OF PACKED SNOW

In the suburbs, packed snow is predominant on roads (Fig. 3). Bogr the hardness
a¡d the density range widely as shown by the data in Figure 15. The relation between
them is approximately given by

H = cpa

where c, the constant obtained from the relation, ranges from 400 to 600. For natu-
rally deposited snow," the value of c is approximateiy 100 in this relationship, p ranges
from 0.1 to0.4g/cm", ard the temperature is below 0 C (1).

TRAFFIC PROBLEMS DUE TO SNOW

The important traffic problems due to snow on roads are the decrease of visibility,
the difficulty of snow removal work, and the slippery condition of the road surface.
Powder snow remains in the air for a long time after a car has passed by and blown it
lq, making visibility poor (f ig. Z). Drivers of following cars hãve trouble seeing the
direction of the road. Efficiency of snow-removal work changes with the hardness and
the density of snow and ice, in particular for packed snow and ice crust. rce film
makes the road surface very slippery, as the traces of sliding tires in Figure 4 show.
The relationships of these problems to snow a¡d ice on roads wiII be the zubject of
future research.
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Informal Discussion

M. E. Volz

Is this the temperature of the driving tires that you are measuring? Is there a dif-
ferential between it and the tire that is rotating freely? Is there a direct relationship
betwccn speed, weight, tir.e-pressure, and so on, and is it a direct ratio, something
that you cal compute or something that you got by observation and for which you have
no formula? I am interested from the airplane pilot's viewpoint rather than from the
viewpoint of a driver of a highway vehicle. Can we determine what the temperature
will be in an airplane tire, for example, that ís being driven over tlis ice-rubber in-
terface, if you would like to call it that? Can you compute what the tire temperature
wiII be, or was this just an observed temperature?

Kinosita

We measured the driving tirers temperature. We believe that there is a direct re-
lationship between the speed, weight, tire pressure, and snow type a¡d the driving
tire's temperature; but we have not yet found any formula for it. We have never mea-
sured the temperature of a driving airplane tire on a snow surface, but you may use
an infrared radiation thermometer to determine it.

Ambrose Poulin

What accuracy do you think you have in the measurement of tire temperature ? Is
it within rb deg?

Kinosita

It is within tl C.

Poulin

Do you have auxiliary measurements by other methods to determine the accuracy of
your radiometric temperatures ?

Kinosita

We measured the tire's temperature just after stopping the car with an infrared
radiation thermometer and a thermistor. Both measurements gave the same value
with the accuracy of +1 C. We determined the accuracy of our radiometric tempera-
ture by measuring the surface temperature of the mixture of ice and water, which is
just 0 C.

Volz

I have observed that when a pilot taxis an airplane or drives a car through new snowt
mechanical work is done on the snow by the vehicle. It takes additional power to move
the vehicle through the snow. Comparatively speaking, is the increase in tire tem-
perature more important than the mechanical work that the vehicle does on the snow
as far as melting is concerned?

Kinosita

Mechanical mixing is more important.

Yolz

Does the mechanical mixing process increase the temperature?

Kinosita

Yes.
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Peter Schaerer

_ Hale you aÍy praetical experience wÍth the suggested snor¿¡ classification system ?
In order to determine the various classes of snow, it appears to be necess""v io ¡¡"r.u
an observation of the Crystal shape. Can the man on thãroad, e.g., the malrrtena,,ce
foieman, do this, or can only an-expert scientist crassify tnu s"ow?

Kinosita

Our classification system is just a suggestion for furthe¡ use: The Õbservatio-n oT
tåe crystal shape may be helpful, but it is not necessary for praetical use.

A. G. Ctary

Have your operating people made use of this system ?

Kinosita

Yes.

Schaerer

Has this worked out?

Kinosita

Yes.

Clary

Iras it worked out very well? Did they understand the procedure very well?

Kinosi'ta

The maintena¡ce foremen to whom we explained. the procedure understood it very
well.



Ice Detection, Prediction, and Warning System on Highways

Motoya Inoue, Kozaburo Baba, and Yoshiharu Takada

A system has been developed-by whieh -antifreezing action can be taken,

".g., "pr""ding 
chernicaJs, and warnings can be provided to drivers to

force slow driving. The system consiãß of the following 5 parts: (a)

meteorological obiervation devices installed on roadway or roadsidefor
measuring arr, pavement, and underground temperature, wind direction,
wind veloiity, radiation, and humidity; (¡) road surface moisture meter
installed on roadside for measuring scattering of light and electric con-
ductivity; (c) Oata processing equipment installed in the control center for
use in predicting temperature transition and discriminating road surface
moisture state; (d)datà transmitter consisting of A-D converters and wire-
less or wire transmitters for transmitting data between observation sites
and control center and between control cénter and warning signs; a¡rd (e)

warning sign that has a changeable message and provides drivers with in-
formation on slippery conditions. 'üith the use of this system we failed
only once in 48 ¡ime; (a skill score of 0.86) to predict at 5:00 p.m. that
ice would form the following morning; we had a skilt score of 0'96 in pre-
dicting 2 hours beforehand that ice would be forming'

Meteorological phenomena such as rain, snov/, ice, fog, andwind occurring on

highways preãent obstactes for road maintenance and driving. In particular, ice film
toiming on road surfaces, snowfall, and snow coverage are direcUy connected with 

^

possiblã haffic accidents, so that countermeasures against these obstructions are of

þarHcutar importance. An information system has been developed to detect, predict,

and give warning of road icing.
Prior to the development õf tnls system, extensive survey and study were carried

out. These included a meteorological survey of highways throughout Japan; a survey
of traJfic and snow removal and iõe control; a theoretical analysis of predicting mete-

orological phenomena on highways; the development of meteorological,instruments,..
systeñt des^ign, and operatiõn of-meteorological information; and similar considerations.

COMPOSITION OF ROAD ICING INFORMATION SYSTEM

The information system connected with slippery roads eonsists of the following 5

units: meteorologicaÍ observation instruments, road surface moisture meter, data

processing equipment(datacontroller), data transmitter, and electric warning signs'

À Oiag"am of the system is shown in Figure 1'

Meteoroloeical Observation Devices

These instruments (fig. Z) are used to observe meteorological elements that have

a potential effect on 
"oà¿J 

a¡rd the detection and prediction of road icing' Tþe-se 9!e-
ments include: p"u"*ãnit*perature (-0.5 cm),- underground temperature- (-5,.-10,

-iö.-*ã -¡O "*), "i"-t"*perature 
(+150 cm), dewpoint temqerature (+150 cm), net

raqi"tie' t.ioo "¡ll,-¡tqq-qAe!qtqú4!9-"*I ¡rl4reþgftv þ2!q cr1l-?4f91q !¡1-
face moisture.

These observations are recorded and converted into electric signals that serve as

input signats for the data processing equipment.

Road Surface Moisture Meter

This device (Fig. 3) uses 3 kinds of observations as input: electrical conductivity,
the scattering of light, and the temperature of road surfaces. It compares the input

t7
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Meteoro).ogi cal Obseruatory

Heteorological Observation
Equi.poent

Road Suface Moisture
Discrimination
F4uiplent

Anticipation of the Road
Surface Ternperature
(Short Period)

Data Processing Equipnent

Data Ttansmitter

Data Procesging Equipnent Ânticipation of the Road
Surface lemper¿ture (Long
Period and Short Period)

Road Suface Hoisture
Discrimination

Signal Controller
Display

Signal lransnitter

Road Yaming Signal Board

Figure 1. Diagram of the ice detection, prediction, and warning system.

Figure 2. Meteorological observation devices. Figure 3. Road surface moisture meter.
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with standard values that have been pre-
set empirically and indicates 4 kinds of
road conditions by discriminating through
a matrix circuit.

1. Dry-There is no danger of icing
because there is little moisture on the
road surface.

?. Wetl$ome moistu¡e is o4 thg rg4d
su¡fãef,1rut-it fs nõt !rèe-zinE'. -Tlie rcràll
temperature is above 1.5 C.

3. Prestage of freezing-The road is
slushy with snow and water or some
moistureis present at asurface tempera-
ture of 0 to 1.5 C. This also includes the
situation where icing is prevented even
at subzero temperatures by spreading a
high density chloride.

4. Ice-There is a danger of icing, or the road is already icy with moisture at sub-
zero temperatures.

Data Processing Equipment

This equipment, installed at the control center (fig. +¡, indicates and processes
data obt¿ined at each observatory, and also predicts pavement temperatures with a
built-in pavqment temperature prediction device.

The prediction is made Ín 2 ways depending on the time involved. A long-range
forecastof pavementtemperaturescoversuptolbhoursfromb:00p.m. tóg:00a.m.
the following day; a short-range forecast predicts temperatures continuously 2 to 4
hours in advance of a given time between the hours of 5:00 p. m. and B:00 a. m.

A prediction formula is previously prepared by analysis of meteorological data ob-
tained at the observatories, and the prediction simulator provides a shoit forecast of
pavement temperatures. In the case of long-range predictions, some types of upper
air information are added to the meteorological data fed on-line from eaèh ground ob-
servatory. A discriminant method is used here to distinguish whether pavement tem-
peratures are above or below freezing. Whenever pavement temperatures are forecast
to fall to freezing degrees, in both methods of prediction, a warning sign appears on
the control panel.

Data Transmitter

The device transmits signals from meteorological observatories to the data process-
, ing system at the control center or from the control center to the warning sþns along

the roadside. Observations are wire-transmitted as analog signals when shórt ãistanceã
are involved and as digital signals converted by an A-D converter when long dista¡rces
are involved.

Electric Warning Sign

When moisture appears, such as snow coverage of the road surface, a warning sign
is indicated on the roadside sign boards according to the ice prediction. Sign melsages,
formed by electric variable letters, may be slow-down, ice, fog, snow, gales, and the 

'

--- --Iik-s.-
board located at the control center. Automatic control of tl¡ese signs is also possible.

; A warning sigrr is shown in Figure 5.

: 
rflrDy oF pREDrcrro}{ [lE^ÄTr%3f,*ourrENr TEMPERATURES

Ice film on road surfaces is formed when pavement temperatures fall to freezing
in the presence of moisture on the road surface. Because moisture on a road surface

Figure 4. Data processing equipment installed in
control center.
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is a result of extremely complicated
phenomena, prediction of pavement tem-
peratures is much more difficult than an
ordinary weather forecast. The observa-
tion stage, therefore, was previously
confined to detection.

Detailed surveys and studies have been
carried out on icing phenomena on road
surfaces throughout Japan. In addition,
a study on methods of predicting pave-
ment temperatures was also conducted
using analytical methods of heat balance,
thermal conductivity, pattern, and sta-
tistics on the basis of road and air mete-
orological data of the particular district.

Figure 5. Warning sign.

Pavement Temperature Forecast Through Heat Balance a¡rd Heat
Conductivity Analyses

The heat balance on a road surface is not only a basis for clarifying the phenomena
of road icing but also a prerequisite for controlling road snow and ice by road heating,
using sprinklers, and spreading chemicals (chlorides). An equation of the heat bala¡rce
is ex¡pressed as a summation of a certain amount of time in regard to the total heat flux
between unit area of the road surface and space.

R=LE+P+A+X
where, in this case,

R = net radiation ly/min,
LE = heat loss by evaporation,

P = heat flux caused by advection between the road surface and air,
A = heat flux between the road surface and underground, and
X = direct contact heat transfer caused by rain showers arid such.

The heat sum of the empirical formula is calculated according to each term. The
heat flow several hours in advance car be estimated from the heat flow at the time of
observation, thus enabling a forecast of road surface temperatures to be given by the
simulator.

Prediction Through Pattern Analysis of Pavement Temperatures

This prediction method enlists the aid of harmonic analysis using a diurnal fluctua-
tion of road surface temperatures according to the l,veather as a periodic curve.

Y=a¡+ t
n=1

(a' cos nx + b¡1 sin nx)

.TABIE 1

HARMONIC ANALYS$ OF DIURNAL FLUCTUATION OF ROAD TEMPERATURES

Ar A2 \ht (aee,@'-inl 4,h, 9z
(dee, min)

Tvne
of óay ao àt az a3 b,

Cleæ 4.0'l 9.52 4.32
Fine 5.80 7.64 4.42
Cloudy 1.62 5.32 3.01
Rain 13.52 4.46 1.88
Snow 5.81 3.58 1,57

5.5? 2.19 11.03
5.05 2.0t 9.16
4,54 1,55 6.99
2.53 0.92 5.12
2.09 0.26 4,14

1.9? 63 06
2.20 65 31
1.95 62 48
2.04 63 56
5.98 80 31

1.32
1.66
0.85
0.24
0.85

4.85
4.85
3,38
2.09
1.59

1.?1 59 40
1.51 56 31
1,17 49 33
1.77 60 28
1,17 59 43
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TABLE 2

ALLOCATION OF VARIATES

No. of
Data Symbol Kinds of Data No. of

Regression Elements

I
2

4
5
6
,|

I
9

10
11
t2
13
14
15
16
l7
18
19
20
27
22
23
24
25
26

28
to
30
31
32

TR1
TR2
TR3
TR4
TR5
TA2
TD2
TTy 850
hhy ?00
hhy 500
hhs ?00
hhs 500
TTw 850
hhw ?00
hhv 500
TTw 500
R
Difference of temperature
TTs 850
Dif f erence of a.ltitude
Diflerence of altitude
Difference of altitude
Difference of altitude
Diffe¡ence of altitude
Diffe¡ence of altitude
Components of $'ind velocity
Components of wÍnd velocity
Components of wind velocity
Components of wind velocity
Hikone
Hikone
Hikone

Pavement temperatue
Underground temperature, -5 cm
Underground temperature, -10 cm
Underground temperatue, -20 cm
Undergromd temperature, -50 cm
Temperature, 1.5 m

16 32
16 32
16 32
16 32
16 32
16 32
16 32
16 32
16 32
16 32
16 32
16 32
16 32
16 32
16 32
16 ?2

32
32
32

32
32
32
32
32

32

32
32
32
32

Dew point temperature, 1.5 m
Temperature, 850 mb (Yonago)
Altitude, ?00 mb (Yonago)
Altitude, 500 mb (Yonago)
Altitude, ?00 mb (Shionomisaki)
Altitude, 500 mb (Shionomisa.ki)
Temperature, 850 mb (Wajima)
Altitude, ?00 mb (Wajima)
Altitude, 500 mb (Wajima)
Temperaiure, 500 mb (Wajima)
Radiation
TA1 (0.5 m) - TA2 (1.5 m)
Temperature, 850 mb (Shionomisaki)
hhy ?00 - hls ?00
hhy ?00 - hhw ?00
hhs ?00 - hhìr 700
hhy 500 - hhs 500
hhy 500 - hhw 500
hhs 500 - hhw 500
ffy 850 x cos ddy 850 I
ffv ?00 x cos ddv ?OO I ..
;¡" 850 - ;; ;äå õõ I dd = wind direction (a¡sre)

ffw 850 x cos ddw 8501
De$' point temperature
Wet bulb temperature
Air temperature

Table 1 gives a harmonic aralysis of diurnat fluctuation of road surface temperatures
observed in Tsuru City along the Chuo Extrlress Highway in fiscal 196?. Consta¡rts are
classified according to weather.

Prediction Through Statistical Analysis

Structural fluctuation of pavement temperatures and spatial and time relationships
among meteorological elements are understood from physical and meteorological con-
cepts. On this basis, a statistical process can be applied to forecasting pavement tem-
peratures. Two methods were examined for this purpose: multiple linear regression
and categoric classification.I Pre Among local and aerological data
inti mperatures, 180 elements were
selected. Out of these, 32 elements were chosen as the most effective variates toform' t 32-element regression formula. Discussion was also carried out on the basis of 16-
or 6-element formulas from a practical point of view. Allocation of the variables of
these multiple regression methods is given in Table 2.

Titis type of study is painstaking. It requires sorting through those factors most
directly related to the physical phenomena that this system attempts to predict and
arriving at a conclusion through a painful trial-and-error process. Moreover, the
metlod qf le_?qh_UË? çg44usion is necessarily dependent on a basic undqrstanding of

i mã mecïaniãm áppropriate-for deiermining meteoidogic -
Spot observation dataare sufficient for the short-period forecast of road surface

temperatures. However, regional meteorological data are necessary in order to make
reliable predictions, and aerological data are indispensable for long-period predictions.

Predrction of pavement temperatures, using the meteorological variables described,
. can be written in the following muitiple linear regression formula:

y=Ao*f.A.iXr*e
t=1
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where, in this case,

= road surface temperature to be predicted,
= regression coefficient,
= constant,
= value of variate observed at the time of prediction, and
= number of dimensions.

Table 3 gives an example of regresslon eoeffieients obtatned from a 16-element
regression formula produced on the basis of observations at Hatasho along the Meishin
Express Highway.

The standard deviation of errors involved in the multiple regression formula was
computed in order to obtain more lmowledge about the predietion accuracy. The errors
originated in the 6- and 16-element regression formulas are shown in a sequence of
time in Figure 6. Pavement temperatures rüere predictedby means of the road surface
temperature predictor according to the 16-element regression formula. The prediction
formula, worked out with data obtained during a rvinter season (60 forecasts), was ap-
plied in predicting pavement temperatures in the following winter. Actual results of
the prediction (from 5:00 p.m. to 8:00 a.m. the next day) were 0.86 C in the mean error
a¡d 1.8 C in the standard deviation of error. A comparison of observations versus the
results of forecasts with 6 and 16 elements is shown in Figure 7.

TABLE 3

REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS IN 1966 OBTAINED FROM 16-ELEMENT FORMULA

Constant 18:00 20:00 24:00 04:00 06:00 08:00

Y
Ai
Ao
Xi
N

Ao
Ar
A2
A3
A4
A5
À^
A?
A8
As
Aro
4,,
4,,

Arn
Â

Aru

-4.8533
1.1640

-0.8531
0.2797
0.3550

-0.0312
0.0845
0.0612

-0.0012
0.0043
0.0004
0.0029

-0.0034
-0.0051
-0.0096
0.0049

-o.0244

5.237 4
0.668?

-0.941 5
0.8416

-0.0120
0.0398
0.2290
0.1864

-0.0891
0.0011
0.0054

'0.001 5

-0.0043
0.05?7

-0.0069
0.0002
0.0303

-12.5220
0.2?61

-0.9358
1.1168

-0.2504
0.084?
0.33?8
0.23 13

-0.0883
0.0058

-0.0020
0.0009
0.0013
0.0824

-0.0129
0.0062

-0.0042

-28.6821
0.2009

-0.5689
0.4906
0.0492
0.2330
0.3364
0.2164

-0.1408
0.0095

-0.0003
-0.0000

0.0035
0.121 1

-0.0084
0.0011
0.0100

-31.9?6? -30.0362
-0.1699 -0.0519
-0.1629 0.3094
0.5204 -0.2913

-0.0839 0.2238
0.2895 0.3423
0.3365 0.1928
0.2360 0.2003

-0.1281 -O.O442
0.0005 0.01?9
0.0002 0.0000
0.0023 -0.0003
0.0054 0.00?5
0.1038 0.085?
0.0051 0.0261

-0.0044 -0.006?
0.0099 -0.0008

2.O

,Ërs--Þ
å1o

6 7 8¡1
Tiæ

.- ó'Eleftnt, recorded (Fy 1966)
GElenent (t966-'67)
I GElemnt, rccorded (1966)

l6Elemnt (1966-'67)

o

o5

Figure 6. Standard deviation of errors.
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17 18 19
Fin€

1. X2Xs¡ Y>Yot Z>Zo
2. X>Xo¡ Y>Yot Z<Zo
3, XÞXo¡ V<Yot z>Zo
4. x>xo, V<Yot Z<Zo

212223241 2 3 4 5 7 8H
FnreFine

The

Figure 7, Prediction versus observations.

Prediction by Category Classification Method-In order to discriminate whether
pavement temperatures fall below the freezing point, 5 elements including pavement
temperature, underground temperature, air temperature, dew point temperature, and
net radiation were chosen as prediction factors to allow a category classification of 5-
dimensional space. This enabled discrimination a¡rd prediction of road icing according
to category. The category classification is in this case akind of discriminant ana-lysis.
A variate is divided at a point in order to discriminate which division an amount re-
quired belongs to. Accordingly, categories of 25 = 32 are produced in the 5 dimensions.
The classification points and groups in each category are determined by physical obser-
vation and by statistical treatment.

As an example, take 3 variates with prediction factors of x, y, a,nd,z. If the classi-
fication points of the prediction factor val^ues are taken âs xo, fo¡ and zo respectively,
the number of categories classified are 23 = 8.

5. X(X6rY>yorZ>Zo
6. x<xo, Y>YotZ<Zo
7, X(X6, Vlyot Z>Zo
8. X(X6, Y<yot Z<Zo

TABLE 4

SKILL SCORE OF PREDICTIONS AT HATASHO, MEISHIN

Observed
Predjcted

Above0C Below0C
Total Comment

Above 0 C
Below 0 C

Total

Above 0 C

32',1

0

327

I 336
149 149

158 485

Short period p¡ediction by time, every 2 hours,
unit = 2 hours

Skill score: 0.95?1

Long period prediction, 1967
Skill score: 0,?750

Long period prediction, 1968
Skill score: 0.92?5

30 5 35 Short period prediction by day, unit = a night
:q-- æ !g SkiU score: 0.8324 _

Total

Above 0 C
Below 0 C

Total

Above 0 C
Below 0 C

Total

30 31 61

34640
02020

34 26 60

36137
12722

3',t 22 59
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If categories 4, 6, and B are taken as groups to reach the freezing point, they are
predieted to reach the freezing point when the predicted time (x, y, and z) falls on 4
or 6 or 8. Other multidimensional category classification was conducted in this same
way.

Table 4 gives a skill score that compares actual pavement temperatures with those
that had been predicted. The first 2 cases are examples of short-range predictions
within 2 to 4 hours, a¡d the other 2 cases are long-range predictions from 5:00 p.m.
io I :00 a. rn . the ¡ext daJ. Iro the latter cases , 2 variables oi aerological-data were
added to the prediction factors. Rather good prediction results were achieved by using
this method.

This sort of statistical prediction depends completely on the accuracy of the method
applied. Moreover, meteorological data covering 2 to 3 years are necessary in order
to provide stabilized forecasts with a minimum of errors.

CONCLUSION

Various methods have been examined empirically with specially designed simulators
for each method to obtain an optimal prediction of pavement temperatures. It is very
important that the temperature of paved surfaces be predicted automatically and me-
chanically without depending on meteorological lsrqwledge if snow and ice on roads is
to be effectively controlled. No practieal inconvenience is presented by the alternative
type of prediction of whether pavement temperatures, which are closely connected to
road icing, fall below freezing point or not.

On this basis, the category classification method has been adopted as a means of
making an objective prediction system of pavement temperatures. The system attained
good results in its predictions, with skill scores of 0.775 in 1967 and 0.927 in 1968 for
Iong-range predictions and 0.95? through 1967 and 1968 for short-range ones. The
state of moisture on paved surfaces was detected accurately and reported to the con-
trol center.

The salient point of this system is not only to provide the men in charge of road
maintenance with appropriate information but to alert drivers to the conditions by the
warning signs. For this purpose, prior to the development of software that could en-
sure an effective system operation, surveys were carried out repeatedly on the distri-
bution of temperatures on paved surfaces in road sections wheró snow and ice could
be formed.

Informal Discussion

Glenn G. Balmer

Can you give us a litile more detail on the moisture detector?

Inoue

We are making 3 kinds of observations: electrical conductivity measurements to
detect surface moisture; scattering of light to determine the presence and state of
surface moisture; and measurements of pavement temperature.

Balrner-
rWhat does the system cost?

Inoue

This system costs $300,000 per 40 km.
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Ambrose Poulin

It seems to me that instead of looking at the entire heat balance equation for the sur-face affected, you could possibly use onã or two sensors, ;hiih might give you practi_cally all the information, and introduce logic into you* 
"á*potu" 

p"äsrä*. b;íåJ"'think that you could cgme up with a prediciion sy"t"* trrat iüstãa¿ of 
"being 

100 pärcent
?c_9u11!e and costing-9800,000 might be 95 percent accurate and cost *ryiu $sðþoï to$60,000? The point is, do you ttrlnt that with one or two measurements, say surfacetemperatufe and the moisture condi.tion, you eould come up with the same informatisn
even though it might not be accurate 100 percent of the tirne ?

Inoue

This might be possible.

Cheslev J. Posev

Do you anticipate any problem from vandalism?

Inoue

We do not know.

Leonard H. lVatkins

Along these 50 km where tlis system is instatled, how many sensing stations areth9r.9? Howfar apart are trrey, andhow do you determine their rocaüõns? Do youput them in larown danger spots, or do you siudy the microcrimate of the road?

Inoue

We have 30 of these different sensors in this 60-km section. The points are not gre
most dangerous because we studied the road surface with infrared telemeters and weknow tl¡e performance of the road. The choice was based on the easiest point iomaintain.

Thad M. Jones

.- How do you transmit the information from the individual meteorological station tothe central control? Is it radio link or land line?

houe

We use cable, a telephone line.

Jones

Do the individual meteorological stations and warning signs have a power sourceindependent of the main distribution 5O-cycle current, ,i" ¿ããÃ itt" 
"nti"" system rã-quire for its operation your regurar povr'er line voltag:e, or islroperated cômpleteþfrom batteries?

Inoue

We use a common commercial po\ryer_ source, not a special one, and the individuat
@notiave standbtpower. ' ':- -- --

Don L. SÞeilma¡r

.I notice this system has a fairly new element, a direction and r¡¡ind velocity indi-cator. How important is this in prediction of icing?
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Inoue

In this system the radiation is a measured factor, a¡d t}le wind direction aad speedare secondary factors.

Balmer

on a second installation, would you instarl your stations as close as

stations, 3 stations, or 10 stations?

Inoue

If we installed a second system, tJte number of individual stations might be less tha¡in this system. In this system we can accumulate the data, 
"o 

tttu er"oi can be reduced.

John A. Cook

At what height do you measure wind velocity?

Inoue

About 2 meters above the road surface.

Cook

Do you take into consideration dew point at the same time as you measure the windvelocity?

Inoue

It happens that dew point is important because of the radiation element of this point.

James A. Roberts

!o you have specific, signÍficant evidence of ur*e usefulness or effectiveness of thesystem in reducing accidents?

Inoue

_we lave had only one season and ritfle experience with this system, but we havereduced tra.ffic accidents markedly.



Prediction of Preferential lcing Conditions
on Highway Bridges

C. Birnie, Jr., and W. E. Meyer

Preferential icing of bridges, i.e., the freezing of bridges before the
approaches do, involves the interaction of a number of variables such
as location, weather conditions, thermal properties of the bridge struc-
ture, and traffic density. This paper reports on research undertaken
to correlatethese vari.ables of weather, geographic location, and bridge
deck thermal properties that lead to preferential icing. A bridge deðk
over a stream was instrumented to gather data on a continuous basis
throughout the winter of 1969 and 1970. The field study was supple-
mented with a computer simulation of the heat flux in bridge decks and
with measurements on a deck section in the cold room. with repre-
sentative weather data and lmowledge of the thermal characteristics of
the bridge structure, it should be possible to construct a probabitistic
model to predict the numberof days peryear thaticing wiII occur. such
a model will be usefuI to the highway engineer in devising an econom-
ically justifiable countermeasure.

Preferential icing of bridge decks, a well-lqown safety hazard, refers to the forma-
tion of ice on a bridge deck at times when the approaches become merely wet or even
remain dry. The existence of this hazard is well recognized, but its seriousness a¡d
frequency of occurrence for a given bridge have not been investigated systematically.
The factors that lead to preferential icing have not been subjecteã to scientific study,
and the possible means for preventing it have not received the attention they deserve.
Although much work has been done on the control of ice and snow on elevated structures,
this has been solely as part of the overall removal operations. This paper is concerned
specifically with the situation in which measures are required in a district only for some
bridges and not for other bridges or roads and streets.

To deal with the problem, we need methods for assessing the frequency aad severity
of preferential icing of a given bridge, and an assessment of the feasibility of counter-
measures. This paper is in the nature of a progress report because we cannot yet ofTer
final answers to all questions. It attempts to offer an analysis of the problem atd re-
ports research under way at the Perursylvania State University.

GENERAL CONSIDERATiONS

Preferential icing is caused by the difference between the thermal response of aa
elevated highway structure ar¡d that of the approachways to the local meteor-ological con-
ditions. Preferential icÍng will occur when (a) the bridge deck surface is beloù BZ ¡'
and the approachway is not, and (b) moisture is available in the form of high relative

_ humidity, mist, fog, rain, sleet, snow, or runoff from a snow bank or ottrer source.

-@ðfe,have taken 3 approaches to obtain an answer to this question: (a) a numerical solution
for determining the time-temperature history of the bridge surface for a specified am-
bient temperature cycle; (b) exposing a test slab in a controlled temperatuie room, sim-
ulating a bridge deck undeîgoing changes in ambient temperature; and (c) instrumenting
a highway bridge.

The last approach is the most obvious one, but suffers from the drawbacks that pref-
erential icing is an extremely transient phenomenon and that the frequency of icing is

27
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very much a function of local conditions. To select a suitable bridge, we examined 14
different ones. We lmew that there were no records on the frequency of icing, but we
also found that subjective information was not of very much help. Accident records were
examined, but the information recorded is too ambiguous and reported accidents are
statistically too infrequent to provide guidance. Therefore, we had to make our choice
on the basis of inferred thermal characteristics a¡d meteorological conditions at the site.

The experience with this search for a bridge that would make a good experimental
site emphasized the importanceof theother 2 approaches. A eomputer simulation would
be of considerable value because it would help to clarify the relation between thermal
characteristics of a bridge and its environment. Similar simulations have, of coutrse,
been done before (!). Our first simulation was arelativelysimple one becauseit seemed
essential to get some initiai guidalce for the other phases of our work. There is a purely
aaalytical solution with limited boundary conditions for the heat tra¡sfer problem in a
slab (2). Because, however, the primary variable in the problem is the nature of the
varying heat transfer conditions at the slab surfaces, a numerical approach was adopted.
The computer program (SIMULATION I) solves the heat conduction equation

,'T _ p"F-r
for a one-dimensional slab with heat flow only in the direction perpendicular to the sur-
faces for the temperature distribution in the slab as a function of time.

LABORATORY EXPERIMENTS

We constructed a test slab to simulate a typical prestressed concrete bridge deck.
Originally we intended to do this outside near our laboratory. This would, in effect,
have brought a bridge to a location where observations and measurements could be made
frequently, conveniently, and in comfort and safety. Although useful for maly purposes,
the test cycles would still have been largely dictated by nature. On the other hand, cer-
tain effects that influence preferential icing in the field would have been absent and dif-
ficult to simulate realistically, for instance, the residual effects of anti-icing agents.
Therefore, we decided to place the slab in an available cold room and treat it purely as
a laboratory tool, rather than as a substitute field experiment.

With the slab in the cold room, temperature, humidity, and precipitation can be con-
trolled. Instrumentation can be checked out and, if necessary, put through repeated
identical test cycles. This applies specifically to ice detection systems a¡¡d methods.

Eventually countermeasures can be evalu-
ated witlt it before being incorporated in
expensive field instaliations. In addition,
the computer simulation ca¡r be validated
with the slab.

Figure 1 shows a top view of the test
slab in place. It is 3 by 4 ft with a thick-
ness of 7.5 in., poured of Class AA con-
crete and insulated on its sides with Styro-
foam to minimize end effects. Reinforcing
rods were placed within the slab, their size
.and-spaeing approximatiug-thos ejrnactual
bridge decks. The thicloress of the slab
was selected to comespond to that of the
bridge deck selected for the field experi-
ment. Approximately 50 copper-constantan
thermocouples were located at various
points within the slab. Figure 2 shows a
cross section of the slab and the location
of these thermocouples. In addition, a
wood plug 4 in. in diameter was placed in

àTE

Figure 1. Top víew of laboratory slab installed in
cold room.
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the slab when it was poured. It was sub-
sequently replaced by a concrete cylinder
containing thermocouples at % in. ¿epth
htervals. The slab was set up on con-
crete blocks to allow air to circulate over
and under it. Styrofoam pads were placed
between the blocks and the slab to ther-
mall¡risolate it from the supports.

The thermocouples distributed through
the slab provided the following informa-
tion: There are nosigaificant end effeets;
the reinforcing rodÉ do not significantly af-
fect the temperature field; and the couples
in the core indicate the same vertical
temperature gradients as couples else-
where in the stab.i

ltrstonce Frm Upper Swfoce , irches

Figure 3. Comparison of temperature gradients
in laboratory slab as measured and as computed

by SIMULATION l.

Figure 2. Cross section of laboratory slab showing
location of thermocouples.

grt@ F¡ìm Ceftitut, H, btlltu-lf ''F

Figure 4. Period during which brídge deck is be-
low freezing while approachway is not, as function

of surface film coefficíent (SIMULATION l).

COMPUTER SIMULATION

. The computer program (SIMULATION I) will be described in a forthcoming report(Ð. Figure 3 shows the computed and experimental values under identical ttrermãl con-
ditions. The agreement is good and was achieved by only manipulating the upper and
lower surface film coefficients in the program. The actual values of the test slab co-
efficients are not lmown. This is significant in that it points out that if the computer
simulation is to predict temperature distributions reliably, data on bridge deck surface
film coefficients must be obtained. Williamson (!) has done some u¡ork in this area,
but for our purposes more detailed information will be necessary than Williamson's
work provides.

Another example of the usefulness of the program is shown in Figure 4 These re-
sults were obtained by first representing the ambient air temperature change by a poty-
nomial that allowed the temperature to fall from an initial value of 77 to 10 F over a 4-
hour period. The temperature ini the slab was initially set at ?7 F throughout. The
program was rÌrn first allowing both the upper and lower ambient tempèratures to faII
as they would on a bridge deck, with both sides exposed to the same ambient conditions.
The program was then rerun with identical initial conditions, but with the bottom surface
held at ?7 F, thus simulating an approachway receiving heat from the subbase. Several
runs u/ere made in these 2 modes but with varying surface film coefficients. Figure 4
shows that the lower the surface film coefficient, the longer the period of potential pref-
erential icing will be.
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Theprogram isnow being refined(SIni-
ULATION II) to add simulation of multi-
layer decks andinternal heat sources. The
film coefficients are handled by a subpro-
gram that will also take care of radiation
heat losses or gains. The subprogram in
effect controls the total heat fluxes at both
surfaces, Theseheatfluxes are, of course,
influenced by numerous variables. The
experiments will serve to derive manage-
able functions.

BRIDGE SURVEILLANCE

lrterstate 80 bridge across BaId Eagle Figure 5. Aerial view of l-80 bridge over Bald Eagle

Creekin Centre County, pennsylvanir, nir" Creek in Centre County. Upper deck is instrumented;

selected as the fielä' test "it" ffig. ái instrument shack is on near creek bank just above

The bridge is constructed of 7.5-ln. ihict bridse'

slabs supported on concrete box beams.
Installing thermocouples directly in the
existing deck would have been extremely difficult. Because the experiments with the
Iaboratory slab had shown that thermocouples in a removable core give temperature
readings equivalent to those in the slab itself, a 4-in. diameter hole was cut into the
deck and a core with thermocouples in place inserted into it (fig. O) . This is a most
convenient and economical method, particularly because surveillance would suffer only
a brief interruption if one or more thermocouples should fail.

A similar core was installed in the approach to the bridge. The temperature profiles
in both cores are recorded continuously. Moisture sensorÃ were also iñstalled in the
deck to detect ice. A complete meteorological station was installed at Ûre bridge site
to monitor air temperature, wind speed and direction, precipitation rate, and Jbsolute
and relative humidity. The general arrangement of the instruments is shown in Figure7. The recorders and auxiliary equipment are housed in a shack adjacent to the siie.
Figure I shows an inside view of the shack.

This installation will provide information on (a) the frequency and duration of the
periods when the bridge surface is betow 32 F but the approachway is not, (b) the am-
bient conditions during and preceding these periods, (c) itre frequèncy with which mois-
ture to cause preferential icing is available , ald (d) the source of the moisture.

- We have not yet found a method that is totally satisfactory for detecting the presence
of ice on the road surface. We need to lqrow when temperature a¡rd moisture combine
alywhere on the bridge deck to form ice, and whether the ice constitutes a traffichazard.

Figure 6. Core with thermocouples ready for
installation in deck of bridge.

Figure 7. Plan view of ¡nstrumented bridge deck
showinq sensor locations.

(ak ¡ryrtu., R.totii; Md[yl
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ICE DETECTION METHODS

Detection methods can be grouped into
3 major categories:

1. Warning systems generate a suit-
ablesignal towarn traffic that iceis pres-
ent on the bridge. \ilhen the condition
ceases to exist, the signal will terminate.

2. Countenneasure actuation systems
generate a signal that anticipates that ice
will be forming sometime in the future.
The length of lead time will depend on the
type of countermeasure and may also de-
pend on the specific weather conditions.

3. Monitoring systems monitor the
functioning of the other 2 systems and con-
tribute to research. Their accuracy must
be high, and they should be capable of mon-
itoring the entire test surface.

Commercial systems are either the
fi.rst or the second type. They monitor
one or more of the variables, air tem-
perature, road surface temperature, road
surface moisture (Iiquid or frozen), and
relative humidity. Those systems whose
primary function is to anticipate icing con-
ditions usually rely on the detection of air
temperature a¡rd relative humidity because, when the air temperature approaches 32 F
and the relative humidity is above g5 percent, the possibility of surfaðe icing is high.
The reliability of such systems has been shown to be doubtfutiO. For example, 

"o"ha method will not detect water resulting from melting snow or ice running acioss the
road and about to refreeze.

Most of the current commercial systems do in fact monitor surface moisture in addi-
tion to air temperature and local relative humidity. Commonly 2 adjacent sensors mea-
sure electrical conductivity at the road surface. One of the sensors is heated. If the
surface is dry, both sensors show high and equal resistance; if the surface is wet, both
sensors have low aad equal resistance. If there is ice on the pavement, the resisîalce

of the unheated sensor will be high because
it is covered with ice, which has high re-
sistivity, while the heated sensor will melt
the ice and low resistance wilt be indicated.
Tests (!) indicate that this is a fairly re-
Iiable method, but conditions can exist
under which it will generate a false signal
Figure 9 shows a la.boratory experiment in
which a thin film of ice was deposited on
the test slab by a supersaturated atmo-
sphere. An ice film has formed over the
unheated sensor. The heated sensor, how-

ur¡ç ç¡Iç¡ ËJ r¡¡Pul
is great enough not only to melt the ice but
also to evaporate all moisture from the
sensor surface.

For practical applications, failure of
a detecting system to deal with such sub-
tleties may not be important, but for re-
search purposes it is, because we must

Figure 8. lnside of instrument shack.

Figure 9. lce detector sensors in laboratory slab when
atmosphere is supersaturated. Left (unheated) sensor
iscovered with ice film, and right (heated) sensor is dry.
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I have accurate and reliable records of when ice formation began and when the ice diSap-
peared. Ir addition, a research system should monitor not merely a small spot but the

. entire area under surveilla¡ce. Freezing meltwater may miss a spot sensor, and chan-
: neled traffic may melt the ice over the sensor while outside the wheelpaths ice may
] remain.

Another problem is the relation between the presence of ice and slipperiness. What
r we really are trying to eliminate is "preferential slipperiness." On the laboratory slab
r friction measurements were made at various ice thiclsresses with a Keystone-Penn State
, drag tester(9). Witfr filmsof icenot thick enough toobliterate the surfaceirregularities,

the surface was not found to be especially slippery'
At present a conventional pavement ice detector is being used on the test bridge deck.

The continuous on-off records from it are supplemented by daily reports from all high-
way maintenance personnel passing over the bridge. When icing conditions prevail,
project personnel make an inspection whenever possi.ble. lVe are, however, continuing
our search for a fully automatic method that wiII give 100 percent coverage in time and
space with as close to 100 percent accuracy as possible.

I We have considered numerous detection schemes and tried out several, such as
radiometric, Iight reflective scaffiing, and photography. We have also given thought to
methods of automatically measuring slipperiness. So far all these solutions have been
found to have serious shortcomings.

COUNTERMEASURES

Many methods for keeping roadways free of ice and snow have been investigated or
,, used on a limited scale over the past 20 years. The prevention of preferential bridge

icing could utilize this technology, except that the boundary conditions for its use are
different. Melting a 6-in. sno',vfall competes economically with its removal by plowing.
Control of preferential ice on bridges is in most cases an added service. On the other
hand its accident potential is thought to be very high because it represents a local hazard
that traffic eneounters without warning under otherwise normal conditions.

Experience shows that the frequency with which bridges may freeze before roadway
varies considerably. Obviously, economic considerations dictate different solutions
when a countermeasure is likely to be used only once a year and when it is needed fre-
quently, or when the skidding accident experience is high because of either traffic den-
sity or road geometry.

Operating cost is an important factor with snow melting schemes, but not with meth-
ods for the prevention of preferential icing because very low power levels are sufficient
inasmuch as the object is only to prevent slippery conditions on the bridge when these

: do not exist on the adjoining roadway. Thus capital cost becomes extremely important,

THE PROBLEM OF PREDICTION

The crucial problem is to determinewhat level of service a particular bridge requires
and how this service can be provided at acceptable cost. Although there are secondary
factors, the requirements are functions of the thermal properties of the bridge a¡rd of
its ctimatic environment. Rapid methods are needed to determine these 2 factors for a
large number of bridges.

The thermal properties of a bridge are essentially constalt and can therefore be de-
termined at any time of the year. I¡r essence this requires determining the effect of a
lqlown rate of input or subtraction of heat. There are numerous ways in which this can

r --be dsne; We are cumentlytsing:a*ehicrlar-rnounÈeÈ¡adiometerto measursurface-'
: temperature while in motíon. Knowing the surface temperature of the bridge deck and

the adjoining roadway as well as the ambient temperature, we should at least be able to
mat<e a rough classification of bridges. Further measurements may be needed to char-
acterize bridges that are subject to potential preferential icing.

The environmental characteristics are more difficult to quantify and describe. Mac-
rometeorological data provide not much more than an envelope and a base line. Prac-
tical methods must be found for relating the microclimate at the bridge with the macro-
climate reported by the U. S. Weather Bureau. The experience with our instrumented

I
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bridge should provide insight into the principles to be applied. We expect to find classi-
fiable weather cycles for the near-freezing temperature range to which a limited set of
rules can be applied for predicting at least the difference in the surface temperatures
of bridge and approachway.

CONCLUSIONS

The problem of predicting when preferential icing of bridge decks will or will not oc-
cur is a complex one. Given a lmown environmental cycle, it is possible toþredictthe-
temperature differences between bridge deck ard approachway provided the thermal
characteristics of both are known. Possibilities have been indicated for obtaini¡g these
characteristics by routine methods. (Not mentioned was the prediction of the thermal
characteristics of a bridge while in design, but guidance for a practical procedure for
this purpose should be obtalnable from the experience with existing bridges.)

The climatic conditions that can lead to preferential icing must be obtained by estab-
lishing a relationship between the macrometeorological histories that the U. S. Weather
Bureau can provide and the microclimate at the bridge. At this time only speculations
can be offered as to the type of data that must be collected at the bridge site and over
what period. The instrumented test bridge is expected to furnish this type of informa-
tion, at least for a single location.

Countermeasures will no doubt differ greatly, depending on the probable frequency
with which preferential icing is iikely to occur. Because different countermeasures
require different phasing between actuating signal and arrival of the icing conditions,
we must be able to predict from the ambient chaages when icing is likely to occur.
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Formal Discussion

W. D. Glauz and R. R. Blackburn
Birnie and Meyer are to be complimented on their maly faceted approach to theexamination of an illusive problem-detecting or predicting trru o""ur"ence of localizedicy conditions on bridge decks. Their use of analytical a¡ä laboratory findings in con-junction-with-fi-eÌd v¡ork ls commendable. However, thère arã certain featurõs of bridgeicing that, although alluded to, have been underestimateo oy trre authors.

^ There are 2 major situations under which localized bridgeicing might occur: (a) thefreezing of some form of precipitation and (b) the occurrän.u ot t"oãt. In additibn,bridge deck cooling is caused by both convection a¡d radiation. The occurrence offrost is most often influenced by radiation_cooling, whereas the freezing of precipitants
can occur as a result of either type of cooling.

Let us first examine the icing condition siudied by Birnie and Meyer-freezing pre-cipitation in conjunction with convection cooling. Wä consider first the heat transferbehavi.or- of the approach roadway. Heat can bõ lost from the upper surface to the adja-cent air by the mechanism of convection, which is strongiy àepenaent on surface windsthat provide the movement of cooler air ãcross the paveñränt. At the same ti*e, t ãatis supplied to the pavement from below by conduction of heat from the warmeï groundbeneath the roadway. The net rate of temperature change, therefore, is dependent onthe 2 heat-transfer rates.
A bridge, however, is not endowed with a heat source underneath. In fact, duringa period involving cold-winds-, the bridge may lose heat by convection trom lótir uppårand lower surfaces. Thus, -during a pe"ioa õf decreasing ri" il*peratures, the bridgetemperature is likely to be lower ltra¡r ttre adjacent .ora íe*pe"ature but warmer thanthe air temperature. If this occurs in conjunction with, or i^s-iottowed by, a period offreezing rain, drizzLe, sleet, o¡ fog, quite tit<ety the b;idge;iù ¡u"o*u icy whereasthe approach roadway will only becomeïet. rneiemperuLi"" àìrru""ntiat bel,veã"ï"iãgu

and approach roadway can be even greater if the nelghboring terrain is such to enablehigher wind velocities^-over the bridge; this is often lhe case"because the bridge is ele-vated and thus less influenced by the earth's surface boundarylayer.
The mechanism of bridge frosting is somewhat different *0, in many locales, moreprevalent than the phenomena just discussed. It requires ttre biioge oeõt tempeíatureto be lower than the dew point temperafure of the loõal atmosphere, which, in turn, isnormally lower than the air temperature. In practicu, u ,r""f high locat relative humid-ity is also required-a common occurrence near rivers and oiher bodies of water. Underthese conditions, the moisture in the air, when it comes in contact with the colder sur-face, will condense. -If the deck temperáture also happens to be below the ireu"irrg poirrt,the eondensation will be in the form óf ice crystals.

.. The bridge deck-air temperature differential is occasioned by heat loss due to radia-tion' 
. 
This g,enerally occurs at night under clear sLius útun 

"uãution 
can occur to theessentially absolute zero temperature of outer space. rn this situation the nrlage wiìltend to gain heat by convection from the warmer air, again depending on wiñd speeds.Here, then, a very calm- atmosphere (Iack of wind) wilr"reaa io iower deck temperatures.The approach roadway also radiates in the same fashion but is aÍded, again, by thewarmer ground below.

The choice of surface film coefficients used by Birnie and Meyer, both for the ana-tytical work as well as the chamber experiments, is ttrerefo"u p"i*å"iiv àãperraent on--w'ind-sBeed when'c onvectionis beiag corsideretl. Rãdiãtron heaî-r
hand,- cannot be expressed in termJ of a surface film coefficient. Thus their analyticalmodel should not be expected to yield realistic, nonempiricat rãsults. Likewise, äomedifficulty might be experienced with the laboraiory expärimànts because the simulationof winds- may be a problem and the simulation of the radiation heat losses may be nearlyimpossible.
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Birnie and Meyer

The authors appreciate the comments made by Glauz and Blackburn. These are all
valid and had been given some consideration although not specifically referred to in the
paper.

The significance of the subgrade as a source of heat to the roadway is recognized.
It is believed that this will be especially sigaificant during the fall months when the aver-
age daily temperature is failing. Originally it was not planned to measure temperatures
below the 7.5-in. level in the bridge approachway. Howevçrr, at the timeof thermocouple
installation a probe was placed at a depth of 2 ft in order to monitor the subgrãde tem-
perature.

The possibility of frost formation as a source of slipperiness on the bridge was one
of the major factors in the choice of the test site. The stream flowing under the bridge
stays relatively warm all year because of the loeation of a power station about 2 miles
upstream. We felt that this would furnish ideal conditions for frosting. However, the
observations for one winter, which admittedly are limited, have not indicated any pref-
erential frosting. On several occasions at very low air temperature, warm moist air
was observed rising from the stream and forming hoar frost on surrounding vegetation
and fences but not on the bridge deck. Furthermore, studies in the laboratory indicate
that frost on a surface is not necessarily slippery unless it is quite heavy. Frost was
allowed to form on the test slab by creating a supersaturated atmosphere and allowing
it to condense. The slipperiness of the surface was then checked using a hand skid
tester. Very little change in skid resistance was noted over that of a set surface. Ap-
parently the surface disparities are great enough to nullify any effects of the frost when
the layer is thin. More precise tests should be run to establish the correlation between
frost layer thiclcness and skid resistance.

The net exchange of radiant energy between road surface and sky is important. Pre-
liminary field data indicate that the surface emissivity has a major effect on the surface
temperature. As expected this is most notable on clear days and nights. The radiant
energy effect was also noted during laboratory tests when a strong light was used for
illumination when taking pi.ctures. It was noted that the ice in the region struckby the
Iight rapidly melted. In developing the computer simulation, we included a term for
radiant energy in the surface equations. At the time this paper was written, values had
not been assigned to this parameter because we rfere uncertain as to what magnitude
coultl be considered as reasonable. Consideration is also being given to placing instru-
mentation at the test site for measuring the net radiation exchange.



The Profiling Radioacrive Snow Gage
James L. Smith, Howard G. Halverson, and Ronald A. Jones

Determination of snowfarl amount or whether snow is actualry falring isa major probrem for agencies involved i, *"*-;;-"riat o" control onremote mountain roads or on remote, unattenaeJãirüeras. A systemhas been deveroped by which snow denÁiry *Jããptt ^ä"v 
be measuredin r/z-in. incrernents irv r".li""iirofiiing-of a snowpack. The systemis highrv accurate *g Tuy be àoapteo-ro" 

""*ãiuãpuration. with itone mav determine whether snow. ii {ltting, 'r" 
irtääìitr ãt 

""å*i"ri,the depth of the snowpack, and its dens-ity 
"tîrL 

p"i"t" lî tnu pack. onemay also determine whether rain is fatiing ontäîpã.t, when the rainceases, and when snow begins to fall again." pr"r. 
"ãttiã^ent, melt, orice-crust formation may árso u" *orrito"ea. rr." ïás" consists of asmarl radioactive sourcè and a detector that are araî¡iat a rate of onefoot per minute through two u."u"" fubes extending from ground li¡re toa point above the highest snow deoosition. rÁi îisrJ ca¡r be sent bytelephone rine or radio to a base siation *rru"" irru ?ïfrar is convertedto depth and density a¡rd is recorãeC.

one-third of the earth's ra¡¡d surface is covered by snow and ice e. Most of thegreat river systems of the worlcl aepenáã1 snowmelt water for their flows. water forthe arid regions comes rargely r""*'-åiãä^"rr*ailb;rñ;i;, 51 percent of all stream_flow is derived from melteã snow. some ot tte mosi o;;;;;"'r" floods in the united
:liH":ff 

from snowpacks melting too rapidlv or from 
"ain 

tarring_on and metting
Large snowfalls are the most frequent cause of paralysis of transportation systems.These result in highway closures ¡"ó"""ã of poor 

"ilibirït; ãurr*"n"", or snow thataccumulates faster than available equipÀent è* 
""*orrã 

i¿ il; the roadway.Few resources are so extensive i" ã"ãu, so disruptive to transportation, so usefulan{ Vet so threatening to man as snow.
with so extensive and important a resource one would expect that man would have de_vised reliable systems for rio-nitorincr;"" ot snowtait,--snäriïeptrr, and snolv condition.Likewise one would expect to find tii"gãä""w of formLbs wiiir wiricir to predict the

iji:iä""få* 
on the ground to envirõnmentat stimulii tirat"cause snow ro men. such

Three basic forms of snow measurement have been used to date. The first, and mostextensively used method, consists of one o" *ã"u of the extraction or gravimetric tech-niques' The second, and cumentty popurar, ilñ*; makes use of a weighing system.The _third, _1 
recent innovatioa, usôs isotopé 

".rã* 
gäg"".Most snow surveys are takén b1me1 tåuehd t-oi¡ru 

"ro* course in the mountainsand taking gravimetric samples. nalq- sampii"f"Jn"t"t" of driving a hollow tube into- r -- -thettorrpack, 'extracting-thltube and the-inäruaäJ snowcore, and deterrrrinÌng t¡'.-lüéighfI of the column of snow. -xnowing 
the rength tiirrã1"äpr._*d its weight, a sno.w surveyorcan compute water content and áensity w-iih an ;;;;;i tz ø trz n-ãi?åitîe, Ð. such a

:il*"#"t:rinttJ;"flï,1å"J,åjfe samnúná ;it"; ;JìJ not usa¡re'r* !t",ìiaø in stu
I Beaumont-(9 sugg-ested the practicatity of determining the snow water equivalent with

" 
& weighing svfiem.- He p"opo"ãd. uging ; ri-ti-is-.åäm) diameter butyt rubber piltowfilled with methyl alcohol ano instattei"; th" elouiáì"i"r to snowfalt. As the snowI tatls on the pilów' ttrãìnì*i"îî"u""ure is inõreased. The pressure is related to the
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mass, or weight, of the snow above it. A manometer or a pressure transducer is used
to measure this pressure.

A large number of pressure pillows have been installed in the mountains of the western
part of the United States. Results from their use have varied widely. We suspect that
success or failure is dependent on the location of the pillow and the reaction of the snow
to the environment. Snow bridging, resulting from ice lens formation, appears to dis-
rupt the downward displacement of weight onto the pillow from the overlying snow. Mea-
surements taken during such periods are inaccurate. Where there is no ice lensing the
pillowsappeartoreactcorrectlytoweightchangesinthesnowpack

Development of the first nuclear snow gage was reported by Gerdel et aI. in 1950 (5).
This gage used a cobalt-60 radioactive source at ground level with a detector positionid
above the snow. The readout of this gage was a single number translatable to the water
equivalent of the snowpack between the detector and the source. Since this first study
there has been a consta¡rt effort to develop a better nuclear gage (6, 7).

The neutron single probe system utilizing the scatter princiþle from a radium-
beryllium source encapsulated with a boron trifluoride gas detector tube was the first
radioactive system used to profile snowpacks (9, 9) . Density may be determined in ap-
proximately 6-in. (15.24 cm) vertical increments wittr an accuracy of t2 percent (!Q).
The density of thi¡ ice lenses common to the snowpacks of the Sierra Nevada of Cati-
fornia could not be measured. MultÍple calibration lines were also necessary in order
to accurately measure density near the snow-air and snow-soil interfaces.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE PROFILING SNOW GAGE

As populations expand, water needs exparrd, while the total supply of water remains
the same. Thus it becomes necessary to increase downstream water recovery of as
much of the melting snow as possible. This necessitates better control of snowpacks
in lands lying above reservoirs so that melt rate may be accelerated or decelerated to
secure better utilization of reservoir space. As man intensifies his activities on the
flood plains of rivers, flood control agencies need improved systems of warning that
will permit more time to evacuate people from the flood zones.

Present systems of snowmelt forecasting are based on lysimeter studies of net water
draining from the pack. Surface melt is held in the pack until sufficient water has been
generated to flow through the pack. With present prediction equations, one is unable to
accurately forecast future reaction of the snowpack to rain-on-snow or other melt-
producing factors. More precise study a¡rd monitoring of snowpacks require a system
for measuring in situ change in the internal snowpack structure with changes in time.

The profiling snow gage was developed to accomplish this goal. The first profiling
radioactive gamma transmission snow gage was tested with both Geiger-Mueller and
scintillation detectors in 1964. The successful use of the gage during the winter of
1964-1965 was reported by Smith et al. in 1965 and 1967 (11,14. Since development of
this first profiling gage, slight variations of this system wele installed by the Agricul-
tural Research Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture, in Vermont, by Amarocho and
Espildora in Chile (1-Ð, and by Guillot et al. in France (14).

The CSSL gage consists of 3 units: density sensor, Iift unit, and signal conditioning
a¡rd recording system (Fig. 1).

The density sensor includes a 10 mc tttcs source and a scintillation detector hori-
zontally suspended in 2 parallel access tubes that extend vertically from below ground
to a height greater than the mar<imum anticipated snow accumulation. The access tubes
are set 26.25 in. (66.67 cm) apart. The inside diameter of the source and detector ac-

--eess 
tubes¿re 0-ï-5j¡-(I-90+m) and2-00 in {5-08 em)-respeetively- The=seintitlaËon---

detector is a sodium iodide (thallium-activated) crystal 1.50 in. (3.81 cm) in diameter
and 0.5 in. (1.27 cm) thick. The crystal is attached to a photomultiplier tube. Both are
sealed in a cylindrical aluminum case. The photomultiplier signal is transmitted by a
coiled cable to a preamplifier housed in the Iift unit.

The lift unit consists of 2 reels connected by a drive shaft (Fig. 2). One spool is' positioned at the top of each of the parallel access tubes. Power is provided by a 1.25-" hp dc electric motor. Steel cables from the reels are corurected to both the source and
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Figure 1' Profiling nuclear snow gage consists of source-detector, lift unit, and signal conditioning and
recording system.

detector' The lift unit moves the source and detector at a rate of 12 in. (30.4g cm) per

- A seco¡dary circuit within the lift unit indicates the position of the source-detectora-bove or below ground level. A voltage divider is geared to the drive train and countståe revolutions of the-reel spools. wñen a potentiaÏ is apprieo, the source-detectorposition can be read from Ûre transducer.
The signat conditioning and recording unit receives the slgnal lrom the preamplifie¡hibe via a 250-ft (76.20 m) òoaxial caurð. Td ilili"s 

"tg"iì1" 
transferred to a peak-stabilized prrlse-height analyzer. Gamma photons f"olm ür;-;;sium-13? source con-stantly emit at their photo-pèak ene"gy into ttre snowpack in áir ¿i"e"tions from the
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Figure 2. Lift unit cons¡sts of 2 modified fishing reels, connecting shaft, reduction gears, and motor.

source. When they collide with the electron field of the surrounding snow, some are
backscattered. Some travel through the snowpack to the detector without collision and
tl¡us without loss of energy. AIl gamma photons striking the crystal, both backscattered
and full-energy photons, create output pulse amplitudes from the photomultiplier pro-
portional to their impact energy. A pulse-height analyzer whose window is set at the
photo peak of cesium-l3? receives aII impulses, but passes only those in the photo-peak
enerry level. These are proportional to the density of the material being studied, The
vertical width of the band rrseen" is a function of the thiclc¡ess of the NaI crystal, the
rate of profiling, and the time constant of the rate-meter circuit. The pulse-height
analyzer by constant searching and recentering on the photo-peak eliminates elec-
tronic drift of the photomultiplier that is caused by temperature changes in the de-
tector tube.

From the pulse-height analyzer tlle signal goes to a rate-meter circuit wlth a Ztfz-
second time constant. Thisis sufficient to"smooth outil the random natureof thecesium
disintegration. An analog signal from the rate meter is cabled to an operational ampli-
fier cirìuit, which conveits tire signal to density (g/cmt).. The sigaal is digitized and
transferred to one channel of a 2-channel printer. It may be placed onto magnetic tape
if desired.

The depth indicating circuit in the lift unit provides a simultaneous reading wittr each
density reading. An analog-to-digital converter is placed in parallel with the one digi-
tizing density readings. Digital depth information is transferred to the second charunel
on the printer. Depth and density are printed simultaneously at a selected interval.
The interval between density readings car be set by adjusting the sampling rate of the
voltmeter-printer combi¡ation. The interval now used is 0.03 to 0.05 ft (0.9 to 1.52 cm).
A@eenwiffièñ-îõ

. a. t/z-in. (L.ZZ cm) thick incremental profile of depth, density, and water content,
with calculations of total depth, average density, and total water content of the
snorvpack.

The signal conditioning unit provides power to the lift unit witl¡ a provision to reverse
the direction of travel of the source-detector. Voltage for the depth indicator is also

. provided. These signals are connected to the lift unit with a separate cable.

lear Bor Cover is 95 mm. x 95 mm
x 85 mm. deep.

Motor Barber-Colman, Rockford, lll.
BYQM 2185 I2 volts D.C.

Reels
Penn'Peer'f309 Reel
modilied w¡th 50.8 mm.
(Z) diam. spool

Shaft

4.5 mm. x 120 cm.,square
telescop¡ng shaft between

reels adiqst¡þle fram 67'
cm to 120 cm.
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CALIBRATION OF THE SYSTEM

The source and detector are stored underground in the access tubes when the gage is
not being operated. When in the storage position, source and detector are separated by
a hollow box containing a sheet lead standard. The tra¡rsmission of gamma energy
through this standard is equated to the equivalent of 26.25in. (66.6? cm) of homogeneous
material. During profiling, transmitted enerry coming through the snow is taken as a
percentage of energy that passed through the standard, -and, through use of the opera-
tional amplifier, the actual density of the snow Ln g/cm' is printed on paper tape.

The calibration equation is

where

P=c-o('"'sr#å*##)

p = snow density in g/cm3,
C = constant = 1.300 to 1.700, and
b = slope g 0.500 to 0.700.

Note: C and b vary with different standards.
A calibration graph is obtained by taking gamma transmission readings through a

series of uniform-density 2'/n-in. (5.?2 cm) thick polyethylene blocks. The *o"e blocks
used, the higher will be the lcrown equivalent snow density being measured. Relation
between the polyethylene blocks and snow density was determined theoretically and by
gravimetric sampling of lmown quantities of water, ice, and snow. Plotting output count
over equivalent snow density produces a straight-line graph on semilog paper. The slope
and intercept of the line are calculated and used as constant factors in the operational
amplifi.er density circuit. Regression analysis indicated that snow density can be de-
termined with a standard error of 10.01 5 g/cm" in the range 0.001 to 0.686 g/cms.

Melt of the snow around the access tubes is another possible source of error. We
have lound the effect of suncupping to be insignificant eicept at the end of the snow sea-
son. By this time general snow cover is discontinuous over the watershed. This con-
dition creates more error in snowmelt prediction tha¡ that induced by suncups around
the access tubes. We do not consider melt around the tubes as significant piovided
tube diameters do not exceed present sizes.

INFORMATION AVAII,ABLE WITH PROFILING SNOW GAGE

With the gamma-transmission profiling snow gage, one may measure I factors im-
portant to understanding snow hydrology: total snow depth; snow density at t/s- to t/r-in.
increments throughout the pack, and the average density of the entire pack; total water
content of the pack; water content increase or decrease and the section of the pack where
the changes are occurring; amount of snow that has fallen since the last measurement;
rainfall amount and intensity until such time as the snowpack begins to discharge water;
melt rate between measurements if melt is occurring; ald moisture ehanges inthe soil
(with a closer source-detector spacing)

Since 1964 we have measured snow density with the profiling snow gage at intervals
varying from once to several times per day. In addition, we have studied water move-
ment through snowpacks from snowmelt, from natural rain falting on snowpacks, ald
from artificially apptied rain on snow. New theories about water-holding capacities of
snolrrruatertransmissionrates, and tåe factors affeeting:wate-r--t+a¡rsmissisRlaveeome--- .

from these studies (15).
The following casãhistories serve as illustrations of the utility of the snow gage.

1. Melt rate of a pack can be determined. On March 29, 1966, 3 profiles were made
at 8:40 a.m., 1:25 p.m., and 5:11 p.m., pacific standard time(Fig. B). pack depth de-
creased by 1 in. (2 .54 cm) . The melt water moving through the pick can be seen as in-
creased density of the 2latter profiles over the B:40 a.m. profile.
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Figure 3. Three profiles of same snowpack show-
ing melt. Note the 2 ice lenses at surface and

at 33-in. depth.

2. Compaction and settling of the
snowpack can be determined. This is
shov/n in Figure 4. A 27-in. (68.58 cm)
layerof l0percent density snolv, over-
Iaid by a 5-in. (12.70 cm) Iayer of 23
percent density snorü, was able to sup-
port an overburden of 20 in. (50.80 cm)
of approximately 12 percent density
snow. Snowfalls during the following 4
days increased the densityof the entire
mass. Density of the 27-in. (68.58 cm)
layer increased progressively from 10
to 25 percent.

Density alone is not always a reliable
i¡dex of snow strength. Air tempera-
ture increase can cause snowmelt and
structural alteration and thus decrease
strength. However, a higher density
snowwill usually have a higher strength
(lq). ft may be possible to estimate the
strength of snow by analyzing the his-
tory of density changes recorded by the
snov/gage irt conjunctionwith the mete-
orological record.

3. The amount of rainfall absorbed
by a snowpack may be determined. O¡r March 1, 1967, a study was initiated on a 71-
in. (180.34 cm) snowpack containing 19.9 in. (50.55 cm) of water. A totat of 10.56 in.
(26.82 cm) of water was sprinkled onto the snowpack at the rate of 0.!3 in, {Q.83Q cm)
per hour. Profiles werè obtaincd at iegular'intêivats ttrir¡uehõüf the sffidy period. me
amount of water held in the pack and its location could be determined at any time. After
drainage, the pack contained 28.8 in. (73.15 cm) of water, an increase of 8.9 in. (22.61
cm) (rig. s).

We believe that the amount of water retained by snow can be determined through re-
search. We further belÍeve that, if one linows the day-to-day history of a snowpack
from study of daily profiles, he can determine the amount of new water that the pack
will hold at any time. This information is vital to prediction of floods that are caused
by rain falling on a¡d melting snowpacks.

SNOW,OENSITY
GM/CC

Figure 4. Light density layer extending from 40 to
67 in. above soil lost 7 in. depth to compression.
Density increased from average of 7 percent to about

20 percent.

Density (gcm-¡)
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DENSITY GM/CC

Fígure 5. Density increased after water was appl¡ed to light dens¡ty snowpack.

A natural rain on snow event occurred during the period January 1? to Januarv 281e6e' A ?e-in. (200.66 cm) snowpact< containins 2e.e5 in. (?6.0iä)^"räiä;åå"1iåo
12'30 in' (3L'24 cm) of water as siow anJrain.. of trrelåiar pÃcipitation, z in. (17.78cm) fell as ratur or as- snow of 30 percent density, wrtiàrr-ttrelieà within a few hours.The original pack had a uniform density rangiig from B0 to ig percent from groundIine to 40 in. (101.6 cm) (Fic. 6). ounsitiãs rrõm"¿o in. tiòr.ã.*) ro ?9 in. (200.66 cm)decreased gradually to 15 percent near.the snow-air interface. The snow in this packhad accumulated from frequent storms with no i.te"4;ing *ãit *¿ refreezing. Thus,no ice lenses were presen[. Free water content as ¿ebrä¡nãJuy rree"ing calorimetrywas 3 percent or less. The pack had densifiea ¡v ã"-pï"""iãi 

"ron". It was in an idealcondition to hold more water. ete" the rain stopped, ;";;"; increased pack depth to100 in. (279.4 cm).
The 79-in' (200'66 cm) snowpack absorbed 6-44 in. (16.86 cm) of new water betweenJanuarv 18 a¡d 21. Later it abÀorbed 0.56_il. (1.¿t;;i;i""i" tr,"t fell mixed with rhe?? in' (68.l8 c-mlotnew snow-on-Ja¡rua+y-23.- A*oürer-inch (2;54-cmfof-rain-was-held-in the new snow' The original pack increaieo in density ù1ä 

"uu""ge 
of 9 percent.Density increases for differentinow rayers ranged trom B io i+ pe"cent (0.08 to 0.24

-q/cm3¡ 
over those prevailing 

"t 
irtã u"ã*ing oflhe storm. As a result of our studieswe were able to predict prior to raintJtt the amount of water this snowpack would hold.

POSSIBLE APPLICATION OF PROFILING SNOW GAGE DATA
with the availabirity.of the profiling snow gage, snor,v scientists should be able to re-examine cument theories in Ànow fr¡iaràiog:y. \ühere these are deficient it may be
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Figure 6. Snow profiles of snowpack at Central Si-erra Snow Laboratory
- for storm of JanuarY 18-30' 1969'

possible to develop new theories from which more precise snowmelt equations can be

formulated.
In operational snolp hydrology, the use of data from the profiling snow gage opens a

new dimension to streamflow fóiecasting. rüith the lcirowledge of the pack gained from

study of profiles obtained throughout the accumulation and melt season' one should now

be aËle tõ pre¿lct the reaction ot tne pact< to m9]twa!9r or rainwater moving into the

profile. ¡.".""rtl p""Ai"tiott" may bê made of the effect of such events on water deliv-

ãry from the snowpack and to streamflow increases'
More accurate itreamflow predictions from snowmelt could result in better schedul-

ing of reservoir ãperation" *ã in less I'reservoir spillage." I¡n some flood situations

suãh Lnowle¿gà coul¿ conceivably save lives and property, including highway structures'
Avalanches are claiming a progressively grealer toil of life a¡d propelty as greater

- ts-arer-
situated in prime avalanche halard *ieas. Most alpine roads pass under avalanche patlts'

The causes of avalanches are still not fully undeistood. Basically, they are believed

tobe causedby movement of a snow overburden overlying a slippage plane in-the snow'

The reason for development of this slippage plane may be related to the development of

depth hoar. We belieie the development of tÉis hyer can be monitored with the snow

gage because iinormatty consists õf a ctrange in density. Increase in weight of the snow

r\zo r/v(/69
osro r/4169
oïzo rl30/69
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above a slip plaae can be caused by water absorption by the snow from rain falli.ng on
snowpacks. This increase in weight can be determined through monitoring of Oeniity.

With the discovery of oil in the Arctic has come an increased need for remote land-
ing strips ald roads. Some of these wiII probably be unattended for long periods oftime. It should be possible to monitor snow strength and new snow Oeptiìn these im-
provements with the profiling gage.

The gage should fiII a need for highway departments that must keep seldom used, re-
mote mountain roads passable. with use of the telemetered snow gr.ge data, highway
personnel can determine whether snor¡/ or rain is falling, the amount of snow alieaay
on the grouad, and its condition.

The current snow gage is an experimental model ald requires an operator. pla¡ls
call for development and fabrication of a remotely operated, telemeteied gage. We hope
to have the first prototype gage installed before snow falls in the fall of 1g?0, Commer-
cial gages should be available within a¡other 1 to 2 years.
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Inl'ormal Discussion

i L. G. Byrd

I Wnat is the nature of the system? Is it designed for permanent installation, or ca¡r. ' it be moved as required?

- we nave noln a pofiable system and a permanent installation. The paekage that isì being prepared now is going to be modulai, çuch that you could break it off ãt any point.
It is a portable system that a man should be able to carry in a bacþack on skis.



Ice Adhesion and Abhesion: A Survey
H. H. G. Jellinek

Understanding adhesion is essential _for solving problems of ice adheringto aircraft, runways, ships, and all kinds or sotiá surfaces. These probl
Iems have not been solved satisfactoriry in many cases; frequenüf me-chanical devices rather than principles of interfácial physicai ctrernistry
have to be used for minimizing ice ádhesion. This paper discusses someof the fundamental parameters in adhesion, recentïôrk on ice adhesion,
application of fundamental principles of interfaciat physicat chemistry, efJfects of mechanical, rheological, and morphotogical þroperties of ice andits substrates, transition layer in the ice-ãir or ice-solfo interfaces, and
significance of some recent developments in interfacial physical chemistryfor the problem of ice adhesion.

Ice is one of the best adhesives in nature as people in cold regions are well aware.This property of solid water substa¡ce is of greàt fundamental interest for surface
science and has been studied quite thoroughly under well-defined conditions in the tab-oratory. Many of the general fundamental piinciples connected with adhesive prop-
erties of materials on a macroscopic and molecular scale are apparent in the èasã ofic-e. However, there a¡e also many abnormal features peculiar'ti,this substance,
which have to be considered in detail in order to unders-tand ice adhesion fully.

The problems of ice adhesion-or ice abhesion, which is a more apt term in thisconnection-encountered in practice are quite different in nature from those studied in
the laboratory. Still, the principtes of ice adhesion can be discerned in many prac-tical problems, although they are often nearly completely obscured and are not of mainsignificance.

It is quite feasible to choose satisfactory substrates of sufficiently hydrophobic na-ture to diminish ice adhesion to an acceptaLle extent, but ttre main problem ïere is
that such substrates become contaminatèd after a few abhesions and become useless.
The same is true for special interfacial films (e.g., monolay"""l; inà"L-il;itd"-teriorate but are removed on repeated abhesion. "TÎus, 

ttre pròUtem here is to findnot so much a suitable hydrophobic surface, which ca¡ be acñieved fairly easily, but
a surface that renews itself during use and that remains efficient. thus icing äi air-craft, ships, vehicles, instruments, and windows is the problem in ice adhesion or
abhesion, a¡rd it is here that satisfactory long-lasting sof.rüons have to be found.Thus, tìere are 2 large areas in ice adhesion: thê fundamental area, where theprinciples of surface science can be directly utilized to a large extent, and the prac-
tical area, which in the past was almost completely divorced-irom the fundamental
aspe-cts and which presents additional problems of a special type. Recenqy progress
has been made by Zismanrs discovery of the critical Àurface tension and bí ùsing tu-
þrtrgrÞ eltd self-healiLcr4$q, \v¡ptr 4eyrry9ll turther advance the solution of the
þ-rãõEcal ice attresion pio¡réml g ¿, ql.

A brief survey of fundamental ãspicti of ice adhesion and principles underlying thepractice of ice abhesion is presented here. First, a short srinmary of g".re"ai th--eo-
r-etical principles of adhesion is given to place ice adhesion in the generál context of
the field of adhesion.

SOME FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPTS
Thomas Young introduced the contact angle 0 in 1g0b (1, !). complete wetting of asurface takes place if 0 = 0 or cos 0 = r; aliqulo cannot sprãad on a surface if o > 0.
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The contact angle is always smaller than 180
deg; thus any liquid wets any solid to a certain
extent. 6 is independent of drop volume, if the
surface is ideally smooth. 0 is an inverse,
while cos 0 is a direct measure of wettability
(Fig. 1). Although there is not always a uniquè
relation between adhesive strength and 0, it can
serve as a useful guide in adhesion r¡¡ork. Sur-
face roughness, r, can have an appreciable ef-
fect on the contact angte. The ratio of the geo-
metrical area to the apparent area (i. e.,
envelope covering all peaks) is given by (6)

*/svo *Ira

Figure 1. Contact angle between a liquid and
a solid substrate (89).

¡ = cos e, (1)cos e

Here 0' is the contact angle of the,rough surface. Equation l implies that for e < g0
deg, 0' < 0, and for 0 > 90 deg, O' > e respectively.

The equilibrium for all surface tensions acting at a phase boundary of a drop is
given by Young's equation

TSVo - 7Sl = 7¡yo cos 6

where the subscripts SVo and LVo refer to the solid and liquid tensions respectively
in equilibrium with the vapor of the liquid; SL sigaifies the solid-liquid interfacial
tension.

The reversible work of adhesion, WA per unit surface area, is given for 2 liquids
or 1 liquid a¡d 1 solid respectively by (?)

We=7go+7¡yo-7Sf,

So refers to the solid in vacuum. If, however, a monolayer of the liquid is left on the
solid surface on removal of the liquid, the reversible work of adhesion Wf is

Wã=7SV"*7LVo-7SL

Hence, combination of Eqs. 2 and 4 gives,

wå = 7¡yo (1 + cos o)

w.A = 0s" - ysv") * 7¡yo (1 + cos g)

The first term in Eq. 6 can be written

fSVo =we-wA

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

fgyo is always positive.

or

In general

W¿ > z¡yo (1 + cos 0) (8)

wRtwå (e)
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If S, the initial spreading coefficient, is defined as

s=zso-(t"v"*vsl) (10)

then for organic liquids spreading on organic surfaces, /SL i" negligible compared with
7¡yoi hence,

S=/So-yLV" (10a)

For s > 0, spreading occurs; if s < 0, spreading is notpossible. Zisman (1) identi-
fies these as high and low energy surfaces respectively. The former are surfaces of
solids havinglarge specific free surface energies (>100 erg/cm2, e.8., metals, metal
oxides, nitrides, silica, and diamond; these range from b00 to b,000 erg/cm'). The
Iatter belong to soft organic solids and most polymers (<100 erg/cm'z). Thus liquids
with low energy surfaces can easily spread on solids with high energy surfaces.

Zisma¡ found interesting and very important relationshipÀ for tiqriias of a homolo-
gons series (e. g., alkanes) on a particular solid (e. g., polytetrafluoìroethylene or poly-
ethylene). Cos 0 is directly proportional to the surfãce-free energies of tie liquid

cosO =a-b7"U" (11)

where a and b are constants characteristic of the system (e. g., alkane plus polymer).
If cos 0 = 1 or 0 = 0, then fLVo = yC and Eq. 11 becomes

cos0 = f +b(zç - yf,V") (12)

7ç is the importaat term designated as critical surface tension (CST). Equation 12
shows that only lÍquids that have a free surface energy, TLV. . Tçt can spread on the
respective solid. Equation 12 is of great significance for ttre selection of hydrophobic
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Figure 2. Contact angles formed by a series of n-alkanes on various fluorinated
low energy solid surfaces (1).
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surfaces. Water cannot spread on solid surfaces that have a 7ç value smaller tha¡ the

surface tension of water. The lowest yç value known today is given by surfaces con-

sisting of close packed -CF. groups (6 ¿yne/cm). A consequence of Eq. 12 is the fol-
lowing relationship:

wå = (z+bz")7lvo - byTv"

Equatlon 13 represents the equation of a parabola and has been verified repeatedty
(Fis. 2).

Some brief remarks may be made about the forces acting near an interface on a¡
atomic or molecular scale. One has to deal with interfacial and cohesional forces and
with materials under stress. There are quite a number of different adhesion theories
based partly on the type of molecular or macroscopic forces involved; each has some
justification under definite conditions. The mechanical theory ascribes adhesion to the
flow of the adhesive into pores of the substrate, where solidification takes place. The
adhesive is mechanically anchored to the substrate. The molecular aspect of the me-
cha¡ical theory is in essence dealt with in the diffusion theory; polymer molecules dif-
fuse to the interface and are absorbed. This theory is important for flexible linear
polymers as adhesives, preferably mutually soluble. The chemicalor molecular theory
is important in dealing with forces at an interface. These forces can be of short- or
long-range molecular interaction. Primaryor short-raxge forces are dueto highly di-
rectional covalent bonds (rupture energy 40 to 100 kg-cal/mole, €.g., diamond, cross-
tinked polymers). Another type of force is ionic (electrostatic force). This is less di-
rectional than the covalent bond. Metallic bonds are due to nonlocalized mobile elec-
tons; these bonds are of similar strengttr as covalent bonds. Image forces are pro-
duced in metals when a permanent dipole approaches. Hydrogen bonds are important
in many cases. They are of longer range than most polar forces or va-n der Waals
forces (dispersion forces about 10 kg-cal/mole). Permanent dipotes are somewhat
stronger than van der Waals (dispersion) forces. Oriented dipoles exert an influence
over many atomic layers. The secondary or van der Waals forces are very important
and always present; they are also referred to as dispersion forces and are due to tem-
porary aipoies of relatively short range (about 3 Å) a¡¿ of. 2 to 4 kg-cat/mole strength.
They account for 75 to 100 percent of molecular cohesion in most cases. The magni-
tude of these forces is proportional to the number of electrons in a chemical group.
Thus, the dispersion forces are all similar for the following chemical groups: NH'
OH, -CH, -NH, -O-, and -CHr. These forces decrease with the sixth power of the
dista¡ce. The interaction of different groups 1 and 2 is given by the geometric mean
between 1 and 1 and 2 and 2; i.e.,

(14)

Fowkes developed a theoretical approach to the problem of surface energies of solids
(8, 9, 10, 11, 12). It was assumed that the contribution of dispersion forces to free
surface energies is additive. The attraction between 2 unlike compounds per unit area

is given ¡V (yrd *)/, , where d indicates the contribution of dispersion forces. Hence,
if these forces cõntribute the major part to interfacial free energy, a relationship
should hold as follows:

(15) _
This equation is obeyed quite frequently, especially if one of the compounds is nonpolar
or nonhydrogen bonding. In this context, it means that in such a case only dispersion
forces are operative. For example, only dispersion forces are assumed to be opera-
tive in the paraffin-water system; fpt 712 axrdyrare known for this system. Hence,
one has, according to Young's equatíon(trere 7i =T1t f¡.=f2t ànd y¡ > 7g),

(13)

D' D*
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r" (1 + cos o) = ,QÏ ¿\%
,S) (to1

t alâ
coso = zbl\'/'\71l -'\ù/ yL

cos 0 plotted versus (r|)//rrfor a series of nonp,olar riquids gves 7$ by extrapora-
tion to g = 0. The slope of the straight line t" , (rS)% and its origin cos 0 = -1. This
is somewhat similar to Zisman's z¡ (CST), if only dispersion forces are involved.0"t F<H<CI<O<N.) '(-'

.^ l"lf:" (8, Ð.refined this treatment recently as far as the summation of the forcesrs concerned. This summation was carried orri in the past according to polanyi andLondon (13). Their treatme¡t caused quite a substantiäl error in the result. crowell(14) usedi model in r¡¿hich the dispersiär, 
"nu"gy 

involving molecules is ,,smeared out,,uniformly over planes parallel to the surface. -The 
calcuiation is relatively simpie anayields more accurate results.

ICE ADHESION (FUNDÁMENTAL STUDIES)
Fundamental investiq-atio.ns concerning ice adhesion are not too numerous, althoughsome of them are very detailed. The theìretical principles of adhesion are often ob-scured by imperfections in the ice, which decrease the iheoretically expected tensileand adhesive strengths. However, this is a general phenomenon of materials; their

9>lgrimental strength is only a small percenlage of that theoretically possible. Forcesin the interface on a molecular scale not only pîay a role i" gune"ar adhesion and inparticular ice adhesion but also are often ovã"ìtráoowed by tñe plastic-elastic a¡d ther-mal properties of ice and those of the substrate. severe ät"u"s concentrations ca¡ beset up partly conditioned by the geometry of a particular ¡oiniJ adsorption of gases caninterfere. Thermal expansion cóefficients and thermal cänduótance of the materialsare also of significance.
.. Thtf adhesion, and in particular adhesion of ice, deals with a very complex situa-tion, which frequenuyrnakes it quite difficult to reóognize the underlying fundamentalprinciples. In particular ice, aJ will be seen later, -ñ"" lru"y peculiar interfacial prop-erties, which influence its adhesive behavior and mãke its inîerfacial properties ofspecial importance to surface science. A number of workers have attempted to inves-tigate 

.the adhesive properties of ice from a fundamentat point ãt ui"* by systematical.Iycollecting experimental 
.data under rigidly standardized conditions and attempting tointerpret them with the help oT known-priäciples or by developirrg r,"* hypotheses andtheories' The types of experiments uiually-performåd a"u tensite and shear tests; helatter are sometimes perfórmed by appiyingã torque. The conditions are systemati-cally altered, as will become appareni läter, in the hope of ascertaining generally validrelationships' working 
-with 

icè-presents quite formidãble experimental problems, andestablishing really satisfactory techniques is not an easy tasL^. strength measurementshave. always to be performed in large numbers. rne reåuris ãre statisticat in naturJand have to be evaluated on this basis. Thus, all final results are average values of amore or less wide distribution of individual values. hr co*paring work of variousauthors, one has to carefully ascertain the degree to which such results have been ob-
-ta4ç4 ly-sqmparablg e¡pcrime¡tal methods añd what_their limits,sf eersr--a+e__Eve* __slight variations Ín the preparation of ice may produce marked dÍfferences in experi-mental results (e. g., th-9 presence of gas or ãii in ice is very significant, and the tech-nique.of preparing an adhesive joint is importa¡t for whether üre air is driven awayfrom ttre interface or not). It ii quite surprising that various workers neverthelessobtain experimental results that show similar regularities.

The most important a¡rd extensive work is conlained in publications by Berghausenet al. (15, 16, !7, 1B), Bascom et ar. (!9), nora and Nichïls ez, zB). Jellinek. (24.
25, 26)-, Landv *'¿F"åiu""e"i (27,-z!¡ì==#a nu""it;JlJ;"'Ë,Ë),";;i:'",?"t-'
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Iesser extent, Sellario Q1), Lougtr¡orough Q?), Brunnet (qq), and Hunsacker et al'
G1). Only Berghausen e-t al. and Jelliñek among these authors performed tensile ex-
periments, whereas the others carried out shear (or torque) tests only.

Tensile Experiments

For details of apparatus, reference should be made to the original papers. Berg-.
hausen et al. constructed a very elaborate tensile strength apparatus, where ice c_ould

be sandwiched between metal cylinders, which formed the substrate. These metal
piéceS ööutit bê directly rèfrigéra1e.d fns-ifuiãúrd the gap width could be adjusted fro[r
ãbout 5 x 10-3 cm to larger widths. Water was double distilted and had a specific
conductivity of not more than 2 x 10-6 mhos. The lowest temperature that could be

reached wiin tiris apparatus was -35 C, and the rate of freezing could be varied. Usu-
a1ly the water was iãturated with air or helium, but freezing was so arranged that gas

*aã d"in"n away from the interface and accumulated as bubbles in the middle of the ice

specimen. The rate of force application could also be varied from 1.4 to 22.7 kg/sec.
The technique was rigidly standardized. Berghausen's most important results from
tensile tests are as follows:

1. OnIy cohesive breaks were observed at all gap widths with metals as substrates'
Ice preparid from helium-saturated water showed smoother breaks than ice prepared
from air-saturated water. Helium-saturated ice showed tensile strength (35 kg/cm'?)

higher than that of air-saturated ice (stainless steel-ice); it was ind_ependent of gan _

riat¡ 
":r¿ 

temperature (-5 to -15 C, area 7 to 2 cmz, and gap width 5 x 10-'cm to 4.5

x 10-'zcm). úith aluminum as substrate, the cohesive strengthwas again larger in the

case of the helium-saturated ice, but here the slopes of the strength versus gap width
plot have different values in each case, indicating a common or crossover point near
very small gap width for the helium and aerated ice.

Z. Tne tèniile strength increases with decreasing ice volume; this is a phenomenon

common to all ordinary materials (ttris was also found for ice by Jellinek, as discussed
later). The curve obtáined indicates that it may go through a maximum at very small
gap widths (volumes); the subsequent decrease in strength at still smaller widths may
be due to unfrozen water and to iadial stresses in the sandwiched ice. Air bubbles
mav also be responsible fqr this maximum. At -15 C, the tensile strength found was
St.+Ug/cm' forävolume of 3.26 x 10-3 cm3, and 21.1kgfcmz for avolume of 6.52 x

10-2 cmt.
3. Ice in small gap widths indicated a negative temperature coefficient, whereas

the trend was in the opposite direction for larger widths'
4. According to thêe authors, the differeñces in strength found for aluminum, mild

steel, and stainiess steel substrates are not due to the different elastic properties of

these metals but rather to their different thermal properties. There is always an oxide

film on aluminum, which is a good heat insulator; mild steel tends to rust, and this
also provides thermal insulation. On the other hand, stainless steel is a good heat con-
ductor. Thus the rate of freezingwill differ for each of these metals. Itwas also ob-

served that, for a given frozen iCe volume, the tensile strength increases with decreas-
ing diameters (i.e.; with larger gap width). This increase is believed to be due to the

slower overall rate.of cooling of the wider gaps'
5. Metals covered by moñohyers of steãñc and perfluorodecanoic acid (hydrophobic

surfaces) still gave cohésive breàks. However, when thicker layers were deposited on

the substrate surfaces, failure occurred, for instance, in the stearic acid layer. Thus,

the cohesive break shifted to the mecha¡ically weaker material. Abhesions vùere re-
--- Peated-aboutJ2limesby-u+ing:the-same-coating- The st:

ommrnfa¡l tn 1 Q ì<o/nm2 cnd of the eleventh tlreak. to 35.2
2; obviously, the laYeramounted to 1.9 kg/cm'a¡rd of the eleventh break,ldtlluullLeLl LU r. ü AË/ u¡u 4lu vr u¡ç çrç Y u¡r!¡¡ u¡ vø¡r,

'rvas progressivel¡i removed by repeated abhesions of the ice (-16 C, gap width 2.54 x

10-'zcm).
6. Tests were also performed with low density polyethylene (z.s+ x 10-2 cm in

height) having smooth surfaces. The polymer was especially fixed by suitable chem-
icaÍs to the aluminum substrate. The ice was helium saturated. Adhesive breaks

were observed; whether a monolayer was removed with the ice-a cohesive break taking
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place-was not investigated. This is true for most investigations. Though adhesive
breaks are referred to here, breaks are meant that may have removed a monolayer of
o19 9t the_other c-oryPonent. Strictly spea"king such breaks are also cohesive. At a gap
width oI 46.23 x 10-'cm a¡d at -15 c, the adhesive strength found was 2l.g2kg/cmz;
on extrapolation of the strength values to zero gap, it increased to 44.65 kg/cm,. This
increase may actually indicate that cohesive breaks are still involved rather than adhe-
sive ones. For a slight increase in diameter (from a diameter of 0.95 cm to one of 1.27
cm), a mixture of adhesive a¡d eohesíve breaks is obtained. The tendency for cohesive
breaks actualty increases for small gap widths.

Jellinek had not so elaborate an arrangement as Berghausen, but conditions could be
exactly reproduced and the rate of load applicationr could be varied. The lowèst tem-
perature that could be reached was about -45 C. Highly polished stainless steel disks
were used. Double distilled water was passed through exchange resin a¡d continuously
boiled to remove air. Mountingwas rigidly standardized and was performed so that
any residual air was driven away from interfaces. Thick layers of ice were prepared
with snow-ice. Gap widths were measured with a starrett gage to 2.5 x 10-4 cm. Ten-
sile strength was measured with a 500 lb Baldwin cell, and the ouþut was traced on a
recorder. All breaks were cohesional (though some breaks teft part of the substrate
surface bare). Most took place near one of the interfaces at an angle of about 20 deg.
These breaks were quite jagged. Less frequently, smooth breaks occurred at right
angles to the interface. The experimental results can be summarized as follows:

1. Tensile strength increases linearly with stress rate, passes through a maxi-
mum, _and comes to a plateau corresponding to the bulk tensile strength of ice (< = 15.8
kg/cm'). Typical values are given iñ ta¡te 1. At least 12 tests were carried out at
each rate.

(17)

where < is the inverse stress rate, c is a consta¡t, and v* is the rate of loading at
maximum tensile strength. All subsequent experiments weie carried out in a range
where tensile strength is independent of stress rates and areas (Fig. B).

2. Similarly, as was found by Berghausen et al., the tensile strengttr increases
rapidiy with decreasing ice volume. However, each cross-sectional area gives a sep-
arate curve. Logarithmic plots of tensile shength versus volume give parallel straight
Iines. A single straight line is obtained, inctuding all areas, by plotting IoS t(S - C)/A)
versus logV over a thousandfold range of volumes. C is a constant, S the tensile
strength, and A and V area and volume respectively. In the specific case investigated
here, the relationship is (Fig. 4)

S = (z.zaav-o''n+e.4) (18)

3. The theoretical tensile strength
value of ice is given by

s =c[(.+Au-."*r]

TABLE 1

TENSILE STRENGTII AS FUNCTION OF STRESS RATE-
-4.5C, AREA 3.14cm2, AND HEIGHT 2cm

Sta¡da¡d

s=+ (1e)

Stres Rate;r Mea¡-G;-;%;;i 
'til!ig','

ùÐ@rd;;i"ti;; Ei|:l_"r Here 7¡ is tl¡e surface free energy of ice,IMean(+kslcm') eiäiãü,r recentþ determined by Hobbs Q!) as y,
0.051

0.110

0.210

0.5?0

1.100

14.'l

16.7

17.0

15.6

16.1

2.6

2.5

3.9

2.2

2,L

0.?

0.?

L.2

0.6

0,8

109 erg/crE'z. If d is taken as 2 x 10-8 cm,
a value of S = 10,900 kg/cm' results. The
actual tensile strength of ice is only a
small fraction of this value (15.8 ke/cmz).
Czysak Q6) calculated the cohesive
strength of ice by classÍcal and quantum
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Figure3. Averagetensilestrengthasafunctionofrateofstressapplícationforsnow-icecylinders2cmin
height and 2 cm in diameter (5). Dotted line calculated accordíng to Eq. 17.

Figure 4. Average tensíle strength as a functíon of ice volume (5, Fig. 7). Each point represents average
value of at least i 2 tests, and ranges indicated are standard errors of the mean.
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mechanical-metlods, and obtained 6,??0 and rB,0b0 kg/cmz respectivery. This dis-crepancy of experimental and theoretical strength is isually asäribed tã imperfectionsin the substance under consideration a¡d is a general phenornenon. The probability offinding an imperfection decreases with the volume of tne su¡Àtance under test. Jellineksucceeded in deriving this increase with decreasing volume on a statistical basis, ob-taining an expression in agreement with experimental data.

s=rolLo.t/9*, (zo¡

lhe forcs¿gfing-in-tlre-ice-substrate inierJace-.- Some ¡¡rorkens used1o*qrre-ãevices
such as napkin joints and also cenhifugal methods. Some of the results of these wo"k-

Here k, C, and É are constants; A and V are the cross-sectional area and volume ofice respectively. Equation 20 fits the experimental data except for a small oi"""Lp*"ybelieved to be due to stress concentrations influencing the prr"ãty statistical ,."p""f otthe derivation.
4' There is an indication that tensile strength decreases slighily with decreasingtemperature (-tt to -4b C).
5' Experiments with poìystyrene and polymethylmethacrylate as substrates werealso performed. These polymers were cäst'sheets and had very smooth surfaces.Mainly adhesive brealcs were obtained. The adhesive stress for polystyrene-ice as afunction of temperature gave a straight line to -25 c (this *"" tr; roweit temperatureinvestigated; the areawas l.b4 cm'a¡d the height 0.1cm). iti" tirr" is give'n by

Sa = -O.rZ3 to + 1.81 (Zt¡

6' Cross section and rate of stress application in the range investigated have noeffect. A mean adhesive:tjg"clh of.4.4-kg/cm, (stan¿a"Jã"ii"uo"lällreZf|,t;ä
standard error of mea¡ t0.? kg/cm') *as ótbin"d for the polymethylmetha"órylate-ice
system (cross-sectional ar.ea 0.?85 cm', height 0.1 cm, ternperature -o cl; is aãhã-sive breaks and 4 border-line cases were obÀerved. TÎe adñesive strengÛr for thissystem is larger than for the potystyrene-ice system. This is understa¡dable becausepolyye_thyl_methacrylate.is a polar compound, *he"eas polysÇrene has only a verysmall dipole moment. The surfaces of these polymers'beðomã ctouoy a¡d crazedäfter3-tests, and test pieces have to be renewed. Wt ãtt er a real adhesive break takesplace or whether a polymer monolayer or a very thin layer is removed is not known.

In summary, it can be stated that similar relationships, not numerical but in type,are found in the studies of both Berghausen et al. and ¡etnîet. The increase in tensileshength with decrease in volume is similar in both cases, and so is the area relation-ship' Only cohesive breaks were found in both studies wiitr metat substrates, where-
as polymer layers thicker than a monolayer gave predominanily adhesive breaks. Thetemperature coefficient witl¡ metals as substrate (ìohesive ¡reJsj 

"í"*"Jï*eàu";trend in both cases. The tensile and adhesive strength values were only sma[ lrac-tions of the corresponding theoretical values, indica-ting the pràsence of imperfectionsin ice.

Shear Tests

shear tests were ca¡ried out by several workers: Bascom et al. (19), Ford andNichols (22, 23), Loughborouch (!¿), Brunner G!), anJH""ãa"L"" uiã. ts¿). li,åu"
apparatus was used in which, in pEnciple, a prism of ice is sheared oit,ìãtJ;i;;"

ers are considered and compared.
Table 2 gives some comparable test results obtained by Sellario (3!) using the torque

m-gthod and Loughborough using the centrifugal method. Se[ario's m-eitro¿ giuã" ttigh""
adhesive values than Lou ghborough's c entrifuga-l apparatus .- Table 3 gives a summary of some of the reiult"sòf some experiments performed byBrunner.
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TABLE 2

ABSOLUTE AND REL.{TIVE SHEAR STRENGTH OF
METAL.ICE INTERFACES

Loughborough

Metal or lce

TABLE 3

RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTS BY BRUNNER

kg/cmz i*ti:: kg/cm'

Pe¡centage oI
Totâl Which Adhesive Strengtha

Gave Adhesive (kg/cm'z)
B¡eaks

Subs trate

Relative
Valuesa

Metal 9.5
8.8

5.9
4.b
3.1

1?
39

50
?9

Copper

Steel(iron)

8.72

13.0 1

1.0 22.36 1.0 Oxidized meta.l

1,5 26.bg L.Z Metal as-obtained
frolh iactory

1.8 24.68 I:1 S*iìacquei --
37 7.2
35 -.3alminum 15,47

Ice (cohesion) 1?.58 Mainly consisting of
polystyrene

Paraffin
Silicone grease

aRelative values are referred to ice-copper adhes¡ve strength taken as one.

Raraty and Tabor (29) employed torque,
studying the effect of various substrates
on adhesive strength. Ice annulus and
cylinders tü/ere investigated. A paper by Bowden and Tabor (30) is of interest in this
connection.

1. The experiments indicated that creep of ice takes places. This creep remained
, small until a critical torque was reached; the torque was applied in small increments.

The primary cause determining failure is strain rate at the interface and not the mag-
nitude of strain. In all subsequent experiments, torque was applied in increments and
adhesive strength in kg/cm'was expressed as the torque at failure divided by the area
of ice-solid interface being sheared. Air bubbles were formed relatively far away
from the interface.

2. R¿te of freezing did not aJfect the adhesive strength, which increased with de-
creasing height of the cylindrical specimens. This is similar to the observations made

. on eohesive breaks (tensile).
3. The adhesive strength for cylindrical and annulus specimens decreases linearly

with decreasing temperature down to -25 C for cylinders; however, the strength values
become constant below about -7 C for annulus specimens and only cohesive breaks take
place. Similar results are obtained for ice in the form of an annulus as for complete
napkin ring joints. The fracture plane lies at 45 deg to the interface. Above -7 C, the
break is ductile and adhesive, and creep and yielding take place in or near the inter-
face. These authors try to explain the tests on the basis of creep as determined by
Glen (37) or Jellinek and Brill (38); the agreement is only approximate.

4. -The adhèsive fracture rañþe for thè a¡nulus specimeñs is appreciably extended
to lower temperatures for contaminated surfaces (e.g., stearic acid monolayer, sil-
vered surface, and the like); the slope of the straight line parts increases, but other-
wise the type of relationship is preserved for the various covered surfaces.

5. Aluminum gave only cohesive breaks.
6. The range of adhesive fractures is extended for polymers as substrates to about

-10 c.
7. Addition of salts decreases the mechanical strength of ice and increases its

creep rate.

Ford and Nichols (U, ZZ) carried out well-controlled shear experiments, most of
them at -6 C. The rate of loading was approximately 1.41 kg-cm'/sec. Brass and

_ stainless steel were electrolvticalllpolished. Water yeq !{ipþ ilqliUgq and boiled
before being apptied to the substrate. This procedure was used for ttriñ ice spèaimens.
Bulk shear strength was measured differently; details are given in their paper.

1. Bulk experiments were carried out over a temperature range of -2 to -21 C,
The corresponding average shear strengths range from 25.3 to 31.5 kgfcm2. There is
a siight trend to higher values with decrease in temperature.

2. Cohesional breaks (average strength 43.'l kg/cmz) were obtained with ice-
stainless steel (ice height !.27 cm, -6 C); mixed cohesional-adhesional break (strength

alncludes breaks leaving four-fifths of surface bare.
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76'6kg/cmz) occurredwith an ice height of 0.1 cm. Apparenüy the average strengthvalue increases with decreasing height of the ice specimen. 
-niu"", 

aluminum, andTeflon with ice of 0.1cm huig.ltalsõ.gave mixed cãhesional-adhesional breaks at -6 c.The strengths were 88.6¿nd 47..Lkg/cmz respectively. The values agree closety withthose of Freiberger and Lacks (Bg).
3' Lubricated surfaces scarcely show a difference in type of break and magnitudeof strength on repeated abhesions fiom those given by ¡aréiurtaces; however, if sur-

lryu t"tiYç¡gqqts qrlad4e4 e4lesrsn¿l þ-rea-l<s are ärþineá. .À tn* case of reflon itis¡ot nGcessary to have aãditi"rE r"¡"icãiio" is sufficient to obtain adhesional breaksonly.

The second part of Fo-rd and Nichols' paper deals with adhesion of ice to bulk poly-mers, polymer films, lubricated polymeis, and lubricated metals at 3 temperatu;;;.

'i

I

:

4' Adhesive strength was measured with bare nylon, polyethylene, and Teflon sur-faces, and surfaces coveredwith silicone grease at -r c. in" å¿¡ru"íu* 
"t*"ãir,dropped from a finite value to practicalLy lero, altìrough in lhe case of reflon its un-lubricated surface already showed ,e"o ãt"e.rgir,. et -î c, ltru drop in strength is verydramatic on lubrication with silicone and petrõteu- gr"""É (this tatter grease containedlithium stearate, basic barium dinonylnaphthalene 

"rirronrt")und 
L-phenylnaphthylamine).At -20 C the results are similar; the adhesive strength ói iírulrn"ouered polymer sur-face scarcely changes wiÛr temperature.

5' Unlubricated polymer films on metal substrates behave differenilv at -20 C:here the adhesive strength remains finite (about 1.¡ üt.ãîsi;;;;.' 
v¡r!¡J 4! av v'

6' The adhesive strength increases dramatically with ttrË'num¡er of abhesions per-formed with the lubricated bulk polymer. The ease of increase of strength depends onthe lubricant; silicone grease (¡-s+i-c-ooo0) Iasts *;t;"* cycles than other lubri-cants' The increasing values tend eventually to those ór tir" un"orrered polymer, whichis independent of the numberof abhesions as long as the surface is kept ciean (-20 c).
7 ' Lubricated metal surfaces initially shorr¡ iow adhesive strengths, but not zero(about 0'5 to 1'6kg/cm2) as is tire cãsã-withpolymers. Here, loss of effectiveness isalso observed with repeated abhesions. I

Landy and Freiberser (2?) studied the adhesion of ice to polymers by carefully per-forming shear tests. Alr measurements were ca*ied out at -r2.2 +t c.
1' All adhesive tests with Teflon showed a strength of about L7.6kg/cmz even afterrepeated abhesions' These were the torlgsl valuesT"ound tãr potymer"î' pòrv*åïnir-

methacrylate showed the highestvalue (8?.9 kg/cm,), thi.;;ir" remaining the sameafter 10 abhesions. The authors could not di""olru. *y 
"o""ãt"tion 

of trre"strãngthvalues of all the numerous polymers investigated with Zisman's critical surface ten-sion (csr), 7n, with contaôt angtes, thermJl conductivity, thermar expansion, poros-ity, and dieleãtric c-onstant. Thly íound some correlation with flexibility of the sub-s.trate-' However, the extent of córrelation is not sufficient to explain the behavior ofthe polymers completely. There are one or two additionat factors of importance inthis conneetion. IT polymers of the same thickness traving the same type of chemicalbonding are grouped together, then it was observed that tñe ice adhesion in each groupincreases with the flexural modulus of the polymers. Hence for each such group, themechanical def ormation the ory is f ollowed þiie satistactorii j.2. The adhesive strength increased with thickness.3' The results do not agree well with those of Ford and Nichols Q2, ZZ). This maybe-due te-the--histor:y oË the--polymers andJo- adhesi-onJe"-rt"io"*=4";t-*'L"--
substrate bond also affects the strength somewhat.4. Ice adhesion was also measurðd on ice-polymer systems immersed in water.In some cases' the adhesive strength passed throúgh a maximum with time, in othersthe reverse took place.

-_ ?: It was expected that the adhesive strength would increase by decreasing theflexibiiity of the polymer. Preliminary experiments showed that addition of fillersand pigments, which decrease the flexúralïodulus, ;hr;ily snowe¿ higher adhesivestrength' Plasticizer may show the opposite effect. This häs not yet been studied.
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Bascom, Cottington, and Singleterry
G9) atso studied adhesion by shear. The
influence of hydrophobic and hydrophilic
surfaces was investigated. Permanent
records of the rupture surfaces were ob-
tained bymaking replicas. Contactangles
were measured by the sessile drop meth-

TABLE 4

CONTACT ANCLE AND SHEAR. STRENGTH OF
POLISHED AND COVERED STEEL

Surface
Contact Sheà¡

;ffi'1,* t*;:*n, H"ï'

od at 25 C. Shear strengths were mea- steerplus
: sured at -6 C in the sa.me apparatus as octaàecytarnine 

-104
that previously used by Ford ánd Nic,hols. stearic acid 104

Ice was madein Teflon-coated foit molds. Perfludorodecanoic 
9?

The water was redistilled from a qttattz Polymethylsiloxme 103

94.9 Cohesive-
adhesive

4t9.9 .Adheslvã
67.2 Adhesive

69.6 Adhesive
69.6 Adhesive

still. Air was removed by boiling (con-
ductivity 1 x 10-6 ohm-'cm-). The ad-
hesive strengths of highly polished steel
and steel covered by monolayers were compared. The ice was allowed to recrystallize
overnight before the test was started. Results are given in Table 4. The hydrophobic

, monolayers decrease the adhesive strengths.

6. Emery-abraded surfaces showed increased adhesive strength. The failure was
always cohesive whether the metal was bare or covered by a monolayer.

7. Polymer coatings decrease the adhesive strength except for some of the siloxanes.
Thick layers are more effective than monolayers.

L The authors could not find a clear correlation between contact angle and adhesive' strength.
L Replicas were made of sheared surfaces a¡d examined microscopically. Im-

position of a hydrophobic monolayer between steel and ice reduced adhesive strength
by about 30 percent and changed the break from cohesional to adhesional. The work of
adhesion of water to a monolayer is low (the contact angle is high), but apparently this
is not enough to actually give a low adhesive strength. Crystal defects seem to be
present in greater concentration at an ice-monolayer interface than at an ice-
hydrophilic steel interface.

10. Polymers tend to fail cohesively very near the interface as indicated by rep-
licas; apparently relaxation is not fast enough. The macroscopic break "appears"
to be adhesional. It is important to note that the rate of stress application in tlis work
was 1.4 kg-cm'/sec, whereas Jellinek used 0.? kg-cm'/sec.

11. Generally the impression was gained from replicas that adhesional breaks oc-
cur very near the interface in the case of polymer coatings and monolayers. Thus it
appears that these adhesional breaks are rather cohesional breaks taking place in the

. substance of weaker mechanical strength (monolayer, polymer). This was assumed
generally to be the case by Bikerman (40). Actually evidence was found of polymer
fragments adhering to ice after rupture. The authors point out thatwith smaller st¡ess
application, the ice has sufficient time to relax by dislocation slip and various rnechan-
ical processes on a microscale; however, when force is applied very rapidty, there is
not sufficient time for relaxation to occur before rupture.

t2. Thin layers of water freezing on steel were investigated with polarized light
during their formation. Initially, large crystals were formed that subsequenUy re-
crystallized into smaller polygonal grains. The authors assume that a similar process
takes place during the formation of ice test blocks. However, recent experience shows
that in ice, usually, small grains are first formed that then grow into larger ones (l!).

-- - +he autbsr-s-¿ssu¡neJurther-that-Èhe-reer:y-stall-izati,on-aad pelyger+iza-tion-p+oeess--
creates a high density of dislocations at ice surfaces. The driving force for this dis-
Iocation movement to the surfaces or interfaces is, according to these authors, due to
stress produced by the difference in thermal coefficients of expansion between ice and
substrate. Thus adhesional failure is explained by high dislocation density in the inter-
face, which leads to easy deformation by prismatic slip parallel to the interface.

Jellinek (4, 25, 26) also performed accurately controlled shear experiments. The
water was treated as indicated before.
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TABLE 5

A.DHESIVE SHEAR STRENGTH OF SNOW-ICE AT -5 C
AS FUNCTION OF CROSS-SECTIONAL AREA

Area
(cm')

Adhesive
Strength
(t<e/cm2)

Standard
Deviation
(tkg/cm2)

Time of
Load

Application
(sec)

_ 1.54 5,!4 0lo
'1 3.14 5.50 0.72

¡ 4.91

6.61

5.32 L.L4

5.41 0.49

23

28

47

Note: All breaks âdhesive; thickness of ice 0.2 to 0.4 cm.

1. First, snow-ice, sandwiched be-
tween polished stainless steel plates, ',vas
investigated at - 5 C as a function of cross-
sectional area. Results are given in Ta-
ble 5.

2. Adhesivestrength (stainless steel/
snow-iee) as a function of temperature at
constant height of ice (0.2 to 0.4 cm) and
constânt cross-sectional area can be ex-
pressed by a straight line until -13 C is
reached where a sudden kink occurs and
the adhesive breaks go over into cohesive
breaks. The cohesive breaks are only
very slightly dependent on temperature,
decreasing stightly with decreasing tem-
perature. The adhesivebreaks as a func-
tion of temperature can be expressed by

12 -16 -20 -?4 -28 -32 -36
lemperoture, "C

Figure 5. Strength as a function of temperature for
snow-ice/steel and ice-brass obtained by shear for
cross-sectÌonal area 1.54 cm2 and 0.2 to 0.4 cm in
height. Adhesive breaks only down to -13 C, and

cohesive breaks only below -13 C.

514

- t2

ã
!ro

S4 = r.z+ to - o.1B (22)

, The magnitudes of strengths of the cohesive breaks obtained by shear tests are sim-
ilar tothose produced by tensile experiments. Also the type of break is similar (height
0.2 to 0'4 cm, area 1.52 cm'z). Hunsacker et al. (3é), usirig brass-ice napkin joints, "

also found a similar trend in tleir shear experime-nLs. Adhesive breaks òccurred uítit
-13 C was reached; at this. temperature the breaks become cohesional and less depend-
ent on temperature (Fig. 5).

3. Shear tests were also performed with ice frozen to smooth polystyrene. The
r_ates of stress application for these experiments were from 0.3 to 1.0 kg-cm'/sec.;
these rates had no influence on the results. AII breaks rvere adhesive.
- 4, The temperature relationship of the adhesive strength (0 to -16 C, area g.61 cm2,
height 7.6 x 10-'¿ cm) for ice-polystyrene is given by

Se = z.e x 1o-'z to (z 11

Hunsoker el ol

The rate of stress application was practically constant. Further work is described
in a second paper (42) in which the shear apparatus was modified. The rate of stress
application could be varied over large ranges.

5' Surface roughness had an appreciable effect on adhesive strength (Table 6). The
average rate of linear travel up to maximum strength was 5.9 x 10-3 cm/sec while the
average rate of .stress application was 0.27 kg-cm2/sec (stainless steel -4.5 C, height
of snow-ice 0.1to 0.2 cm, density 0.888 g/cm3). profilometer readings showédunl
evenness of 1.3 x 10-'cm to 7.2 x 10-'cm.
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TABLE 6

SITRFACE ROUGHNESS OF SUBSI&ÀTE AND ADHESIVE STRENGTH, _4.5 C

Avg. Rate ol
Trâvel to Mâx.

Strength
(cmlsee)

Avg. Rate oi
Stress

Ápplication
(kg-cm'?/sec)

Mean Adhesive

?rixr* itrlä:i
(kslcm'z) (rkglcm'¡

Rough plates 5.9 x l0-3
Polished, mat finish 5.4 x 10-3

4.27

0.16
6.1

2.7

1.46

0.3?
¡ ,gfldrt frirro, {i

6. The stress versus time curves differ for the various degrees of roughness (Fig.
6). The lough surtace shows a linear increase of stress wiûr ãime up to a maximum 

-

value of 6.1 kg/emz, when the ice is suddenly released and the stresi deereases very
rapidty to zero. The mat finÍsh only rises somewhat more slowly than in the previoús
ease to a maximum of 2,7 kg/cm',. whpn it drops very fast to zerô. The mirrãr potish
rises still more slowly to 0,45 kg/cmz, or in anothei experiment to the same valire with

=
o
- 3.0

U
È
ts

@ snow-ice/stainless steel. steel surface finished on
lâth

@ snow-ice/stainless steel, mat finish

@ snow-ice/stainless steel, mirror finish

@ snow-ice/stainless steel, mirror polish

@ snow-ice/quartz optical flat, % wave band

30 40

TIME (SEC)

Figure 6. Typical stress versus time curves for stainless steel disks of different roughness and
forfusedquartzoptícal flat,-4.5c(43,Fig.21. Ratesofsheararesimilarinall cases,
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a slightly smaller slope than in the first experiment. However, after the maximumy"lyj, the stress drops quite slowly (the icè glides on the subsírate surface) and even-tually reaches zero or almost zero stress. Ãn experimentwas also carried out with
11lltl""l,q"arf {ta.las substrate. Here the streÀs rises still more slowly to 0.2Rg/cm'after which it remains constant with time; steady travel (guding) oi th" i""over the quartz surface takes place.

7 ' A number of tensile experiments wer_e performed using mat and mirror-polished
stainless steel- *he-typêF of-+ehésive breakslobtained werr"si*ilr";A;f si#i;:
magnitude as those obtained previously. The mirror-polished steel showed a some-
what smaller value fol th_e cohesive strength. The mean tensile strength for mirror-
finished sheets was 9.9 xr.1 kg./cm2 (-4.b-c, area 3.14 cm,, height 1 ;m). ro, *aifinish, a value of lZ.2 x3.2kg/cmz was obtained.

I' Shear experiments as a function of rate of shear were also carried out. The ad-hesive strength increases linearly with rate of shear (-4.5 C, snow-ice/mi".or-tini"t,
stainless steel). The relationship is as follows

So = os.sv +0.22 (24)

where v is the rate of shear in cm/sec. It is interesting to note that this straight lineh* 
"1 

intercept on the adhesive.strength axis of 0.2kg/cmz, the same value as ¡.at ot¡-tained with opticalty flat quartz (Fig. 7).9. Quite a number of experimenls were carried out with optically flat quartz assubstrate (ttat wimin one-third of a light band). The ice cros's section was made some-
what smaller than the quartz area to allow for movement of the ice or vice versa.

- .{dhes.ive.strength was measured as a function of average rate of travel of the ouartzflat (cmlsec). Ice was snow-ice (0.888 g/cm", -4.5 c, u;;;ab;rt-s 
"*i^r,îrärri ö.ii"

0.2 cm). At least 11 tests were made fol each rate of travel. The resuíts arã givenin Table ?.
The adhesive strength plotted against the rate of shear gives a straight line with anintercept for zero rate of shear at about 0.0? kg/cq". Thðequation toitire straightline is

SA = 15.tv+0.07 (z s¡

where v is rate of shear in cm/sec (Fig. g).

10. Tensile tests were also carried out
with optical quartz flats as substrates
(height 1cm, diameter 2.3 cm, -4.5 C).
Breaks were cohesive and similar to those

TABLE 7

ADHESIVE STRENGTH OF SNOW-ICE/OPTICAL
QUARTZ FLAT AS FUNCTION OF RATE OF TRAVEL

N

=o
I

¡
ts0z
U
E
ts

u

1.4

t.2

I.O

o.8

o.6

o.4

o o.5 LO t.5 2,O

RATE OF SXEAR{IO2XCM/SEC)

Figure 7. Relationship between average adhesive
strength and rate of shear for snow-ice/stainless steel,

mirror polish. .4.b C (43, Fig. 3).

Mem Adhesive Standa¡d
ShengtÞ Deviation
(ke/cm2) (x*e/cmz)

0.0?4

0.120

0.184

0.194 0.063

0.105

0.130

0.190

Average Rate of

0.53 x 1o-'

1.10 x 10-3

6.30 x 10-3

1.20 x 10-'?

1.60 x 10-2

2.50 x.10-'?

4.10 x 10-'z

0.020

0.059

0.083

0.355

0.402

0.'t20
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j- o.7:o
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RATE OF SXEAA (ldxCU¡SeC)

Figure 8. Relationship between average adhesíve strength and rate of shear for snow-ice/fused quartz
optical flat, -4.5 C (43. Fig. 5).

obtained with stainless steel. The-mean tensile strength amounted to 10.6 kg/cm'?with
a standard deviation of. tzJ kg/cmz.

11. Frictional properties of thin water films sandwiched between optical flat glass
plates were investigated g4). One of the plates was slid very carefully over the laterfilm. The thickness of the films was measured by opticat inierference and ranged
from 0'2 to 1l (0.2 x 10-4 to 1 x 10-a cm). The sheai stress at constant shear rate
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No.

1A
2A
3A
1B
28
38

Rate of Shear Apprffiimate Thtckness(cmlsec) (r)

0.0118 0.85
0.023 0.96
0.033 1.4
0,00074 0,59
0.00?5 0.86
0.0118 0.51

<[--TtME'
to sEc

Figure 9. Becordings of force versus time for water films between glass plates, -E C (44, Fig. 13),
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No.

1

3
4
5
6

Rate (cm,/sec)

0.53 x 10-3
1.1 x 10-3
1.2 x 10-'z
1.6 x 10-'?
2.5 x 10-'?
4.1 x 10-2

Cross Section (cm2)

4.54
4.24
3.93
4.84
4,59
4.84

<=-- TIME
20 SEC

Figure 10. Typical recordings of force as a function of time at different rates of shear for snow-ice/fused quartz

optical flat at -4.5 C (43, Fig. 6).

was found to be a linear function of the reciprocal film thickness. The frictional force
dropped rapidly for thicknesses larger than 1 pm to such low values that they could not
be recorded with the equipment available. Recordings of force versus time are very
similar to the recordings obtained with ice-quartz; at high rates of shear a very sharp
maximum was quickly reached, whereas at low values lines almost parallel to the time
axis are obtained (Figs. 9 and 10).

Comparing the plot of stress versus reciprocal thickness of the water film at -5 C

obtained for a rate of shear of 0.0114 cm/sec with the results for quartz/snow-ice
gives a thickness of water fitm of 0.2 ¡rm behaving almost the same as the snow-ice/
quartz at -4.5 C.

DISCUSSION OF TESTS

The general features of ice adhesion found by the various investigators are similar
in general outline and type, although they differ in some details and in their numerical
values. Cohesive breaks using uncovered metal substrates were generally found in
tension experiments; also, the observation that monolayers are not sufficient in chang-
ing cohesive to adhesive breaks is also a general fealure. Thicker coatings, however,
give rise to adhesive breaks. Lubricants alone are also not very effective unless sur-
face active agents are added, but this addition is not necessary for hydrophobic sur-
faces such as polytetraf luoroethylene (tetton).
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The increase of tensile strength with decreasing ice volume is part of a general
property of materials. Height and cross-sectional area are also generally found to
have an effect on the strength. Those polymers that have been investigated in tension
and Shear usually show adhesive breaks that are temperature dependent; cohesive
breaks are not or are only slightly dependent on temperature. Adhesive breaks with
polymers or coatings as substrates often give an indication that the break has really
taken place very near the interface in the weaker material (usually the polymer). Thus,
in the strict sense of the word, cohesive breaks take place-temperature dependence of
ihege biéåks àIso suggests that. }Iowe¡¿ér, the mac[oseopiC aÞpeãrancàoJ lhe brëãFs
gives the impression of an I'adhesive" break. It is doubtful whether adhesive breaks
actually can take place at all. For convenience, one talks about cohesive and "adhe-
sive" breaks, even if the latter are most likely "special" cohesive breaks, whichprob-
ably take place within about one monolayer of the interface. There is no exact corre-
lation between contact angles of water and various substrates, but the general trend is
roughty followed, namely that hydrophobic substrates (0 large) give relatively low
strength values, while strength values increase with the hydrophilic nature (g small)
of the substrate. Stress concentration, thermal expansion, and conductance effects
were found by all workers. The history of the ice influences the numerical values ob-
tained, but the type of relationship is often preserved.

The most remarkable feature in ice adhesion work is the very large strength differ-
ences found for tensile and shear experiments. This will be discussed later; a detailed
discussionwas given in aprevious paper (45, +A). The shear experiments are char-
acterized by the following features: The adhesive strength decreases linearly with tem-
perature for stainless steel substrates; however, at a certain temperature the adhesive
breaks change quite suddenly to cohesive breaks, which are only very slightly tempera-
ture dependent. This occurred at -13 C for Jellinek's tests Q3); Hunsacker et al. (!_4
observed this at about -12 C and Raraty and Tabor (?9) at about -7 C. Quartz-ice joints
give the definite impression of ice gliding across the quartz surface or vice versa. This
glide can be accomplished by almost zero rate of shear application. If the stress rates
are increased, the impression is gained that the system cannot relax quickly enough
and a fairly fast release (break) is.observed.

Tensile strength experiments on bare metals and on optical flat quartz surfaces as
substrates show cohesive breaks of normal magnitude. If the ice volume is made small
enough, of the order used in many of the shear experiments, thetensile stressincreases
enormously. In Jellinek's experiments ?0 kgfcm2 were reached, but there is no reason
why still higher tensile strength values could not be obtained. It is impossible to ex-
plain these proiound differences of tensile and shear tests by easy creep of solid ice
along the substrate interface and by very much less creep in the ice perpendicular to
the interface. This does not actually throw any doubt on the replica technique obser-
vations made by Bascom et al. [9). However, it must be concluded that their tech-
nique is not suitable for solving the problem encountered here. The replica method
actually misses the clue for this discrepancy as will become clear in the following.

Ackley and Itagaki G9) also investigated defects in the transition zone during adhe-
sion processes and came to the conclusion that this zone is crowded with defects. Murr-
mann, Anderson, and Peek Q1) studied the ionic surface diffusion of ice. These au-
thors attempted to combine the various views concerning the nature of the transition
zone. Thus, they suggest that it starts with bulk ice, then goes over into a region rich
in defects and misorientation and eventually nears the properties of water in its upper-
most ranges. This seems to be a reasonable and fruifful approach. One type of ex-
perimental method can only detect the defects, missing the more liquid-like part,
ffi mÐmy 1oc tfê the li$íil-lik-e par t ddffi
zone. It is very likely that both parts are present in the various regions of the tran-
sition layer and there is no real contradiction between these apparenUy opposing views.

The assumption that actually accounts best for all the observed facts regarding the
difference of tensile and shear experiments is that of a viscous or plastic transition
layer in the ice-air and ice-solid interfaces respectively in the range from the ice
melting point to lower temperatures. The properties of this layer are dependent on
the particular ice-solid interface as far as thickness, viscosity, temperature range,
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and the like are concerned. I¡r this r¡ray, the vastly different behavior of ice-solid sys-
tems on tension and shear can be accounted for. This assumption was treated in detail
in a previous paper and its exhaustive discussion will not be repeated here. The term-i "liquid-like," used previously, led to some misunderstandings in the past and is best

I to be avoided. Hence, we refer here rather to a viscous or plastic transition layer.
' ; This means that there is a gradual transition from bulk ice or far from the interface

I to water-like substance at the interface itself. The side of the transition layer directty
adjacent to the substrate surface resembles liquid water more than ice. A moleculari structure differenffirom water or ice, such as the case for so-called "ãnomãlous
water" discovered by Derjaguitt (41), is not envisaged here. Actually, Hori (49) in

I 1956 seems to have experimented with such anomalous water without iealizing its real
significarrce.

The picture of such a transition layer does not contradict any of the results of other
ice research workers. It is also not intended here to go into any detaited history ofI this transition layer, which originated with Faraday (É, 51, 52; 53) in 1856 rrrO ti,u
phenomenon of regelation. Such famous scientists as the Thomson brothers, Lord
Kelvin (!a) anA J. Thomson G!), Tyn¿alt (5?), and Helmholtz were involved in a con-
troversy-about pressure melting of ìce. Tñis type of melting cannot be involved here
(590 atm are needed to depress the melting poinf of ice to - lC). Jensen (59, 5g) pre-
sented quite conclusive evidence against pressure melting in this connection. Bowden
and coworkers G9, 61, 62) discussed melting by friction. There is, of course, a pos-
sibility of obtaining melting by friction in shear experiments, if the stress rates are
very high. However, this possibility recedes more and more the slower the shess
rate, and can safely be excluded for small rates. In more recent times, Weyl (63)
wrote a theoretical paper on the transition layer and Nakaya and Matsumoto (64) were
the first to present experimental evidence for such a layer. Thus, in summary, the
different properties of tensile and shear tests can be e>çlained as follows: A cylindri-
cal ice specimen adhering to stainless steel as substrate, for insta¡ce, has a transi-
tion layer of definite thickness that depends on the temperature (Fig. 11). It is as-
sumed that this layer forms a. zero contact angle with stainless steel. On tension a
pressure difference due to the curvature of the transition layer has to be overcome;
its magaitude is (4, 65)

(2 5)

Here AP is the pressure difference across the transition layer-air interface, y1 is
the transition layer surface tension, and r, and r, are the radii of curvature, r, !> rr;
hence,

aP =,,(+.*)

2^la
AP =_t' (26)

Figure 11. Transition layer between ice and solid
substrate, metal or polymer (46, F¡9. 9).

where d is tlte diameter of the smaller cur-
vature. Hehce, if d is small enough (about
10-o cm at -5 C), the ice ruptures cohesion-
ally long before adhesive failure can take
place (AP = ? x 107 dyne/cmz, y =76.4 dyne/
cm). However, in shear, only viscous or
(if non-Newtonian) plastic forces have to be

I
face of the substrate is smooth enough, as is
the case with optically flat quartz, the small-
est stress will cause continuous gliding of
the ice across the substrate as is actually
observed with quartz-ice. There may be a
small yield point needed to overcome the
structure of the transition layer. All ex-
periments reviewed in tìis paper can be

Tronsition Loyer
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explained consistently on this basis. The average viscosity of the transition layer was
estimated for ice-steel at about ?0 

^to 
700 poises and for ice-quartz, 15 to 150 poises

for a layer thickness of 10-5 to 10-6cm, at -4.5 C.
Quite a number of papers were discussed previously G!, 46), which add evidence

for the existence of such a tra¡sition layer. This discussion will not be repeated here;
however, some of these papers and some new ones will be mentioned briefly. In addi-
tion to those of the last century, the contributions of WeyI (63), Nakaya and Matsumoto
G4), anA Jensen (5S, !9 were already mentioned. Jellinek ana nranim S6) sintered
very small (radii-õ-.5Ð ice spheres at various temperatures, lollowing surface area
changes by the BET method. The results are compatible with the assumption of a tran-
sition layer. Kingery GI) also carried out sintering experiments, which are also con-
sistentwith the assumption of a transition layer. Apaper by Telford and Turner (68)
explains the slow migration of wires through ice in terms of the transition layer. Sim-
ilar experiments were carried out by Townsend and Vickery (69) and by Nunn and Ro-
well (?0) . The results do not agree with Nye's theory (?1) of regelationbased onpres-
sure melting. The latter came to the conclusion that regelation based on pressure
melting shows many discrepancies with experimental data. Mason, Bryant, and van
der Heuvel's paper (72) on growth habits and surface structure of ice crystals is of
relevance here.

Fletcher (?5) was the first to elaborate the existence of a transition layer on thermo-
dynamic grounds. His first treatment contained some fairly rough approximations.
Since then, he has revised this theory 09, Zg). New information on quadrupole mo-
ments of water molecules and on liquid water structure has been utilized. Electro-
static forces are taken into account in this revised paper. The main driving force for
molecular orientation near the water surface is the interaction between quadrupole mo-
ments and molecular dipoles. As far as ice is concerned, the free energy available
from surface polarization leads to a change of phase in the ice surface over a r¿mge of
temperatures near the melting point. The conclusion is reached that at temperatures
larger than about -5 t 3 C a transition layer exists on ice. Its thickness is calculated
as about 10 to 40 Â at -5 C, increasing rapidly with temperature (Fig. 12). The elec-
tric conductivity of this layer is quite large, based on this theory. It may also be men-
tioned here that Jellinek and Nagarajan (!Q) carried out some rough contact angle

-4 -3
Iemperolure, oc

Figure 12. Calculated transition layer thickness on ice, h, for various
assumed values of €2, energy of formation of diffuse L defects at the ice-

water interface (78, Fig. 2, p. 1287ì.

€2=lxl0'"
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measurements with paraffin and carbon disulfide on ice. These angles did not changeover a large range of temperatures down to riquid nitrogen iemperature. It is pos_sible that, even on disappearance of the transition layer"at rowËr temperatures, theuppermost water molecule layer does not take up u ,ä,rdo* ì"r*gu*"nt again. Thesize of the contact angre is practicaüy conditionãd onry by the first surface layer.

ICE ABHESION
'r'here appear to be about 3 possible modes of attack on the problem of ice abhesion.In some respects, considerablè snc"ess has been achieved in fïrmulating effective icereleasing compositions and surfaces. But,^ there still may ¡"-"oo* for improvementin certain areas' The 3 approaches to the ice abhesion p*¡1"Ã, which can be pursuedand which under favorable conditions may reinforce uucri otrrã", are as folrows.self-healing films have surface active additives trt"làirt""ï þreferentially into theinterface between the substrate and ice, forming highly condensed hydrophobic mono-layers' If-such a layer has been 

""*oíuã becarise 
"rl"pãri*¿ãbhesions, it can re-form by diffusion of an_addjtional agent from the bulk film to the interface. The mainproblem here is the role of diffusio-n, rvhos.e magnitude is dependent on the viscosity,

"l"o:l"u-,- and-temperature of the fiím. The seðond an¿ thirïalternatives are some-what similar' Decrease of shear strength of the layer near the ice interface in the sub-strate can be achieved by.a liquid-rike är pasty layLr such as * oit o" a grease, whichhas,Igw she-ar strength. Thesè substances should preferably be hydrophobic and oftencontain surface active agents to decrease interfaciät t""" 
"rrä.g1u". 

Appreciable suc-cess has been achieved with such systems. weakening ot mecñanic"iî"ï";;i;;;;;;hof ice near the interface can be achieved by inorganic "*o o"tr"i" substances added insmall amounts to the substrate. These compounãs are solubîe in water and pass pref-erentially into the crystal grain boundaries, enlarging the latter and weakening the ice
:::iiff: 

These 3 aspectJ of ice abhesion are discussed in detail in the rouowing

Self-Healing Fitms
Perfluorolauric acid gives the lowest csT, ,c: varue known so far. The surface,in this instance, consists of a croselypact<ea'coñáensed monàiuv*" or -cF. groups.Unfortunately, these layers are removed on repeated abhesion ánd are only effective alimited number of times.
However, there is-a w¡rl of regenerating such a monolayer; so-called ,,self-healing,,

films can be prepared. The samã principlè is operative häre'as that encountered in theformation of monolayers on water surfacès. To obtain a monolayer on a clean watersurface in a Langmuir trough requires that molecules bã ;p;;;à on such a surface.These molecules must havJsuch-a structure that there is å srriiicient balance betweenthervater-soluble (polar) part of the molecule and its water-insoluble chain (hydro-carbon) part. If this 
þa.tange is right, a monorayer is formed on the water surface.The polar groups dip into the watei *¿ tiru hydr-ocarbon taits stict< almost verticallyout of the surface in the monorayer, if it is-crosely packed. thus a hydrophobic sur-face is created. The surJace a"uab""gpi"d by eaäh oteamide molecule, for instance,in a closely packed monolayer, is 2g Å'. water is not necessarily the only surface on

ilä:,iï,?*t:T î1l p:^p:i"d:-,!9lyT""s can also_ i,""u i,iãr,iv condensed monorayerso¡ their^:.""f399p, for.instance, polyetí.ryler; ("*ñúv ii"ãrä"r",i f;äii"ril;ä"riJjtion). Allan (81) hrs demnnci¡oÌã¡ ir^ i^-*^o'^- ^4 *
il'iliäi,",ffi ff;"åf "#ffi 'jiffi ffi;-groups. Examples of molecules are stearamide,-oleamiae, paimista^midu, and myiis_tamide' oleamide was found to be the most effeôfive in ti,iå ;;;"p. The agents areeitler milled into the polymer or are present in polymer solutions from which filmsare cast' The polar groups are oriented toward the medium of higher dielectric con-stant {i'e., polyethylene).- The free unu"gy of the system becomes a minimum for sucha configuration.

The amount of surface active agent for a given amount of polymer has tobeincreasedif the surface-volume ratio increa-ses or if the film thickness is decreased. Thus for
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TABLE 8

VALUES OF CONTACT ANGLES FOR WATER

Polyvinylidene

s\rrace and Additive porysryrenea å:tilä?i¡"];, 
":ij,;'å"""(20 percent PAN)c

Pressed disk, no additive 93 80
Solvent-evaporated surface

No additive 96 94

81

85

0.2 percent âdditive I
0.5 percent additive I
1 percent additive I
0.5 percent additive tr
1 percent additive tr
10 percent additive tr 9'I
40 percent additive ül 96
1 percent additive W

"JHïîäff,"I1îi'lli,å',inïffiJ:.1'ï:iì"îíilÍlå1ilï:ilH*ili::iå"åill''1'"ï"'å",í'ï'""J,:T''
phase appears.

blandllaresufficientlysolubleinPl\4MAtoshowânelfect. Thecleanedsurfaceofthispolymerg¡vesacontact
ângle usually found for PMMA.

clV ¡s very effæt¡ve.

a film 50 ¡rm thick and containing 100 ppm oleamide, a closely packed monolayer is
formed on the polymer surface; however if this thickness is decreased to 25 pm, the
amount of agent is not enough to form a complete monolayer. The rate of diffusion of
such active agents to the polymer film surface is unfortunately slow under ordinary
conditions. It can be accelerated by decreasing the polymer viscosity and by heating.

Allan's experimental results (!1) can be summarized as follows: The agent diffuses
through the film to the polymer surface until adsorption equilibrium is reached. A
monolayer is formedwithin 1to 500 hours depending on the viscosity of the medium.
In the early stages, when the monolayer is not complete, some polar heads may actu-
ally point away from the polymer surfaee, increasing its hydrophobic nature.

A relevant paper was recently pubtished by Jarvis, Fox, and Zisman (82). Fluori-
nated compounds were.used on polymer substrates, which actually show a balance be-
tween their oleophobic and hydrophobic nature. The following is a list of partially
fluorinated compounds used as surface active agents.

I. Tris (1 H, 1 H-pentadecafluoro-octyl) tricarballylate,
II. 3- (Hydroxymethyl)- 1, 5-pentanediol tris (heptafluor obutyrate),
III. Bis (1 H, 1 H-undecafluorohexyl)-3-methyl glutarate,
ry. Bis (1 H, 1 H-pentadecafluoro-octyl) tetrachlorophthalate,'V. 1 H, 1 H-pentadecafluoro-octyl ethanesulfonate,
VI. Bis (1 H, 1 H-heptafuorobutyl) adipate,
VIII. 18, 18, 19, 19, 20, 20, 21, 21, 22, 22, 2Z-undecafluorodocosanoic acid, and
VtrI. N, N, N-dimethyl- 3- (n-perfluoroheptanecarboxamido)propyl- 3-aminopropionic

acid, inner salt.

Four polymers were chosen as substrates: polystyrene (PS), polymethylmethacry-
tate (PMMA), polyacrylamide (PA, water soluble), and polyvinylidene chloride (PVeC)
copolymer containing 20 percent polyacrylonitrile. The CST, yr-, ranged from 30 to

-33 {yaes/em for Folys$¡rene to 40 dynes/cm for PVeC. The polymers were thoroughly
purified and traces of solvent weré removed by continuous pumping for 16 hours at
room temperature. Films were prepared by slow evaporation of toluene. Contact
angles were measured at 25 C.

The values of the contactangles forwater (y =72.6) only are given in Table 8 (82).
Disks were either pressed or cast from solution containing additives. AIso, films
with a number of different additives were prepared. Table 8 gives the results.

The films on these polymers should be self-healing. The efficiency in this respect,
as repeatedly pointed out, depends on the bulkviscosity of the polymer. Fluorinated

96
96

96
97
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agents such as those employed in Allan's work give the lowest critical surface tensions,i^, 7C, 
^as.the 

surJaces are composed of _C{ or _CE groups.
i An-interesting study of self-healing films was unãertâten by the American Associa-
i llon 

of Textile Chemists a¡rd Coloristõ, piedmont Section (A¡j. Wàtu"_repellent filmsi were mixed with fluorocompounds as surface active additives. These fluorochemicals'i areoilandwaterrepellent. 
-"Quarpel," forinstance, whichwasdevelopedbytheU.S.

. i Army Quartermaster Corps for texiitis, consists of a pyridinium fatty water repellent, containur9 a fluoro d on Zismanls 
=usea=?fr 19 ..

e tensions. y^.
It was recognized that a most effective fabric treatmãnlwould consÍst of producing' a' closely packed monolayer of -C{ groups or of the somewhat less efficienf -cqgroups'^ Only smooth' nonporous surfaces were investigated. The fluorochemical

chosen for this investigation was FC-208, available as Jnonionic emulsion containing
zE percent solids' Its structure is representative of types of compounds used com-i meicially, and is most likely a polymãr or ãopotymer of vinyl-perfluoro-acid or per-fluoro ester of acrylic acid.

\H\r

The silicone compound used was an
anes (Sylmer ?2). The exact nature of
of the following types:

"l "l't"T'' 
ICH. IJItt

î =o 
I

'i---I,,lNHH

C

I

H

CF. cF3

,/i\
emulsion of dimethyl and methylhydrogen silox-
tìis "silicone" has not been released, but it is

,'titH

I

H

I

c
I

H

tlt' rft. rft'
_ o_si _o--si___o

"1,r. "[, "h,

CH"

t"

I

cH.

Two fatty, wax-like water repellents were also employed in ftis work; these aregenerally applied in conjunction with fluorochemicals.- The repellents were metallic
soaps or film-forming polymers. phobotex, FTC, a triazine iatty water repellent(TrwR) was also ,tseá itt this research. It is a mi*tu"e of various fatty acids and
alcohols attached somehow to metlylolmelamine. Curing leads to c"oss-Iintiing.Last, a pyridinium-Tatty-water repeuent (pFwR) waJchosen (zera¡r epj.--iii" ,pvridinium ¿cid chloride de+iv:rä+e sf-steara¡nide, sold-in-the-form-of-rpreemulsÍfiëd-
solid. The following structure is typicat of this type of compound,I

(c", {"n,),u - co - NH - cH2- NO) * 
cr -

The emulsions were spread on the substrate and air dried (5 percent of total solidsused). The films were then cured in an oven. Films of a number of substances wereprepared by cross-linking various emulsions. critical surface tensions, zç, were 
-

determined with alkanes.
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Repellent

Fluorochemical
Silicone
TFWR
PFWR

' : llJhese prepar*tione are es¡nmêfeialty available.

vc
(dynes/cm)

13 to 16
18 to 20
about 21
about 21

The CST values, yC, were plotted against the composition of the mixhrre; they de-
crease with decreasing fluorochemical concentration. TFWR is an exception; it shows
a csr-minimum at about 0.5 percent w/w of fluorochemical. This may have some-
thing to do with the solubility of the fluorochemical in the film. Investigation showed
that the 90-10 (TFWR-FC) mixture is uniform throughout the whole film, while the
99.5-0.5 mixture has most of the fluorochemical located at the film surface. The
underlying substrate, glass or any other material, has no effect on the csr. IJ the
surface of the film is abraded, the CST value increases. However, it ca¡ be decreased
again by heating the film. Self-healing then takes ptace by reforming the monolayer by
diffusion of the fluorochemical to the surface.

Decrease ofShear St@
Xãye;ll,üEiicãEonI-

This section deals with improper adhesive joints or with improper adhints. The lat-
ter term was coined by Bikerman (a0). This approach to ice abhesion has been suc-
cessful in many .cases. An interfacial layer of ielatively low shear strength such as
an oil (lubricant) or grease is used to decrease the interfacial shear strength. In this
category belongs also the transition layer on ice, which was dealt with at length in this
authorrs fundamental studies on ice adhesion (42, 43, 45, 46). It is notnecessary that
a lubricant have a particular hydrophobic naturq atttroughih-ts is of advantage. The
layer of oil, however, that is removed with each act of ice abhesion will probably be
smaller if the oil is hydrophobic. The major condition is that the shear strength be
low. Baker, Bascom, and Singleterry (84) studied tle abhesion of ice from lubricated
surfaces. Oil, to be really effective, s¡out¿ not be replaceable by water. Here again,
addition of surface active agents up to about 1 percent is beneficial, decreasing the oil
substrate interfacial tension. These additions appreciably decrease the adhesive
strength of ice, for instance, in the case of diester oil (bis-2-ethylyl-hexyl-sebacate)
on steel (-ZS to -30 C). Barium-phenylstearate proved very effeðtive, mô"u so than
phenylstearic acid. Additives did not, however, improve the Diester-Teflon surface.
Mineral oil (Nujot)-Teflon also proved fairly effective without additive.

Quite extensive work was carried out by Plump and coworkers (85) with lubricated
surfaces. A large number of substrates, oils, and additives were tried. The most
efficient combination consisted of a silicone layer (Dow-Corning XZ8-305?) covered by
pristane oil, a pure hydrocarbon found in sharks. Ice adhesion was very low for this
system under various conditions tested in the laboratory and outdoors; the lubricant
was effective for a number of abhesions. The rate of shear used in the laboratory ap-
paratus was usually fairly high: 0.05 cm/min. some results are given in Table g.

. A comparison of unoiled polymers and polymers oiled with pristane is of interest
(taUles 10 and 11). These extrleriments were carried out at a shear rate of 0.5 cm/min.
It seems that in the case of pristane also, the replaceability of the oil by water plays
anj.mporta+t:ole-

Landy a¡rd Freiberger (27) also experimented with lubricants. A number of sub-
strates were tested in the absence of surface active agents; in such cases the lubri-
cated surfaces showed similar adhesive strength as tìe untreated surfaces. Only
when surface active agents were added, a substantial reduction in adhesive strength
took place. Thus only cohesional brea-ks were observed with bis (2-ethylyl-sebacate)
alone; however, the addition of barium phenylstearate decreased the adhesive strength
appreciably. The most efficient additive proved to be sodium di-nonyl-naphthalene-
sulfonate. Only adhesional breaks were taking place when this additive was present;
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TABLE 9

SHEAR ADHESIVE SÎBENGTH OF ICE ON SILICONE
xz8-350?, LOT K2, OILED (PRISTANE) AND UNOTLED

TABLE 10

UNOILED POLYMERS, -10 C, SHEAR STRENGTH rN psi

Freeze-on (ilåili:i::ïlTemperafure
(dee c)

Strength þsi) Pol!'propylene Kel-FRate
(cmlmin)

0.005

o.o5
-7 .7 <0.10

Oiled <1.0

<10.0

3.9

13.?

t1 c

t4. B

r0.44.t 2

<0_15 ,- 3 :ìq
0.5

5.0

0.05

0.05

0.05

-8.0

- 3.0

-7.5
- 11.0

0.42

1.50

<0.45

<0.15

<0.41

7.7

2.8

3.4

>5.7

4

5

6

7

Avg.

14.1

4.0

5.9

13.8

9.6

5.5

<5.0

7.4

6.?

<5.6 12.6

Freeze-on Polyethylene Pollpropylene Kel-F

TABLE 11

OILED POLYMERS (PN.ISTANE), .10 C,
SHEAR STRENGTH IN psi

the strength was reduced fror¡r 80 to b
psi with steel as substrate. Also in the
cases of brass and aluminum as sub-
strates, the sodium compound was the
most effective additive; however, a layer
of bis (4' -Cu) glutarate without any addi-
tive was found to be best for Teflon. Here
again those additives that are effective
prevent the displacement of oil by water,
thus preventing wetting of the substrate.

In another series of experiments

1

2

3

<0.1

<0.1

<< 5.5

<0.1

14.1

8.1

11.0

<1?.8

<19.7

Teflon, polyethylene, and nylon were
taken as substrates. The lubricants were various silicone greases and petroleum
grease. Repeated abhesion tests were performed. Atso adãitives were used in quite
a number of cases.

- The shear strength of ice for lubricated nylon, polyethylene, and Teflon was zerofor several cycles of abhesion. After a Oefinite ñumder oi cycies, however, the shear
strength rises sharply if the surfaces ¿üe not relubricated. if a grease raürer than a¡¡oil is used for coating these polymers, the number of cycles having zero adhesion in-
creases.

During 12 cycles withpolyethylene coated by silicone grease (J941-C5000), no in-
crease in strength took place. Nylon is not so good. Thé number of effectivé cycles
increases with decreasing temperature indicatÍng that the higher the viscosity oi theoil (within limits, of courie) the more efficient it seems to be. Thus an oil should
have a fairly high viscosity and a grease a high apparent viscosity index.

The general conclusion was arrived at that coáting materials strowing negligible
adhesion with respect to ice¡nust be liquid- or greasì-like and must noi ueãiãplaced
by water or easily removed by repeated abhesions. These properties should not be
too temperature sensitive. The nature of the solid substraie ii also of importance, asit plays a role in the displacement of the oil by water. Hence, a low ener[y surface
material such as polyethylene or Teflon is required. The reversiUte worË"ot displace-
ment of the oil by water is given by

w; = yow (1 - cos 0) (27)

Equation 27 indicates that the greater the contact angte of water on the oil the more
energy is needed to displace the latter bywater. Maximum protection is afforded ifg = 180 deg. The work of displacement of oil bywater fromã solid surface (Bq. zz)
is also a function of the free surface energy of the solÍd. Baker et at. (quotea in Zi)
measured the effect of a number of sulfonate soaps on.the contact angte of water onsteel. They found, for Ínstance, from Eq. 27, that Wfi = b.6 erg/cm-, for a sodium
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sulfonate and W; = 20.5 erg/cmz lot a

corresponding barium compound. In ac-
cordance with t}te theory, it was found
that the barium compound is superior in

TABLE 12

ICE ADHESION OF 1O-. M SOLUTIONS ON VERY
THIN WAX FILMS MEASURED AT -15 C

v /.^' Solution v /c^'
reducing the adhesive strength of ice.
Thus these surface active agents are ad- 3,]åiut"o 

np

sorbed at the oil-solid (e. g., steel) inter- NH4cI
NaCl

4,250
2,800
2,7',15
2,400

MgAc,
Glycerine
Na-Silicate
KAc

aAc,

850
?90
't70
?b0
?50face. [There seems to be some contra- äï*.

å?ãi,i," ìå:":"iu."i"J""^#ãiåiti:trääil F,'éffin,.u Z:tr!,E

results. l
Oit is not as easily displaced from baAc,

KCr
Aerosol OT 100

KrÐn
BaC12
NaNO3
CaCI,
Th(No")4

2,200
1,940
1,665
1,3?5
1,300

690
660
650
390
110

polymers, i.e., from low energy sur- ca(No¡)z

iacäs, asiromhighenergymetal surfaces. Mscl'?

AdheSiOnOf iCe tO greaSe-COated metal Note: solutionbpabout0.005c.

surfaces Ís higher than that to grease-
coated polymer surfaces. It is believed
that water can, to some extent, penetrate the grease and wet the metal surface.

Weakening of Ice Near the Interface

Extensive work has been carried out on this by Smitl-Joha¡nsen (86). He found
that small amounts of water-soluble compounds appreciably reduced the strength of
ice adhesion. These substances have to be insoluble in organic materials such as
waxes or greases. Instantaneous freezing is a requirement for minimum adhesive
strength. Thus solutions were usually cooled to^0 C before rapid freezing. Table 12
gives the values for the adhesive strength of 10-'M solutions frozen to very thin wax
films.

New surface coatings were elaborated on the basis of these results especially for
aircraft propellers. A number of surfaces were tested, such as untreated wood, Gen-
eral Electric Antipastes (fqo. gZ and No. 89), and Teflon foil. Impure ice looks quite
opaque and cloudly in contrast to pure ice. The reduction of ice adhesion by impurities
was observed both for hydrophilic and hydrophobic surfaces such as glass, aluminum,
chromium, copper, and also for these surfaces treated with waxes and lacquers.

It is of interest to consider the freezing process of impure ice more closely. The
salt solution follows the phase rule on freezing, i. e., the solution becomes more con-
centrated as ice is frozen out according to its phase diagram. Hence, as long as the
temperature is above the eutectic, one has a definite salt solution in equilibrium with
ice. Quick freezing produces small grains. It was found that in the presence of im-
purities the adhesion is small only if a fine granular ice is formed. On quick freezing,
the impurity distributes itself evenly over the whole ice sample; in other words, the
impurity is trapped in the many grain boundaries existing in the fine-grained ice. The
distribution of grains does not depend on the impurity or its amount but only on the rate
of freezing. However, the widths of the grain boundaries are dependent on the type of
salt solution and its concentration. These widened grain boundaries wealen the ice
structuie and contribute to easy abhesion. If the temperature is lower than that of the
eutectic point, the grain boundary will be solid. The adhesion below the eutectic tem-
perature of the added salt is lower than that without the impurity, but considerably
higher than for impurities above their eutectic points. Exothermic heats of solution,
low eutectic temperatures, and high water sotubility are usually favorable properties.
The adhesion decreases with increasing satt concentration to about 10-3 M, and, as

A great number of solvents and substrates were tested. The best substrate was
Formvar for wet outdoor conditions. The salt and Formvar were finely ground to a
potvder (about 1 pm) of uniform size distribution.

Pounder (87) performed some interesting experiments on the mechanical strength of
ice frozen from impure melts, and also of ice layers that were sprayed with contami-
nants. Small amounts of alcohols, ketones, and ethers are very efficient in lowering
the mechanical strength of ice. Alginic and stearic acids are also effective. Onegram
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TABLE 13

FRACTURE LOADINC PRESSURES OF IMPUN,E ICE

Additive in 25 Percent Alcohol Solution PF
Average
Percent
Deviation

Pure wate¡ (no alcohol)
20 ml of 25 percent C¿HsOH
20 ml LiCI

1.000
0.263
0,139

o

18

10 ml. sodium stea¡ate + 10 ml pVM

10 ml PVM + 10 ml D-23b
20 ml T-2â3
20 ml PVM
20 ml et¡yl cellulose
10 ml sodium stearate + 10 mt D-28b
10 ml PVM + 10 mt L-245
20 ml soluble stârch
10 ml sodium stearate + 10 mI agar-agar
10 ml soluble starch + 10 ml D-t3b
20 ml sodium stearate
20 ml agar-agar
10 ml sodium steàrate + 10 mì sodium alginate

0.185

0.185
0.202
0.21 1

0.22t
0.224

0.255
0.262
0.274
0.288
0.302

0.325
0.345

16
18
17
t2

b

20
5
b

29

oo

28

of each additive was dissolved in ?5 ml of water and 25 mI of industrial alcohol. of theresulting solution, 20 mI was sprayed on water of 800 cm2 surface area; the total vol-ume of distiiled water was 25.0 liters. The concentration of the additive was thus 2.bgrarns of solid and 50_grams of ethyl alcohol for each cm2. Freezingwas carried outat about -25 c for 60 hours. Ice sheets of ? mm thickness oipù"u water and g to 10mm thickness containing various additives were obtained in this way. The results aregiven in Table 13.
Impure ice is opaque, and the top surface is slighfly roughened. Here again, itwas observed that the grain boundaiies increased in *iau 

"I't¿ 
were responsible for 6redecrease in mechanical strength of the ice. rrr"s itresì-ã¡""i"ätiorr" agree wigr thoseof Smith-Johannsen (86).

Recently Jones anã-Gt"l (9q) found appreciable lorvering of shear strength of singleice crystals due to the addition of smaliãmounts of hydro{en fluoride. Fluoride ionscan be incorporated into the ice lattice. A few ppm oi ud""u ettective. Thus 0.08ppm HF decreases the shear strength of ice by itär. rne effectiveness decreases withincrease in temperature.

CONCLUSION AND SUMMARY
The fundamental aspects of ice adhesion have been studied quite thoroughly in thepalt' However, ice abhesion from a practical standpoint tas iä deal with"quiie differ-ent conditions from those encountered with fundamental stu¿ies carried out under lab-oratory conditions. Although, the principles operative for ice adhesion are also validin practical tests, they are often compteiely obscured under actual practical conditions.

fi,T:,llTj:.1"^T:j: y'-T l:"p9"tto the practicar p"ouiä* år i"ã "dr,*iñ'yffii:ltî':I11"ü l]_unÏ": of attaõk: (a) preparation oì "éu_r,!"iiiräii#ã,'0ö;il#;",$Htqa ar e as ot 
l 
gy:!s{lg 

:." cg1qÞ=aqltq1{a*t 
" 

), 
-";;ìö'*äl;;ö 

åi@h e near
cussed in some detail. Quite a large measure of success naåïeen reported in some
:1_T^":."^t::ll yli"h will probably not be surpassed in the future. However, an im-
P.o"F"l shortcoming of the systems so far useã is apparent. The drawback is the rela-tively low number of abhesions trat can be carried out wit¡ these systems before theadhesive strength starts to rise appreciably. This is due to loss ot material on abhe-sion; it presents one of t}re main ãieas wtrére more resea";h i;;;;d:--*'
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Informal Discussion

H. R. Kivisild

.wg !-"yq actually made some tests on the commercial surfaces mentioned usingactual field materials. The tests were conducted in the form of the shear tests men-tioned by Professor Jellinek. The main aim was to find out the relationships betweenthe adhesion of ice to. structural surface, temperature, and tJre properties of the mate-rial' some observations were available'on icã supping on 
"onãi"tu and steel struetures,and we also had laboratory tests to verify our findiñgslrom the field. we ran testswith rough steel, which gave something like a consta¡t effect, or a cohesive break, aJItl,e way through at a temperature rangã from quite coor down to roughly 0.1 to 0.2 degfrom the freezing point. The experirñents¡vere not really suited to cover any higheraccu-racy in temperature measurements. These were foliowed by tests on corrodedsteel, concrete, abraded concrete, and freshly poured 

"o.r""uì. 
right out of molds,unto¡ched. we even tried various coatings, tike coat t"";p;;;coating on the steelsurface, and they all came uptoa *o""oi less constant cotresive figure almost inde-pendent,of the temperature or of the properties of the surface. On{, when we potisileUthe steel surface was there a changeïit^h a rise in temperature from about -20 to -10cfrom cohesive break to adhesive falilure, and the adhesive failure seemed to occur asin the^Iubricating layer mentioned. This phenom"tron *"À ã"ry ou"u"ued on very smoothsteel faces' There was no comparable efÎect on rough surfacås, wtrictr showed litflereduction in shear strength at the face with increasitig te*pã"ato"e. I wonder whetherthe tests on commerciai a¡d polished surfaces are in disagreement with professor

Jellinek's earlier work or whether they actuary falt in the same pattern.

. Tha{ is very similar to the work that r have done. IT you measure the adhesivestrength and shear of a smooth steel surface aad go aown in teÃperature, you get adhe-sive breaks down to -13 c. 
-Then 

suddenly you get cohesive breäks, almost independentof temperature. other people have also fôund tñis. Andecker at M.I. T., for instance,found this also at -18 g. raking rate of roading, Raraty a¿ iato, in Englandfoundthis at -? c' If you take surfacés of various roigtrness, yor, 
""n 

get something liket]tis.
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J. W. Renahan

What happens to the ice under compression ?

Jellinek

How much compression?

#ah
Any amount.

Jellinek

lf you get too much, you get pressure metting.

Renahan

Then just enough compression to break the ice.

Jellinek

You get a certain compressive strength that is usually different from the tensile
strength but not too much.

Renahan

I am referring to compression on top with this adhesion that is underneath.

Jellinek

I didn't do that, but I think you would get a cohesive break.

Renahan

In otìer words, would it move and break free ?

Jellinek

It would not move because you have to press direcUy vertical to the substrate. The
ice would break. You would get some movement in the ice, and you would get a cohe-
sive break.

Renahan

Would it break the adhesive bond ?

Jellinek
No, I do not think so. Before it melts, the cohesive strength will be reached.

Malcom Mellor
If we are talking about something like a roller runnÍng over a coating of ice on a

solid substrate, I think we are dealing with a structural problem and the actual prop-
--e¡Jies-ef-*hejee-a+e-seeonda*p-Ineidenta}ly; lwould take is-sue-withlhe-remark.Û¡at--

: the compressive strength and the tensile strength of ice are about equal. This is only
true if you have a ne"¡ipoo" loading technique.



Ionic Diffusion at the Ice-Solid Interface
R. P. Murrmann, D. M. Anderson, and J. W. peek

Diffusion of z2Nacl at the ice-aluminum interface was determined in inves-
tigating the nature of water at this junction. The average value of the dif-
fusion coefficient of sodium ions, determined at 6 diffãrent timesranging
from I to 28 days afte^r introduction of the ions to the interfacu, -*aã
9.4 x 10-8 and 4-5 x 10-8 cm'/sec-' at -b and-10 c respectivery. compari-
son of these values with the diffusion coefficient for iõnic diffusion in bulkliquid water, D.î 10-s. cm'/.sec-', and with that expected for Íonic diffusionin ice, D < 10-rr cm'/sec-t, indicates that the properties of the interface
are considerably different from those of either bulk liquid water or ice.
_I,ack of any consistent time dependence of the diffusion coìefficient suggests
that the nature of the interfaee rffas littte disturbed by the addition of sodiumchloride. These observations support the view that ã transition zone b to 10
Å mict with liquid-tike propertieï exists at this interface. A model of this
concept of the ice-solid interface is proposed.

Development of methods for prevention or removal of adhering ice requires con-
sideration of the factors that define each icing problem. A few oi the moit obvious
ald recurrent of these factors include the size and shape of the substrate surface, itsphysical location, micrometeorological conditions, attd ti*e and other economic ôon-siderations' Thus, a solution proposed for shipboard icing is not likely to be appro-priate for treatment of aircraff wings, 

"urr*"y", 
power Iines, windshields, antennas,. refrigeration pipes, or roads. Faced with the diversity of icing problems and the dif-ferent factors governing their occurrence, we might easity, if not inadvertengy,

deemphasize or overlook the essential aspects common to eactr. In attempting to
create a condition at the ice-substrate interface that will preclude ice accumulation
or facilitate ice release, we believe that an understanding of the nature of this interfaceis desirable and perhaps even essential, considering thaiup to now attempts to solveice adhesion problems have with few exceptions tesulted in limited 

"o""u"".A few investigators of the phenomenology of ice adhesion have attempted to interprettheir results_in terms of the properties of-the ice-substrate interface. ^Nota¡te 
among

several studies that have been undertaken from this point of view is that ot ¡effinet (Aj.I He measured the shear and tensile strength of ice adhering to stainless steel, qr""tà,'
and several plastic surfaces directly. Although he found that cohesive breaks in bulkice were common during the tensile experimeîh, adhesive breaks nua"ty 

"r*rys 
were

observed with shear tests provided that the tests were carried out above 
-- 

18 C.- Wiüì
decreasing temperature, however, shear strength increased untit eventually only cohe-
sive breaks occurred. To account for these reÃdts, Jellinek adopted Weylîs concept
of a "liquid-like" interface (14), postulating that the properties of water tirere are in_
termediate betwee_n those of liquid water and ice. The specific properties of the inter-__- JaciãÏzo
temperature' Although Jellinek visualized a thickness of as much 

"r 
tO-t 

"ttt "ãã"0 C, he felt that the thiclaress of the liquid-like zone surely decreased with decreasing
temperature, accountiag for the concomita¡¡t increase in adhesive strength. Jellinek
e:rplained tJre observe{ high tensile strength as being due to surface ten"sion etiecls,
w^n9re19 the relatively low shear strength was explaiñed by thelow frictional resj.stanceof the liquid-like interface. This. concãpt is supþorteo uy tire rÀsults of *atty otire" 

'

types of ex¡leriments... Hoekstra (q), to" example, has shown that glass beads embeddedin ice migrate under the influence-of a thermalgradient. This waj explained as a con-
sequence of a continua-l melting of ice a¡rd ftow of water in a relatively thick film at the

tö
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tvarm side of a bead to the cold side where refreezing occurs, thus advancing the
position of the bead. Hoekstra also used a similar argument to explain the mechanism
of particle exclusion by an advancing ice front. Telford and Turner (13) investigated
the rate of movement of a steel wire under an applied load through ice as a function of
temperature. Calculations shorved that the pressure of the wire on the ice would cause
a freezing point depression of about 0.5 C. In harmony with this prediction, the velocity
of the wire through the ice was observed to increase markedly rvith an increase in tem-
perature a-boye about :0.5 C. Surprisingly, however, the wire moved through the ic,e

At temperatures þelOW -U.b U, tne veloclty decreasmg 'tr1tn qecreasrng temperature.
Because this movement could not be accounted for by the conventional concept of "pres-
sure melting," the authors presented their results as evidence for the existence of a
zone of liquid-like r¡rater at the steel-ice interface. They attributed the temperature
dependence observed to changes in visocity of the interfacial water that resulted from
a concurrent decrease in film thiclaness and temperature.

At about the same time, Raraty and Tabor (!Z) reported the results of shear experi-
ments to determine the adhesive strength of ice to metal and polymer surfaces. Quali-
tatively, their results were remarkably similar to those of Jellinek; however, a dif-
ferent explanation was advanced. For metals, they explained the temperature depen-
dence of the shear strength on the basis of a change in ductility of ice in the region
near the interface during what was viewed as a cohesive failure. In agreement with
Jellinek, they reported brittte fracture of ice at lower temperatures. In the case of
plastics, they did find evidence of a true adhesive break, but in either case Raraty
and Tabor hold that the adhesion strength of ice results from a direct bonding of ice
to the substrate.

Landy a¡rd Freiberger (9) investigated the shear strength of ice to a series of plastic
substrates having a wide range of surface characteristics. Water surface tension,
thermal extrlansion, porosity, dielectric constant, and flexural modulus of various sub-
strates were correlated with the measured adhesive strength of ice. When the plastics
r,vere grouped on the basis of similar surface bonding characteristics, it was possible
to obtain a correlation between flexural modulus a¡rd adhesive strength. Thus, it ap-
peared that in the case of these materials the ice-substrate bonding strength was so
strong that mechanical deformation of the substrate occurred. Also, the adhesion
strength depended on the various types of ice-substrate bonds formed.

The nature and properties of the interface between ice and silicate substrates re-
cently were discussed by Anderson (!). from several lines of evidenceit was concluded
that the interfacial zone is fluid with-a thiclmess greater than 15 Ã. near 0 C to about
3 A at temperatures of - 10 C a¡rd below. At low temperatures the mobility of the inter-
facial water appears to be very much diminished, and it may even possess the prop-
erties of a glass. A phase diagram showing the relatioriships that exist among the
interfacial water, water vapor, and ice also was presented together with a discussion
of the effect of changes in temperature and pressure.

Most recently, Bascom et af . Q) investigated the shear strength of ice on steel, on

steel covered with monolayers of various adsorbents, and on plastic-coated metal sur-
faces. To better determine the mechanism of failure, they obtained plastic replicas of
thesheared icesurface toreveaf fracture markings a:rd crystal defects. The replicas
indicated that the dislocation density near ån interface was much higher than that of
bulk ice, and it appeared that the glide plane of these defects was parallel to the inter-
face. This observation provides an alternate erçlanation of Jellinekrs finding that the
ice-substrate interface appeared stronger in tension tha¡r in shear. The dependence
or the ice ¿dhesive strensth on temperatur-e-and thanatuleof tbelljbstÉte rüag partiaúly
accounted for on the basis that differences in thermal conducfivity between various
substrates might well influence the rate of accumulation of defects at the interface.
Materials with a relatively low thermal conductivity would be e>çected to have more
interfacial defects because the cooling rate from 0 C to a given test temperature would
be lower allowing more time for defect accumulation. Taking this view of this evidence,
Bascom proposed, as did Itagaki (Ð earlier, that it is more appropriate to consider
the ice-substrate interface as a defect-rich solid rather than as a" zorle with liquid-
like properties.
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Thus, it appears from this somewhat abbreviated treatment of the recent literature
that, although there is a general agreement in a qualitative sense among the various
investigators on the importance of factors such as substrate type, surface roughness,
temperature, and surface contamination, there are 2 distinctly different pointJ of view
as to the nature of the ice-solid interface. Clearly research ón the mechãnism of ice
adhesion shouLd be directed toward resolving this problem. Jellinek (g) ¡ras suggested
several useful approaches. This paper deals with one of them, the meãsureme-n-t of

i diffusion coefficients at the iee-sôHd ixte
The rate of diffusion of a molecule through a liquid or solid matrix depends on the

energy barrier eneountered in moving from one equilibrium position to another. For
a given substance in the liquid state where short-range ordei with weak intermolecular
bonding exists, the diffusion coefficient of a molecule is high relative to that for diffu-
sion through the same crystalline substance where long-range order rvith strong bonding
between adjacent molecules exists. Hence, one possible way of determining ûrletner
the interfacial zone at the ice-substrate contact is relatively thick a¡rd liquiã-like on
the one hand or solid-like with many lattice defects on the other is to measure the
diffusion coefficient of some suitable substance confined in this zone a¡rd to compare
the values thus obtained to those measured in lmown liquids and solids. This combined
with the measurement of t}re adhesive strength of ice to the same substrates should
provide a better understanding of the nature and characteristics of this interface. Ú1
this investigation we report preliminary values for the diffusion coefficient of 22Na+ at
the ice-aLuminum interface to serve as a basis for more refined measurements.

EXPERIMENTAL
The substrate selected for this preliminary investigation was aluminum. This

selection was made because aluminum is a common metal used in many applications
i.n which ice adhesion is an important problem. To obtain a suitable cónfþiration for
the experiment, we used polished aluminum weÍghing dishes. Although ttrã Oistres
were carefully cLeaned to remove organic surface films and soluble salts, no attempt
was made to remove or to prevent formation of aluminum oxide at the air-aluminum
interface. Thus, the existence of an oxide layer may be assumed. Two sets of dishes
were filled with distilled water to a depth of approximately 1 cm and frozen. One set
was kept in a cold room maintained at -5 C a¡rd the other set was kept in a second room
maintained at -10C. Although some air bubbles were observed in the ice, the ice-
aluminum interface was bubbte-free. This simple method of preparing th'e samples
was adopted after it was found ttrat more elaborate methods Aii nòt see- to yielà sig-
nificant improvements. For example, considerable time rvas devoted to the-develof-
ment of a closed system for degassing the carefully cleaned surfaces prior to forming
the ice-solid interface without exposure to the atmosphere. Although it was found thät
the shear strength of the ice-substrate bond increased and that the scatter in the data
decreased slightly relative to vaLues obtained by direct freezing in a cold room, the
small improvement hardly warranted the elaborate effort requi-red. The most í*por-
tant factor in obtaining reproducible shear strength values séemed to be the Oegreì
to which gross contaminants were removed frorn-the test surfaces.

and leaving the isotope free to diffuse from the ice-air interlace into the ice-aluminum
interfacial region surrounding the point of deposition.

_ At_ttl equilibratinglor 24 hours, the samples were treated. as shown in Figure 1.
The dishes containing the ice were inverted and a small hole was made throrfuh the
aluminum in the bottom center of each dish by means of a dissecting needle. -Next, 

a
1-¡¡l aliquot of camier-free, aqueous "NaCl iolution having a total ãctivity of aboút
9.O5-+¡-C-was -sar€fullyjn.t+odueed th+ough-t1rc,àote,onto*heice-by,means-oi a -10
Iiquid syrin8-e. Upon contacting the ice, the droptet froze upward, excluding '"UíCt

Use of a radiotracer keeps contamination of the interface to a minimum because the
detection sensitivity of a radiotracer is very high. Consequently, a very small amount
of tracer suffices. The proper choice of radioilotope depends primarily on the detec-
tion method that ca¡ be used for a given e>çeriment. In ury case, the räaioisotope
used should be in a carrier-free, high specific activity, neutral pH form. In gris case,
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Coúntad
A16oIce

Figure 1. Application of 22NaCl to the
ice-aluminum interface.

Figure 2. Determination of radial dis.
tribution of 22Na at the ice-alum¡num

interface.

"NaCI was a convenient choice because in the analysis the sample was sectioned and
separated during counting so that gamma radiation from adjacent sections did not inter-
fere with the measurement. If the sample could not have been sectioned, direct-count-
ing or ari autoradiographic method using a weak beta-emitting isotope might have been
employed.

Diffusion was allowed to proceed for periods ranging from I to 28 days to check on
the time-dependence of the diffusion coefficÍent. At appropriate times, samples were
then transferred to a freeze-dry apparatus where the ice was sublimed away from the
interface leaving t'NaCI in place on the aluminum substrate. The aluminum dishes
were carefully sectioned as shown in Figure 2. First, the side of the dish was cut
away, and a strip 0.4 cm wide and 4.4 cm long was cut from the bottom of the dish.
Each strip was then further subdivided into 11 segments Q.4 cm on edge. The center
segment from lþe strip contained the hole tlrough which ã2NaCl had originally been
injected. The å2Na activity of each segment wal üren determined by uslng a scintilta-
tion detector in conjunction with a timer-scaler. The radial distribution of z"Na was
found by calculating the total activity in an "annulet'r from the activity of a given seg-
ment. As Figure 2 shows, this procedure resulted in 2 values for each annulet.

The boundary conditions of this e>çeriment correspond closely to ttrose defiaing
diffusion outward from an instantaneous point source over an infinite planar surface.
The solution of Fickrs law for this case is given by Crank (1) as

.*(#J
where in this case c Ís the activity of 22Na in cpm, M is the total 3'aNa activity added
as determined by_ summing the activities for each a¡nulet in cpm, D is the diffusion
coefficient in cmz/sec-l, t is time in sec, and r is the radial. ãista¡ce from the point
of application to the center of a given a¡nulet ring in cm. Inasmuch as Eq. 1 can be
rewrrwen ¿ts

-t"t,(#) = Iosro (4 ø Dt) . g#
the diffusion coefficient of "Na] in the interfacial zone can be evaluated from the slope
of a ptot of -log (C/M) versus r'. Atthough D can also be calculated from the intercôpt,
there is more error involved because of uncertainty in the value for M.

(1)

Q)
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RESULTS AND DISCUS$ON

^ Plots of ,-logro (C/tvI) ve_rsus rz.made by using data obtained for 6 times ranging from
! days to 28 days at both -5 and -10 C are shown in Figure 3. The lines arawrittriougtr
the points represent a least squares fit. Although there is a fairly high degree of
scatter in the distribution of datapoints for each experimental conditiãn, i[is clear

limation step of the experimental procedure.
The values of the interfacial diffusion coefficients calculated from the slope of t]re

lines shown in Figure 3 are given in Table 1. At -5 C, the diffusion coefficients at
different tim99 rangedfrom 7.0 x 10-8 to 13.0 x l0-B_with an average value of 9.4 x 10-8cm"/sec-'. similarly, at -10c, a range of 2.1 x 10-B to 6.4 x l0-Bîith an average of

that the data are best represented by a straight line as predicted by the model describedearl¡er, The r:eason fsr the seatter isundeterminedr-buLitcould háçcleencausedrby-
a redistribution of "NaCl that may have resulted from sample handling or during the sub-

2
r2lc.2ì

Figure 3. calculation of diffusion coefficient of Na+ at the ice.aluminum interface.



4.5 x 10-B cm"/sec-'r,vas observed. Thus,
decreasing the temperature from -5 to -10C
decreased the value of the diffusion coeffi-
cient by about a factor of two. Lack of a
clear- cut and consistent trend in the observed
diffusion coefficient as a functionof time sug-
gests that the variation in va-lues obtained at
both tamneiâtuiês aficê-s fr.om erhèrrìnrantal
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TABLE i

DIFFUSIoN CoEFFICIENT oF Na+ AT THE IcE-
ALUMINUM INTERFACE

Time Following
AÞplication of 22NaCl

(days)

D x 10' (cm'/sec-')

-10 c-5C

B

12

13.0
12.5 4.5

error. For the experimentconductedat -5 C,
even though the values do not change by more
than a factor of two with time, the data given
in Table 1 might indicate a reaL time depen-
dence. If the trend is real, because diffusion
obviously is more rapid at -5 C than at-10 C,

16 .4 2.1

it might be explained by a depletion of tracer at the source. It should be noted that if
diffusion were a result of freezing point depression effects carrsed by the aaNacl solute,
the diffusion coefficients would be expected to decrease with time because of progres-
sive dilution. However, the lack of a strong time dependence supports the view tlat
the added "'NaCl did not appreciably disturbthe interfacial zone.

Values of the diffusion coefficients of a soluble salt in liquid water are of the order
of 10-5 cmTsec-r (5). Although the diffusion coefficients of salts in ice have not been
determined, the val]ues are not expected to exceed 10-rt cmz/sec-t, the value for the
self-diffusion coefficient of water molecules in ice (11). The diffusion coefficient of
Na+ obtained during this investigation is intermediat-e to these values. The value ob-
tained is, if anything, closer to that for diffusion in liquid r¿¿ater than that e>çected
in ice. This finding indicates that Na+ is highly mobile at the ice-aluminum interface
compared to its mobility in ice. Although these results do not rule out either the liquid-
like interface concept or the solid but defect-rich interface concept, it is clear that the
interfacial zone possesses characteristics that definitely distinguish it from normaL
ice. Also, the observed diffusion rates are hardly compatible with atiquid-like inter-
facial zone several hundred molecular diameters thick as Jetlinek (9) suggested might
be present; they are toolow. The diffusion coefficients obtained in thÍs study are com-
parable in magnitude to tlose obtained by Murrmann et al. (19) i" an earlier study of
sodium self-diffusion in a frozen clay-water matrix. FromEe evidence advanced by
Anderson (1), titere can hardly be any doubt that the interfacial zone in the clay-watãr
matrix consists of unfrozen, liquid-like rwater; aad, as shown by Anderson and Hoekstra
(Ð, me thickness of this interfáce at -5 and -10C is of the order of 10 a¡rd 5 Â respec-
tively. From this correspondence, it appears that if the ice-aluminum interface is
viewed as also consisting of a layer of liquid-like unfrozen water, its thickness must
be comparable, that is to say 5 to 10 Å. A representation of the ice-aluminum sub-
strate that is compatible with this view is given in Figure 4. The diagram is drawn
roughly to scale, but the thiclaress of the interfacial zone is slightly exaggerated to

6.4
5.9

4.5

7.2
?.0

9.4

20
24
28

Figure 4. Schematic diagram of the ice-aluminum interface.
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is concerned, t've have recenUy measured the diffusion of radioactive cesium in poly-' crysta.lline ice, and at -6 C it is on the order of 10-10. The diffusion coefficient is
dependent on the concentration of the cesium. Youhave to consider 2 types of diffusion
inpolycrystalline ice: the bulk diffusion going through the ice grains anã-ttre grain

' boundary diffusion, which is the same type of diffusion as in metals. Mr. Murrmann
shows that the diffusion coefficient depends on the time. We have measured the grain
size distribution in polycrystalline ice. If you measure the distribution as a function
of time, orthe average diameteroithejrai.n as rfmetion of fime, itlncreasen\vit-
time-small ones disappear and the interfacia-l area becomes sma-ller-so the diffusion
should get smaller as time goes on, and I think that is what Mr. Murrmann found.

Murrma¡n

We found that tlle diffusion coefficient did become smaller.

Jellinek

That means the grains become larger with time, and of course the boundary diffusion
is slower than the grain boundary diffusion. There is less grain boundary as you go ort
in time. That is my exptanation of the dependence of diffusion coefficient on time.

Murrmann

. 
A second explanation, of course, is the fact that as you put a point source you are

introducing a contaminant at the interface a¡rd this may efféctiveiy create a liquid-like
layer itself. The effect of this would be that the diffusion coefficient would deõrease
with time because of the dilution that occurs with time. In another case at -10C, it
seemed to be constant within the experimental results that we had; so it is hard to
make a point of this. This is certainly something that must be taken into consideration
when an approach like this is used. The idea is io find under what conditions an inter-
facial zone exists or does not exist. The other point that Dr. Jellinekbrought out is
one that should be taken more seriously; that is, when do you start calling õomething
defect-rich and liquid-like? This becomes a matter of deùate, which is i waste of -
time as far as I am concerned. A great deal of evidence accumulated indicates that
the molecules next to a surface, maybe not the adjacent molecules but the layer next
to that, are highly mobile and arso, in many cases, highly associated. Ther-efore,
things happen in these layers of water very close to surfaces that you would not elóect
to happen in bulk ice-a surface chemical activity one might observe.

H.R. Kivisild
I agree that which of the ideas is right is really a point of sema¡rtics. Because we

fgund ou! that the large effects of roughness could be explained by the assumption of a
liquid-like layer aad could not be erçlained by the assumption of interfacial deforma-
tion, we rather favor the change to a liquid-like form.

Jerrold L. Colten

Have you been able to determine aay effect on rate of cooling of the substrate when
yo,u come down very rapidly in your freezing test? I am alluding to the rate of crys-
talline growth within the ice itself .

Murrmann

We have not studied this ourselves. We have in preliminary work drawn ice at
different temperature a¡rd different eooling rates and tried to db some shear tests.
Allowing an aging period of a day or two, we were not able to tell much difference.
Others have investigated these different factors. I think that what is important ap-
parently, judging from what other investigators report, is the fact that á recrystalli-
zation near the interface does occur, and that in making shear tests such as we did
you must allow a sufficient period of time for this reorientation to occur near the inter-
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face or else it will occur during the course of the experiments a¡rd will shed some doubton what you are doing.

Lorne W. Gold

Do you take into account in any way the possible thickness of the diffusing layer atthe surface?

Murrmann

- There is really no way to tell whether you are deating rvith a thick layer or a thinlayer' -I can only mention what we have done with otheisystems that are colloidal
mineraLs in which you can actually measure the thickness"be[ween adjacent ctay ptates.
There is also other evidence that leads you to believe what the thiclmess would bã be-tween, say, clayptates a¡rd different mineral.s and ice surfaces. In these cases we
have found that the diffusion coefficient is the same order of magnitude as I have pointedout' Also, we have been able to measure the thickness directlyJ actuaJly it was dìneby Dr. Hoekstra and Dr. Anderson at USACRREL. In this 

"asä 
it turns out tobe 10 Åunits, or g units' The point I would like to make is that, if there is a liquid-like layer,

we feel that very probably it is very close to the surfacé and very thin. Then it be-
comes semartics again where it ends in terms of the defect strueture.

David Brohm

I would like to make an observation from the practical point of view. For manyyears, some excellent observations have been made by good practical people that roadchemicals commonly used appear to act most beneficiäñy in ireaking ftre lce-to-pavement bond in the interface region. The practical point made byiighway mainte-
nance staff and by technical representatives of the firms selling winter ice controlchemicals was the augur action of salt a¡rd caf cium chloride in ärystal form, whichpenetrated through the.ice orsnow layers to the interfacial region where ii úroke theice-to-pavement bond. It is in this bônd-breaking that we gui"th" most efficient andmost economical .use of our chemicals.
_ According to Mr. careyts remarks this morning, in some instances 3D tons ofchemical per lane mile may be applied to a highwa! for winter ice control. Extendtllis to the 12- to l4-la¡re expressway a¡rd the aggrðgate exceeds 400 tons of chemicaLper linear mile. We can only describe this as an unacceptable level of environmentalpollution. We propose additional research is most *u""itted to determine better waysto apply and use the chemical to optimize the bond-breaking mectta.tism to ¿utÀ"*inã'

the minimum amounts of chemical necessary to give the ne-cessary bond-breaking at
the interface, and to develop all of these considelaHons as steps to optimum ice-con-trol with a minimum of pollution.

Murrmann

I hope that the main benefit to the sort of research that I have described here ald
what Dr. Jellinek has described in the past will create a better understa¡rding of theproblem. Things move faster when you understand what is going on. I am nãt pro-
posing that this research will lead to a practical solution, tfiougñ perhaps it can.

. _ __==Jelliaek___
: t mentioned in my paper that very smal.l amounts of inorganic chemicals decrease

tire mechanical strength-of ice vcry effectively, not by melting it but by going into theI grain boundaT{ and decreasing the mechani"ai 
"t""ngiL. 

you*need o"ry îorâï;i;"*"
f tjthium chloride or sodium nitrate or some other saÍs or some organit substances.
j 1": ll::anc_e, 3 ppm oT hydrogen fluoride decreases the mecha¡ricai strengÛr of ice b¡r: one-half . So you need only very small amounts of chemicals to get a wurt interface.
I Jhis has been shown Uy smitrr-iohanssen at General Electric and by pounder at McGilI.Youdo not need to put tons of inorganic chemicals on the road to melt tte ice. VeryI small amounts make the interface weak, and then it ca¡r be pushed oit uã"v easily.



Ice Adhesion Studies:

Prop ertiès of:Ðefectrin f he ln teifác iàl'Rigio n

S. F. Ackley and K.Itagaki

Considerable work has been done on the surface chemicaf aspects of ice
adhesion. Another point of view, however, is that ice adhesion may be
primarily a function of the strength of ice inthe interfacial-region; i.e.,
ice sheared from a surface breaks away cohesively in the ice rather tha¡
adhesively at the substrate. The properties of ice in the interfacial re-
gion, especially those factors that influence the strength of ice þoint and
Iine defects), have been investigated this past year. Investigations, in-
cluding Berg-Barrett and Lang X-ray topography, have revealed line de-
fects in ice to be charged. The presence of this charge is considered in
the devising of methods to weakenice in this region. Other studies include
surface self-diffusion, effects of ice-weakening impurities such as hydro-
fluoric acid, and microhardness investigations to determine the effects
on ice dislocation mobility aJter the use of ice-release agents.

Ice, the most common form of water in the cold regions, has the peculiar property
of adhering to almost any substance and, consequently, causing a large variety of prob-
lems. Examples include icing on airplane wings causing loss of lift, icing on telephone
and power lines causing interruption of services (tr'ig. 1), and frozen sea spray on the
upper structure of a small boat causing it to capsize. Icing on windshields, freezedown
of vehicles, engine ice formation, and many other ice formations are aII problems of
great practical and tactical importance.

There are many secondary factors, such as impurities or irregularities of the sur-
face, that greatly affect the practical problem of ice adhesion and sometimes completely
conceal the fundamental mechanism of adhesion. Our approach to the ice adhesion
problem is twofold: (a) to obtain fundamental information on those adhesion mechanisms
and processes understandable by using solid-state physics, and (¡) to tin¿ practical and
long-lasting methods of ice adhesion control.

In this treatment of the ice adhesion problem, our attention has been not on the actual
interfacial bonding process but rather on the forces and mechanical actions that seem to
have the preponderant influence in practical situations when the attempt is made to re-
move ice from a substrate.

The first consideration to be applied is, in essence, a practical one. By looking at
the structure of certain materials and water, we can draw conclusions concerning their
attraction for one another. Depending on the chemical structure of this substrate ma-
terial, various interactions with water molecules can be postulated such as hydrogen
bonding, dipole-dipole, electrostatic, electrical double layer effects, induced dipole-
induced dipole, London dispersion, and van der Waal'sforces. The degree of interaction
can be characterized by the relative ability of water to spread on a surface; i. e., water
will completely wet those surfaces with high interactions and will bead on surfaces with
lower interactions. However, certain things became evident in this forest of views.
The first point is that even though some substances, such as Teflon, are extremety hy-
drophobic, that is, they completely repel water, they sti[ require a definite and, in some
cases, considerable iorce to remove ice formed on their surfaces (1). So water repel-
lency does not imply ice phobicity. Therefore, problems in ice adhesionrequireasome-
what complex and multidisciplinary approach,

Õf
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As shown by Anderson, (2) Hoekstra
QI *¿ Murrmann (4), the pfoperties of
surface adsorbed waTer are conìiderably
differentfrom that of either bulk water or
bulk ice. We also know that on the mo-
Iecular scale it is extremely difficult to
keep things clean so that at the interface

further complicate the attractive interac-
tions of the bonding process. Therefore,
with regard to the ice adhesion problem,
the interaction of the surface adsorbed
layerswiththe bulk ice and bulk substrate
will be very important. There are other
views, however, and certain points about
this interaction that need clarification.

Thefirstquestion is thatof the process
that occurs when ice is removed. In most
cases the position of the break'is such that the surface adsorbed water remains on the
substrate. This situation arises because of the tightly bound nature of this water, which
requires very high temperatures along with a quite high vacuum to remove it (5).' This
nature of surface water is also shownby its attraction for surfaces. For exarñple, to
use low energy electron diffraction (f,nnn;, which is a method of looking at the stiuc-
ture of metal surfacesr^requires a quite clean surface. Generally, a suiface cleaned
under a vacuum of 10-tu torr is necessary. Even under ttlese conditions, water vapor
leached from the vacuum system will absorb on the metal surface and make measuie-
ments impossible after only about one hour of operation (6). Evidence by Zisman and
Bernett (?) on contact angle measurements on metals and metat oxides indicated that
complete monolayers of adsorbed water formed on these surfaces in conditions down to
0.6 percent relative humidity. Therefore, to look at ice adhesion requires that the zone
of interest be clearly defined. More confusion will probably be added by the definitions
given in Table 1, but they summarize the view taken here and are compitible with those
posed by Murrmann. Our contention is that these types of break occui and that they
occur predominantly in either Zone 3 or Zone 1 (28). There is no evidence to indicate
that the separation of ice from an interface can reñove these last few layers of adsorbed
water. The structure of this interface will influence and control the deféct structure of
the ice in Zone 3, but in the study of ice adhesion our prime area of consideration has
been the structure of this highly defective ice where we believe most brealçs occur. To
define the influence that the interfacial layers have on this break zone of highly defective
ice, we must knowthecharacteristic defect structures in this zone.

MECHANICAL INTERACTIONS INFLUENCING ICE ADHESIVE STRENGTH
Several theories have developed regarding the strength of adhesive bonds, but the

object here will be to speak of only those ideas that pose causes for ice adhesion or a
way of reducing itbypurely mechanical means, either at the interface or in the bulk of

Figure l. Downed power and telephone lines near
Bradford, Vt., caused by ice loading.

TABLE 1

ZONES AND TYPES OF BREAKS

Defi¡ition Type of Brea-k

2

3

Bulk substraie materiaL

Interfãcial adsorbed,,vater

IIighIy defective ice

Failure of Zone 1, i. e., t¡e bulk
substrate, whethet an oil or low
shear strength solid

Interfacial brea"lc leaving a clean
substrate with no adsorbed water

Breaks witlin the highty defective ice
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ice. Others have outlined these purely mechanical interactions that influence ice adhe-
sive strength, and they will be briefly reviewed.

Expansion Effects

It has been shown by Bascom et al. (1) that roughing the surface of a substrate can
increase the ability of ice to adhere to tlat surface. Presumably small valleys in the
surface trap droplets of water that, upon freezing, expand their volume and push apart

There is also a surface roughness effect in the shear-type testing that has been used
to measure ice adhesion in the past (8, 9). Mass transfer is required for a deformation
to follow the surface profile atong the diiection of stress. The adhesive strength mea-
sured by this shear stress would depend on whether the loading rate allowed plastic de-
formation to follow the surface profile or whether the shear proceeded by a series of
microfractures. Therefore, the surface roughness may cause a high sensitivity of the
adhesive strength to the loading rate.

Orientational Effects

Ice deforms plastically much more easily if sheared parallel to the basal plane than
in any other direction, Plastic materials have sometimes shown a propensity toward
orienting ice crystals preferentially so that the majority of the grains can slip easily in
shear (1). Therefore, a careful check of orientation shôuld be made in ice release e*-
perimeñts because orientation effects arise not only from the nature of the substrate but
also from the growth habit of the samples. That is, the cooling rate or the way that heat
is carried away from the interface can strongly influence the growth habit and. the pre-
ferred orientation of the grains, which in turn will influence the mechanical strength of
the bond, especially if the break obviously occurs cohesionally within the ice.

Mechanical Deformation of the Substrate

Fracture occurs in the substrate materiai that is either a grease or a¡r oil or a low
shear strength crystalline solid such as graphite (9).

Air Entrapment at the Interface

A consequence of the freezing process and of the influence of the substrate material
may be that air present when water freezes on the substrate is not driven out as the
freezing front moves from the interface but instead is entrapped at or near the inter-
facial region. This type of ice is considerably weaker at the interface than bubble-free
ice and, as a consequence, fracture is initiated more easily in this area a¡d the ice is
more easily removed Q).

Impurity Concentrations

Pounder (!q) has described this procedure whereby impurities pass preferentially
into crystal g-rain boundaries within the ice, widen thèm, and thereby wõaken the ice
structure. Very small amounts þpm range) of the impurity hydrofluoric acid also have
the ability to have the strength of ice as shown recently by Jones and Glen (11). Ap-
parently the cause is quite different from the effect of relatively higher concentration
of impurities described earlier and is more intimately related to the dislocation fac-
tors described later.

Impurity Effects on Fracture Properties

Impurities can a-ffect not only the strength of ice but also the fracture and plastic
properties, areas that have not been studied untit quite recently. Nakamura (29) has
taken ice bars dipped in HF and drawn them into points similar to molten glasE-or tied
them in bows just with hand pressure. Itagaki and Sabourin (12) in charpy testing (im-
pact hammer) on doped ice crystals found that certain impurifiõs changed the moãe of
fracture so that the sample shattered into 5 or 6 small pieces unlike the 2- or 3- piece
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fractures normally.seen. Fracture behavior has generally not been closely studied butis an area of great importance for ice adhesion stùdies beôause it is moreintimately
related to the way ice is removed in practical situations.

Defect Processes in tlle "Thick" Transition Zone

Th1_!,plu"__!a¡ previously_ b_een described a-s_a tiguid-tike tayer by Jelline\ (l.B) an¿rnrs.area nas prevlousry þeen ctescribect a-s_a liguid-like layer by Jelline\ 0.8) ald
- 9P<-+-Sorlteigr¡ ourpnilosoþhyìrfo thirft of this regÍorrrs' a solid with aTigh con-

centration of certain types of defects with definite properties associated with defects in
a solid as opposed to a tiquid. At the temperature considered the solid processes are
certainly highly mobile, but it is still verified by our X-ray topography and diffusion
studies that the properties of the thick zone are better Aesôribed by-the order more
typical of solids than of liquids.

Our particular interest has been in a certain type of defect known as a dislocation.
A dislocation is a line defect within a crystal anO, simpty described, is the absence of
a row of atoms over quite a long distance compared wiltr tire spacing between individual
atoms. Dislocations reduce the shear strength of ice by a faclor oiabout 105 compared
with ice that contains no dislocations. These defects cán also increase the strength ofcertain materia^Ls if tremendous numbers or networks are introduced into the maferial
and they become locked or immobile by interactions between the defects themselves.
This network introduction has been used for thousands of years to strengthen metals andis the well-known cold-working or work-hardening procudo"". Howeven the reasons
that this process worked have only been understoõd-since the advent of díslocation theory
a few years ago. Dislocation structure can also influence fracture properties by con-
centrating stress at certain points or causing stress relief in prefeired directions when
a fracture is initiated (14).

The actuaL measure.ðl-adhesive strength appears as the weakest link of many mecha-
nisms and cannot consistently be attributed to one mechanism.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Studies on Interface Structure

. x-.Ray ToP=o8raphy.StudJ-Two techniques are being employed to study dislocation
structure in the interface layer. Figure 2 shows a Lang X-ray topograph of ice near

an interface. The dislocations appear as
dark lines in this topograph. A thin slab
of ice was frozen onto a support. The very
heavy concentration near the interface layer
indicates that the ice is heavily deformed
by freezing. The dislocation structure in
the interface layer couLd not be revealed
by this topograph because the density is
too high, p-ut the strain introduced by the
freezing process is evident.

Dislocations were found to be electri-
cally charged because the dislocations can
be swept by an electric (ac) field between
their pinning points and vibrate as shownSuppori

Lang topograph showing dislocations
introduced by freezing.

mentary charge per latice spacing).
Charged dislocation motion could be a
major mechanism of the dielectric relax-
ation and constant, unlike the previous
tìeory based on the Bjerrum point defect
(15). A high density ót cirargea disloca-
tions in the interface layer may produce
additional attractive forces due to the
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surface charges and provide another contributory mechanism to ice adhesion.
, , The Berg-Barrett method is another x-ray tó;t;;tht t"ãnrriqu" that is more suita_ble to studies of the near surface layer. stuaies'aö i^ttrj"ogÃ"r to reveal the disloca-tion structure in the interface region by freezing the ice-ontä a substrate and then re-ducing the ice thickness by succeisive sublimation. This method should separate outthe bulk and near interface ice defect structures and make comparisons possible.

". 
p1"þ9t19 

Sggy.-Because the d.islocations in ice are electricatty charged, their mo-tion can be detected by dielectric measurement. Theory predicted-that ttie initial stageof straining would increase the dielectric c_onstant, Ioss, ano retaxation time by unpin-ning of the dislocation line. In higher straining trrã segmeni ùngth becomes shorterbecause of the dislocation interseõtiotr a¡rd thus'""¿o""î itã rr¿rr"" disproportionatelybecause the dielectric constant is proportional to the square ãi segment Iength whileloss depends on the fourth power oi segment length. Tñe measured results indicate thatthe theory.is.generally coriect thoughlimptificition in the trràory has caused some dis-crepancy (16) (Fis. 4).
chargedìislocations ca¡ als-o help expl.ain electromechanical interactions observedin ice such as extrinsic piezoetectricity (rz, ial*d àil"c" áLnerauon (19).Mass Transfer Along the Interface-Masã tr-ansfer in t¡rã iñterf"ä" rot *iv is a con-troiisocontributestothemacroscopicprocessof

ice adhesion in the effect of surface roughness as pointed out previously. Mass trans-fer is also an important mechanism in tñe adhesion of snow *o i"" particles (sintering)
because it can change the contact area and neck size between these particles (20).

The values of self-diffusion in bulk ice seem pretty wetl establirüã¿ fzi, zàiB, z4),although there are prob|919 in interpreting the mecrränism. No publisheTsurface rnasstransfer val'ues are available yet. we rravé conducted 2 types-of measurements, and theresults will be published in thè near future.
Four mechanisms can contribute to mass transfer along a surface. Surface self-diffusion is a mass transfer mechanism restricted to motJcular migration along thesurface without penetrating into the bulk. Mass transfer can áro pro"u"d through thebulk material when initiated from the surface and terminated onto a different part of
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Figure 4. Dielectr¡c loss versus strain in an ice single crystal.

the surface. If the surface of the ice is exposed to the atmosphere, a similar process
can proceed as evaporation from the surface, diffusion through the atmospherq and
deposition onto another part of the surface. The fourth mechanism appears when the
surface is curved. If a viscous layer covers the ice surface, now wili¡e initiated by
the pressure difference caused by the curvature (25). The 2 independent measuremånts
employed make it possible to distinguish among thãse mechanismÀ a¡d assess the con-
tribution from each mechanism. The 2 measurements are as follows:

1. Decay of strain-freely produced grooves. A system of sinusoidal grooves formed
on a sol.id surface wili decay or flatten according to the following equatioñ (2b):

Acr¡a + Bt¿9 + B'o3 + Ccrr = K

yhe"F u =!n/x (c¡ is the frequency and À is the wavelength of the periodic g"o**)t A"
B, B, and C are constants related to the surface diffuJion, volurie diffusiãn, ¿iitusioí
through the atmosphere, and viscosity respectively; and K is the decay conjtant. A
close study of the frequency dependence, o, can reveal the contribution of each mecha-
li"T: However, a determination of the surface diffusion constant, A, is very difficult
by this method because of the high esntribution of the other mechanisms in the tempera-
ture and wavelength range of the experiment. Thus, a radioactive tracer method wãs
required to separate the mechanisms.

(1)

I

I

;

I
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Z. Radioactive tracer method. Preliminary experiments gave scattered values
presumably due to the surface defects introduced during the sample preparation'- A
Lethod to þroduce strain-free flat surfaces on ice is essential to use this method prop-

erly. Thiå new technique was recently established by our group and will be adapted to
the tracer measurement.

A comparison of the groove decay results with the results of the.preliminary tracer
method show that the suiface self -diftusion contribution (A in Eq. 1) is not appreciable

-, 
-_jn-the térnþêrâture-,and wav€lengtå,range +neasured--lnsteadrJhe-visesus flowJermis- -

the ¡oqaior meeha¡úsm. and dillusion through the atmosphere gan conllibute_a smal'Ier

but compa¡'rb1e amount for groove wavelengths lon
are in progress.

fmpurity Diffusion-Certain types oi impurities such as hydrofluoric acid are known

to sõIten ice crislãis drastically. The effèct appears very rapidiy Q!)' A detailed

study of HF difiusion suggested that its major mechanism Ís diffusion along the disloca-
tion core. The higher cãncentration in the dislocation core can make the dislocation
motion easier eithèr by melting the core region and making a liquid co e or b¡'Produc-
ing È¡""..t* defects that reducã the resistance of dislocation motion through the solid.

"There appears to be some hope to control the adhesive strength by introducing hydro-
fluoric acid in the interface region.

Breath Figure Study-The controlling factor of ice adhesion in some cases may be

moie mãcrõËõõþIcTEan molecular. A trace where ice was frozen ona substrate was

observed by btowing warm breath onto the substrate aJter the ice was removed. Close

microscopic study indicated that the fog on the undisturbed surface consisted of a rela-
tively smali trombet of unilorm size droplets, while on the surface from where ice was

remóved the fog produced a larger number of droplets with a greater size dÍstribution.
This trace was very stable and remained for a few days. It can be washed away only

by using a strong detergent and wiping with considerable force'
" ThiJfact *ay ha,re indicated thãt the ice made contact with the substrate through the

impurity tayer át points where the droptets were formed. The adhesive force at the

point" *itu"i the dropiets were formed can be stronger than at the other points thatwere
äovered by the impuiities and may have contributedagreater amounttothetotaladhesion.

Practical Methods of Adhesion Control

The maximum adhesive strength can be determined as the weakest of the following
pa-rts: ice, substrate, or interface, while the van der Waals force limits the minimum

Letween 2 solids. This minimum canbe reducedto near zero if liquid exists inthe in-
terface and the rate of deformation is very slow.

Liquid Reptenishing_LuÞric?nt-A-layer of oil has been used to reduce the adhesive

$r@eofthiscoatingisitsshortIife.Eachiceseparation
reducäs the oil thiôkness by half, which means about %,ooo of the original coating thick-
ness remains aJter 10 separations. One possible improvement is a water-repellent
coating with a reptenishing oil layer diffusing out to the surface. Some effort to syn-

thesize this compound is in progress.
Solid Lubricant-There are so*e indications that a solid lubricant can reduce the

adrreffièntheshearforceisappIiedparal1eItotheinterface.Abeleand
Þarrott (26) noticed that snow adhesion onto vehicle tracks can be reduced by the ap-
plicationõI fiat black paint. One possible explanation of this- finding is that the paint

ãontains graphite as a-pigment that serves as a lubricant. If this notion is correct,
molybdenirm disulfide can be a better ice release coating; the experiment is in prepa-

ratiän although preliminary indications have ¡ot shown a significant improvement'
Self-Straiñinþ Interface-Bascom et al. Q) observed straining in a freshly frozen ice

subffiatlaterrelaxedEyrecrystallization.Self-inducedstress
in the freshly frozen interface layer can reduce the external force required to fracture
this layer . -Certain 

substrate materials may reduce the adhesive strength by this mech-

anisrn and will be revealed by a better understanding of the defect process in this zone.

AppticationofCe@_Themethodsdescribedarepassivemethods
a¡rci: if no liquid exists in the interf ace (27). The



Figure 5. Glaze formed between parallel electrodes. Figure 6. Glaze removed between electrodes after
application of 9,000 V/in. ac for approximately b sec.

Iarge dielectric constant of ice makes the contribution of the van der Waals force evenlarger, while rapid mas's transfer al.ong the surface of ice makes a fast forming, ex-
tensive contact area and reduces the distance between the ice and substrate to Iúe range
necessary for van der Waals forces to act.

To overcome this-limit may require some energy to initiate a minimum separation.
The simplest method l-eems to be the application of'mechanical force. Howevir, the
standard laboratory adhesion test using the tensile or shear mode attempts to obtain
the maximum force, while practical procedures generally are a peeling òr fracture
method that requires considerably smaller effort. A more practical and reliable test-
ing method is currently being searched for.

The thermaL method is the other method widely used to remove ice. Its efficiency
depends highly on the_method of delivering the enärgy. Producing the heat direcly in
the interface layer will obviously be the best methoá. Etectrical heating ca.r 

"oncärr-trate the heat production in the interface if the substrate is an insulatorl 1'ne applica-tion of sufficient ac voltage to aparallel electrode system can alsoproduce heaiinthe
ilr:|f}"" Iayer- The voltage depends onthe conduciance inthe layer and canbe 9,000v/in. tor pure ice downtothe order of 10V/in. if the surface is salted. Unlike indirect
heating, this system will turn off automatically when the surface is dry. An example is
shown in Figures 5 and 6. A lucite piate that has one set of parallel electrodes wasglazed by ice (rig. s). The layer ofpure ice between the electrodes was melted and
evaporatedby an electric discharge of g,000 Y/in.ac in about 5 seconds. After thesur-
face was dried no disSirafge oJçUXr_e=d (Fl-f'. 6).

otEer possible t""ttto¿sG"ctt as ittt"""ã¿ o" radar are variations of the thermaL
method with a different qrogedure of energy delivery and can be classified either by in-troducing a liquid layer in the interface or ly completely removingthe ice by meltin[.

CONCLUSIONS

The problem of ice adhesion includes various aspects, and quick easy conclusions
cannot be reached yet. Certain mechanisms may cõntroi orre ðase whilè other mecha-nisms may become the controlling factor in another case. The data accumulated to
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date seem too ambiguous to build a solid theory. Method of testing, surface treatment,
effect of roughnessfimpurity layer on the surface, structure of defects-none is treated

seriously in previous studies though all ol them cán affect ice adhesion. More careful

studies are in PreParation
The only *ôO"iat"ty successful way to reduce ice adhesion to date is to prevent the

direct contact of ice with the substrate by a liquid lubricant. Some results obtained

using high polymers indicate that low adhesive force may also be attributed to the im-

--puriã¡ft'ayer tËalshowsrnorsor less-liquid-properties ' -Themai¡tdisadvaatage-oÈ$h
.' liquú fuU¡rieant is its short hoped, ex- .

tendthe life to aPr@
to be studied morL carefully in the light of their influence on interface layer strength.
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Informal Discussion

R. P. Murrmann

How did you obtain the photographs of the ice-aluminum interface?

Ackley

The Lang technique is transmission, and a very thin slab of ice, t/ro 

^gapped into this picture.

Murrmann

Is there any possibility that, when you prepared this, strain was introduced at the
interface rather than by the freezing process?

Ackley

It was prepared by slightly warming the interface and letting it refreeze, so the vol-
ume change obviously introduces a strain. There was a possibility of mechanical strain
being introduced also. We are refining the technique, but I do not think that the handling
has been sufficient to account for the number of dislocations we have seen.

William F. Limpert
In your radioactive interface studies, did you

the eutectic point of sodium chloride-water?

Ackley

ever run a test using sodium-22 below

The tracer diffusion method we used was not ionic. We used a self-diffusion method-
taggedwater molecules. There is an experiment going on nowunder the direction of
Dr. Weeks at USACRREL that involves freezing salt-ice, using very high concentrations,
and modeling sea ice.

H. H. G. Jellinek
We did some work on sodium-22, but with diffusion into polycrystalline ice above the

eutectic point. Above the eutectic point the grain boundaries are liquid-a saline solu-
tion-and below it they are solid, so the grain boundaries are influenced by temperature.

Limpert

Can you teII whether there is a liquid-like layer at the grain boundaries?

Jcllinek

We have not done surface diffusion experiments. We have done diffusion through
polycrystalline ice. Once you have attacked the grain boundaries, they would be liquid
above the eutectic and solid below. So the diffusion coefficient at the eutectic point
should not change suddenly to a lower value.

or so, is



Compaction or Removal of Wet Snow by Traffic
- Þ. A-. S¿haerei-

Observations tvere made of the free-water content of snow on roads and its
behavior under traffic. A Tapley decelerometer was used to measure the

skid resistance of the snow-covered roads. It was found that snowhaving a
free-water content of Less than 15 percent w¿rs compacted by traffic and

formed a slippery surface on which a deceleration value of 0.30 was mea-
sured. Snow witn a free-water content between 15 and 30 percent was usually
not compacted but remained on the road in a soft, loose state and gave de-
celeratiôn values of 0.35 to 0.42. The exact behavior depended on other
variables such as depth, shape, ard size of the grains. snow with afree-
water content of 30 percent was removed by traffic. Deceleration values
between 0.40 a¡ld 0.50 'were measured on this surface, and a value of 0.60

was measured on the bare, wet pavement. The observations confirm that
chemicals need to be applied only in an amount sufficient to produce 30 per-
cent melting if a decrease of the skid resistance can be tolerated. A melt-
ing of 15 percent would prevent the snow from being compacted into an ice
crust but usually would not cause it to be removed by traffic, and thus plow-
ing would be required.

Wet snow deposited on a road and exposed to traJfic will either be compacted into
a hard and slippery snow-ice layer, remain on the pavement in a loose state, or be

removed to the side by the action of vehicles. The condition that develops depends on

the properties of the snow and characteristics of the tra.ffic. In 1966, the Division of

Builiinã Research of the Nationa-I Research Council of Canada began to obtain informa-
tion on whether the snow is compacted, remains loose, or is removed. Observations
were made on city streets in Ottawa during one winter, and limited observations were
carried out in the followi"ng years at Rogers Pass, British Columbia. It was not possi-
ble, however, to continue the program in its full extent or to bring it to a stage where
fini concluslons could be drawn. This paper contains preliminary results only.

pure snow can contain ',vater in liquid form only if its temperature is 0 C. This
water may be formed on the snow as it falls through the atmosphere or it may result
from rain or from the partial melting of snow on the road. Snow can also be melted
partially by the application of chemicals, and in this case the liquid is a solution. Wet

snow ttrât õontains chemicals in solution can have a temperature lower than 0 C and is
the type of wet snow most frequently observed on roads.

OBSERVATIONS OF SNOW CONDITIONS

There are, on the average at Ottawa, 60 days per winter rvith snowfalls more than

0.2b cm, and on 5 days the amount of new snow exceeds 10 cm. Plowing during snow-

falls usually ensures that snow on roads does not accumulate deeper tl¡an ? cm. The
principat observation made during and immediately following snowfalls, either before
ãr a.fter plowing, was to classify visually the state of the snow on the road surface by
using the following criteria:

1. Compact snow-Pavement is covered with a sheet of dense snow that does not

break or move under the action of the traffic;
Z. Loose snow-There is no apparentbondbetween the snow a¡rd the pavement, and

the snow is broken into chunks or is a cohesionless mass that moves under the wheels

of passing vehicles but is not thrown to the side of the road; and

97
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3' Loose snow removed-The wheels of moving vehicles throw the snow to the sideand loose snow from the road accumulates on the shoulder.
The properties of snow that were measured were free water content, depth, density,temperature, and type of crystals.
Free-water content, F, was determined as the weight of the liquid divided by thetotal weight (UquiO plus solid), expressed in percent.

I

l

F=100 W'"w+1

where

E = weigtrt of liquid (pure water or brine) andI = weight of ice.

The hot water ca-lorimeter was found to be the most convenient instrument for mea-suring the free-water content. Because there were significant variations in the free-water content over small dista¡rces, it was sometimeJnecessary to collect in a bucketabout_5,000 grams of snowfrom difierent spots, mix it, *à ã""rfrom it 2 to B smatrsamples of about 300 grams and melt themln ttre catorímetár. 
-

The free-water content is the variable that hr" ûr;;1;;;;est influence on the condi-tion of snow on the road. Its effect is discussed in a separat'e section.
snow depth on the road was measured by ruler at to iolnts selected at ra¡rdom. Altobservations were made with snow depths úetueen o.g a;o i ã*. within this range,depth had no significant influence o.t whether snow rv¿rs compacted, remained loose,or \ryas removed by traffic. 

-There appeared to be a change in buh"oio", however,lóvery thin layers of snow, 0.2 to 0.b õm deep.
Layers of this thicloness were not 

"emoved 
as readily as snow more than 0.b cmdeep because traffic packed it into the voids of the pavement where it formed a slipperysurface' The number of observations on very thin layers, however, was insufficientto draw definite conclusions.

Measurements were made of snow density, but, because density was strongry in-fluenced by the free-water content a¡d varied with tocation 
"no-li*", this formationwas found to be of litfle value.

- Snow temperature was measured with a shielded glass thermometer. Its value wasalways consistent with the free-water content, but iÈappea"åo tì have no direct rela-tion to the behavior of wet snow.
The-density of traffic on roads where the observations were made was between 10and 140 vehicles per hour. Rather than density, the total no*¡"" of vehieles passingover the snow determined the state of tre snow. About one-thirà of the vehicles weretrucks; the reason for this high track ratio is that the observations were made nearindustriar sites. The speed of traffic was between 30 and ¿¡ m7ñr"iiriioãï;öi,,normal speed on snow-covered roads in cities.

INFLUENCE OF FREE-WATER CONTENIT OF SNOW

Whether wet snow is compacted or removed under the action of traffic depends onthe cohesion between the snow grains and their adhesion to the pavement. The studyhas esnfirmed thafboth cohesiãn and aarr-es-r:on a"u sträg-Ëffiluenced by free-watercontent' Figure 1 shows a plot of observed free-water ãoit""ï"g"inst gre amount oftraffic and the condition of the snow. The values fall into thãlollowing 3 zones:
1' Zone A-Initial free-water content less than 15 percent: snow usua¡y compactedon the road;
2' Zone B-Initial free-water contentbetween 15 and 30 percent: snow remains onthe the road in a loose condition and is removed by traffic af a slow rate; and
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Figure 1. Effect of free-water content and traffic on the compactibility of snow on roads.

3. Zone C-Initial free-water content greater than 30 percent: traffic moves the
loose snow to the side rapidly.

The shape of the snow crystals appears to influence the behavior of snow. Rounded
grains were moved more readily than needle-shaped or dendritic crystals. This in-
fluence is evident only when the snow is fresh. About 2 hours after snow ï/as deposited
all the grains had developed a round shape. Zone A in Figure 1 contains observations
of snow that was loose and had a free-water content lower than 15 percent. It consisted
of graupel and ice pellets.

A similar influence of crystal shape has been reported in measurements of the water-
holding capacity of snow. The water-holding capacity is the maximum free-water con-
tent that is retained in the snow w.ithout producing runoff . de Quervain (l) fras observed
for dense new snow a water-holding capacity of 20 to 30 percent; for fine-grained old
snow, a capacity of 10 to 20 percent; and for'coarse old snow, a capacity of 5 to 10 per-
cent. Gerdel (2) reports 13 to 19 percent for new snow and 0.4 to 6 percent for old
snow.

The British Road Research Laboratory has recommended for snowfalls the applica-
tion of 0.0125 lb sodium chloride per inch of new snoï¡, per square yard, per deg F
below freezing on roads with a traffic density of more than 50 vehicles per hour, if the
resulting wet snotü is to be removed by traffic (3). The recommended amount of chemi-
cal would produce between 30 and 40 percent meTting, which would agree well with the
present observations.

OBSERVATIONS OF FRICTION COEFFICIENT

In addition to evaluating the quality of the road surface by observation of the be-
havior of snow, we took measurements of the friction coefficient. This was deter-
mined with a Tapley decelerometer mounted in a light truck driven at a speedof 30mph
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(¿S km/hr). FulI brakes were applied
and the maximum deceleration and cor-
responding friction coefficient read from
the instrument. The results obtained
with the Tapley decelerometer are in-
fluenced by the type of vehicle and the
driver. In order to minimize equipment

TABLE 1

SUMMARY OF OBSERVED FRICTION COEFFICIENTS

condition of snow on the Road Friction coefficient
(percent,

Compacted wet snow

Compacted d¡y snow

Loose. d¡v new snôq

25-30

30-35

I affd hUman e.ffOf , the SAfffe Vehiele And Loose' d¡y new snow onbare pavement

-1 to 5 cm deep 32=38the same operator were used throughout 5 to 10 cm deep

ba

the tests after preliminary experiments Loose, wet snow (free-water content
had shown that the chosen operator could 15 to 30 percent)

obtainreproducible results. The Tapley åj%t-:ii:"jr,"terycovered
decelerometer, however, was found un- center bare z it wiaä

satisfactory for making observations on center bare 6 rt wide

snow- ar¡d ice-covered roads, It was hf:9t *ul snow on bâre pavement

considered that better results could be i'Ji:;i3lií 
content sreater than

obtained with a trailer-type, friction- Barewerpavement

38-43

33 -38
38-46
44-56

42-49

60-?0
measuring apparatus.

There is usually a great variation in
the frietion coefficientof roads having ap-
parently uniform snow conditions, depending on whether one or several wheels of the
test vehicle happen to be in direct contact with pavement or ice at the instant the brakes
are applied. It was found necessary in the present study to make I observations on the
same road section in order to obtain a mean value that had a gb percent confidence
limit.

More variables influence the friction coefficient tha¡r the degree of compaction of
snow on the road. Insufficient observations were made to delineate them and establish
their relation to friction. Table 1 gives a general picture of the friction coefficients
that were observed. All observations were made on roads with asphalt pavement.

CONCLUSION

Observations of winter road conditions typical of urban areas in eastern Canada
indicate that, during light snowfall or aÍter plowing deep snow, chemicals should be
applied or pavements should be heated at such a rate that at least 30 percent of the
snow is melted. Traffic will move the resulting wet snow to the side of the road.
Chemicals should not be applied at a rate that produces less than 15 percent melting,
because the resulting wet snow would be compacted into a slippery layer.

It would be useful to continue studies of the friction coefficient of snow- and ice-
covered roads in order to determine the influence of different treatments on traffic
safety.
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Formal Discussion

S. F. Ackley

Several. points are not clear to me in Mr. Schaererrs paper, and elaboration on
these points may aid in the evaluation of the data obtained from either an operational
or a research viewpoint. There are a number of difficulties in using hot water calo-
rimetry for the 2-component systems encountered on salted roads, and discussion by

-= 

Ml*Schaeleronhow these difficulties were llvercomq_wqqþ,be app¡qcl4lÞd. _-Specif-
ically, my questions are as follows:

1. Was the specific heat of pure water (l caI/gm C) or the specific heat of a salt
solution (0.88-0.96 cal/gmC, depending on concentration) used in the calculation?

2. Was the melting point of pure ice or a depressed melting point caused by the
presence of salt used in the calculation?

3. Because these contributions are salt-concentration dependent, how was the
concentration determined to fix the values of the specific heat and depressed melting
points ?

4. What was tlte construction of the calorimeter used for these measurements?
Sþecifically, what was the accuracy of the field temperature measurements, and was
the mass of hot water used fairly large compared to the sample size ?

My purpose in asking these questions is to allcw an assessment of the advantages
of this system over density me¿Isurements for a similar case. Mr. Schaerer has
presented numbers for free-water content rvith an error of about 1 percent (fig. f) in
his paper. I have done a "worst case" calculation (assuming a specific heat of 0.9
cal/gm C, a melting temperature of -5 C, 500 grams of hot water in the calorimeter
at a temperature of 50 C, and a 300-gram sample of snow plus 30 percent free water
at -6 C) and have found that, if the factors I have mentioned are completely ignored,
an error of 10 percent in the measured free-water content would be quite possible.
Although I do notfeel that the numbers given by Mr. Schaerer have this large an error,
the range possible for error indicated by the calculation is certainly greater than the
l percent shown, especially in afield situation. A more complete descriptionof the
measurement procedure might give a better idea of the accuracy of the numbers pre-
sented and allow a more fair comparison with the density method to determine free-
water content.

Schaerer

The observations reported in the paper were made at temperatures between -3 and
0 C, and the concentration of chemicals in the wet snow was usually less than 1.5 per-
cent. Tests were carried out in the laboratory at lower temperatures a¡ld with higher
concentrations of chemicals. Because of the difficulties mentioned by Mr. Ackley, it
was decided not to include in the study these extreme conditions.

For all observations made on salted roads, the amount of sodium chloride or cal-
cium chloride was determined in the laboratory with samples of about 500 grams of
wet snow. The snow was melted, and the meltwater was filtered and then evaporated
in the drying oven. For some samples the concentration of salt was determined by
measuring the electrical conductivity of the solution.

The specific heat of the salt solution was used in the calculation of the free-water
content. Because of the low concentration of salt, the specific heat was assumed to
be 0.98 cal/gmC. The melting point depression due to the presence of chemical was
also considered. A correction was also made for impurities of dust, sand, and rock
chips usually contained in the snow on roads. These minerals could amount to 3 per-
cent of the snow; a specific heat of 0.25 cal/gmC was assumed for them.

The calorimeter that was found to be best suited was a wide-neck thermos flask,
volume 2,000 cm3, with a cork stopper. It is most importa¡rt to work always in the
same temperature range and with the same amount of water, which must also be used
to determine the heat capacity of the calorimeter. The following are the characteristics
of the water and mixture used in our measurements:
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Temperature of hot water, 35 C
Temperature of mixture a.fter melting, b to 10 C
Amount of hot water, 1,000 grams
Amount of snow, 300 to 400 grams

The temperature was measured with a mercury thermometer graduated in t/roc.
The greatest heat loss and possibility of error occurs when the córk stopper iÅ-re-moved and the snow added to the hot water. With some¡r¡uve., ¿{I., ure snow aqqeg to tne not water. with some practiee donequickly_aild-theerrork@.

The number of observations that could be carried out on the road was too limitedto make an evaluation of the influence of all possible errors. Iiwould appear that thevariation in the free-water content of the snow on a road produces a greater error thaninaccuracies of the calorimetric measurements. The infõrmation presented in thepaper should only be ta-ken as an indication of the trend in the relationship betweenfree-water content a¡rd the condition of the snow. Additional studies must be carriedout before a detailed anal.ysis of the effect of tra-ffic on wet 
"rroru "* be undertaken.

Informal Discussion

Lorne W. Gold

what was the particle size of the salt, in other words, the screen size used?

Schaerer

We have used sodium chloride that meets the specification of the O¡rtario Departmentof Highways. Can you tell us what this is Mr. Brõhm?

David Brohm

The sart we normal-ly use for highway work is coarse-crushed, maximum sizesomewhere around f in.

Gold

.- Some European countries use very fine salt, so tests run there would give resultsthat are almost meaningless because there is not a rvide 
""ngt 

of particie"siz* i"ïãtdovm to the interface.

Brohm

Our coarse-crushed salt specification, which is not much different from that com-monly used in the United States, does permit a fair amount of fines. It covers a fairlybroad band. You ca¡not really pin it dìwn unless you have an analysis of the sart beingused.

M. E. Volz

. Apparently there is a great dear of discrimination among definitions of wet snow.
A-nn l-c-orr-ect that-y'our definitisn is snow witlr a water contãni in excess of B0 p.,=*t?
Schaerer

Wet snow is any snow that has a certain amount of liquid.

Yolz

What amount?



Schaerer

Anything vrith 1 Persent and mo¡e.

H. R. Kivisild
I noticed irom the graph that tra.ffic intensity has hardly any effect.

Êchaerer.
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.Fha fac*.c rrara rlrn nn tn e møximum nf 4 hours lmmediatelv ajter snow denosition.

Glenn Balmer

Jtre have made tests with ¿ skid trailer oin snow and obtai¡ed results very comparable
to yours.

Sehaerer

Thank you. That is very encpurâging.



Shid Resistance of Snow- or lce-Covered Roarls

This paper reports skid resistance coefficients obtained on snow- or ice-covered roads. skid resistance changes,according io 
"rro* 

conditions,temperature, kinds of vehicre tires, and chemicars used. Three classi_fications of skid resistance used are skid resista¡ce in braking condition,skid resistance in driving condition when the tire ¿áes not srip and justbefore it begins to spin, ãnd skid resista¡ce in driving conditions whenthe tire is spinning. These data are used in discussion of stopping dis_tance, longitudinal gradient, and cross falt of the road.

under normal conditions, braking force is produced by the friction between roadsurface and tire. when-a snow or iõe layer iipresent on apavement, we are con_cerned witì the frietion between the layer a¡d the tire. The'coefficient of friction ona snow- or ice-covered surface is considerably smaller than that on a normal pu""-ment. Because of this low friction, we hav.e-many probr.ems, such as ronger stoppingdista¡ces or a limiting longitudinal gradient for a-vãhicle ilåtã.t. To solve theseproblems, we measured and analyzJd coefficients of friction oi various snow or icesurfaces,

CLASSIFICATION OF COEFFICIENTS OF FRiCTION ON SNOW-
OR ICE-COVERED ROADS

.. usually braking force is measured, and the value obtained is applied to the evalua-tion of pavements. on snow- or ice-óovered pavements, traciion force coefficientsthat define whether vehicles will be able to start from sta¡dstill are of as much con-cern as the braking force coefficients. The braking f""";;;ficient is "";d;t;;ìyfor calculating stopping dista¡ce but also for anatyãing the mãtion of the vehicle inskidding.
when a vehicle starts from a standstill, the traction force increases gradually; butyhgq ü9 tire begins to spin, the traction iorce drops to aiã*ã","i"" tñìã. rlr-'i;i"fact leads to complicatioñs in the determination of flìe maximum gradient for startingon snow- or ice-covered surfaces. Furthermore, tire spin can occur not only whenthe_vehicle begins moving but also after the vehicÍe is in motion.For these reasons' the authors classified the possible ããuäitiunts of friction onsnow- or ice-covered roads in_to 4categories: braking lorce ããefficient, tractionforce coefficient of tire immediately beiore it begins tã spitr, i"acuon force coefficientof spinaing tire with stationary vehicle, and traci=ion forcã cåefficient of spinning tirewith moving vehicle.

BRAKING FORCE COEFFICIENT
Skid ResÍsta¡ee Coefficient

^ Table 1 gives skid resistance coefficients on various snow- or ice-covered roads.on flat ic-e s-urfaces, coefficients are around 0.1, sometimã" o*pping to near zero oncompletely flat surfaces. on a new snow layer óo*pactãJuy ì.àm", coefficients of0.10 to 0.15 are observ-ed. on a compacteainow o.^i"" ;"1ä;;; which is most fre_qu-entlV observed, coefficients are arõund 0.2 to 0.3. Wiren a-ãíow layer becomesrelatively old and its surface has changed into relativety targe-iãe g"¡r,rtes ltrr"ã"gr,melting aad freezing processes), coefficients of friction 
""uî"ìitu range of 0.S to 0.b.
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using large amounts of chlorides or by
pavement heating.

Slip Resista¡ce Coefficient

Figures 2 and 3 show coefficient of
friction under slip on various snow- or
ice-covered roads. Generally on a wet

TABLE 1

SKID RESISTANCE COEFFICIENTS ON SNOW- OR ICE-
COVERED ROADS AT A SPEEDOF 30 TO 40KM/HR

Snow or Ice Condition Skid Resistance Coefficient

105

speed: 20 km/hr; tire: 560-13-4P

0- 0 z0 ¿0 60 80 100 (%)

-"!iP
Figure 2. Coefficient of friction under Slip 1, 1967.

Time

Figure 1. Change of traction force coefficient at starting t¡me.

In this case, the crushing resistarice of thÍs old snow layer is included. When sand or
small crushed stone or smalt amounts of chlorides (NaCl, CaCI, or MgCtz) are spread
on snow- or ice-covered roads, coefficÍents of friction are increased to 0.3 to 0.4. It
is obvious that the coefficient of friction increases aÉi snovr or ice disappears eitler by

Iq

o
lce

New snow

Old snow

Refrozen snow

ChloÌide-treated snow

SÐd-treated snow

Chloride-sÐd mixture

0.1 to 0.2

0.2 to 0.25

0.25 to 0.30

0.30 to 0.40

0.35 to 0.45

0.30 to 0.40

0.30 to 0.50

f&

F
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Figure 3. Coefficient of friction under Slip 2. 196g.
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pavement, maximum coefficient of friction occurs around 20 percent slip. On snow-or ice-covered roads, however, maximum varues were obser;;d at higher srip, andseveral patterns were seen according to the t1rye of tire and state of tlre snow.Maximum varues were observe¿ at zo to:õþerãenl 
"rrpït¡'tghway rib tires, at4.0. to 

99 
percent slip with snow tires o" 

"to¿auå 
snow tireã, 

"anå 
at B0 to 100 percentslip with chained highway rib tires. This means that the 

"íip "átio 
at maximum frictionmoves toward higher slip according to allowable tread ¿eforiraUon of the tire.on -tr9 9$er l-gnd, on a normal õompacted snow surfac" *oi** values were ob-served at 20 to 40 percent ¡lip-, qd at irigner slip on a chloride-treated surface. Max-imum varues occur atrelativeþlow¡linãn a nar¿ snow s,r"fate and at higher srip ona soft snow surface' However, the diffärences between these maximum values a¡d

Effect of Chemicals and Sand

-

Chloride-Changes of skid resistance on chloride-treated roads are shown in Fig-ure 4' In these casesr, 50 g/m2 of chtoride were spread prior to skid measurements.Higher coefficients of friction were observed on trãate¿ Ä.r"races. chlorides improvedskid resistance by about 0.0b to 0.1b, producing skid resistance values of about 0.4

chloride-
treated
normal com-
pacted snow
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Figure 4. Effect of chlorides.

(with snow tires) regardless of original values. No difference among the ehlorldes
wâs observed.

Sand-Figure 5 shows the effects of sand and sa¡d-chloride mixtures. These tests
we¡õiõnducted by the Civil Engineering Experimental Laboratory, Holi¡kaido Develop-
ment Bureau. The effect of sand was relatively small. High coefficients of friction
(0.4 for snow tires) lvere observed with high chloride content. This is consÍdered to
be an eflect of the chloride itself.
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.highway rib tire 10 km/hr
ohighvay rib tire 20 km/hr

0 0.2 0A 0.6

Amout of spread (kg/m'z)

^ 
snow tire 10 km/hr snor,v density 0.5-0.?9 g/cmr

A snow tire 20 km/hr snow depth 1.0-2.0 cm snow temp 0 C

Figure 5. Effects of sand and sand-chloride m¡xtures.

Effect of SÞeed and Temperature

Figure 6 shows the relationship between coefficient of friction and speed on snow-
or ice-covered roads. Coefficient of friction is low at low speed and does not change
much with increasing speed. As speed increases the crushing resistance of t¡e snow
layer also increases. These facts are completely different from those for wet skidding.

Skid resistance coefficients on snotv- or ice-covered roads were measured at 5 Io-
cations in northern Japan during the 1968-1969 winter. Table 2 gives tlese data tabu-
lated by temperature. Coefficients of friction r,vere observed to be relatively low at
temperatures around 0 C and higher at temperatures botlr above and below the freezing
point. But characteristics of skid resista¡ce on snow- or ice-covered roads are not
classified by temperature only.

chained highmy rib tire
snow Ure
hÍghwy rib Ure

0 0.2 0A 0.6

Amout of spread (kg/mz)

Sand-chloride

20 30 40

speed

Figure 6. Coefficient of friction and speed.
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Highway Rib Tire

-5to0
0 to +2.5

+2-5 to +5.0

TABLD 2

TEMPERATURE ¡ND SKID RESISTANCE COEFFICIENTS

TABLE 3

TRACTION FORCE COEFFICIÉNTS AT START AND ROLLING NESISTANCE' 1968

392
0.332(2)

Test Ti¡e

Condition
Waiting
Time Htghvay Rib Tire
(sec)

Rã¡ge Avg.

Snow Tire studded snow Ti¡e chained HighwaY

Rå¡geRmge A"g.

Ku¡ikerae spinning9
SPiminsl
sPiMingl

À¡nadaa Splnninge

SPimingf

0.093-0.11? 0.106(3)
0.r19-0.15? 0.r34(3)
0.111-0.152 0.127(3)

0.040-0.085 0.0?0(3)

0.064-0.086 0.0?0(4)

0.33?-0,365 0.349(3)
0.043-0.18? 0.13s{3)

0.066-0.089 0.083(4)

0.210-0.240 0,223{3)
0.166-0.601 0.307(5)
0.052-0.221 0.149(5)
0.269-0.3S8 0.334(2)
0.09?-0,r3? 0,11?(2)

0.043-0.058 0.049(4)

0.184-0.r90 0.188(5)
0.209-0.246 0.230(3)
0.141-0.205 0.r70(3)
0.200-0.22? 0,209(3)
0.108-0.145 0.r31(3)

0.031-0.040 0.036(5)

0.118-0.130 0.r24(2)

0.12-0-16 0.r42(5)

o.l3-0.15 0.14 (5)

0.12-0.14 0.125(4)

0.026-0.028 0.02?{2)

0.10-0.r12 0.10?(3)
0.21-0.30 0.236(4)
0.10-0.12 0.11 (4)

0.r8-0.22 0.196(5)
0.10 0.10 (5)

o.2o-0.22 0.020(3)

0-039-0.404 0.322(2) 0.419-0.440
0-369-0.432 o.4oo(2)
0.145-0.204 0.I84(3) 0.5s8-0.6?8
0.258-0.3?? 0.324(3)

0.309-0.506 0.396(3) 0.361-0.453
0.383-0.51? 0.460(4) 0.36?-0.481

o.o?á-0.108 0.092(B) 0.060-0.101

0.318 0.318(1) 0.449-0 469

0.50?-0.?43 0.665(5) u.'/13-0.88B
0.333-0.593 0.442(5) 0.r49-0.645
0.593-0.?16 0.662(4) 0.820-0.9ô2
0.194-0.426 0.2?4(4) 0.429-0.512

0.05?4-0.082 0.069(2) 0.054-0.064

0.288-0.312 0.306(5) 0.365-0.3?9
0.3?2-0.568 0.500(4) 0.543-0.?60
0.0?3-0.153 0.122(4) 0.113-0.212
0.490-0.5?B 0.53?(3) 0.568-0.5?8
0.148-0.1?3 0.158(3) 0.103-0.133

0.039-0.049 0.044(5) 0.061-0.063

0.2s9-0.324 0.30?(2) 0.262-0.300
0.23-0.26 0.252(5) 0.38-0.48
0.09-0.15 0.124(5) 0.1s-0.28
0.36-0.42 0.402(5) O.42-0.48
0.12-O.lB 0.158(5) 0.1?-0.3r
0.28-0.39 0.35?(3) 0.43-0.50
0.14-0.16 0.153(3) 0.18-0.20

0.035-0.03? 0.036(2) 0.035-0.042

o.10-0.r12 0.10?(3) o.0B-0.14
0.21-0.30 0.248\',1) 0.36-0.39
0.08-0.11 0.09 (?) 0.12-0.1?
0.21-0.26 0.232(5) 0 32-0.41
0.0?-0.r1 0.09 (5) 0.11-0.15

0.019-0.022 o.o20(3) o.or5

0.430(2)

0.61?(3)

0.39S13) 0.452-0.4?1 0.460(3)
0.44S(4) 0.269-0.418 0.351(3)

0.084(6) 0.0?9-0,113 0.090(5)

0.459(3) 0.345-0.38? 0.370(3)
0.??s(9) 0.689-0.805 0.?53(4)
0.484(9) 0.489-0.563 0.525(4)
0.8?2(4) 0.646-0.B44 0.?4?(4)
0.4?4(4) 0.453-0.5?6 0.519(4)

0.603(4) 0.0509-0.06?9 0.05?(4)

0.3?3(3) O.424-0.462 0.445(3)
0.62S(6) 0.626-0.667 0.647{4)
0.152(6) 0.489-0.531 0.s04(4)
0.5?3(3) 0.661-0.122 o.ô98(5)
o.1ls(3) 0.489-0.5?1 0.517(ã)

0.062(5) 0.049-0.0å3 0.052{5)

0.281(2) 0.30?-0.332 0.319(2)
0.43 (?) 0.34?-0.41? 0.383(4)
0.21 (?) o.30l-0.352 0.326(1)
0.4å2(5) 0.4?1-0.501 0.48?(ã)
0.224(5) 0.3?3-0.358 0.3?6{5)
0.462(4) 0.45-0.48 0.460(4)
0.18?(4) 0.32-0.3? 0.345(4)

0.03s(2) 0.031-0.034 0.032(3)

0.11 (5) 0.381-0.385 0.38s(2)
0.3?8(5)
0.144(5) 0.33-0.3? 0.346(5)
0.356(5)
0.128(5)

0.015(3) o.022-0.025 0.023(3)

0.426-0.461
0.405-0.536

o.44412)
0.455(5)

30
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-5 0.301 0.232 .232- 0.
_30r

-5 to 0

0 to +2,5

+2.5 to +5.0

0.333 0.250 0.2s0

0.262 0,328 0.392

0.25S 0.2r1 0.245 0.1?8 0.439

0.436 0.91? 0,558 0.502

0.593

422

558
r?8-
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0.382(?)

0.321f6)

Studded Snow Tlre

-5

-5to0

0 to +2.5

+2.5 to +5.0

0.298 0.260

0-324 0.335 0.325

0.433 0.4s9

0.296

0.260-
0.298
0.296-
0.335

0.2?9(2)

0.320(4j

0.436(21

Chained Highway Rib Ti¡e

'5

-b to u

0 to +2.5

12.5 to +5.0

0.323 0.248

0.365 0.215 0.340

0.19 5 0.211 0-220 0.223 0.202 0.241 0.240 0.280

0.215 0.204

0.33? 0.365 0.311 0.282

0.401 0.315

0 480

0.248- 0.286(2)
0.323
0.215- 0.33?(B)
0.480
0.195- 0.254(10
0.401
0.204- 0.210(2)
0.215
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Lateral Force Coefficient

Maximum values of lateral force coefficients on snow- or ice-covered roads are
about the same or slightly larger than skid resistance values. On a flat ice surface,the maximum lateral force coefficient is approximately equal to the skid resistancecoefficient. On a snow layer or a chloride--treated snõw sìrface, however, the maxi-
mum lateral force coefficient is higher than the skid resistance óoefficient. erofapiy

+re{fect olcrushing=+sistanee sf the snowlaferinc'reaser"n¿u-"1ã*iffiiiãr[i.ìå.

TRACTION FORCE COEFFICIENT
The basic idea of traction force coefficient was discussed earlier. Tables 3 and 4give traction force coefficients under various conditions. Traction force coefficients

are influenced by ihe state of snow or ice on the road and by the type of tire.

- -Ahighway rib tire develops its maximum coefficient of 0.1? or more immediately
!e^f95e s-pinning, but while spinning this drops to around 0.1 (minimum observed was0.04). on the other hand, tñe peak value with snow tires is ò.zr o" *orã-(rro";uïly
0.35 or more), and minimum wtrite spinning is 0.0?.

As for peak values, a highway rib tire dãvelops much less traction than the other 3types of ,tires, which develop morethan 0.3b. Diiferences among these B types of tiresare small. As for traction force coefficient upon spinning, howãver, the óLained ribti-re develops the highest value, followed by thã stuá¿e¿ sñôw tire. 'ihese high values
of the chained tire are considered to be a result of the scratching action of the chain.

- once we bring a car to a stop on a slippery snow or ice road, we sometimes havedifficulty starting it again. To investigale ttrè innuence of waiting time on such a sur-face, the authors measured a change oi traction force coefficient-due to time etapseO
between stopping the vehicle and starting again. Figure 7 shows these results. l,itUu
change due to waiting time was seen.

TABLE 4

TRACTION FORCE COEFFICIENTS AT START AND ROLLING RESISTANCE,
1969 AT MITSUMATA

Test Tire

Condition
Waiting
Time
(sec)

Highway Rib Tire Snow Tire Studded Snow Tire

RÐge Avg Range Avg Rå¡ge Avg

.9.1q6 0.136(3) 0.126-0.136 0.130(3) 0.243-0.298 0.2?S(6)(0.r01-0.112) 0.r08(3) (0.16?-0.1?r) o.roe(s) (o.zoz_o.sz+) o.ãoiioi

,g ?19-g lgg. g !??l!ì 0.3r4_0.37e 0.33?(5) 0.550_0.605 0.5?1(3)(0.25?-0.302) 0.30?(5) (0.319_0.3?1) 0.334(5) (0.4e?_0.505) o.¿ssisi

.0.125-0.189 0.160(5) 0.140_0.153. 0.148(5) 0.413_0.443 0.427(3)(0.08e-0.114) 0.104(5) (0.121-0.136) o.r¡s(si (0.+i+-0.¿¡s) o.¿iaiãj
pea.r( value 60 0.238-0.311. 0.2?8(5) 0.348-0.3?9 0.3S?(3) 0.54?_0.649 0.598(4)-(0r2?4-0i333) 0i0?(b) (0;343-0;41?) o;szeid lo;¿sz¡;¡¡-il o.õi¡ie¡

.0.108-0.152 0.131(5) 0.136_0.1?O 0.150(3)
(0.r00-0.121) 0.111(b) (0.129-0.144) o.r¡g(¡i

.0.246-0.292 0.275(3) 0.3?3-0.452 0.406(3) 0.5?5_0.633 0.604(2)(0.2?e-0.2s8) 0.2s2(s) (0.36?-0.424) o.+r¿(ri (0.¡zs-o.ess) o.s¡¿iii

.0.112-0.126 0.119(3) o.126-0.143 0.135(3)
(0.101-0.112) 0.104(3) (0.099-0.r50) o.rzri¡)

0.026 0.025(3) 0,022-0.023 0.023(3) 0.022_0.031 0.025(3)

Sptnning
(nomoving)

Peak value

SpiMing
(nonmoving)

Spinning
(nomoving)

Peak value

Spiming
(nomovi¡g)

Rolling
resista¡ce

30

30

60

300

300

Note: Road temperature was 0 C; road condit¡on was compãcted snow; and the temperature was-0.5 to 0a
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TABLE 5

MINIMUM COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION

Type of Ti¡e Traction Force Skid Resist¿nce Rolliag
Coeflicient Coelficient Resistânce

Uighway rib
Snow
Snow studded

0.04 to 0.1?
0.0? to 0.21
0.08 to 0.27

0.02 (0.05)
4.02
0.02

0.15
0.16
0.20

: f'hatnèdllghsrâFftb n.02 to 0.35 - 0.03

TABLE 6

PERCENT MÆCMUM STARTING GRADIENT

Type of Ti¡e Passenger Car Semitrailer

Highway rib

Snow
Studded snow
Chained highway rib

-0.4 to 4.9
(1. e)

0.9 to 6.6
1.3 to 9.1
9.1 to 12.3

-0.3 to 5.3

1.0 to ?.0
1.4 to 9.6
9.6 to 13.1

-0.5 to 4.1

0.6 to 6.0
1.0 to 8.3
8.3 to 11.3

TRACTION FORCE COEFFICIENT AND MAXIMUM STARTING GRADIENT

Maximum longitudinal gradient of roads, which is influenced by snow or ice, should
be determined by gradient at tl¡e start. These gradients are calculated by traction
force coefficients and resÍstances at time of starting.

When we take as a distribution coefficient, B, the ratio of driving axle load to fuIl
load of vehicle, then the ratio of traction force to full load of this vehicle becomes É
times traction force coefficient. Values of B, which are considered conservative for
highway design for various vehicles are as follows:

Vehicle

Passenger car
Truck
Semitrailer

0.41
0.43
0.38

On the other hand, generalized minimum traction force coefficients on a snow- or ice-
covered road are given in Table 5. In this table, lower and higher values correspond
to the spinning state and the state immediately before this respectively.

The values of É and Tabie 5 were used to compute maximum starting gradients.
These are shown in Table 6. The lower values correspond to traction force coefficients
at spin and are considered the starting gradients for least skiited drivers with the
worst snow or ice conditions. The higher values show gradients computed from maxi-
mum traction force coefficients immediately before spinning, and only the most skitled
drivers can start on these gradients with the r,vorst road condition. Because accelera-
tion resistance is not accounted for in these computations, actual starting gradients
{night be somewhat lswer tha¡ the values listed-

When we determine maximum starting gradient for highway design, the decision
should be based on the type of tire that would be used.

CONCLUSIONS

Generally, because coefficients of friction on snor¡r'- or ice-covered roads are much
Iower than those on tvet pavements, special attention must be given to them. On a
snow- or ice-covered road, coefficient of friction varies over a wide range according
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to snow or ice conditions, type of tire, and driving conditions. Further, considerable
difference exists between braking force and traction force coefficients, so it is impor-
ta¡t to consider these 2 conditions separately.

When we determine geometric design standards for highways that will be influenced
by snow or ice, special considerations must be taken, such as maintena¡ce level and
the type of tire that will be most used.

Informal Discussion

Glenn G. Balmer

I have done work with the Committee on Winter Driving Hazards of the National
Safety Council and I would like to emphasize one point that was made in this paper,
that is, the temperature of the ice at the time the skid resistance is measured. The
ice is most slippery when it is near the melting point, and the skid resistance increases
as the ice becomes colder. At 32 deg on glare ice, you may get a skid resistance
value between 0.05 and 0.1. As the temperature gets colder and drops to 0 F, the skid
resistance value may increase to 0.2 or 0.25.

J. rvV. Renahan

What happens if it gets colder ?

BaImer

There is a gradual decrease in the skid resistance as the temperature increases up
to the melting point of the ice. At temperatures below 0 F, it seems to level out, and
there is not too much change in the skid resistance as it gets considerably colder.

Renahan

At fifty below, driving is good.

Balmer

I have never measured the skid resistance at temperatures that low. We have mea-
sured it at 0 and about 5 below, and it seems to be leveling out. I do not know too much
about it at really cold temperatures.

Renahan

Is there a stage at which your tires stick to the ice?

J. L. Smith

The closer you get to the melting point, then the closer you get to a hydroplaning
stage. Is that what it is ?

Balmer

.Above 32 deg the ice begins to melt on the surface and the water lubricates the re-
maining ice. That is the reason it becomes very slick. There is another factor that
comes into play, and that is the type or texture of the ice. Rough-textured ice is not
as slick as glare ice. There are al.so other factors such as the type of tire you use-
highway tires, studded tires, or tires with chains.
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Ichihara

I previously showed that the same results were observed in Japan. At the freezing
point the friction coefficient is lowest.

rüilliam D. Glauz

, can you say an ng
Were the tires cold or warm ?

Ichihara

We did not measure the tire temperature at that time.

Glauz

Do you think that tire temperature rnight be Ímportant?

Ichihara

I think so. If the tire temperature is high, the snow layer melts between the tire
a¡d snow surface, and this csntributes to the lower friction coefficient.

Lawerence II. Chenault

Some years ago I did a great deal of work on skid resistance witl tÍres. It might
be of interest that the durometer of the tire rubber had a great deal of effect, tltat is,
the softer durometer gave better skid resistance. Tire pressure did not seem to have
so great an effect. Tire tread pattern \¡¡as a very great factor.

I

l

I

l

I

i



Effect of Salt on Reinforced Concrete Highway Bridges

tndT-a+errtent

J. N. HaIl and S. P. LaHue
(presented by P. E. Cirnningham)

The deterioration of bridge deck concrete has caused serious concern
among highway engineers for several years. Considerable research has
been undertaken to determine the causes for this deterioration. It is gen-
erally agreed that surface spalling is the most serious and annoying type
of distress found in bridge decks. Several recent research reports indi-
cate that corrosion of reinforcing steel is often a factor in the occurrence
of surface spalls. This paper focuses on this relationship and discusses
the various factors that may contribute to corrosion of reinforcement.

Maintenance reports, research studies, and field inspections indicate that bridge
deck durability is a serious problem in almost all states. Premature deck deteriora-
tion has been reported with sufficient frequency to warrant modÍfications that witl pre-
vent or minimize such problems in the future.

The Portland Cement Association, Highway Research Board, several state highway
departments (Fig. 1), and other agencies have conducted research to identify the types

Figure 1. States that have conducted research on bridge deck durability.
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I and causes of deterioration. As a result, we are beginning to identify present problemsI and make changes that will provide structures with longer service livei.
For instance, concrete scaling has long been a recognized problem. Many states

I now report that scaling of bridge decks is not a serious problem although some surface
I scaling still occurs. This success has been attributed to the superior freeze-thaw re-
i sistance of air-entrained concrete. In addition, waterproofing systems have made a
, contribution, especially to poor quality of non air-entrained concrete.

Reeenüyr ÊeYeral repatts identified conerete spallinlaLthsûLostJeriü¡s -form of
deck deterioration because of the severe effect it has on riding sur{ace, the reduction
in structural capacity, and the difficulty in making a permanent repair. The use of de-
icing chemicaLs over the past several years has also significantly accelerated the spall-
ing process.

This paper has been assembled from reports of many research and experimental
projects a¡d maintenance operations. It attempts to present an operational viewpointi of what can be done now to reduce deterioration of bridge decks and pavements. The
many sources used are listed in the References. Reference numbers have beenomitted
in the text but ea¡ be furnished if requested.

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SPALLING AND CORROSION OF
REINFORCEMENT

For over 50 years engineers have known that the products formed by the corrosion
of reinforcement occupy over two times the volume of the original iron and ca¡ exert

. a mechanical pressure in excess of 4,000 psi. Under normal conditions, reinforcement
is protected against corrosive attack when embedded in portlald cement concrete. In
recent years, however, both laboratory studies and statistical analysis of existing
bridges have identified corrosion of reinforcement as a contributing factor in concrete
spalling. Some of the more signilicant findings are as follows:

1. In Missouri, 87 percent of the cores taken through concrete with fracture planes
exhibited corrosion of reinforcement; whereas, in areas without fracture planes, 16
percent of the cores showed evidence of corrosion. Simiiarly, a pending report by the
Portland Cement Association states that the steel was corroded in all of the 29 cores
taken through surface spalls. These data taken from existing highway structures show
that most, but not all, spalls occur in locatÍons where the steel is corroded. The data. do not, however, show which occurs first.

o,*",foäT"',i,:lå?îiffi :,å:lïiåîil:ï,î""ï-ïH[i:ïiåliHïrffi 1"Tiî.åå:
and either t/r- ot tt/"-in concrete cover. These slabs were left outside and exposed
to normal weather conditions except that a de-icer (nate calcium chloride) was applied' aftersnowandicestorms. AfterSwinters, allof theslabswithaL/z-in. coverhave
rust stains on the surface. Interestingly, the slabs with high w-c ratios have a large

. number of rust stains but no spalls. The slabs with low w-c ratios have only a few rust
stains but very pronounced spalls.

3. A test slab was constructed in Kansas to obtain an indication of the.effect con-
crete cover has on bridge deck deterioration. The transverse reinforcement was
placed at vârious depths from the concrete surface. A trowel point was drawn through
the plastic concrete over each bar to create a vertical plane of wea}ness a¡d accelerate
deterioration. After 4 years, all types of spalling had occurred. During the testing
period, they found that an increase in concrete cover increased the time required for
boti tlte atr)pearance of ¡ust stains iû the-concrete and'appearance of spalls;--Alter the
test was completed, they removed several bars from the slab and eoncluded that an in-
crease in concrete cover had reduced the corrosion of steel. From this test the follow-
ing conclusion was drawn: "Repeated exposure of a reinforced concrete slab to mois-
ture and salts appeared to create conditions of continuing corrosion of the steel and
may have provided a pressure source sufficient to cause horizontal cracking a¡d re-
sultant spalls."

4. Engineers at the Portland Cement Association Laboratories at Skokie, Illinois,
placed a prestressed wire (diameter of 0.612) in blocks 1 by 1 by 11, 2 by 2 by 11, and
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3 by 3 by 11 to determine the effect of various thicknesses of cover on the corrosion

ài Jt""iäue to migration of chloride into the concrete. After 1year, the wires were.

rão"o"iy corroded-in both the 1- a¡d 2-in. blocks made from concrete with a w-c ratio

ãi z,g, ä¡d corrosion had started in the l-in. blocks with aw-c ratio of 5.7.

5. Two hundred reinforced concrete test blocks (A'/'by Z'/'by 15) were cast for

testing by engÍneers from the california Transportation Agency. These specimens

were partially immersed in a sahrrated soiutioir of sodium ctrloride and periodically

checked to monitor 
"ir*àu" 

in etectricat potentiar_ of tre- steel *d .p:911T::"-:1lT::
_-- :ä;Ë##iä;i-irrJ.å""""-t". e *.ti.matiea!:rela.Ëonshrp:*asJoundletween-the- 

---meJoan firne to of the c.orrerç{g du-e to corrosion of

the reinforcemenf. The average time to concrete cracl.ing ctue fo corros]'orÌ ur L'e 'c-
inforcement after exposure of fhe concrete to a salt solution averaged about 10 months'

Based on these data reviewed, it cal definitely be stated that corrosion of reinforce-

ment causes sPalling.

EFFECT OF SALT ON CORROSION OF STEEL

Approximateiy 20 years after the original development of portland cement, a French

engineer reported o"'tftã-Jl"integration õf concrete ãue to the ection of searvater' Since

that time, **y """""""n "upo"i" 
have been written on this subject' These reports

have generally focused on the phenomenon known today as scaling' However, the ef-

fect of salt on "o""ori* 
of reínforcement in concrete has also been known for many

vears.t"iï; 
reportpublishedby the Bureau of standards in 1913, E. B. Rosa'wrote:

The addition of a small amount of salt (a fraction of i percent) to concrete (as is frequently

donetopreventfreez¡ngwhilesetting) hasatwo-foldeffect,viz.,itgreatlyincreasesthe ini-

tial conductivity of the-wet concrete, thus allowing more current to flow, and it also destroys

the passive condition of the iron at ordinary t.rpératurtt, thus multiplying by many hundreds

of times the rate of corrosion and consequent tendency of the concrete to crack'

A search of the Iiterature reveals that salt has the following effects leading to cor-

rosion of reinforcement:

l.Thenormalpassiveconditionofthesteelisdestroyed.Thisisgenerallyat-
tributed to a reduction in pH of the concrete and a subsequent loss of protective film

around the reinforcement.
2,Variationsinsaltcontent,oxygensupply,orstressalongthelengthofthere-

inforcement can produce an electric cell'
3.AsmallamountofsaltgreatJyincreasestheelectricalconductivityofwet

concrete.
4. The corrosive products do not provide a protective co-aJing over the reinforce-

ment because ttre anoäe and cathode can be separated a considerable distance because

of the increase in electrical conductivity'

ACCESS BY CHLORIDES TO THE REINFORCEMENT

Satt may be added to the mix, enter cracks in the deck, or penetrate the sound con-

crete. It is necess""v to "J""sta¡d 
eactr of these procedures if we are to prevent

corrosion of reinforcement'

Calcium Chloride Additive

Ñhownthatapproximate1y21bofsalt-percuyd(6-bagmix)
of concrete is sufficient to almost co*plet"ly destroy the passivity of iron. Tl" lF"d-
ard specifications, [ãr"u"", in approximateïy I staies still permit calcium chloride

to be added to structural coícretá.- This praõtice is potentially hazardous and should

l,re prohibited.
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Effect of Cracks

There is ample evidence of cracking that has not led to further distress. However
the importance of cracking should not be overlooked. Certainly, wide cracks permit
moisture containing dissolved de-icing chemicals, oxygen, and other aggressive ele-
ments direct access to the reinforcement. [r addition, cracks are subjected to me-
chanÍcal pressures from particulate intrusions, formatÍon of ice, and pounding of traf-
fic. These forces lead to further distress of the concrete.

tion Into Sound'6nc

As previously mentioned, numerous measurements of chloride content have been
made that document the fact that chlorides can and do penetrate sound concrete to ap-
preciable depths. Several studies have been made that show that the time required
for corrosion of reinforcement and subsequent spalling of the reinforced concrete is
decreased by the following factors: Íncrease in chloride content in the environment,
increase in w-c ratio, and decrease in concrete cover.

FACTORS AFFECTING THE TIME REQUIRED FOR CORROSION OF
REINFORCEMENT

These study findings will be related to practical applications by examining sepa-
rately each of the factors listed in the previous section.

Chloride Content in the Environment

Nationally, the increase in use of salt for snow and ice control is phenomenal.
Data provided by the Salt hrstitute (fig. 2) indicate that the use of salts on pavements
and structures has increased approximately 4L/zttmes since 1g62. Obvioúsly, many
highways are notrv being subjected to a much harsher environment than that existing 

-
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1e62-63 tnuo-IT*. 1e66_6? te68-6e

Figure 2. Use of salt for snow and ice control on
highways and streets.

wâter-cement ratio (ßtlbas)

Figure 3. Relationship between the perme-
ability of cement paste and w-c ratio.
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only a few years ago. Although various noncorrosive de-icing agents have been shrd-
ied, we are unaware of any zuch system that is both effective and economical. Because

no âecrease in public dema¡d for bare pavements Ís anticipated, we recommend that
structures and pavements containing reinforcement be desigrred to resist these harsh
environments.

Effect of Water-Cement Ratio

Figure-3,-which,contains dataJ)¡ovided by the Po:tland C-eqe¡! ACqqgieqqr!-qhgys -Th
coefficieni of permeability inereases rapidly witir an increase in w-c ratio in excess of

5 gal per sack. Various tests have shown that the chloride content inside an uncracked
concrete specimen does, in fact, increase with an increase in w-c ratio. Obviously,
concrete should be as ilnpermeable as possible. As a practical matter, a maximum
w-c ratio of 5 to 5'/rSat per sack appears to be the optimum balance between the ¡e-
quirements for workability of tlre mix and permeability of t}te paste.

Effect of Concrete Cover Over Reinforcement

A detailed str,rdy was made on the Blire Rapids Bridge in Kansas to determine the

relationship between the concrete cover and the occurrenee of surface spalls, hollow
areas, anùpotholes. Figure 4 shows the general relationship of the average bar depth
to the percentage of surface deterioration.

Figrrre 5 shows the relationship between chloride content and depth of cover for
bridgõ decks in Ka¡rsas. Similar curves have been developed in other states. These

curvãs and laboratory studies reveal that chloride content at the level of the rein-
forcement is approxÍmately halved for
each additional inch of concrete cover.

--- t96l

- 

196{

1.4 1.5 1.6 1,? 1.8 1.9 2.0

bar deph (in.)

Figure 4. Average bar depth per s'ft increment
versus percentage deterioration in the same area-

Blue Rapids Bridge, Kansas.

Figure 5. Relationship of chloride content and depth
of cover-Kansas bridge decks.
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These data indicate that the service life of tìe concrete deck is Iargety dependent
on the depth of concrete cover over the reinforcement. They also indicate that a 2-in.cover should be sufficient to virtually eliminate deterioration due to corrosion of thereinforcement. There are, however, ample reasons to believe that additional cover
should be specified, including the following:

1. Because the use of de-icing salts in recent years has substantially increased,paqt experience may be a poqr indieator for use in.ÈrL experrence may De a pogr indieator lor gainst
tw:e rpplÏ c atiõnB-of ihw

. 2. Laboratory studies by the Portland Cement Association have shown that de-icingchemicals can penetrate-2 in. of good quality concrete (b ea-r per búiil;üi ,";;3. Various agencies have recommeñded à ¡-in. 
"ouu"äuu'" 

the steel for reinforced
concrete in a marine environment.

4' Whatever the minimum cover d.esired, some additional cover should be specifiedto provide for construction tolerances.

- -Certainly, a 2-in. cover is the minimum that can be expected to provide a reason-
able level of protection-against de-icing chemicals. An inärease in-cover within prac-tical limits should result in an increasõ in the service life of the deck.

ACTION THAT CAN BE TAKEN NOW
The following actions can be taken now to reduce bridge deck and pavement spallingwhere de-icing chemicals are used:

1' Ilcrease the depth of concrete cover over the reinforcement. We strongly rec-ommend a minimum cover of 2 in. and wouldprefer B in.
- ?'-HoId mixing water to a minimum. We lupport the recommendation of the port-
land cement Association that the w-c ratio strouta not exceed b gat per bag.
..^-t._..u_:." 

h^ighrcement contents. cement content shourd be a minimum ol ?.0 ragsper cu yd for "l-in. maximum size aggregate as recommended by the porüand ðe-
ment Association.

,-,1_' *|up cracking to.a minimum, Suggestions to accomplish t}ris are as follows:(a/ Keep heavy construction equipment off the new deeks and pavements for as long asreasonably practicable, (b) do not add water or grout to the Ãurface of the ptastic"cãn-crete and fill low areas with additional concrete-and rescreed, (ðl r"it"J"rå;;;k-p;"
to avoÍd adverse weather conditions, including high temperahíre, low humidity, andhigh winds, whieh have more effect on crackirig ttia¡ ao ôonstruciion pt""ti"å", '(o) ìiu"pmix temperature as low as practicable, (e) ¡egin curing when surface moisture dis-appears, and (f) have size_and spacing of transverse reinforci¡g as large as design wi1permit Ín order to reduce horizontal cracking.

FUTURE ACTION
Will the reinforcement in future bridge decks be protected by additives to concretecoatings on the reinforcement, cathodic protection, br waterpróofing treatments ?Waterproofing treatments have gained in popularit:i anA appeå" to bJthe best approachfor future construction because an effective-system wouta prãtect the deck rg"i'rr'"t uott,spalling and scaling.
Information is needed on the cost-effectiveness of these waterproofing treatments.

We also need to identify the corrective treatment for spalls ttrat proviaes the best ser-vice-life; h addition; bridge piers and reinforced concrete pavements should be re-viewed to determine if the chlorides are acting on the reintorcement. We believe workin the_se areas will provide answers that witt ieduce future maintenance costs.

^^,1:l:l11ti.tq_tfrese 
problems should be easier to attain as a result of efforts by theuarrlornia Division of-Ilighways. It has developed a nondestructive device that ðanmeasure the electrical potential between the reinforcement and surrounding concrete.As corrosion begins, this electrical potential increases and continues to increase asthe-coryosion process advalces. vt/ith this device engineers ritt ¡" able to determineif the reinforcement is corroding in either prestressãd or conventional concrete struc-
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tures. In addition to its other uses, this device wiII reduce the time required to eval-
uate the effectiveness of corrective and protective treatments. We believe this to be

a major breakthrough and that further development and field eval.uation in other states
are warranted. Therefore, a project has been set up within the Bureau of Public Roads

to demonstrate this device on bridge decks and pavements at no cost to any agency de-

siring a demonstration'
Tlie use and performance of protective treatments is currenUy being evaluated in

the fietd. A status report is tentatively scheduled for publicatÍon by August. Correc-
Jiv e tr e atm en ts 
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Formal Discussion

J. D. Shackelford

This paper does an excellent job of bringing together the many different and varied
sources of research on the subject of the effects of salts on bridge and pavement de-
terioration. However, in the monumental task the authors had of searching through
the available information, they overlooked several references relating to the use of
calcium chloride as an additive to structural concrete and the effect of such an addi-
tive on the corrosion of reinforcing steel. These references have a very significant
bearing on the conclusions that were presented in this paper.

The authors refer to a 1913 reportby E. B. Rosa relative to the effect on the pas-
sive condition of iron at ordinary temperatures when adding calcium chloride to the
concrete. Following this train of thought a little further, I find a later report that
states (3Ð:

'' 
lt has been established that calcium chloride incorporated in concrete does not contribute

to corrosion of steel in concrete. lt has been shown by Wells (50)that the calcium chloride
combines with the chemical constitutents of the cement very earìy and no longer exists in
the concrete in the form of a salt. Actually, a very dilute salt solution exists only during the
plastic stage of the concrete.

In addition, the following are statements from only a sample of reports relative to
this subject:

1. In 1923, Cottringer and Kendall (?6) founA after one year no corrosion o1"/o-ín.
bars in 6- by 6- by 24-in. long concrete specimens mixed with 0 to 10 percent calcium
chloride. Also another report in 1923 (!9) stated that "steel in 1:2:4 concrete and 1:3
mortar specimens (was) examined by the U. S. Bureau of Standards @9) Xter outdoor
storage for 5 or 6 years. Tests (were) also made using metal lath in slabs. Corro-
sion of metal due to calcium chloride was not serious nor of progressive nature when
metal was completely embedded. Pockets near reÍnforcing should be avoided."

2. Mattimore Q4) reported as follows: "The plain concrete slabs were cured by
being kept wet for eight days and were not opened to tra^ffic for twenty-one days, while
the calcium chloride concrete was kept',vet for only two days, from that time during
the remainder of the seven-day period it was not covered, while at seven days it was

.'-€pen t€-a nsrmal{ra{{ie on one sf our main rsutes--{ttentisn-is'also-ealledJoJ}e faet
that the concrete with a 2 percent solution of calcium chloride shows higher compres-
sive strength than does the concrete towhich a 4 percent solution has been added. Re-
cent data on calcium chloride check this result. These concrete slabs were reinforced
with cold-drawn wire mesh, and an examination of the steel showed no detrimental ac-
tion of the calcium chloride.

3. Pearson (25) reported the fotlowing: "The majority of people would pass upon
them (steel rodsfãs being entirely satisfactory. Corrosion is absent over the greater
portion of the surfaces of the rods, what rust occurred being localized apparentlywhere
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i

voids occurred on the surface of the steel. Comparison of the one year and five year i

specimens indicates that corrosion is not progressive.'t
4. A report by Swallow (31) states: "It may be remarked that the only places where

rusting of steel in concrete has been observed experimentally are in positions where
rusting ',vould have occurred in any case, and that lack of proper cont¿ct between con-
crete and reinforcement should be regarded as a serious defect, and it is only under 

l

such conditions that rust has been observed. There is no evidence to show that rust-
ing is worse in caLcium chloride concrete or that the rusting is progressive. By in- , .

tlrscfcj.unrc
ÞtåeiÍig€n]-d hêlp+æssrtf€ gltod-ttntact with the reiriforeemenL ls this extent it n
be said to assist in preventing corrosion."

5. Libberton QI) i" a written discussion stated: "In construction work generally
there have been many cases where the rusting of rei¡forcing has menaced either the
appearance or the strength of a building and with that in mind we have endeavored for
some years to determine any cases of rusting where calcium chloride was used in the
concrete. While calcium chloride or compounds depending largely upon it for their
efficiency have been used in very large quantities during the past ten or fifteen years,
we have yet to find a case of rusting in actual construction where calcium cl¡loride was
incorporated in the concrete,r'

It appears from these sources (and others listed in the References) that the conclu-
sion reached by the authors is not valid.

The conclusion as stated in the paper suggests that calcium chloride should be pro-
hibited from use as an additive to structural concrete. I believe that this conclusion
is in error when viewed in terms of the overwhelming amount of evidence that shows
that the corrosion of steel in concrete with calcium chloride admixture is not different
from that in concrete containing no admixture, and has been proven many times to be
nonprogressive.

Certainly ca"lcium chloride is a material that has to be used with engineering judg-
ment. As a supplier of calcium chloride, we do not recommend its use in all applica-
tions, such as when the temperature is too high (40), when prestressed conerete (39)
is being cast, or when aluminu^ (9) or other di-metal systems are present. Howìver,
when justifiable conditions prevailJhere should be no hesitancy on tlre part of an engi-
neer or architect to specify the use of calcium chloride as an additive for structural
concrete.

These comments are directed only toward the use of calcium chloride as an addi-
tive to concrete. The problem assocÍated with de-icing salts (much more sodium
clrloride used than calcium chloride) penetrating concrete and causing or accelerating
corrosion is another subject. No doubt this is a major problem facing the industry
today, and the authors have done a good job summarizing the various factors contri-
buting to this situation.

I was pleased to see the authors continue with suggested remedies and methods in
which a more durable structure could be obtained, specifically relative to bridge decks.
It was somewhat disappointing that no reference was made to the use of latex-modified
portland cement compositions as a possible solution to providing more durable, re-
sistant wearing surfaces for bridge decks. This modified system allows the placement
of relatively thin sections (as little as % in.) of modified portland cement compositions
to either existing or new structures. This material has the capability of bonding to a
clean, sound substrate with a strength equal to or greater than the strength of the sub-
strate itself . The material has demonstrated by experience over a 10- to 13-year pe-
riod in field applications as well as laboratory studies to be greatly more resistant to
freeze-thaw damage in the presence of salt brines.

One thing that is stressed in the comments and references mentioned (nom in ttre
paper and this discussion) is controlling the w-c ratio of the composition. One of the
highlights of the latex-modified porUand cement composition is the fact that the water
used in this particular system is less than 4 gal per sack of cement (w-c ratio of 0.34
to 0.3?). Also, this system does not sacrifice workability at that low w-c ratio as this
material still has a slump of 5 to 7 in.
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By the nature of tlris system (formation of plastic films as well as higher density
because of lower w-c ratio), this material is less permeable than unmodified porüand
eement compositions. Tests are currenUy being made to measure the migration of
sodium and calcium ct¡loride de-icing salts into this system from both laboratory speci-
mens and field cores.

Other factors that contribute to the success of this approach are that the modulus of
elasticity is approximately half that of unmodified compositions at the sa:ne time the
flexural strength is considerably higher. On a "Iiving" bridge deck, these properties

e ver¡importart. Because the bullrof the modified system consistrof portland ce-
ment, sand, aggregate, ard water, the composition has essentially the same coefficient
of thermal expansion as unmodified compositions. AIso, the modified system has the
s¿ì.me color appearance, and the surface can be texturized to any degree of roughness
desired. Several reports on the use and performance of this system are available (43,
44, 45, 46, 47, 49, 4g).
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HalI and LaHue

The 2 points raised by Mr. Shackelford pertain to the discussion of calcium chloride
additives to concrete and the omission of a reference to Dow Chemical's latex-modified
portland cement bridge deck overlays. The lack of reference to the latex overlay was
not intentional. Reports on this method of repairing bridge decks have been distributed
nationaJ.Iy by the Bureau of Public Roads in the construction and maintenance bulletins.
We believe this type of overlay shows promise, but, because field evaluations are still
under way in many states, a¡ official position by the Bureau of Public Roads at this
time would appear premature.

Concerning the discussion of chloride additives to concrete, we stated in our paper:
"Laboratory tests have shown that approximately 2 lb of salt per cu yd (6-bag mix) of
concrete is sufficient to almost completely destroy the passivity of iron. The standard
specifications, however, in approximately 8 states still permit calcium chloride to be
added to structural concrete. This practice is potentially hazardous and should be
prohibited."

We refer here specifically to chloride additives used in bridge deck concrete. We
have studied the quotes in Mr. Shackelford's discussion. We have also reexamined
our reference sources on this subject. Considering all the data available, we retain
our position on this matter. Future editions of this paper will include an additional
recommendation as follows: Prohibit the addition of calcium chloride as a¡ accelerator
in concrete that is to be placed in bridge decks.

We can agree with Mr. Shackelford on one point in his discussion, a¡d that is "...
calcium chloride is a material that has to be used with engineering judgment."

It is discussions such as these that assist all highway engineers in achieving the best
possible product. We appreciate the time taken by Mr. Shackelford to respond to our
paper.
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lnformal Discussion

Lorne W. Gold

- Investigations have been made on the possible effect of salt, and considerable scar-ing or spallÍng is found with specimens drat do not contain 
"iuÉr. oo you care to com_ment on that ?

I am not familiar with any area of the country where this is occurring. our reviewwas mainly confined to bridge decks containing steel.

Samuel Nitzberg

, Have you had any er<perience with concrete construction in which vibrations and ex-treme cold together cause the concrete to disintegrate?- 
- --- "

Cunningham

No, But r ca¡ see that this type of disintegration could occur under tlre given cir-cumstances.

Nitzberg

Have you noticed that in the cold weather areas there are always potholes and largedisintegrated areas that occur within a year or two on allnriãges always at the apex?

Cunningham

our office has not received any reports of this type of concrete disintegration.
Nitzberg

In our study we fÍnd ttrat the longer the bridge is, the greater the vibration, and thattlle colder the weather isr the wo"Je the disintég"aiion of"Ûre concrete. rt just breaksup and crumbles into potholes.

Cunningham

In what state ?

Nitzberg

I have noticed it in New Jersey and New York. In fact I found this condition through-out the country in a study r made of it. yet, in the south, in riàri¿a, south carorina,and Georgia, I have not seen this condition.

Cunningham

we found that disintegration of conerete-on bridge decks was confined mainly to thenorthern states where there is freezing and thawin! *¿ rt""ãlhemicals are used.In the soutlern states, we have found riery iitfle coîcret" ;;Ídg; deck disintegration.

Jerrold.1,. Colten

Do you have any correlations on the effective life of prestressed portable spans nowbeing used ?

Cun¡ingham

No.
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Don L. Spellman

I would like to say amen to all of Mr. Curutingham's recommendations' I am a

pessimist, however, because I feel that even if we follow all these recommendations,

iunlõtt """'"eally 
jusl good concreting practices, we are still not going to stop bridge

deck deterioration. ü" *ry be a¡tJtõ slow it down, and, if we can stop it for 20

t;"; we still are better oif . But sooner or later the salt Ís going to penetrate, and

when it reaches the steel we will have trouble.

Do you have any comment on what I guess you would call the malpractice of using

rusted steel reinforcement fresh cottc"õte? Do you get any effect from this?

Spellman

I think we would because of differential conditions from one part of the steel to

*otlr"*, and this tends to create electrolytic cells responsible for corrosion' At least

our stuáies of potential measurements of steel and concrete show we already have a

cell condition set uP.

Kaare Flaate

we have problems with concrete bridge decks in the heavily populated are-as wher-e

salt is used to melt icà and snotff. we gét spalling and, it seems to us that this spall-

ing ;"""r primarily because of the reduced quality of the concrete and that the spali-
i;Ë i" il¿;*sedby ih" h"rrry traffic of studdeà tires. I am not quite sure that the re-
iníorcement is so important. In some instances, the concrete deteriorates all the way

down to the reinforce^ment ald even further. It just happens that the reinforcement is

there and tends to add something to the deterioration of the whole bridge deck' Brtt

the main reason for the deterioration seems to be the salt, frost, and dynamic eff-ects,

and I believe it can go much deeper than to the reinforcing steel. Even in very cold

weattrer with light trattic and ndsalt, we have no problems.. we thought we were doing

somettring gooa ny putting an asphalt cover on top, but this i¡ probably worse than any-

tiriog "r"ðiî 
it is nôt ""rity watörproof . So whafwe are trying to do now is get a water-

proãr aecr. that can move with respect to the underlying concrete.

Lawerence H. Chenault

some years ago we did a snow-melting heating installation in a carwash where spall-

in*Ças a reat pioUt"*, I realize this is not a bridge, but it is an example of a heat-

i"Ë "v"t"* 
installation over a very badly spalled concrete deck. We placed 3 in' of.

coäcrete and used an acid etch and then a detergent solution to clean the concrete prior
io itre ¡ott¿lng of the new overlay. This has been in use for 4 years, and there has

been no detaChment or failure of this bonded overlay'

John Sayward

I do not know whether this is an explanation of the spalling, but it may have some

similarity to what is known as salt weathering, which again is something related to

frost action. In salt climates salt gets into p|rous rocks and then evaporates' Tlg
*åirtor" gets out, but the salt starts to cryÀtallize and-keeps growing inside, Tab.Ie
lã *iárrtJ througÍr the smatl passages. ttris is much the same mechanism that exists

witir tîost actionl It creates à pressn"e just as the corrosion of the iron causes pres-

Ä,r"", *" stated by Mr. CunningÏam. Why would this not be possible, granted there is

a permeability of some degree to the concrete'

Gold

I think it is quite true that there are a number of things we still do not understand

about this particular Problem.
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James A. Murchie

I wonder if anyone would care to comment on continuously reinforced concrete
pavements inasmueh as their defects seem to compare with those in bridge decks.
We are getting a problem now, and it sounds likeìhis one being discussed. Although
the mechanism is slightly different, we are getting the same ultimate effect; that is,
we are actually losing steel.

one of the fundamental principles in making good concrete, as has already been
stated by Mr. Cunningham, is to keep the water content low. To make good concrete
requires that as small an amount of water as practical be used. Of course, an ade-
quate amount of cement is essential. Scaling is a surface phenomenon and may occur
on concrete without steel. Too much water in concrete causes bleeding. The surface
of the concrete is weakened from overworking or from too much water coming to the
top, Strength-producing components of the concrete settle, leaving the surface weak.
Another important factor in making good concrete is to use an air-entraining agent.
Concrete should have on the order of 5 to 7 percent air. This is a means of mechani-
cally resisting freeze-thaw cycles. The microscopic air bubbles in the concrete per-
mit expansion and contraction to take place without causing failure of the concrete, or
at least they decrease the failure. Spalling is a problem somewhat separate from
scaling. $palling is often caused by variation in stress. The stress may be from
differential expansion or contraction or from externaL loads.

William F. Limpert
Has any work been done on coating reinforcing rods ? If so, have there been cost

effectiveness comparisons made between coating the rods to prevent the corrosion
and laying another 2 in. of concrete on top of it?

Spellma¡

I believe galvanized reinforcing bars were put in some bridge decks in Michigan,
but I have not seen any results.



Pavement Heating

Frank Winters

An experimental, heated pavement has been constructed in Trenton, New

Jersef, by the Nâw.lersey Department of Transportation in order to de-

vetopimproved methods tôr snow and ice control. The experimental pave-

*"rri "e*"s 
the dualpurposes of (a) providing design data for snow-melting

systems of embedded^ pipe, and (t) utitizing the earth both as a source of

heat andas a means of storing solar energy. Wrought iron pipes of various

diameters are embedded in portland cement concrete and bituminous con-

crete at depths of 2 and 4 in. andat various spacings. During snow and ice

conditions an ethylene glycolsolution is circulated through these pipes, and

a record is kept ät tnu nô* rate and temperature drop of the heating fluid'
The effectiveness of any particular combinationof pipe diameter and spac-

inganadepthofemuedmentmaybeevaluatedbyobservingtherateatwhich
thã snow melts and by calculating the amount of heat supplied to the pave-

ment by the embeddeä pipes. Ueát is extracted from the earth by means of

a buried treat exctranger äonsisting of 6,000 ft of 1%-in. wroughtìron pipe'

The earth beneath thã pavement was excavated to a depth of 13 ft' and 5

layers of pipe weretaid with a horizontal and vertical spacing of 2 ft as tfe
pii *"r ¡aìtltiuea. Heat is transferred to the surface by circulating the

ãityt"rr" glycol solution through the buried pipe heat exchanger and then to

the pipes embedded in the pavement'

The presence of snow or ice on highways, especial_ly at interchanges, ramps, and

nridge åecks, otten resutts in hazard-ous driving conditions and reduced tra-ffic volumes'

Conventiona.l snow and ice control techniques may prove inadequate at these locations

because of limited snow storage a.reas; tñe time lag between-ice and snow formation

"oá-pio*it 
g, salting, and sanãing operations; and átternate freezing and thawing of

pro*ia or únplowed snow across superelevated ramps'
The ideal solution for the control of snow and ice at these problem locations is the

use of heated p*uu*"ni, capable of melting any snow or ice Torming on the roadway'

ftu *r:o" obstacle p"ese"ttv timiting the use of heated roads in New Jersey and else-

where is the high operating cost of sùch an installation. The development of methods

that would result in rãwer äperating costs may justify the more extensive use of heated

roadways.- 
ih""2 principat types of heating systems currently inuse are (a) a grid of electric

resistance wires embedded in the pavement, and (b) a network of pipes embeddedin the

p;;;;;l; through which a hot fluid is circulated. In the latter svstem, the heat is

iãrrJrv súppliediy a conventional gas- or oil-fired boiler or from commercially avail-

able steam. A unique exception is-the use of natural hot springs in Klamath Falls,

Oregon.-- 
Ërior work by the New Jersey Department of Transportation resulted in the con-

structiol of 2 elãctricaify iteateå pariements, utilizing copper--sheathed, mineral- 
-

insulated resistance *i""". The iirst instaÍIation wai in fgOt on the approaches of

Routes 1 and 9 to the Passaic River Bridge in Newark. This instaLlation was later

aba.ndoned because of ¿istà¿g"*ent of thJcables in the bituminous concrete overlay'

A;;p;;;;d instaila-tion waã constructed in 1964 on 2 ramps and a bridge deck at the

il";;-ñg; of US-46 and US-1? in Teterboro. This system has operated satisfactorily

for the past 5 years in melting any snow or ice on the pavement surface' Both installa-

tions were designed lã ãiÀ"ip":t" ¡o to +o w/sq Ît, which resulted in an annual operating

cost of approximately 45 cents/sq ft of pavement surface'

lz9
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,*3-"^1.Hl5lggllrg:gss.g€r'dqrp:eç"eaþeaqr{ralËË*"J,ï'Ï

- This project was designed to experimentally evaluate the sources of ground andsolarheat' Previous studies have shown that at a dãpth of 10 ft the soil temperature averages55 F with a seasonal variation *5 F and with thô minimum ocàrrring in March or April.At deeper depths the temperature gradually increases a¡rd ext¡inits less seasonal varia-tion' To tap this heat source, a hãat exchanger consisting of a network of pipes wasburied in the earth through which an antifreeze solution ivas circulated. The antifreeze

radiant"nuigv-ilo"';'h";;;;r-äï#åiä;'#ä,""ärä::";,iå'åi:ff di*ï""ä:itJ:,
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PIPE
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PÀNEL No.5

I-Il4\YRoUGHT IRoN

PIPE

PANEL No.7

ELECIRIC RESISÎANCE

WIRES

PAN€L No. 2

3/4'wRoucHT tRoN

PIPE

PANEL No.4

ftvRouGHT tRoN

PIPE

PANEL No.6

t-ll4"wRoucHT ìRoN

PIPE

PANEL No.8

ELECTRIC RESISTANCE

tv tR Es

PORTLAT'IO CEMENT CO¡¿CRETE

EIIUMINOUS CONCRETE

Figure 1. Plan view of experimental area.

Figure 2. Typical heating panel.
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100 F. This heat may be transferred from the pavement to the earth for storage by
utilizing this same system of pipes.

Because construction of the experimental area was not completed until December
1969, this paper is limited to the evaluation of the use of ground heat. This report con-

tains informition ott the design and construction of the experimental heated pavement

and results obtained during the 5 major snowstorms from December 25, 1969, to Feb-
ruary 26, 1970.

DESIGN OF PAVEMENT

The experimentat heated pavement is located in the Fernwood Parking Lot adjacent
to the Trùsportation Department Building in Trenton. The test area consists of 2
parallel lanel of pavement, each 13 ft wide a¡d 123 ft long. One lane consists of four
-g-in. 

tttictr slabs of portland cement concrete (pcc) while the other lane is constructed
of ? in. of bituminous concrete (bc) on a 6-in. macadam base. Each lane is subdivided
into 8 separate test panels. Each panel is independent from the others so that a single
malfunction will not aJfect operation of the entire system.

Pipeswithnominaldiamõters of3/a, !, atdll/ain'areembeddedatdepthsof 2and
4 in. in the pavement of panels 1 and á, 3 and a, and 5 and 6 respectively (Fig. 1). In
each of thesì panels the pipes are spaced on 6-, 12-, and 18-in. centers as shown in
Figure 2. Alipipe is standa¡d weight wrought iron except in panel 3 where a polyvinyl
chloride plastic piPe is used.

To seive as a reference, panels 7 a¡d I contain vinyl insulated electric resistance
wires embedded at a depth of 2 in. Both panels are evenly divided into 3 sections, de-
signed to dissipate 20, 40, and 60 W/sq ft (F'ig. 3). In addition, there is a 2'in. Iayer

2.. INSULÂTIoN OIRECTLY ÊELOW CONCRETE

PÂNEL 7 PORÍLAND CEMENf CONCRÉTE

PANEL 8 BITUMINOUS CONCRElE

I
ll

!2

Figure 3. Typical electrically heated panel.
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of glass foam insulation directly below half of the electricalty heated poruand cementconc¡ete slab þanel 7). ttris iniulation was included to test its effectiveness in reduc-ing downward heat losses.

DESIGN OF HEAT EXCHANGERS

Illr"".3-:--3 -l:31 ."""r',Tsers--(tr'ig. 4).each consisting of approximarely 2,000 tinear
f"*.11=;::,:e:::i:::f:i:r-'".*;ryh-*Ë;J'"ää.Juäå;;;ïåiiä3-#ld".Ë,;ä,_exchanger 2 is below panels 3 and 4, and heai exchanger s is belãw panels 5 and 6. Eachheat exchanger is independent of thê others and is cõnnecte¿ to á separate pump thatcirculates an antifreeze solution of 50 percent water and so pe1ãent-ethylene sly"oi iothe 2 panels direcily above it.

Because it is probable that much of the solar heat stored in the earth during the sum-mer m-onths may dissipate to the atmosphere or the surrounding earth, an g-in. hori-zontal layer of insulation was provided äbove heat exchangers f and 2.' i" 
"¿¿iti"", "6-in' layer of insulation comptãtely encloses heat excha¡rfer 2 (rig. s). irtt" i-"r"T"ti""js31 e¡nanded polvstvrene foam hâving a density of 1.b ñ/¿;nloî tnã e-i*. r"y";;à1.0 lblcu ft for the 6-in. layer.

Heat exchanger 3 has not been insulated in order to serve as a control.

Â'ÊXPERITÊHTAL LAY€N OF IXSULÄTIOtr 2!4'6ÈLO, PÁVEr€fÌ
6'vÊRflcaL LAyER or ¡rsuLAr¡o{ ÈftclostÌc H€ÁT ExcHANcÊF.2

Figure 4. Plan view of heat exchangers.

Figure 5. Section view of heat exchangers.
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INSTRUMENTATION

Temperature of the earth, Pavement,
and watir-glycol sotution are monitored
by 114 thermistors. Flow rate of the

water-gtycol solution is measured with 3

glass-tube, variable area flow meters'

Construction began on APril ?, 1969'
A 100- by 40-ft area was first excavated
by bulldozer to a depth of 14 ft. AII ex-
cavated material was trucked away because
itwas not considered suitable for backfill'
A 6-in. layer of sand backfill was then
spreadovei the entire area and compacted
*ittt a sma.lt hand-operated compactor
(ta¡te 1). In the area of heat exchanger
2, a 6-in. horizontal layer of polystyrene
insulation was placed on the sand base

TABLE 1

GRADATION REQUIREMENTS

SÐd or Aggregate Type
square Percents^l.eve Passing

stze

CONSTRI]CTION-OF-}fre
EXCHANGERS No' 2oo o to 5

Smd backfill for heat
exchangers 4E

Aggregate for portland
cement concrete SPR 5?

Aggregate for bitumi-
nòus concrete Mix 5

t/" in, 1oo
No. 4 95 to 100

th ¡t.
1 in.
l" ¡n.
No. 4
No. B

100
95 to 100
25 to 60
0to10
0tob

100
90 io 100
60 to 80
41 to 51
14 to 22
4.3 to 8.8

'/, in'
'/, it.
No. 4
No. I
No. 50
No. 200

(fig. o). Thislayer lvas constructed from
i-ti¡v'a-ft uy 3-in. sheets of insulation with ali joints overlapped. Another 6-in' laver

of sand uacttitt was then placed over the entire area and compacted. some difficulty

was encountered in compåcting the sand above the insulation because of its resiliencyl

ho*uu"", as successive^layerã of backfill were placed, it was possible to achieve the

specified compaction of atieast 95 percent of mäximum density. Prefabricated 1%-in'

wrought iron ðoils were then placed on the compacted sand (Fig. 7). AII pipe joints

*ã"" g"" welded and tested tor teaxs by pressurizing the coils at 150 psi for 8 hours'

The same sequence of operations of-placing and compacting backfill in 6-in' layers

and-tfre placemeirt and testing of l[-in.-coils with a 2-ft separation between layers con-

1i"""¿ ,ttttit utt 5 Iayers of the heat exchangers were completed'
The 6-in. thick vertical walls of insulation enclosing heat exchanger 2 were con-.

str"åi"ooi 4-ft by B-ft by 3-in. sheets with ail joints overlapped. Upon completion of

bacKiil operations, * g-itt. horizontal layer of polystyrene insulation, construÖted of

ã-fl nV fZ:ft by a-in. sheets, with aII jointi overlapped, was placed above heat exchangers

1 and 2.
subsequent to placing the 8-in. Iayer of insulation, construction of the subbase and

base courses for the "oift"" 
pavemõnt proceeded in a conventiona-l manner' The only

Polystyrene insulation enclosing heat

exchanqer 2.

Figure 7. Wrought iron coils on sand backfill in hear

exchanger 2'
Figure 6.
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Figure 8. Plastic pipes in panel 3. Figure 9. Wrought iron pipes in panel 2.

precaution taken was to maintain at least 6 in. of subbase materiar above the insulationduring operation of heavy construction equipment.

CONSTRUCTION OF PORTLAND CEMENT CONCRETE
upon completion of the subbase and base courses, forms for the pcc slabs were in-stalled and the prefab-ricated wrought iron coils.werã placed *ittin the forms at thesgecifigd heights by the_use of "chairs," fabricated tô* 7-i". reinforcing rods. AltpÍpejo^ints were gas welded andpressúre tested at 150p"i-rã" a hours. The coils forpanel 3 were fabricated at the sile from standard weight poiyvi"yr chloride plastic pipe(rig. a)- AlI joints were solvent *ãr¿"àã"¿ pr"ss,r"JtuJtuá rr 150 psi for 8 hours.Portland cement c.oncrete for this project was a standard mix as used in a typicalNew Jersey state highway. pracemeni, finishing, and curing ãiti,u concrete was ac_complished according to standard stató specifi"ãiion" fo; hiËh;"y construction.

CONSTRUCTION OF BITUMINOUS CONCRETE
The bituminous concrete was placed in 4 lifts on a 6-in. macadam base course. After

!ne-.!ir¡t lift was placed and compacted, the prefabricate¿ *rã"gnt iron coils to be em-b.edded at a depth of 4,i1. w^ere pîaced óo in" hot surface, and pracing and compaction ofthe-second lift began (1ig. s¡. This operation was again'repeo.:iàd for the next rayer ofcoils to be embedded at a depth of 2 iñ. The bitumiñous concrete was placed mosly byhand, although a spreader wás used for the bottom and top 
"ooÃ". A 5-ton, 2-wheerroller was used to compact alt 4 lifts. The only problem encountered was warping ofthe iron pipe due to heat from the hot mix. This may have resulted in the formation ofvoids either above or below some of the coils.

THERMISTORS
Thermistors with the heat exchangers were placed during the backfill operations.Thermistors in the earth adjacent tolhe heat eichangu"s *ã"u fastened toä wooden roo,at specified intervals, which was then insertgd rnto a-t¡sþ driued to the p¡,oper depth-_

fõsitioning of fhê-rheimistõrs in notä trr;Ë¿ ;ffi"¡" *:;ï means of ,/z-in.wooden
dowels driven into the base courses. The thermistors werâ #";rä;nià i'"riJ ä"äi"uthrough the dowel and then s_ecured with plastic tape- 

-rigure ib sno*s a section view
?frt|! h:{ 

Tchangers and the depths anå retative-positioîs of the thermistors and theL /s-tn' pipes' The columns of thermistors shown are located in the center of each heatexchanger' The column of thermistors in the control section is tocated 40 ft from heatexchanger 3.
construction and testin-g of the system was completed on December 1g, 1g6g, at whichtime it became operational.
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Figure 10. Section view of experimental area and thermistor location'

RESULTS

Results presented here are for 5 snowstorms, each of which resulted in an accumu-
lation of 1 in. or more.

December 25, 1969

Snowfall began at approximately 4:00 p.m. and continueduntil early morning of De-

cember 26, reãdting in a total snow accumulation of 3 to 4 in. A.lt nalgts, were.activated
at 9:55 p.*. De"u*ber 25, at which time there was an accumulation of' 2'/z in' of snow'
Wittir, å¡1 hoo" the snow aúove the wrought iron pipes spaced on 6-in. centers þanels 1

and 5) began to melt and turn to slush. Complete melting in these areas \¡/as accom-
plishedUy e:fSp.m.December 26, 1969. Atthistimetherewaslocalizedmeltingdi-
^rectty 

abôve thJpipes spaced on 12- and 18-in. centers inthe same panels. Although

there was some melting on panel 3 þlastic pipe in pcc) and panels 2, 4, arld 6 (wrought

iron pipes in bc), the surface was still covered wiih 1 to 2 in. of snow.

Tñrãughout the operation, melting of s¡ow on panels 1 and 5 above the 6-in. spaced

pipes wal at least e-quivatenl to the 20 w/sq ft arãa'of panel ? (electrically heated pcc).

The system was liept in operationuntil 10:00 a.m. on December 29'

January 6, 19?0

AII panels were put in operation at 3:30 p. m. in anticipation of snow. Snowfall began

at B:00 p.m. and continuedlhroughout the night producing an accumulation of 3 in' At
11:00 p-.m, all panels except the 40- and 60-W areas of panels 7 and I were snow-

corre"ei. At 10{0 a.m. the next day, the area above the pipes spaced on 6-in. centers
in panels 1 and 5 was clear of snou¡ (Figs. 11 and 12). There was also localized clear-
ing ãt snow directly above the pipes spaced on 12- and 18-in. centers. Panels 2, 4, 5,

a¡d 6 were covered with 1 to 2 in. of snow.
It was again observed that the rate of snow melting above the 6-in. pipes in panels 1

and 5 was a=t teast equivalent to the electrically heateã area dissipating 20 W/sq ft.
The system was turned off at 9:30 p.m., January ?.
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iÊÉ--

Figure 1 1. Panel 1 at 10:00 a.m. on January 7, 1g7O-
pipes on 6-in. centers.

Figure 12. Panel 1 at 1:lb p.m. on January 7,1g7O_
pipes on 6-,12-, and 1B.in. centers.

January 12, 1970

one inch of snow_f-elI during the night, and all panels were put in operation at 10:15
a. m., January 13. clearing of the area above the pipes spacea on 6-in. centers inpa¡els 1 and 5 was complete by 2:lb p.m. At thisiime pi""r"- z, g, 4, and 6 werå stillsnow-covered.

The system was turned off at 1l:4b p.m., January 18.

January 20, 1970

_ Snow flurries began at 5:00 p.m. and continued until 12:00 p.m. producing an accumu_Iation of Z'/rin. Panels l, z, B, 4, ?, and g were activated 
"i 

rr,+'s p.*., i"""r"v zo,at which time the air temperature rvas 28 F. During the nighl melting rrad tatel ptace
above the 6-in. pipes in panel 1. Above the electriialty trea'tÀa panels ? and g, however,aII the areas refroze except the 60-W/sq ft areas 

"f ¡;";i;i;dB wten t¡rå aii.l"*p"""_ture dropped beiow 1b F.
- The system was kept in operationuntil 11:20p.m. onJanuary2latwhichtimethearea

above the pipes spaced on 6-in. centers of panelÀ 1 and 2 *"" dr"". and ary. - 
--- --

February 14, 1970

Approximately 1 in. 
_of 

snow felt during the day. panels l, Z, g, 4, 7, and g wereput in operation at 12:45 p.m.,__February 1b. At 1:80*.*., f"n"rra"y iO,'ttu 
"""" "¡ou.the 6-in. pipes in panel 1 was ?b percenl clear of snow. panets z, ã, ano + wure 

"iittsnow-covered at this time. At 10:10 p.m., February 16, all areas of panels 1 and 2were clear and dry.
The system was turned off at 10:00 a.m., February 1?, at which time paners 3 and 4were completely clear of snow.

FINDINGS
During all of these snowstorms, the rate of snow melting on the uninsulated sectionof the electrically heated pcc panei 7 was greater than on the insulated area. The 20w/sq lt of the uninsulated areaappeared equivalent to the 40 W/sq{t arerof the inzu.Iated area.
Table 2 gives the amount of heat dissipated p_er square foot of pavement surface, andthe corresponding surface temperature for the-5 ma¡ãr rno*"tã"*r. The heat dis-sipated was calculated from measurements of the input and output temperatures of theheating fluid for each spaeing of coils in the various panels and'f"o* the flow rate ofthe heating f1uid. The data were collected under appioximatety th" 

""*" conditions.Thelours of operation of the system were in the rãnge ot 7 to'L| rro""", 
"Jtrr;;;;_ment surface was at least wet and in most instances õovered with snow.



TABLE 2

HEAT DISSIPATED AND SURFACE TEMPERATURE OF HEATED PAVEMENT, ALL SNOWSTORMS

Heat Dissipated
by Pipe Spacing (Btu/sq ft)

Surface Temperature
by Pipe Spacing (deg F)

Date, Air
Time, and Temper-
Hours in ature
Operation (deg F)

Portland Cement
Concrete

Bituminous
Concrete

Po¡iland Cement
Concrete

Bituminous
Concrete

Pipe
Diametei

(in)

6 in 12 in. 18 in" 6 in. 12 in. 18 in. 6 in 12 in. 18 iÈ 6 in, 12 irl. 18 in,

12-26-69
10:05 a. m. 34.4

72

L-t2-70
8:00 p. m.

L2

t-2t-70
9:05 a- m.

9

2- 16-?0
lß0 a. m.

rz

27.5 1

LY.

% 1ob 60 26 bo
112421369
t/4 r15 51 19

- 18 34.6 33.9 32.3 36.5 33.1 32.6
46 35 33.2 32.3 32.1 36.6 33.3 32.7
19 5.8 33. ? 32.5 - 36.0 33.5 33,6

L2 32.8 32.3 31.0 28.L 32.1 31.0
r.0 32.6 21.6 26.6 34.7 28.0 28.2
8 3Z-2 28.5 - 33.9 29.3 35.1

- 15 31.2 32.2 30.6 35.0 32.1 30.6
29 I 32.6 28.2 28.1 34.? 3?.0 30.5

28.1 28.L - 29.0 28.4 28.4

32.7 35.5 33,8 33.8
32.3 34.6 33.1 33.3

- 32.5 32,4 32.1

-ffi 

'15- 42 20 3?-T2.tffJa#
_ _ ,11t15 ù¡ m. _ 39¡0- _ { _5,L 26_. -11 _43 2-7_ __9 _ 32.8._32.3_ .32.1_3.ã-1 - 32-6

? rt'5-J3;3 33;3

Y" Bz 48 22 39
50 31 10 45
93 46 18 65

35

"A 9g bg
16.0 I 47 30

rYl

Y8154
33.4 I 52 30

rr/1

24 51
10 47

not operational

25 35
72 38

not operational

- L4 34.6 32.9
29 10 33.5 32.3

32.O 32.1

TABLE 3

HEAT DISSIPATED AND SURFACE TEMPERATURE OF HEATED PAVEMENT, DECEMBER 25, 1969, SNOWSTORM

Heat Dissipated
by Pipe Spacing (Btu/sq ft)

Surface Temperature
by Pipe Specing (deg F)

Date and
Time

Air
Temper-

ature
(deg F)

Pipe
Diameter

(tn )

Portlud Cement
Concrete

Bituminous
Concrete

Poruand Cement
Concrete

Bltuminous
Concrete

6 iL 12 in, 18 ir 6 in. 12 ill. 18 in. 6 in- 12 irl" 18 ill" 6 in' 12 in 18 in

12-25-69
11:15 p. m. 27.4

12-26- 69
10:05 a" m. 34.4

12-28-69
11:00 a- m, 37.2

12-29-69
9:30 a- m. 34.8

t32 ?6 31 8l - 2l
8? 49 18 96 62 20
L44 63 24 101 30 10

105 60 26 50 - 15
12 42 13 69 46 35

1155119-196
46421?33-11
43 31 11 46 30 10
!'t24 13492
33301512-7
3426921226
36301148186

3t

I
tY1

7
I
tYl
s/

1
ILA

1

I'L

33.? 30.3
32,4 29.5
33.3 31.6

34.6 32.6
33.2 32.3
33,? 32.5

41.2 33.2
39.0 34,0
4?.0 33.6

43.8 38.0
40.8 31.7
43.8 39.8

29.4 33.6 30.6 30.4
29.0 34.2 30.5 29.3

- 34.0 - 29.9

32.3 36.5 32.1 32.6
32.1 36.6 33.3 32.7

- 36.0 33.5 33.6

34.5 38,4 35.6 33.1
32.2 37.1 34.8 32.9

- 36.8 3{.1 33.0

31.8 36.5 32.9 31.4
30.6 44.2 - 31.4

- 42.4 34.2 31.5

TABLE 4

HEAT DISSIPATED AND SURFACE TEMPERATURE OF HEATED PAVEMENT, FEBRUARY 16, 19?0, SNOWSTORM

IIeat Dissipated
by Pipe spacing (Btu/sq ft)

Suface Temperatue
by Pipe Spacing (deg F)

Date and
Time

Air
Temper-

ature
(dee F)

Pipe
Diameter

(irr.)
Po¡ilmd Cement

Concrete
Bituminous
Conc¡ete

Portland Cement
Concrete

Bltuminous
Concrete

6 iru 12 iru 18 irl. 6 in, 12 in' 18 in. 6 io 12 in. 18 i& 6 in. 12 irl 18 irl"

2-75-70
3:30 p. m. 36.0

2-L6-70
1:30 a- m. 33'4

2-16-70
1:15 p. m. 36.5

2-16-?0
t0:15 p. m. 29.9

2-r7-70
10:4å a. m, 3?.1

z9 44
13 46

not operational

25 35
72 38

not operational

15 35
922

not operational

47 92
13 28

not operational

not operational
916

not operational

18 33.? 32.6
1 32.5 32,2

32.0 32.0

14 32.6 32.9
l0 33.5 32.3

32.0 32.1

32,5 34.6
32,2 34.2
- 32.4

32.7 35.5
32.3 34.6

- 32,5

43, I 3?.0
32.8 40.2

- 32.6

31.0 32.8
28.2 32,0
- 29.2

34.5
32:7

36.0
38.0
31.1

14

30
7

32

29

1,

22

97 62
54 30

81 54
52 30

12 25
28 27

115 76
46 29

26 2l

1

LY1

1

tY4

1

lYl

1
LY"
3t

1

t/l

33. 1

32.6
32.3

33.8
33,1
32.4

32. I
33.0
32.6

33.8
33.3
32.'.t

36.1 36.4
6 45.1 38.1

31.4 33.3

49.5 45.0
46.4 33.0
32,1 34.3

36.0 32.9
31.5 28.8
28.6 28.8

35.2 35.6
35.2 34,5
33.2 32,9

30,2 30.1
28.5 zS.t
26.0 28.0

38.0 32.',t
40.3 35.8
31.9 32.0

17
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taÈte e gives the heat dissipated and
surface temperature during the snowstorm
beginning December 25, 1969. The large
variations in the heat dissipatedper square
foot of surface pavement can be attributed
to several factors including surface condi-
tion (snow-covered, wet, õr dry), air tem-

12-25 -69

Table 4 gives the heat dissipared and l:ï;19, lîå13-?0 130surface tempersurface temperature duringthe snowstorm r-zt-70 140
of February 16, 19?0. Again, there are l-?:-11 199

TABLE 5

TEMPERÁTURE OF HEAT EXCHANGER FLI'D

Temperature (deg F)
Hours of

Operation Heat Heat Heat
Exchanger Exchmger ExchÐge¡

123

44.0
42.0
_a
_a
_a
_L¿-¡o- ru ¿w 4z.O 40,042.0

aNot operational after 'l-13-70 due to minor leak at a valve

ro-15-69'ro ?-26-70
3'DEPTH
?.DEPTH
II. DEPTH
15. DEPTH

---------ls" oeprH

2

of February 16, 19?0- Again, there are L_?i_tr| 193large variations in the amount of heat 2-16-?0 200

45.0
43.0
44.0
42.5
42.0

45.0
43.0
43.0
42.0
41.0

heat exchangers forthedates and hours of
operation are given in Table 5.

Figure 13 shows temperature data of the existing soil 40 ft from the closest heatexchanger.

.'., Itff"."^^t4,^ 1?, *d 16 show the variation in soil temperature at depths of B, ?, andlr Ît tor heat exchangers_1, 2r.md 3 andthe control section. The soil temp""ítuíu ãrheat exchanger 3 (no insul^ation) shows a gradual increase after operation was discon-tinued on January 13, 1970.
Figure 1? shows the soil temperature above and below the B-in. layer of insulationlocated above heat exchanger 2. At first it would appear that 8 in. of insulation hasIittle effect on the soil temperature at a depth or 3 ttl rtowàuu", consideration must be

dissipated.
The temperatures of the fluid of the 3

CONTROL SECTION

L
o

¡¡J 60
fr
D

G55
l¡J
fL

=l¡J
l- 50

Jo
Ø

-I l-\.

tvz. to/æ ,/6 ,/u r/zo ,:/26 tz/3 e:Ao e/t, ¡znt n/t it ,)n ,i"" Jri îlo
TIM E

Figure 13. Temperature of existing soil at depths of 3,7, 11, iS, and 1g ft.
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Figure18. Soil temperatureaboveandbelow6in.of insulationatadepthof 13ft'

given to the fact that heat exchanger 2 extracted considerable heat during 200 hours of

operation.-- figo"" 18 shows the effect of the 6-in. layer of insulation'xlow heat exchanger 2'

The insulation appears to be very effective in restricting the-flow of heat as c¿ln be seen

from the 10 F temperature differential a-fter heat exchanger 2 was first put in operation

on December 25, 1969.

CONCLUSIONS

1. The following combination of factors was found to be an effective means for melt-

ing snow and ice on pavement surfaces: (a) wrought iron p-ipes embedded at a depth of

2 in. in por¿and cemeni-ããncrete; ^(b) 
spacing ot [lpes on 6-in. centers; (c) n91i1al

diameter oT wrought iron pipes oi tLtolt/, in.; (d) tempe¡ature of the heating fluid in

itt" "*g" 
of 42tt52 F; and (e) air temperature above 15 F'

Z. This combinatioí of factors produced approximately 100 Btu/sq ft of pavement'
g. Based on the amount of heat-dissipatedþir square foot of pavement, under iden-

tical conditions, the thermal conductivity of thì portland cement concrete, as used in

this experimettú, was twice that of the bituminous concrete'
¿. '¡'ne ,rse óf pipes buried in the earth can be an effective means of extracting suf-

ficient heat for usè in melting snow ard ice on pavements'
5. For this particular experiment, the rate of heat extracted from the earth by 1 ft

ot i%-i".-*"ã"ght i*o" pipe ivas approximately 22 Btu/hr-'
O.- ttreos"ãf 2in.ofìnsutationdirectlybãlowaportlandcementconcretepavement

was not an effective means of improving thô efficiency of embedded heating elements'

Insulation restricted the natural Îtow of heat from the subbase to the pavement such thai

itã "rt" of snow melting on the insulated portion of the heated pavement was not as

rapid as on the uninsulated portion.
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Informal Digcussion

Don L. Spellman

Do you have any measurements to indicate what percentage of the heat sink capacity
wa.s^used up during each storm period? In other rfi/ords, how many times ca¡r you repeat
this?

Winters

We do not know the iimits yet; we operatedonly200hours, and it was stil melting
snow s-uccessfully. We do have temperature measurements of the soil, a¡d we ca¡r [etl
when the system is operating because we can see a d.istinct drop in the soil temperature.

Spellman

Was the volume of the heat sink that you had big enough to take care of one winterrs
operation?

Winters

Yes.

Samuel H. Nitzberg

What was the water table?

Winters

vy'hen we excavated it was greater than 14 ft, but later it came up to B ft or so.

Lawrence H. Chenault

For about 5 years now rile have been using thin-walled polyethylene pipe for snow-
melting systems with no problems at atl, but we really have not trad aroþportunity to
get a direct comparison of the performance of the plastic versus that of ihe metal. Do
you have any comments on that?

Winters

_ In our system the plastic is definitely not as effective as the metal, but that is mainly
because the temperature of the fluid we are using is very low. The lower thermal con-
ductivity of this plastic pipe requires a higher ftow of heat. If we were using tempera-
tures up around 100 F, I think the effect of the decreased thermal conductivily of ihe
plastic pipe would be negligible.

Chenault

The limited tests that we did run were a comparison of copper pipe and plastic, and
we determined that the major factor in heat transfer ability of ttrelot¿ syslem was
dominated by the concrete wall around the pipe and that the coefficient of thermal con-
ductivity of the 2 pipe materials became insignificant in this whole system.

Winters

. Normally it would if you are using temperatures higher than what we were using.
Above 100 F, the limiting factor is the thickness of the concrete and its thermal cõn-
ductivity. For our low temperature system, the lower thermal conductivity of the
plastic pipe reduced its heat output by half that of a comparable wrought irôn pipe.

Chenault

I am talking about 130-deg water temperature.
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Winters

Then it would probably have no effect.

Guenther E. Fra¡kenstein

I think you said your operating cost was 45 cents/sq ft. How does this compare with
the cost of a direct electrical heating system such as the one Dave Minsk is working on

at USACRREL? And also, how do you account for the lack of effectiveness of the bitu-

--- minous concfõté warmedthe
blaclrsurfaee; so there shor¡ld+ave been-melèlng-Êeom both di+eetions-yet t
none.

Winters
yes, the blacktop would normalty pick up the radiation from the sun, but when it is

covered with snow it reflects it. The thermal conductivity of the bituminous concrete,
from the measurements we made, is only half that of portland cement concrete. As for
the cost, that 45 cents,/sq ft was based on a 5-year record for an electrically heated system,
whichhasnothingtodowiththepresentsystem. Approximatelyhalf of thatcostisthe de-
mand charge by the utility company. We paid several thousand dollars just to have

electricity there whether we used it or not. The other half is the cost of operating the
system. I do notknow howthis compares withthe costs of the system Dave is working
on.

Frankenstein

I would disagree with your statement that when the blacktop is covered with snow it
would not pickup the radiation. You are talking about 1, 2, or 3 in. of snow cover. We

have found in tests in Alaska that with the same amount of snow at your temperatures
it would still have an effect.

Winters

From our observations, the amount of solar radiation picked up by the blacktop when
covered with snow is negligible.

David Minsk

I think it is awfully difficult to make any comparisons of cost in experimental instal-
lations. They are not representative of an actuat installationbecause of so many varia-
bles. The cost of operation, lor instance, of our installation was not tallied to as pre-
cise an extent as that of FrankWinterst. We operatedit for only 2 years, andinthat
time we did not evaluate the actual cost; but we do know the number of watt-hours re-
quired. I do not recall the figures offhand, but I would say they were on the order of
magnitude of the New Jersey tests in spite of the heavier snowfall that we had because
of the more rapid placement of the thermal energy right where it was needed-at the
interface. We did not have to contend with the increased thermal conductivity of the 1,

2, ot 3 in. of pavement placed between the heating elements a¡rd the surface.

Winters

I wa¡¡t to mention that the 45 cents/sq ft was for the operation of the system that was
constructed in 1964. For the present installation we do not have any accurate figures
on cost, other than that the cost of heating the area by the pipes is 49ut 7oo that of
metting the snow electrically because aff le have to áo is iun three %-hp pumps com-
pared to using 50,000 to 100,000 watts.

Spetlman

Next summer you shouldbe able to store some solar energy. Whattemperature do

you expect to get compared to the 52 F you were speaking of?
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Winters

The temperature of the pavement should reach 120 F for the bituminous concrete.
We have already noticed that on a sunny day the temperature of bituminous concrete at
a depth of 2 or 3 in. is 10 to 20 deg higher than that of the portland cement concrete. I
do not know whether the heat sink wili get to 120 deg, but I would expect it to be at least
30 deg higher tha¡ the naturaL soil temperature.

lah an qrr I i

Did I understa¡d that you did not turn the system on until after it had snowed. Why
was this?

Winters

On Christmas it snowed and again on Easter, a¡d because alt the roads in New Jersey
are not heated it took some time to get to the instaltation. Once we did turn the system
on severaL hours ahead of time, but generally it always happened to snow when nobne
was available to turn it on.

Bell

was there any difference in the effect when you had it on earrier?

Winters

The one time when it was turned on before the snow fell, we got a total accumulation
of 3 in.; but in the one area where the system was operating, *e got a maximum of 1 in.
and that soon melted. It depends so much on tempeiature ãl the time that I could not sayfor sure. Yes, it is always better to have it on ahead of time.

Thad M. Jones

I have one comment on operating cost based.on our experience in snow melting. If
gas fuel at I cents/therm (a therm is 1,000 Btu) anq att oþerating time Àr tbõï;-/yr ;"
used, the annual operating cost would be about $20/1,000 sq ft.

James E. BelI

Would it be possible to -replace all that excavation with something like a cesspool and
use tha.t as a big heat sink? How would the size of that compare witi the ethylenì glycol
system?

Winters

You coulduse anumber of different types of reservoirs. Even city water at b0 F
could be used and run through the pipes. Sufficient data do not now exist to make size
comparisons of the various systems,

M. E. VoIz

I have three questions. First, how do you get christmas off? second, how do you
get Easter off? And third, do you think that a part of your conclusion may be invalid?M; reasol for asking that question is that we have quiie an elaborate etqõtricalty heatedstrip at OrHare Field. Air temperature does not reatty seem to attect it nearly-as much
as wind velocity, dew point, and temperature. As a mátter of fact, with regard to the42-deg wa-ter you used, I wili guarantee that, at 30 deg with a few degrees ipread in thed9y-foint and a fairly substa¡rtial wind, the entire thin[ wiu be frozen solid. I think thechill factor is far more important tha¡r the outside teniperature. Do you have any com-
ment on that?
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Winters

We do not have any means for measuring wind velocity at our installation. All we
ca¡r do is measure the air temperature. The reason I said 20 F is that one time as the
snow was coming down we melted it, but then, as the temperature dropped below 20 F,
it refroze except in certain spots. It had melted directly above the pipes and that froze.
It had not melted in between the pipes, and that snow was blown away by the wind. We
had thqg4qqqal situation of ice above the pipes and clear pavement between.

These a-re some figures I have put together for one mile of runway, 150 ft wide by
5,200 ft long, oranareaof 780,000sqft. With aload of 156 million Btu a¡dusing 2 high
pressure hot-water boilers having a 75 million Btu output, we can operate t hour on 600
gal of No. 4 fuel at g cenis/gal or $54/hr and guarantee to melt snow within 2 hours.

Lorne W. Gold

It is a little difficult to compare those figures with those that have been presented.

Winters
The 2 installations that we have at the New Jersey Department of Transportation are

electrically heated and they are expensive-we are well aware of that. A boiler would
be quite a bit cheaper tha¡ electrical heating, an you say. In fact our system is designed
for a boiler as the next stage. However, the point of this research is to find out whether
we can do it with the heat of the ea¡th, which costs nothing.

GoId

From the study you have ca¡ried out, is it possible to get some design information on
the amount of heat lost into the ground? Can you comment on the advantages of putting
insulafion under the system to cut down the heat loss into the ground?

Winters

We do have some data available. They are not contained in this report, but we do
have temperature data for the surface of the slab and every 2 in. ali the way through
both the portland cement concrete a¡d the bituminous concrete slabs. So we probably
could determine how much heat is lost into the ground from thesubbaseandbasecourses.
With regard to the insulation, it did not seem to be effective in any way in reducing the
heat losses. Apparently there was sufficient heat in the ground to come up through the
portland cement concrete slab to melt a little of the snow anyway. The area electrically
heated at 20 W/sq ft melted snow just as well as the area electrically heated at 40W/sq
ft where there was alayer of insulationbelow it. So we found that the insulation was
not helping at all.

Minsk

I might comment on some aspects of heating pavements that may not have shown up
in the New Jersey work where low temperature fluids were used. If you do use a high
temperature fluid to reduce the spacing of pipes and reduce the amount of installation
required, there is the requirement for fast response of a higher temperature fluid. The
higher the temperature is the better, you might thinkr because of increased heat trans-
fer and other factors; but thermal stresses that a¡e developecl have been shown to in-
crease the deterioration of pavement. This was sho',vn in tests made at Loring Air Force
Base several years ago. An installation was so badly broken up from thermalstresses
from heat production that the installation had to be abandoned. Low temperature sys-
tems, of course, have other drawbacks, but certainly not that of deteriorating the pave-
ment due to thermal stress cracking.



, Control ofLoad Snow and lee by Salt and

Electrical Road Heating

Leonard H. Watkins

The normal treatment for control and removal of snow and ice from roadsin the United King_dom is the application of sodium chloride, usually in the
form of rock salt. The efficiency of this method depends on whether
salting-lorry crews get intoactionai tlru 

"o"""ct 
mometti; inaddition, reli-

able ice warning devices are needed. This paper briefiy reviews present
salting practice and work being done to developiuitable iäe warning equip-ment. It also gives an account of the development of an inhibitor tõ tñe
corrosion of steel in automobile bodies caused by sodium chloride. The
cost of this corrosion in the united Kingdom is maay times greater than
the cost of adding a corrosion inhibitor, if a suitable btte catr be found. A
feasible, although expensive, alternative to using salt is to employ electri-
car road heating. This paper discusses work áone at the Road Research
Laboratory on the design and specification of these systems and gives somepractical experience wiÛr their use in the United Kingdom.

Chemical treatment of roads a¡d road heating for control and removal of snow and
ic.e have become very widely used in the United-Kingdom in the past 10 years. eriiishwinters are not so severe overall as those of, for example, Canada or the Scandinaviancountries, and the rvÍnter of 1962-63, when land in the nngíish lowlands was under snowfor about 60 days, was the coldest in over 200 years. Hoirever, the rapid fluciuations
in temperature a¡d weathe¡ that can take place in the United Kingdom bring ttreir owndifficulties, and the organization and equipment required for winter maintãnance areincreasing rapidly in cost and complexitylo keep the.increasing traffic flowing satis-factorily. The considerable use of sodium ctrtoride (normally ín the form of rock salt)
has also brought other problems due to its corrosive nature. This paper discusses
the weather conditions in the United Kingdom that require treatment, and ougines the
way that the problems are beÍng tackled by research and development.

WEATHER CONDITIONS REQUIRING TREATMENT

- The commonly occurring conditions requiring treatment are snow; ice films formed
*1t91 a road surface, wet by rain or dew, cools below the freezing point; and hoarfrost,
which consists of small crystals of ice deposited when the surface il cooted by radiationto a temperature below the frost point of the air. Less frequenily, .glare ice may bàformed by rain on a surface at a temperature below 0 C.

Snow

The occurrence of ¡19w is recorded by meteorological observers, and information
9n -the 

amount of precipitation and the temperature al which it occurs is available fromdaily weather records of the Meteorological Office.
Data extracted from the records for the period from October 1g62 to March 1g65 forT'ondon Airport are given in Table 1. quaniity of precipitation is expressed as an equiv-alent depth of water so that, taking the densiiy of-snow to be about ioo xg/*i 1õ;;

of sn-ow is equivalent to 1 mm of wáter. The air temperatures during snõwratí wererarelybelow -1c and on the majority of occasions wã"e above freezing point.

t46
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TABLE 1

AMOUNT OF PRECIPITATION AND AIR TEMPERATIIRE RECORDED
DURING SNO'IVFALL AT LONDON AIRPORT, OCTOBER 1962

TO MARCII 1965

Amomt of
Precipitation as an
Equivâ-lent Depth

of Water
(mm)

Number of Obse¡vations at Different Air
Temperatures (deg C)

432t0-1-2-3_4_5_6

1211

0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
1.0
2.0
3.0
4.0
5.0
6.0

11
tl2

1111
222

r23
1

13
1

Coatings of Ice

There is a lack of recorded information on the temperatures of road surface during
icy conditions, but a¡ indication of the probable range is given in Table 2. The table
gives the frequency with which minimum temperatures in various ranges were recorded
and when icy roads had been forecast and salt was applied as a precautionary measure.
Temperatures were usually above -2 c but were down to -4 c on 4 occasions.

Hoarfrost

Hoarfrost is not often seen on roads vsith substantial thiclsresses of construction,
which, because of their thermal characteristics, cool more slowly than their surroïnd-ings. The vapor content of the air is depleted mainly by depositión on the colder sur-
faces of vegetation, which develop thick coatings of frost. However, appreciable de-
posits sometimes form on roads of lighter construction and on bridge decks, which
cool more quickly because of heat loss from their lower surfaces.

There is a short period after daum when high thermal conductivity has an adverse
effect, and conditions appear to favor frost formation on the road. At this time the
temperature of the surrounding vegetation may be rising quickly, releasing water vapor
that can condense on the cooler road. The period during which these conditions exisi
is brief but may account for the suddenly occurring phenomenon sometimes termed
"flash icing."

Frost quantitíes on roads have not been measured, but measurements of deposits
formed in a cold room and having a similar appearance to those on the road inãj.cate
tha! the range from slight to heavy corresponded to equivalent water depths from 0.01
to 0.15 mm. There is, however, no obvious relationshipbetween the arnount of deposit
a¡d tlte atmospheric conditions recorded.

Salt-treated roads are often wet when
neighboring untreated roads are dry. This
is because of condensation induced by the
presence of salt. This condensation
usually occurs at sunrise when tempera-
tures are rising, but may sometimes
begin soon after treatment early in the
night. Again the quantity is limited by
heat exchange processes, and in practice
there does not appear to be any risk of
brine becoming so diluted that it freezes
when the temperature falis to a lower
level.

TABLE 2

FREQUENCY AND LEVEL OF MINIMUM TEMPERATURE
RECORDED ON MOTORWAYS IilHEN THE ROAD

WAS SALTED

-1 to 0
-2 to -1
-3 to -2
-4 to -3
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Glare Ice

This form of ice occurs when rain falls on a surface with a temperature below freez-ing. The rain maybe supercooled and partiallyf.reeze on striking the ground so that
dangerous conditions develop very quickly. Meteorological conditions that cause ex-
tensive glare ice are rare over Britain, but they probabiy occur a number of times
each year in limited areas. Instances were recorded in the vicinity of the Road Re-
search Laboratory at Harmondswortl¡ i¡ 1964 a¡d 1 :00
and E:uu 4.m., and air temperatures recorded at the time were -s c. on such occa-
sions the ice may be quite thick, perhaps up to 30 mm.

CHEMICAL TREATMENT
Undoubtedly the major development in winter maintenance in the United Kingdom

has been the rapid increase in recent years in the use of rock salt for the prevãnhon
of ice formation on roads and for facilitating the removal of snow.

Recommendations on the use of chemicals were issued by the Road Research Lab-
oratory as long ago as 1941, but this method of treatment did not begin to be generally
applied until the mid-1950's. Since that time there has been a sixfoid increase in the
amount of salt used, and recommended methods of treatment, taking into account the
developments that have taken place in equipment, have been pubtishãd as a Road Re-
search Laboratory Road Note (1), t"o* which the foltowing pãragraphs are summarized
extracts.

SaIt is most effective when applied early in the potential development of icy condi-
tions. At this stage the quantity of ice to be preveñted or clearedf and therefbre the
quantity of salt required, cannot be larown. Furthermore, in certain circumstances,
the rate of clearing has to be considered, and this may depend on factors not easily
assessed beforehand. The treatments recommended are therefore based on the appli-
catio¡ of standard quantities that will be adequate in average conditions; *o"u 

"etiu""weather, or the need for more rapid clearing, willentailrepeated applications. Modern
equipment will effectively spread the quantities of salt recommended, without mixing
the salt with abrasive.

When forecasts of icy conditions can be obtained from meteorological stations or
from local observations, salt may be spread on heavily trafficked róads as a precau-
tionary measure before aay ice actually forms. Such forecasts will inevitably be in-
correct on occasions, b¡t the resulting wastage of salt may be paruy offset by the
smaller quantities required when icy conditions do develop later. The practiäe isjustified on motorways by the virtual elimination of the ocìurrence of ice.

Thin films of ice formed by the freezing of water on the road surfaces are usuallv
Iess than 0.25 mm thick, which is equivalent to approximately 0.25kg/mz of ice. The
temperature during periods of icing is usually above -3 C, só ûrat ariapplication of
l5 g/m" of common salt is sufficient to effect complete melting. appnããtion of gris
quantity before the onset of freezing will prevent fhe formatioñ of iãã.

When ice has formed, l5 g/mz of salt rvill not be sufficient to bring about the re-
quired increase in skidding resistance in a reasonable time and 50 g/ã12 should be
applied.

The d^ensity of fresh untrafficked snow is about one-tenth that of ice. that is. about
90 kg/m3; a 1-cm depth of snow is therefore roughry equivatent to r tsi# ;-i¿". 

---'
In practice, it is found that one-half of the quantity of common salirequired for

complete melting will reduce tbe snow to a s-tate in which it can be disperied by traffic,
and about 6 g/m'of salt is required per 1 cm of fresh snow for each dãgree centigrade
that the air temperature is below the freezing point. When snowfalls of 1 cm or 

-more

occur, the temperature is usually higher than -3 C and 1 or 2 applications of salt at
50 g/mz will be sufficient to clear thã average fall. The quantitìãs of salt required
for the treatment of 1km of a.7.3-m wide roadway are abõut 100 kg at 15 g/m? and
about 360 kg at 50 g/mz.

Every effort should be made to ensure by the prompt applieation of adequate amounts
of salt that thick layers of hard-packed snow and ice do nõi form on the roãdway. If
such layers do form and are no thicker than about 25 mm, their removal is posôible
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at temperatures above about -5 C by applying salt at 5 times the rate required for the
same depth of fresh snow. When the layer is considerably thicker than 25 mm or the
temperature is low, application of salt is inadvisable, because the accumulation of salt
solution in the depressions will produce a very uleven and slippery running surface.

In these circumstances abrasives may be spread to make the surface less slippery.
The amount of abrasive required ranges from 100 to 400 g/mz of road surface. The
addition to the abrasive of about 7so of its weight of salt will prevent the abrasive parti-
cles from freezing together and will help them penetrate the surface of the hard snow
orice.

FORECASTING FOR PRECAUTIONARY TREATMENT

Forecasts of snow and icy roads are issued by the U. K. Meteorological Office to
assist engineers responsible for maintenance in making arrangements for snow clear-
ing and chemical treatment. These warnings are transmitted during normal working
hours to enable maintenance crews to be alerted and equipment prepared. However,
forecasts made perhaps many hours before icy conditions are expected to develop may
not prove accurate, and they are revised periodically throughout the night so that, where
a night shift is worked, action car be delayed until conditions become more certain.

Road temperatures are frequently only a degree or two below freezing point when
ice forms, so that the margin of error in forecasting these temperatures is small.
Moreover, Whether ice forms often depends on the rate at which the road drÍes, and
this is determined by factors, such as drainage and amount of traffic, that the fore-
caster cannot take into account.

As far as is lmown, no research is currently being undertaken on the forecasting of
icy conditions on roads. During the past year, several papers have been publisìed on

thä night minimum temperaturei of roads or of concrete slabs. Three papers (a, qr 4)
were concerned with tlre relationship to night minimum air temperature and showed
that the latter was about 1 C higher in the winter monhs. Thus techniques for fore-
casting night minimum air temperature can be extended to the forecasting of minimum
road temperature. Another paper (l) on minimum road temperatures was based on the

temperature of the surface at 1800 G. m. t. the previous evening and the mean cloud
cover during the night. Further work is being based on the surface temperature at
1200 instead of 1800 G.m.t.

ICE WARNING DETECTORS

Local measurements of road conditions may provide a more reliable guide for main-
tenance siaJf than meteorological forecasts. Devices that measure road temperature
and wetness are noï/ available, and trial ice warning installations have been set up in
Britain and elsewhere in Europe. These devices measure road temperature by means
of an embedded probe and detect wetness by the decrease in electrical resistance be-
tween electrodes in the road surface. Signals from the detecting elements are com-
bined to give an alarm signal when icing conditions develop. Advance warning for
precautionary treatment can be obtained by setting the critical temperature a degree
or more above freezing point, although, naturally, the higher the temperature is set
the greater will be the liketihood of a false alarm. Table 3 gives the amount of warn-
ing anO frequency of false alarms obtained '¡¡ith various temperature settings of a
prototype warning device tested at the Road Research Laboratory.- 

The 
-onset 

of snowfall may be detected by using a second pair of electrodes separated
by a surface that is heated to melt the snow and give a moisture signal. Figure 1 shows

a,commercial arrangement of temperature, 'wetness, and snoltr sensors to be placed in
the road surface. The left circular element is the snow sensor, the right one is the

moisture sensor, and the block between them contains the temperature sensor.
Many false warnings can be given by this simple device when moisture condenses

on the road only because of the presence of salt remaining from a previous treatment'
By using a third pair of moisture electrodes in a concrete block near the road but free
from salt, this ambiguity can be resolved.
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TABLF: 3

AMOUNT OF WARMNG AND NUMBER OF FALSE ALARMS GIVEN BY
VARiOUS TEMPERATURE SETTINGS OF AN iCE WARNING DEVICE

AIarm
Temperature

Setting
(deg c)

Amomt of tVarning (h)

Frequency Recorded (percent)

.'/" l" to I 1. to 112 tyz to z 2to5 >5

False
Alarms

1.0
0.5

If the moisture deposit on the road is not created merely by the hygroscopic nature
of tÌ¡e salt but is due perhaps to slighi drizzle, there may nevãrthele-s*s be enough salt
rgmåining from a previous treatment to prevent the formation of ice. A furthel pair
of electrodes placed in the road with a¡l associated trigger circuit set to operate ät a
sufficiently low resistance can be used to cancel the waining signal.

Hoarfrost cannot be predicted or detected by these sensors just described. A lith-
ium chloride humidity sensor ca¡r give an indication of dewpoint or frosþoint, which
when compared electrically with the road surface temperatire could be ise¿io detect
or predict the formation of hoarfrost. A sensor of this type is being developed at the
Road Research Laboratory.

Figure 2 shows a suitable interconnection of all the sensors mentioned to give a
warning to spread salt. An instrument based on this circuit is now being evaÌuated at
the Road Research Laboratory.

There seems at present to be no way of predicting glare ice by instruments placed
in the road, but fortunately this condition is rare in thã united Kingdom.

HARMFUL EFFECTSOF SALT TREATMENT
Damage to Roads

Although salt has long been lorovsn to accelerate the scaling of concrete by frost
action, the factors affecting the resistance of concrete, suchãs ihe amount óf entrainedair, water-cement ratio, and agebefore treatment, are now also known and trere islittle evidence in Britain so far of damage to concrete pavements or structures made
to modern specifications,

Bituminous surfacings, which are permeable by water, may be damaged by frost,
but there is no evidence from the laboratory that the process ii acceterited by the
application of salt. The only controlled tests of salt ireatment on roads appear to be

those carried out by Nichols ard price (6)
in Cheshire from 1952 to 1956. Compar-ing
adjoining secti.ons of bituminous macadarn
and surface-dressed roads, they found that
salt treatment had no harmful effect and in
fact the untreated section suffered greater
damage over the period of observation,
However, salt modifies road conditions
by temporarily lowering the temperature
when it is aBBliêd to Snoi¡i ôf ice, âhd
facilitates the entry of water into struc-
tures that would be impermeable when
frozen. The possibility that this is some-
times a contributory factor in damage to
roads cannot be entirely ruled out. A
recent survey (7) of current opinion in B0
counties showed that there was tittle def-
inite evidence of damage due to salt,

26
11

4237710182
254713460

Figure 1. Sensors for detection of snow, low
temperatures, and surface moisture.
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Figure2'Suitableinterconnectionofsensorstogivewarningtospread
alt.

although in 9 counties it was suspected of having accelerated the failure of some

macadams and surface dressings.

Damage to Vehicles

It is now generally accepted that there is an increase in the corrosion of motor
vehicles duelo salt. A 

"u"u"y 
carried out by the Road Research Laboratory (S) has

shown that corrosion rates of vehicles are appreciably higher in Derbyshire, where-

t¡" 
"u"""g" 

amount of salt used annually is about 4,400 kg/km, thân it is in Pembroke-

shire, whãre the amount of salt used is negligible. It is estimated for instance that

tfr" tú""ag" life of mufflers in the unsalted area is about 4 years, about double tl¡at in
t¡ã iteauiiy salted area. It we assume that replacement costs €,6 and that the general

use of sall wi11 be at the higher rates in the main centers of population, increased ex-
pãn¿it"". due to salting tof Uris component alone amounts to about €,1 per vehicle-p-er

;;;; ;;"totat ot s14-mittion pe" yea" for the estimated vehicle population in-1.O.Z.O.
" - iiu potential benefits of reducing corrosion are therefore considerable, and this
fact ha¡i stimutated investigations iñto the use of corrosion-inhibiting agents in several

cou¡tries.
Motor vehicles come into contact with de-icing salt solutions by splashing and by

spray. A range of laboratory tests has been used by different investigators in tleir
eî*úations of-inhibitors. Unfortunately, in the majority of cases, the conditions

ã*i"ting ín the field have not been approximated in the laboratory. The 2 factors most

ignored have been temperature and brine concentration." 
The temperature is important because it governs the rate of the corrosion reaction

and can trave an effect on the protective action of the inhibitor. This is especially true
in the case of film-forming inhibitors. It is surprising that a number of investigators
have conducted their experiments at room temperature in the range 20 to 25 C'

Brine concentration ãlso ajfects the rate of corrosion. It has been shown that brine
is most corrosive in the 3 to 6 percent concentration range; above andbelow this range,

the amount of corrosion caused decrease rapidly.
The most commonly applied test for the evaluation of corrosion inhibitors is an in-

termittent immersioniesiãarried out onbare mild steel panels' Continuous immersion

tests are not normally favored because it is considered unrealistic to have inhibitors
cãnünuously applied to a metal surface, a condition that would certainly not apply in
practice.
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At ihe Road Research Laboratory r¡¿e have used an intermittent spray test of 4 hours
duration followed by 20 hours at rest, at temperatures of both 5 and 25 C. It has been
shown that inhibitors generally appear to be much more effective in reducing corrosÍon
of mild steel when tested under intermittent immersion conditions compareA witir inter-
mittent spray. It has also been shown that the effect of inhibitors on the eorrosion rate
of bare mild steel cannot be directly related to the effect on rust creep on phosphated
and painted steel that has been damaged with a cross scratch. The addition of 1 per-

damage to a marked extent for both primers and for complete vehicli paint systems on
phosphated steel panels. Under similar intermittent spray conditions the inhibition of
bare steel corrosion by sodium polymetaphosphate is extremely small (rig. s).

Two inhibitors are being tested in a full scale test track using ? new small sedan
vehicles that were obtained from the British Leyland Motor Corporation. These were
standard production vehicles but produced under carefully controlled conditions on the
production line in the same batch and were metal pretreated and painted under uniform
conditions so that all are equivalent. During the winter of 1969-?0 these 7 vehicles
\rere rtul through 4 separate splash areas containing rainwater, brine, and brine plus

brine and s{i¡ún frolyÞhosph¿fê

Figure 3. Corrosion test panels.
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2 different inhibitors. Motoring at a speed of about 65 km/hr will simulate normal
motoring conditions and ensure that corrosive liquids are driven into crevices. The
track run is followed by garage storage, which prevents rapid drying out of the vehicles.
TVhen a sufficient level of corrosion damage has been developed, the vehicles will be
cut open and examined in detail.

ROAD HEATING

-I'n compa-rison-wi'th'chemical Lreatment; roa*heabing:isan eryensÍve-mettrsd-of
snow and ice control. but its aoolication ea¡ be iustified in certain limited areas where
failure to treat the road quickly can result in a disproportionate degree of traÍfic dis-
location and create jams that make treatment by conventional methods impossible.
Such areas are gradients approaching intersections, elevated roads and underpasses,
and sharp bends and roundabouts.

Heating overcomes the problem of snow disposal on elevated roads where space
limitations do not permit the storage of snow at the roadside. The fact that the ques-
tion of damage to reinforced concrete by de-icing salts is as yet unresolved is a¡ addi-
tional reason for protecting elevated structures by this method.

The Road Research Laboratory began experiments in 1956 rvith a small installation
at Harmondsworth, Middlesex, in which 2 types of heating element were used: (a) pVC-
insulated resistive wire elements operating at medium voltage (240 V) an¿ (b) uninsu-
lated erçanded steel mesh carrying comparatively high currents at extra low voltage
(55 V). Many installations of both types are now in operation, ranging in size from the
8-MW scheme on the elevated Chiswick-Boston Manor section of the M4 motorway, to
installations of a few kilowatts on service ramps.

Operation of the Harmondsworth experimental installation at various levels of output
arid measurements of heat transfer made on this and other installations provided the
basis of a method of relating the heat requirements to weather conditions (9).

Roads at Ground Level

Two weather conditions were considered: (a) clear nights, with strong radiation
leading to ice formation, and (b) overcast skies and high winds, in which the installa-
tion might be called on to melt snow. Under clear skies it was found that the maxi-
mum heat tralsfer, Q (in W/m'z), from the surface could be expressed by the equation

q = 90 + (11.9 + 1.69u) (r" - tr) (1)

where T" is the temperature of the surface in deg C, Ta is the temperature of the air
in deg C, and u is the wind speed in mph. In overcast conditions when the heat trans-
fer is mainly due to convection and evaporation the equation becomes

Q = (11.e + 1.6eu)(t" - ta) (2)

In which of these 2 conditions the greater heat loss occurs d_epends on the nature of
the site. On an urban installation sheltered from high winds, maximum heat loss prob-
ably occurs with clear skies, while on an exposed site it may be greater in the higher
wind speeds and lower air temperatures associated with snow,

Elevated Roads

Measurements on British installations have shown that, when the road is in contact
with the ground, heat flow downward from the elements is negligible aJter it has been
in operation for a few hours, and no allowance is made for it in calculating heat re-
quirement. For installations on elevated roads, a¡l allowance is necessary to com-
pensate for the heat lost by convection and radiation at the lower surface, which must
be added to the values given by Eq. 1 or 2 for the upper surface.

The equation relating this heat loss to weather conditions, derived from measure-
ments on elevated structures, is
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e1 = (8.8 + 1.69u)(t. - t¿)

where T¡ is the temperature of the surface in deg C.

Practical Experience

The following conclusions have been drawn from an examination of the performance
of heating schemes (10):

1. The power required is 100 to 130 W/m2(9 toLZW/ff) for sheltered sites rising
to 150 to 200 W/mz (14 to 19 W/¡tz) for exposed sites;

2, Installations using uninsulated steel mesh as the embedded conductor at extra
low voltage have been found in general to be more reliable than instaLlations using cable
at a higher voltage;

: opå,,iå""33i'#i"å:äiäi,;ïiii"l'3:,iliilT""ålff;K*,äitheaverageannuar
4. The costs of electrical road heating are about 30 times the cost of using rock

salt, and local circumstances must be unusual and critical to justify this high cost.
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Informal Diecugsion

Glenn G. Balmer

You said that the cost of heating was about thirty times that of salt. Are you re-
ferring to electric heating, or are you considering heating by methods other than
electric heating ?

Watkins

I am considering electric heating only. There are few road installations with other
forms of heating in the United Kingdom. Frankly, I am not particularly familiar with
them, and I do not think there are likely to be very many.
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John Pendleton

I very much appreciate your approach of anticipating storms and getting out on the

highway ahead of time wìth chemicals. We would like to do that, but we generally can-
not because the weather is continuously so poor. rüe do call crews out ahead of time.
I am also interested in your early warning system. Do you have problems with keep-
ing the salt on the highway before the precipitation starts, or does traffic tend to whip
it off?

This is one of the reasons why we use a fairly coarse material. We have experi-
mentedwith different gradings. Somebody said earlier that in parts of Europe they
used a very finely ground salt; we do not. We find that with the amount of warning
we can get and the grading of the satt that we use, 'ffe do not have much trouble with
this. At some places-the Severn Bridge for example-urea is used because of the

corrosivity of salt and this is put down in a fine po'rvder form. Owing to the high winds
at this site, it blew off the bridge into the Bristol Channel and they had to combine it
rvith a quantity of grit to give it some weight. Of course, it is more difficult for us to
achieve our ideal of preventing ice formation in an urban area. The salting vehicles
become snarled up with traJfic and so on. It is much easier to achieve the ideal under
the motorway conditions I have talked about.

John P. Wilmot

Have you used anyplasticblades inplace of rubber? In Europe, they call it
Vulkollan.

Watkins

I do not know of anY.



Li uid Treatments of Commercial
in Vinter Road Maintenance

G. E. Scotto

Thls paper describes 2 experiments using riquid sorutions of a commer-ciat catciumchlo¡ide tvpe ?z-eo, on High;ay26 ;dHiãir*ay 26 expressfrom the Mont Blanc Tunnel in t¡re eosta_varrey ano-ori Highway 242 toGardena valev on the occasion of the 19?0 n¡ãiá]äl ÉLi cÃ"*ñio""rrip.These experiments were preceded bya *eteorotogic"t"oy, in which theroad was divided into 3 parts corresponding to 3-oitterent altimetricalbelts from some hundredi of meters to r,aoo-m uruuutiã" at the entranceof the Tunnel on the Itatian side. The totí annuar;;;ü" snowfarl fore_cast was 170 cm-. For one experiment, a 1b-lsn ru"liãi*u" chosen be-tween the Tunner and Morgex where, even if the srope is not excessive,cars must have chains or camion tires. The amourits used were of 10gr/m' in the preventive treatments and 40 g;/*, 1" ihe maintenancetreatments. The numerical ratio t*glc ttresõ types of ireatments was,ontheaverage, 1 to 3. Arso describediÁ t¡re caråena valeyexpe"i*é"ð
and the modifications made to the equipment.

ln the last few years the problem of road safety has assumed a great importance onaccount of the number of accidents, often tatat, oäcurri"g ;';" roads. l\iotorization,developing itself much faster ttra¡ ihe road netíort i" u"ínl"ãapteo ald improved, con-tributes togetherwith the increasein the lrafficdensity to tfialä"o"ds less and less safe.one aspect of traffic safety, which has,not.been t.rä" i"iã-p"oper consideration, istlle elimination or reduction of accidents due to snow or ice ã" the road. During theclearing operation, the.machines do-not perfectly clea¡r the roaa, ana complementaryoperations are required to remove the rôsidual Jno* o" i;; j;;;"". These operationssometimes account for 50 percent of the total cost of ttre clearing operation. They in-volve the spreading of saliy materials that induce ih"- ;;itiö of the packed or frozensnow layers that the snowplows fail to remove. The same maîerials are efficienily usedfor.removal of graze and fbr preventive treatments. ih;;õ;p"ead use of the sansparticularly NacI (sea. or rock salt) and cac!2, iras giver, 
"ise 

il ;;""i;, ;ñ;öt_lems and questions that require definitions ot tire Àtte""tiù pã"-"i¡ilitiu", the limit-of use,and t]re working characteristics of the materials used- Aü;; aII it is necessary toclarify tre true dynarnigl of the process of elimination of iã" ã" snow treated with satts,which appears as a melting procèss.
A dry NaCl grain or a dry CaCl2 flake has no direct melting action, and if the airmoisture is low, under 40 percent for caclz 3nd at ruasiio-fficent for Nacr, the saltgrains remain inert as if.they were stone,, grit, or sand. The melting only occurs afterthe salt is dissolved and has iormed a soíution by taking the moisture from the atmo-sphere or from the icy layers to be treated. Therefore"thu ãti.lun.y of the grain orflake salts in the preventive applications depends 

9¡r the uapo"-càntent of the atmosphere.since the winter of 1965, the use of calcium chloride 
"ãiotion" 

has been e*tàrãàà,especially on ¿¡n experimental f931", although the adoption ;ñ; technique obviouslyrequires. special equipment and the ômproyment of traineJspecäu"uo rabor.on this point it is necessary to exarñinä the elements trrat-iniioence the choice betweenthe use of salts and the use of salt solutions. The techaique adopted will be influencedby the thiclness of the icy layers to be treated and the 
"tü¡iãnl 

moisture. The tem-perature, although it indicates the most convenient type of sati to be used, is not a
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determinant, especially between certain limits, in the choice of. whether the solid orIiquid is most advisable.
.- FoT thia icy layers, the use of more or less coarse grains may have an influence on
the velocity of the melting action, which reaches the highest valués when the grains areof a size near that of the layer thiclmess. For still thiñner layers, an excessive grain
size¡vill have a negative influence. Generally it may be said ittat Ío" the removal'of athin layer of snow, small grains are necessary; but ior a thicker layer, Iarge grains

Grains smaller thant/sz cu in. (0.b cm3 corresponding to a sphere with a 2.8-mm
radius) have a too rapid superficial dissolution etlect ana a reduced penetration. To ob-tain the best result in removing an icy layer requires that the grains completely pene-
trate to the paven:ent and be adjusted such that the ice is preve*nted trom sticnäg to ttturoad. The very small grains penetrate faster but are useã up before reaching th"e pave-mgnl' According to Kaufman, the ideal would be representeá by a very well-gradeã
mixture with sizes passing and retained by the ¡qõ. 3 an¿ No. 12 sieves ot tñã ivier
series (from 7 to 2 mm approximately) .

In addition to the size oJ the grain, the penetration is also influenced by the thickness
ald by the temperature. An explanation of this fact is given by a simple óonsideration
of the grain's specific surface. Suppose we use grains with aipherical form. The ratio
of surface to volume is given by

4nPr2 3 6
n/"oït=R=a

This means that the smaller the grains, the larger the total surface and the greater thepossibilities of contact with the iey layer wilt be.
Regardiag moisture, according to a survey made by the Ohio State University, sodium

chloride is able to absorb easily atmosphere moisture when the moisture content is veryhigh' higher than 70 per_cent and generally between ?5 and 100 percent, whereas the cal-
cium chloride can absorb moisture when the content is much lo:wer, gen'erally between
40 and 50 percent at a temperature between 0 and-26 C. For moisture valueÀ lower than
these, the use of both these salts would not be effective.

Elimiaating icy layers of the glaze type, i.e., verythin layers of frozen humidity or
waje.l, by using anhydrous salts is very difficult for the 

"e"sóns 
already given on thl

relation between thiclmesses of the ice and diameter of the salt grains.-Therefore the
solid treatment has dubious utility. Problems with this treatmelnt Ínclude the difficulty
of "starting," the salts' solubility under low moisture conditions, and the decrease in
the salts' action in relation to the thickness of ice to be treated. I¡r addition there is
the frequent breakdown of the spreading machines due to caking of the grains or flahes
of salt as well as tl¡e waste caused by the salt being scattered by the trattic. In the suc-
cessive checkings, it is almost impossible to obtain a reliable evaluation of the effec-
tiveness of using the solid material. This doubt has led to repeating superfluous or ex-
cessive treatments with increased costs of operation

For these reasons experiments were carried out during the 1965-1g66 winter season
by the Azienda Nazionale Autonoma Delle Strade (ANAS) oã tite use of saline solutions.

The use of the solutions makes it possible to eliminate the disadvantages of the solids,
i. e', the difficulty of starting, the solubilizing of the salt under low mois=ture conditions,
and the decrease in the salt action in relation to the thicknesses of ice to be treated.
The solutions eliminate the time taken by the salt grains to dissolve and the possibility
of failure in starting due to scarce atmospheric moisfure; develop a faster aõtion owing
to tå.e,larger surface of contact between solution and icy iayer; ensure an even melting,
or at least a road surface evenly prepared because the solution can be spread with fai-riy
good continuity; eliminate the possibilityof cakingof the grainsin the spieadingmachine,
especially when the latter has been loaded in advance and is left waitinþ; an4 mate it
possible to check the residual strength of the solution spread on the roãâ, even after
some days.

Having decided to use solutions, we selected calcium chloride instead of sodium
chloride for 2 reasons: (a) ffre eutectic obtained is much "lo\¡/er" than that obtained
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with NaCl; and (b) the solubility of CaCl¿ in water is facilitated by its exothermic char_acteristic. When hydratiag it gives ofÏ considerable heat. On thõ other hand, NaCl
when dissolving absorbs heat from the water and consequently becomes colder and de-
Iays the dissolving process,

PROPERTIES OF THE CALCIUM CHLORIDE SOLUTION
Calcium chloride is very soluble in water. Both anhydrous and hydrated (commer-

cial-tynel?=8oc<mtails
Pabfe of absorbingJhe moisture olthe atmospherc oroftrri-iey-tafe*uy p"ítutç
totally dissolving in relation to the ambient vapor pressure anà te-pe"âto"e.

The mechanism followed is the same for both the solids and the Àohtions. These
can also absorb the ambient moisture until an equilibrium is established, which is a
function of the atmospheric vapor pressure in relation to the temperaturä. In particu-
lar, with the solutions it may occur as both a dilution and a concentration.

This relative instability is obviated by preparing solutions of medium high strength
and by checking them lat_er by means of special-reagents. In every case, eicept inlrery
special c4ses, which will. be indicated in the following, the difference iiL tt¡e am¡ient
vapor pressure/solution is not such as to modify substaniially the strength of the pre-
pared solution, which varies around mean values corresponding to the fðrecasts. 

-

Percenl Co/cium CÅloride

Figure 1. Phase diagram and vapor pressure of the system CaClz-HzO.
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The solubility data are given in Figure 1. The figure shows the curve of solubility
in water of CaCl¿ as a function of concentration and temperature. In the upper part
above this curve is the area of the unsaturated solutions where the product is thoroughly
soluble. Under the curve is the area of coexistence of the saturated solutions equili-
brated with ice or solid hydrates as weII as mixtures of wholly solid hydrates. Although
data for pure CaClz are shown in the figure, it is sufficiently valid at least for ordinary
uses and also for the use of the commercial product 77-80 in winter.

----- Tsr-rp+epa+ingJåesolutionsrlatashoi¡pr iaJhis-diagrsrq grve an indicafive valup of
the concentrations to be used il relation to ambient temperature. It should be kepqn

iling
temperature, taking into account the limits of the future use. In other words, to pre-
pare a 20 percent solution with a freezing point of approximatety -18 C in an atmosphere
at temperature of 0 C, one must "correct" the reading of the densimeter by a certain
value by using a table of data determi¡¡ed with a densimeter and a pycnometer set for
a temperature of 15.5 C (International Criticat Tabtes).

PREPARATION OF THE SOLUTIONS

Calcium chloride type 77-80 is offered for sale in PVC bags, each containing 50 kg.
This salt is a by-product of the industrial production of soda (following the well-known
Solvay process) and therefore it is already in a liquid condition. This is helpful if the
solutions are used on a large scale.

The choice of the concentration of CaClz in the solution depends on the type of treat-
ment, preventive or curative, to be carried out as well as on the ambient atmospheric
conditions during the application. According to the experiments carried out, it is ad-
visable to use the following CaCIz concentrations for the different types of applications:
15 percent for preventive treatments (temperature at which the first ice crystals appear,
-10.3 C); and 26 percent for curative treatments (temperature at which the first ice
crystals appear, -32.5 C).

Each 250 kg of CaCl, (5bags) added to 1,000 liters of water gives approximately
1,100 liters of 15.6 percent solution. Each 500 kg of CaClz (10 bags) added to 1,000
Iiters of water gives 1,200 liters of a 26 percent solution. The 15 percent solution can
also be obtained by diluting the 26 percent solution by an equal volume of water.

The solution is prepared as follows:

1. Fill the dissolving container with the amount of water necessary for preparing
the solution, the strength of which is given.

2. Pour the chloride in the container, keeping the water agitated by means of a spe-
cial apparatus. For this operation it is advisable to pour the material gradually in
order to prevent the flakes from agglomerating in a mass on the bottom of the tank and
dissolving with much difficulty.

3. Keep the whole mass moving to obtain a homogeneous solution without any solid
residue.

Because CaCIz is exothermic, during the phase of the dissolution of chloride in water
a considerable amount of heat is evolved, which increaÀes solubility. The order of
magnitude of this heat evolution can be appreciated by noting that in ihe preparation of
a 25 percent solution the temperature of water increased by approximately 33 C.

EFFECTIVE USES OF CALCIUM CHLORIDE SOLUTIONS

The calcium chloride solutions may be effectively used in the following cases.

P reventive Applications

The solutions prevent the formation of icy layers (glaze) on tlre bare pavement due
to (a) a¡ ambient temperature of approximately 0 C with a tendency to go down with
nebulous formation in the air and humidity close to saturation point (the fall in tem-
perature makes for precipitation of icy particles, which agglomerate a¡d form a con-
tinuous frozen surface); and (b) the pavement of the road being wet with rain and the



I i"*perature of the surface being about 1 to 2 c above zero. The wind causes the water; to evaporate T9,,"olt-uqlently,-takes tt¡e neaf trãm iire pavement. Even if the ambientI temperature is 1'to 2 c,'ih; #ite" tuyu"tee,el.;;;äptry The solutions atso prevenrJ the snow from sticking úo the pavement.
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Maintenance or Curative Applications
BY annihilatin9 the cphqq¡rg aclþn o{lhe,s.now mass-the solutionrfluidify the layers

- 

not completely frozen. The solutions can beapplied for eliminating either the snow layers.remáiniag after passing of the snowplows' or the fresh snow layers, provided they are of moderatã trriãl"t'""" (about 10 cm).The suggested amounts of 15 and 26 percent roi"iiã*-r"u-äuu" in Table 1. withthese amounts, a 10-ms link can provide preventive treatment ãr 
" 

zzo,ooo-mz road sur-face with 26 percent solution a¡o maintenilce treatm""t ;i-;îci0,òoo-*, road surfacewith 26 percent solution. 
^Therefore, a road with a¡ 

"uu""gå 
*iáLir ot b m can be spread

THE MONT BLANC TEST
Duringthe winter of .1965-1966, -the department in Turin decided, in agreement withANAS, to conduct a serits-of ,experimentái *aintenan"u ãpåätìonr using calcium chlo-

"idg: "gT1urcial 
grade 77-gO, ìn aqueous solution.

Mont Blanc Tunnelhad.opened iniuly 1965 anlwas expected to have heavy trafficeven in winter because of the tourist traffic through co;;r;;;; and chamonix. con_sequently, it was necessary to study problems connected wíth winter travel on High-ways 26 a¡rd 26 express.
. At 3 

preliminary stage, the road section to be used in the experiment was delimitedby a study of the meteorologicat features ãr tnu ¿i*t"i"t; ;ñi"g p"incipalty at determin-ing the magnitude and the,váriability temperature and lócal rrurfiiaity as well as the vol-ume of precipitation. 
+.thi" reseaich, âata of_the Mi"i;t"y;i^wo"xs, the Meteorolog_ical Department of the Air service, ttre ttatian committeã rär ctaciotogyas wellas fromvarious speeial studies were examined. some of the findings are given in Tabre 2.Precipitation was subdivided into the following"ù;;-;i"rio*trn forvarious sections:

T\¡rurel to
prd Saint Didier 11

Prd saint Didier

Section
Length

(km)
Mean
(cm)

110

40

20

Maximum
(cm)

170

80

50

to Aosta
Aosta to

Quincinetto

TABLE 1

SUGGESTED AMOUNTS OF CALCIUM CHLORIDF:

Calcium Chloride Preventive Maintenance

Solution
15 percent, g/m,
26 percent, g/m,
15 percent, cc,/mz
15 percent, cc/m,

Flake, g/mz

ly*Pul of days of frost according to the aI_
titude level. Based on this subdilision, it
has been possible to compare the snow þre_cipitation during the yeari 1959 and 196'0for the 3 sections. This comparison is
given ia Table 3.

.- In consequence of this, it was decided
that the experimental seciion would be be_
tween the entrance of the gallery situated
a-fter the customs place at the t-unnel and
the locality of Morgex, along Highway 26
express in the direction ofAosta (Fig. 2).

32

58

*'j, äî.1:iilî^"::"î:y1o:11:. lT :ubdivision j1 fl^timgtr.1c3r zones _0 to b00 m, f rar
lnil igt"l:,t19^0^o _T:".r_"y 

mountainous ;";;; ;J i'000 äi",4,rï;iiiläi":.1"'äJïwhich indeed was surricienuy repre"unt"ti* 
"f 

;h"';;;i"buö""ii";i;;ïï'r#il"rïi;"

210
720
185
100

40

50
30
45
25

10
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TABLE 2

TEMPERATURE AND RELATIVE HUMIDITY IN RESORT OF AOSTA

No. oI Days
With Temper-
ature Below

0c

Temperature

Mem Extreme

Percent Relative
Humidity

? a.m. 10 p.m.

z3 -2.4 -12.2 70January__T-êbrúãfy_-_+8__,__ _+_?__ _12.0__._

AÞñl 2 _1=Z
May +8.? 0

October 1 +6 .3 -3.2

March 10 +1.4

r2,0
- 1.1

-8.2
-9.4

óJ

73
?0

49
sï
60
64

Novembe¡
December

Total

1
19

80

TABLE 3

NUMBER OF DAYS OF SNOWFALL ON 3 ROAD SECTIONS, 1955-1964

Section Reference Stations 1955 1956 1957 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964

Tumel to Pré Saint Didier

Pré Saint Didier to Aosta

Aosta to Quincinetto

Courmayeur
Pré saint Didier
S. Nicolas

Valgrisânche

31 23 25 26 30 16

201791?721811
34 47 28 36 43 4',1 24

:::
45 43 28
44 36 35
28 21 25

6148

Rhemes N. Dame 39 16

Rhemes S. Georges 42 24 20 29 29 29 16

Aosta 10 7 4 12 72

- on^n*prou
sñlE|ryilk' @Erct¿

iþ#çrt'',--"

/d/a

" 
Colb d.

I,IONTE

!fÄ"," 
^'eL"

PE¿. SDIDI¿P-LA TPUILE

ta¿1/é.6

ToN d.lÌgh.r

- C,d,odm

':r 4. ""tt "o 
u"*

ã56

M.Emílius

0

rl¿/

\ "''.!,.-'2 \,:¿^i:*.
- . ..Qö¿èYúotq \cútu'lE1{ 

GnTesr¡ di BYí' c"i9,q1l-8rj ;¡:twn^f\,'='rT'
tv¿/ \ f \.'

Figure 2. Location of experiment on 3 road sections from the Mont Blanc Tunnel.
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[r addition to meteorological reasons, this 1b-km section was also recommended forother reasons.
From a technicar point of view, there had to be.the capability to completery treatboth lanes at one time with both dô-icing (curative) and preventive treatments. In addi-tion there was the matter of moving traftiä quickly and safely. It was observed that thealtimetrical level features of the rõad undergo a considerabie modification in this sec-tion' From 920 m atÌ{orgexl th9 elevation rises to 11381 m atthe Tururerentrar¡ce.¿ mean g*ade ofl20 perient. ?htt ton-i" ttottu ^ffiy 

"**"ti,og 
fo" thu *otoni *t^c.l:-ii.-ti,1l"' wlich, accordirg to spoiänecks, beñ õ-p-rïon rheir snowchains

l;:ii"_iyll"r::i_Tîi,rlî,:. p:"3:::i: **tu9 r" k"åtË#i" ñ;ö ää, ?äiåäÍä,lì,r,
i"',:i1*,"-::i::'tlt:i :lll" 1"""vJ1ry"n9"t¡"¡itiä", ãïã"ìääinñ';1""""åñ;iiäi
3:-.1*:r_1drtc, it was deemed u"ätur t"'i""lii"iã rË ;";rri;^ï'füi åIä,"#1i jmaximum.

For economic reasons ald also in view of the experimental nature of the operation,the maintenance operations r¡¡ere contracted to a firï 
"r"ã"ãv 

uquipped with suitablemachines' The contract work agreement, renewatle from month to month, providedtrtt T operatìng center should ¡1 instauóo i" p"3 s"itrt oiaìäT in which the selectioncontainer of the chloridu^yf^!o^ ge g9t gn. Moreover, it was prescribed that the ta¡rkshould have a capacity.o' 
10,990 to 12,000 kg, be mo"ltte¿ ãn ä truct type 682 (or asimilar 

-tvne), ana be fitted with juncti'on pipes to 2 liquid sp"inturrg uars. These barswere to be made of bronze and fitted with 3 series 
"tì"tä"åit"ttseable nozzles in orderto regulate the uuantit¡ 9{ ugui{ to be spread on a width of 5. bd m of roadway. Theliquid was to be suppried to the bars by'means of 2- centrifugal pumps, driven by a 10_hp explosion engine or by the engine oi the truck arte" trte 

"?quired 
modifications weremade' The pressure at the no"ãIes was to be, i" u"¡ 

","sur-h'ighu" 
tha¡r B atmospheres.The container lvas to possess a minimum capácity 

"í râ *r*o'be fitted with anelectricagitator in order to speed up the solution of itre cätcium ctriorì¿e in water. The con-tract did not include the supply of the calcium chloride tp"àù¿"d by the department) orthe labor required for the sõtution preparation operations.- rt-cuo provide that a spe-cialized driver be permanentty preèeni on the wórki¡g 
"ilå 

tãiìhe duration of the agree-ment a¡d be at the disposal of-the persorurel of ANAI;;;qo*t, within B0 minutes at
Pos-t' Jhe monthly charge providèd for 60 hours of t*L""=*í"t, excluding the timesfor loading, as well as thè oìcasional technicat h-erp trorninã specialized persorurel ofthe supplier firm. Each hour of -spreading work beyond the Àfrcitied 60 hours was tobe paid separately according to the provid-eo scale. 

" 
ouring iËe operations, this agree-ment remained almost u,nc-hanged, witn trre exception of thð amount, which was reduced.The operations included the foílowing:

1' Preventive treatments-A 15 percent solution was prepared in about 20 minutes(temperature of appearance of tre fiist crystals, -10.3 ci *á th" tanker, after havingcarried it (average time, 20 minutes), þ9sà" t¡e ireatmenis in the direction of the Tt¡nnel.rhe amounts or solurion were rixed ái so"s/m", 
";;;;;p;di;äïä fo *i;ã àiìä-ùo-*r-terial.

2' Maintenance treatments-A 26 percent solution was prepared in about 30 minutes(temperature of appearance of.the-first crystals, -32.b c). The tanker was loaded inabout 20 minutes. The amounrs of sorurion weré fixed 
^i'tzo-ii^\;;#öäirg #40 g/mz of solid material.

owing to necessities, 15 percent solutions were sometimes used for maintenancetreatments and 26 percent solutions for preventive. treatments. ln the first case, theamounts rose to 2t0 g/mz,.correspondi"g to +0 si*;i";'äåïä materiar; and, in thesecond case, they droppedto s0 g/m', cã"respoñding to 10 s/m, ot "oua'*"tî"i"r.-'-The treatments with.cacr¿ sotutions began ón Decãmber lî, rcas; they were con-tinued during the following days either uy ile preventive procedure or by the mainte-nance method according to the necessitiés.
Table 4 gives the data on snowfals during the winters of 1g65-66, 1g66-6?, and196?-68'- During 1965-66 treatments were limited to the 15-km section between Mor-gex and the Tunnel. In view of the satisfactory resultJ ãÈt"i"uo, the section was
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TABLE 4

SNoWFALLS FROM 1956 TO 1968

NumberDate of Days

Depth
of Snow

(-)

DepthNumtlerDate '--:--- oI Snouot uavs" (m,

196 5-66
Nov. 15-21
Nov. 24-30

- -llec 2:õ---5
Dec, 10 1

Ja¡t, 2-4
Jan,11-12
Jan. 27-24
Feb.1?
r'eb. 21-22
March 26

1966-6?
Nov. 29-30
Dec. 2

Dec. 4
Dec,12-15
Dec.23

Materials

43
6
7

3

4
1

2
1

22

?.50
7.25
1.55

-ffi5--
0.35

0.40

1966- 6?
Dec. 28
Jan. 2l-25

1 0.15
5 0.60

1 0.2027
h1

Feþ,

0.3 5
0.? 5
0.20
0.20
0.30

4.50
0.65
0.20
0.20
0.?0
0.20

Much 28

196?- 66
Oct.31
Nov. 2-5
Nov. 27
Dec. 26
Jan.1-2
Jan.4-14
Jm. 18
Feb.6-10
Feb.20
Mârch 21

1

3Z
1

4
1

1

2
15

1
5
1

1

0.15

4.9 5
0.25
0.40
0.15
0.15
0.3 5
2.05
0.10
0.90
0.35
0.25

extended from Morgex to the south in 1966-67, a total of 25 km. IrI 1967-68 a section
was extended from prd saint Didier to La Thuile, a total of 35 km (Fig. 1).

ECONOMIC VALUATIONS

During the first winter, frequent inspections were made to obtai¡ operating and cost
data.

The cost of salt materials, based on arr average utilization oJ about 250 hr/yr and a

mean value of the weight of fiesh snow mass of about 100 kg/m'z, is as follows (!):

Time Work Contract Work
//m' é/^'

NaCl
CãCT2
Mixture 1:3

by weight

0.3 5

0.34

0.3 5

0.40
0. 33

0.34

The analysis was made on the basis of the amounts required to melt snow layers about

b cm thickat atemperature of -5 C. Table 5 gives a summary of the operations during
the 3 winters. Average total costs of the contract work amounted to $960/mo' Av-
erage costs of the contracttvork and the material used amounted to 0.15 y'/m'. Therc
was a wide range in actual costs, because in preventive treatments the amount of solid
material used was rc gf m', *ftuí"u" in maintãnance operations it was as high as 40 gf m2 '

The comparison between the mear costs of operations with solids and with liquids
shows an av;rage ratio of about 2 to 1. To appreciate this ratio, one should consider
the following:

1. In the analyses of the costs of spreading solid salt materials, labor for loading
the ta¡rker was not taken into consideration. Similarly, labor for preparing the solution
of the material in the container was not taken into consideration. In a first approacht
the 2 items may be considered equivalent; however, according to a more accurate anal-
ysis, the economic comþarison sèems to favor the solutions because of the less amount

ät ti*e required; 10 m3 of a 26 percent calcium chloride solution can be prepared and

Ioaded in the tank in about one hour on ar average'
Z. In the a--alyses of the costs of spreading solid salt materials, the amounts con-

sidered were those required for the complete melting of snow layers 5 cm deep at an
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TABLE 5

SUMMARY OF OPERATIONS

196 5-66 196? -68

Operations
November
December
Jmuary

Hours
Novembe¡
December
January
February
March

Section length, km
Avg. speed of treatment, km/hr
Avg. width treate4 m
Ca-lcium chlÕride used, kg
Months of actual work
Sulface treated per operation, m2
Avg, amount per operation, g/m2
Cost of contract work, $
Avg. cost of contract work and

mâterial tsed, l./m2
Ratio of preventive to maintena¡ce

operâtions, percent

25 35
6.4 9.6
66

120,000 160,000
33

150,000 190,000
22.2 2t.8

2,880 2,880

0.15 0.13

-
21

89

20
48
2l

2
,l

15

42
2

t't
16

LzB

28
58
37

t4\
,|

69

I
15

6.2
o

80,000

90,000
24.0

1,920

0.16

40-60 30-?0 40-60

outside temperature of -5 C. These amounts were as follows:

Material

NaCl
CaClz
Mixture 1:3

by weight

s/m'
175

70

t20

These amounts' however, were appreciably higher than those anticipated for the treat-
l9nts with liquids. Moreover, the specified amounts do not, of couise, allow for the
effects of the tra^ffic, the time required for the melting, or pbssible favôrable environ-
mental conditions, as for insta¡rce the insulation of the sectiãns treated. The currents
of air produced by passing vehicles remove a certain part of the solid material, esti-
mated conservatively { 1! percent, from the roadway. Ln preventive treatmenîs, this
phenomenon is intensified because the mass of granules thrown down by the oscilíating
device of the spreader on 1 m2 is very small anà, consequenily, more easily moved by
the traffic before it can be charged with humidity and adlere ió ttre p"n"*"nt.

Other causes include the turbulence of the spreader and the lait of uniformity i.n
the distribution of the salt over the pavement. Moreover, in the operative phases òf
snolv removal, it may happen that the alternation of the successive passes of plows and
spreaders is not distributed over the time to make possible the cornplete actión of the
de-icing chemical still in the solid state. Therefore, the amount of salts actually util-
ized and, as a consequence, their efficiency are markedly reduced.

For these reasons, to obtain the same results in preventive treatment by using 10
grâÍns of caclz in solution will require at least 20 gr/mz of sotid material.

.Finally, aJtd especially in the case of preventive applications, the soli.d-Iiquid costs
r¿tio seems actually to vary about a value of 2 to !, wñereas, with well-plar¡ried cura-
tive applications carried out under optimum conditions, this value could be lowered to
about 1.5 or 1.2 to 1 as a result of better dispersion and of more complete utilization
of the product.

Another important consideration in the cost analysis is that the use of solid material
is under time work, whereas the use of solutions is under contract work. In the time
work, vehicles are used on an average of about 250 l::^/yr, whereas in contract work
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one has to consider the summer season. Because the major cost is that of labor (over

ãõp""ã""t1 , areductionindepreciationa¡doverhead, whichvarieswiththetimeof use,

is ôtfset by-an increase in hbõr, which remains constant in value' Average costs for
both time work and contract work were given earlier'

Operation Checks

During the years in which the tests were made, recrystallization of the chloride on

not-in rulent formerYstal
(aJ in trte case of sodium chloride) but as a film of dense hydrate in a dry

¡ rL- --1,therefore slippery, reagents that iend to ascertain the strength of the solution on the

p"ue*"nt wetä stuãieA ãnO prepared. It is thought that, bec-ause of the accumulation

of calcium chloride after rápeated treatments, t¡e recrystallization might take place

ãrrv-*itir i""s than 4b percent of atmospheric humidity, strong wind, insolation, and a

temperature of about 0 C.
ifrect<ing of concentration proved thus to be very advisable, -especiatly 

il relation to

the lingeriñg of the solution ott the pavement for several days after the treatment' Under

conditiäns oÌ normal humidity (60 percent), the liquid film remained on the pavement

for 6 to 8 days and maintained an etficlent concentration. It is recalled that for diluting

a ãe percent solution io lb percent requires that it absorb an amount of humidity almost

;q;ft; ii" o*tt volume; *ä tor attaining a strength of 5 percent, the solution has to

aËsorb an amount of waier equal to aboui 4 times its volume in relation to the starting
solutions. The strength of the soiution on the road is determined by spraying a few

ãrops of a reagent on"the pavement. The presence of CaCIz is confirmed by the forma-
l-"-ãfã *irliuîf"" (which is nothing but a-salt precipitate) in the sprayed area' If no

pr""ipitut" is formed, it means thaù strength iJ lower than that identifiable with the re-
agent used.

The following reagents are used:

1. Ammonium oxalate in 3 percent aqueous solution. It gives a white precipitate on

the pavement in the presence ol a CaCIz solution between 5 and 30 percent in strength'

tn view of its high sensitiveness, it is used for determiniag the presence or the absence

of CaClz on the road.
Z. Sã¿ium sulfate in 5 percent aqueous solution. Positive reaction shows a concen-

tration above 25 to 30 Percent'
3. Sodium sulfate i.t 10 p"""unt solution. Positive reaction identifies a strength

above 15 to 20 Percent'
4. Sodium sulJate in 25 percent aqueous solution. Positive reaction shows a con-

centration above 5 to 10 Percent.

EXPERIMENT IN THE GARDENA VALLEY

In February 19?0, the world skiing championshipstookplace in 3 sport centers of

the Gardena valley. The area is diréctly aõcessible by railway. Main direct roads for
access are Highway 12 (north-south) from the Brenner pass (Austria-Germany), High-

wa' ¿S of thJp"stu"l" Valtey (Cortina, San Candido, Austria), and Highway 48 of

the Oolomites on the southern versant. Some tra^ffic was expected from the Gardena

a¡tã Seffr passes in the eastern quadrant, but it was restricted by the avala¡ches and

"tár*", 
resulting in difficulties-for winter maintenance operations to keep these passes

opened at all times'' The main drawback along Highway 12 was that which could result from a particularly

hard winter. For the Bolzino-É""*u" stretch, 1 turbine, 2 snowplows , and 2 spread-

ers were foreseen as being necessary.
After the tests madeon"the spot, ii was decided that the areamost directlyrequiring

efficient operations rilas the higñway of the Gardena Valley, There is no alternative
route for traffic nut"lo""u tiaftiti enters the road, it is compelled to follow it
(rie. ¡).
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Organization of Maintena¡rce Operations

I

Mai¡tenance operations,,. ¡vrdurLcu¿llce operaüons, in which solu_trons of calcium chloride were used alonplrv¡¡Þ ur çarcrum cnrorrde werg used alonq
H,ighw?y 242, started, trom ponteï;r;;""
^¿ ^- rat anelevation of 46g m, and p"""ua itro"ñ
the following localities : ôrtiséi, 1,2 84 ; ;i;_
Iatþl a¡rd 18.3 km from ihe siar'ünv. v¡¡.Þrurd., Lr+¿ó m elevation and 1?,8 kmrrom the starting point; Selva, 1,b63 m ele_

n;í)*

.ô
q)'

.ôl
Cristinâ
¿Selva ¿.etraffic; and selva to Bivio nnramonti-_ïp _ fl 

''"n".è.{ql]_-'*^
grade and high mountain, thinty poputateá. 

"",."^ o.# ' 
Fí,îï.r:i,:"i:.

^¡v¡r¡ Lr¡ç ÞL¿u_uu.g lloln[; öelva, l,b63 m ele_vation a¡rd 20.g km from_thu Étri.tiag-poi;;
31$ nlvio M.iramonti, 1,800 m etevat"ioin-a¡O
¿oKm rrom the starting point. Here the roadsto the 

_Gardena pass, z,izt ^ "ì""áii"r."i"oto theSella pass,2,244 m ebvationj;il;.
The iowsectionis between ponte Ca"ããn,a¡d Bivio Miramonti, 26 km, and has thefollowing characteristics: ponte G;rd;;i.

Ortisei-upgrade, medium mountain, *ã ;;_traurban; Ortisei to Selva-false flat, almost
yrb-an, resorts, heavypedestrian and veniãie

These different situaiions ñrä ;;*;;;- T Jf ,",,,ru,#'''u'''u-o
fluence on the maintenance operations in that / 

"'"n*."".g1lX¡5gñ ^u
on the stretches from ponte Gardena to Or_tisei and from Selva to Bivio Uiramoniliire Figure 3. Locar¡on of experimenr in Gardena
tlaf{ic is fluid, whereas on the intermediaiu Valley.
stretch from Ortisei to Selva the typical
characteristics of the winter resort 

"Ë;i;;"prevail with frequent slowing downand some traffic jams. undernormal conditions, thishas caused preventivetreat¡ñents to ¡ããarried out during theevening hourswhen there isa usual pause in traffic and maintenance opi"ation" é* p".o"åäã ïitr, a remarkable fluidity.
Equipment

Distributed arong Highway 242 were four snowplow brades, two 5-ms tankers pro_vided with attachment fõr a útade, *o r""" ;;l;ti"* ä;i:;:, '

Equipment for Dissolving Chloride
Near the maintenance centers at Pontives and santa cristina, 2 containers with amean capacity of about 12 m3 were_prepared. ttris perÃìttãä^I roaairrgs per taak pereach container prepared' 

.During triu pã"ioa of the ch;;ì;;Jnìps, it was also decidedto prepare the solutions-.by aa-y] 
"i i""i"¡r" t"o*-"-nt*,-ilãrä 

"orrtainers 
and to carryoutthe simultaneous toadings of in" t*tãrs alternatety r"o*-ore of the 2 containers.The solution in the empty cõntai¡er*a"-"eptr""d i; the'p;;iåä or p""o"ntive treatments.At the end of ttre operation trip, irre t*rå"¡ stopped ru"|-ttu_-iuìl container, were filledup again, and were placed on the prefixed spot"l'"e"ãy¡"" r pä""iule operation by night.when a¡ operation bv.night was requi"-ã,-a 

"eacy 
supply container was available in ad-dition to the 2 full tankeis. - -a--- --'

The 12-m3 containers_were equipped with a screen with a 2- to B-mm meshopeningfor the introduction of calcium 
"iù;iü *g *t_n- r p..*p-tã-*"r." solution recyclingeasier and to serve initiatlv {oI wate" suppty. M;õ;;î îiu, ir,u pump (centrifugatwith diesel or electric motor) navin! aïãiv rate of about 1,500liters/min, the tankercould be loaded rapidly.

Tankers

Two 6-m3 tankers were mounted on a Fiat 63g car equipped with a rear sprinkringbar (sparger) with a frow 
"ut" 

*ã:ort"¡Ë 
^0, 

*u*" of a centrifugar pump driven by an

Sellå

Highway 2
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auxiliary motor. The sprinkling bar was 250 cm in length and 2 in' in diameter' The

"ãrrfå" 
-mounted 

on this sprinkling bar made it possible to obtain a flat, broad, and non-

atomized jet; this last feature was fundamental'- -Á11 
the-control gears for opening, flow rate regulation, and opening only a part of

tfre nozzles were iñ the cab. On thã 2.50-m long sprinkling ba-r-were mounted 3 pairs

oi oppã""¿ nozzkes, K20 andK40, for sprinkling over about 4-50 m. In addition apair
ãi Àtå"ti"S nozzles', p4060 and P40100, were mounted on the i"fl"3d "l -t1: "!:i1lgt^C_ hr" to"*rturing simultaneousty. üneâ¿be, the remaining 3 to 3.5m inthe oPPosite

direc,tion ot tnã ozzles are as follows:

Rate of FIow (liters/min)
at Pressure Approximate Width

Covered (m)Nozzle 0.5 | 2 3

K20 6.5 I 13 16

K40 13 18 26 32

P4060 10 14 19 23
P40100 L1 23 32 39

Amounts Used

The amounts used were of the standard strength adopted, i. e., 26 percent of calcium

"irfr"iã" 
ti¡tis concentration is obtained by dissolving SOO kg of calcium chloride in 1'000

liters of water). They were as follows:

t
18
36
27
45

1to3
1to3
3to 5

3to5

Application

Preventive
Maintenance

CaCIz Solid
Flakes (g/m1

5

20

Pressure

26 percent CaCIz Solution

@
15 12.5
60 50

Preventive Treatments

Twelve to 25 cc of 26 percent solution correspond to 5 to l0 g/mz of flake CaCIz'. The

amount necessary torireling trre 27 km of Highway 242 in only one direction (about 4

m) is

5 g/^" = 12'5 cc x 4 m x 27 km = 1,350 liters

The flow rates to be distributed by the nozzles were computed from the graph shown

in figo"" a. As a function of the various amounts of CaClz flakes per square meter. and

;i;;õ;ã oi ttr" t"t*ur, the flow rates in liters/min necessary for the various require-

mentsareplottedasordinates. Forexample, atSg/ml'!dàtaspeed_of 2-0-km/h-r, a

iro* 
""tu 

oi zo titers/min is required when treating a width of 4 m with 3 K20 nozzles

opened at a Pressure of 0.5 kg/cm''
For the various situations-iequiring preventive treatment,. the following are values

to" 
"p"ioxri"À 

with 3 rio no'ztes ot'ei¿ m in amounts of 5 g/mz:

0.2 10
0.5 20
1.0 30

Maintenance Treatments

Fifty cc of a 20 percent CaCIz solution correspond to 20 to 30. g/m' q{ fI?I"--C,191::,

The aniount necessãry for treating the 27-km Highway 242 inonly one direction (aþout

4m) is
20 gfm2 + 50 cc x 4 x 27 km = 5,400 liters

Speed
(km/trr)

10
20
30

Flow Rate
(liters/min)



26 Percent Sod¡um Chloride Solution
(1 m3 water + 5OO k9 CaCl, flakes = 1.2 m3 26 percent solution. densiry 1.25:1 litet 26
percent solution contains 4 1 7 g rams CaCl2 flakes, a convers¡on factor of O.g. )

CaCl. flakes (g/m2 )

E

ô

Fisure 4. Flow rate of sprinktinsobïä,ï:.,1î:;î-'å;:. of tanker and amount of

The various flow rates- and consequently the relative sprinkung pressure at the barat the,various speeds of the tanker \¡¡ìth B K40 nozzr"" opå" *o 
"*äurrt;;i 2 o-;I^;;;"

as follo'ws:

30

Speed of Tanker {km/hr}

Pressure

0.5

Flow Rate
(Iiters/min)

35
70

105

Speed
(xm/trr)

10
20 1.5
30 4.0

The values with 3 K40 nozzles and 3 K20 nozzles.open and 20 g/m2 are as follows:
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Speed
Gm/rrr)

10
20
30

Pressure
Flow Rate

(liters/min)

0.2
0.7
t.7

35
70

105

- -- OP"tæi"*
From February l to fS the

snowfalls of diJferent volumes. Although
preventive treatment was carried out at a
ieduced amount of 5 g/mz CaClz, the 4
minor snowfalls on February 3-5, 11, 13,

and 14 (4, 5, 4, *o-ã- ðit'"ã"på"tií"ryi Figure 5' sacks of cacl2 and tanker at Pontives'

were controlled without requiring the as-
sistance of the snowplow blades. OnIy at
the end of the snowfall was a control tieatment carried out on the amou¡tt of 10 g/m'z of

CaCIz because of the humidity present on the pavem-ent'- 
Simitariy, the other 3 snowÎatls on Febrtrary 5-6, 10, and_14-15, all of 20 cm'-l'ere

very weII cãitrolleo, and, with the exception of the first one for which the snowplows

starteO with some delay, ihe roadway wis suc"essfully cleared less tha¡r 2 hours aJter

irre ena of the snowfali. 
'Moreover, during snowfall (except for a few hours of the night

i;;;;"br"ary b to 6) the surface ôf trte r-oadway was not covered with hard snot¡¿. on

the contrary ii was "í*ty" 
possible to maintain the snow in a wet and noncohesive state

resulting in the use of véry'littie de-icing chemical especially in view of the altitude a¡d

temperature.
ine prrotographs in Figures 5 through 13 show the equipment used and the results

obtained.

Operating Costs

The analysis of the costs is still in progress. However, the following figures can

be Eiven for the entire area (lncluding îne Seila and Gardena passes) from November 11,

iõ6tt i; rì¡""à.v lb, 19?0, the periód between the first snowfall and the end of the

world skiing chamPionshiPs:

Figure 7. Tanker at Bivio Miramonti going to Gardena

and Sella passes.
Figure 6. Tanker at S. Cristina
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K40 and P40100 nozzles on sprinkling bar.

Figure 12. Road at Selva after application of CaCl2
solution.

Figure 9. Snow after treatment with CaCl2 solution.

Figure 11. Road at Plan de Gralba after application
of CaCl, solution.

Figure 13. Road at Bivio Miramonti after application
of CaCl2 solution.

itru
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Number of snowfalls
Aggregate depth, cqt
Calcium chloride used (solid and liquid), tons
Number of applications with tankers
Average surface treated, m2
Time of use of rotating devices, hours

26
165
267

77
210,000

2,100

CONCLUSIONS

The use of calcium chloride in aqueous solution.represents a partial evolution of the

pect of this type of operation is that of the preventive treatments.
In addition to etiminating the scattering of the solid material by traffic, this type of

treatment results in a higher total efficiency due to a better distribution and a closer
contact with the Pavement.

The Mont Blanc and the Gardena Valley experiments showed that the preventive treat-
ments perlormed according to this system are by far more efficient than those carried
out with solid de-icing cheirical, euétt when the âmount used is lower.

rvVith a pavement 'þrepared" in this way (beyond the notion that "a salted road does
not ice") ii has been iufficient as a rule tõ plow during the snowfall and to apply calcium
chloride solutions toward the end of the precipitation to obtain qualitatively high results
Because snow becomes progressively wet and noncohesive, it can be easily detached
from the pavement. The final result of the treatments lvas to eliminate every snow
trace and to have a bare Pavement.

The solutions may be useful both in preventive and maintenarice treatments during
or immediately after the precipitation. It seems, however, advisable to specify that,
apart from these 2 cases, this application is questionable and of transient effect. Using
it to treat thick layers of pure ice or of packed or hardened snow either due to thermal
alternations or to the traffic is a mistake, both technically and economically. Under
these conditions, the use of solid materials is necessary. Therefore, the solutions
should be used timely both in view of the winter season, in order not to operate on

"heels" of hard packed snow, and with respect to the separate precipitations.

REFERENCE
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Chemical Melting of Ice and Snow on Paved Surfaces

David A. Dunnery

When it is impossible to remove ice from paved surfaces by mechanical
means, chemical agents are employed either to completely melt the iee
or topartiallymelt it sothat it can be brokenup a¡rdremoved by broom-
ing or scraping. Chlorides, which have long beenused for this purpose,
are objectionably corrosive. Urea, which is also widely used, is in-
effective below the eutectic temperature of 11 F ald is marginalty ef-
fective below - 15 F. A noncorrosive liquid agent has been formulated
for use at temperatures down to 0 F. During the winter of 1969 and 1970
the agent was tested at LaGuardia Airport in New York and at Union
Carbide laboratories. Results of these tests are reported.

Union Carbide first became interested jl a chemical de-icer for pavements in re-
sponse to 2 problems that airport operations crer,vs were encountering in their use of
sand. The sand they were using contained varying amounts of water. The freezing of
this water in the sand pile created large hard lumps of material that would bind or even
break the auger assembly in the sand trucks. Also, when the sa¡rd was applied to the
nrilvay it was often blown away by the jet blast. It was proposed to treat the sand with
an ice-melting chemical that would prevent formation of frozen lumps and, by melting
tåe ice immeidately in contact with the sand, would allow the sand to socket itselJ in
the ice and thus stay put.

This techlique was quite successful and is now routinely employed at many airports,
among them being those operated by the Port of New York Authority. However, there
is strong pressure to avoid the use of sand altogether on runways. Sand is ingested by
jet engines where it erodes the turbine blades and can also stick to operational surfaces
of the aircraft, such as flap tracks and landing gear. We, therefore, sought to develop
a technique of chemical de-icing that would allow complete removal of ice and snow
from runways, thus eliminatÍng the need for sand. A proprietary product was developed
and submitted for corrosion studies. Any material that comes in contact with aircraft
must be noncorrosive to metal and painted surfaces. The material passed the hydrogen
embrittlement and cadmium corrosion tests and a sandwich corrosion test in which the
fluid is layered between strips of various aluminum alloys and run through temperature
humidity cycles. On February 10, 1970, it was accepted by the Air Transport Associ-
ation for use on runways at LaGuardia.

Meanwhi.le, we had been testing the product on nonoperational areas at LaGuardia
Airport. These tests were of 2 kinds: anti-icing in which the fluid was applied before
precipitation, and de-icing in which the capacity of the material to assist in the removal
of packed snow and ice was examined.

In our first test on January 6, 2 sections of an asphalt service road were treated,
one at 1 gal/1,000 sq ft and one at 1 gal/10,000 sq ft using an agricultural sprayer. A
2-inch snow fell on t}re area during the night while the temperature was about 24 F. No
freezing was observed at the snow pavement interface, ¿ìnd the snow could be completely
removed by plowing.

On January 20, a 500- by 30-ft area of a concrete taxiway was heavily treated (1
gal/tzl sq ft) to determine the effect of the fluid on braking action. During the night
a light blowing snow fell at a temperature of 10 F. The blowing snow stuck to the wet
surface of the test area and it was completely snow-covered while the rest of the pave-
ment still had only scattered patches of accumulation. After being plowed, the test area
was clean and wet, completely free of snow, while the rest of the taxiway had scattered
patches of packed snow.

772
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We did not get an opportunity this winter to test at LaGuardia the protection the agent
would afford in a freezing rain. Simulated tests were run in the parking lot at our
Tarrytown labs. Test patches were treated with the product at 1 ga,I/1,000 sq ft. The
next morning, ata prevailing_temperature of 18 F, water was sprayed on the area as
a fine drizzle equivalent to aLÁø-in. rain. The water froze immediatelyon the untreated
area, but on the test patch no freezing occurred. Another 7u in. of drízzle was applied,
and again no freezing occurred. Water was then sprayed contiauously until crystalliza-

---tion 
¡¡r¡as observed. The iÈe waq mqSþ?41çqlly_lqg4E q4çl not bonded to the surface. This

material was urshed off the treated surtace, arìd the-quiïà-Ieñaõfffi
drizzle was app[ed, I'hrs lroze to glare lce, þut tne lce lvas mecnanlcarry r,ve¿ÌJf ancl n

bonded to the pavement, so that it could be readily removed by prodding with a scraper.
Ilr these anti-icing tests the agent was applied to the pavement well before precipitation
began and, therefore, had the opportunity to work itself weII into the surface imperfec-
tions. If it had been applied to a wet surface it would have been somewhat less effective,
being more susceptible to being swept away i¡ the water runoff.

Our first de-icing test was on January 12 on an asphalt service road at LaGuardia.
The surface was plowed after a 2-in. snowfalt. Approximately'/ru in. of packed snow
remained, with occasional bare spots. The temperature was then 20 F. The road was
sprayed with 1 gal/500 sq ft. Melting of the packed snow began immediately ald was
complete within half an hour.

On Febmary 10, the Air Transport Association approved the use of the fluid on run-
ways. A 1,000-gal agricultural sprayer with a 30-ft spray bar was acquired to permit
treatment of larger areas. An extra pump was attached raising its spraying capacity
to 120 gaL/min. The sprayer was delivered to LaGuardia on February 15 and was im-
mediately put into action.

The storm was then in its twelfth hour, and about 3 in. of snow had accumulated. The
temperature was then 21 F. Runway 1331 had been plowed and broomed repeatedly,
Ieaving scattered patehes of bare asphalt and packed snow. A 2,000-ft section was
sprayed with 1 gal/500 sq ft. Melting of the packed snow begur immediately with pene-
tiation of the packed snow and melting of the snow-pavement bond. The residual snow
could be easily dislodged. Drifting snow eventually covered the test area, but there
'was no further bonding of snow to pavement.

The snowstorm was followed by freezing rain. At 1:00 p.m., runway 1331 was
covered with glare ice between an eighth and a half inch thick. In some places the ice
covered partially frozen residual packed snow. A previouslyuntreated areawas sprayed
with 1 gal/500 sq ft; the temperature was 20 F. Immediate ice melting was noted, at-
tended by snapping, cracking sounds. The de-icer penetrated the ice and destroyed the
ice-asphalt bond to such a degree that the ice could readily be dislodged by scuffing the
surface. Within 10 to 15 minutes of de-icer application a braking test was performed
with a station wagon. The wheels broke through the weakened ice allowing the vehicle
to be brought to a controlled stop. Within 15 minutes some areas had melted completely.
The residue on the test area was then plowed onto another untreated area and ice melt-
ing on the new area was observed.

This proved to be the last storm of the season at LaGuardia, so further opportunities
for testing there did not arise. We perlormed some tests on ice frozen in pans in a cold
room at 20 F. The penetration disbonding effect was not observed. Melting occurred
only at the ice surface, not at the ice-substrate interface. We prepared test patche.s in
our parXing lot by spraying water on asphalt at 18 F. On spraying these with 1 gal/500
sq ft, we again failed to produce this penetrating effect, meltiag only from the ice sur-
face. We do not }crow why the kind of action observed at LaGuardia was not reproduced
in our lab tests. Perhaps the ice produced in a storm is imperfect compared to that
produced in our lab. Perhaps thermal stresses resulting from warming from the 25 F,
ät wiricit most of the ice at LaGuardia had formed, to the 29 F, prevailing at.the time
it was treated, had generated microfissures through which the de-icer could penetrate
and spread. At present, the possibility remains that glare ice wiII be encoultered on

which the fluid is not effective.
The fluid was also tested outside the Union Carbide laboratories in Montreal. There

it was apptied to areas covered with 3 in. of packed snow and ice representing residual
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TABLE 1

MU METER TEST RESULTS
TABLE 2

M¿.TERIÀLS CqST PER LANE-MILE PER INCH
OF SNOWFALL TO PRODUCE INDICATED

DEGREE OF MELTING
Application Rate

G¿lsq ft)

De-icing îluid
0
7/2,O00
1/1,000

Application Rate
G¿lsq ft)

De-icing fluid
l/500 0.6?
7/400 0.65

Water 0,64-0.65

t"äXiiT"" lsPercentwet 30 Percent Wet
o.71
0.72
0,68 25.8

t

accumulation from several storms. There were layers of ice interspersed by layers
of packed frozen snow. Fluid was applied at a tevei of ! gar/Lzï rq fi. 

-Af¿;;"; 
il;;

the material was scraped away. the ltulA had penetrate¿ an¿ drained through the packed
snow and ice and was noì,v concentrated in the bottom hal-f inch. Over two-thirds of thetreated area the material was easily scraped from the surface, the ice pavement bond
having been broken.

One further test was run at LaGuardia this winter to determine the effect on braking
a-ction of the de-icÍng fiuid applied to a clean dry runway. We wished to learn iJ thefluid itself was sufficiently slippery to constitute a hazard. This test was run with the
cooperation of American Airlines, who provided a Mu Meter, a friction coefficient test-ing device made by M. L. Aviation, Ltd., and marketed in thís country by Soiltest, ¡nc.
The test was performed on the touchdownareaof runway 4-22, a concreterunv/ay úeavilytire-marked. The fluid was applied to a swath 20 by 5ti0 tt, ana the Mu Meter reading
was obtained after each application (Table 1) . Applications were repeated until the fluidwas flowing freely on the surface. A parallel swath wasthenwef withwaterandits
reading obtained. On the Mu Meter scale readings of 0.6 to 1.0 are rated good. ThefluÌd is, therefore, considered no more deleterio:us to braking than is water.Let us now consider how the fluid would be used in highwaf operations. Its most ef-fective use is as an anti-icing agent applied when an ice 

-storm is imminent. The ad-
vanta-ges of a liquid agent are that it can be applied evenly over the surface a¡rd it wiII
1"1 fl,:*^*yay as would-.a ¡oud when appried fo a dry pavement. An apprication rate ofr.galll'000 sq ft is sufficient to completety wet the surface if applied-in a fine spray.At 10 ft per traffic lane and a fluid côst of-?2 cents,/gal, t¡is trãatment would lead to amaterials cost of $37 per traffic lane-mile. the co-st may restrict its use to critical
ge.ag_ sugfr as bridges, bridge and tunnel approach 

"amps, 
and toll plazas. Here, thefact that the fluid will not lead to chemical attack on meiaí ana concrete stmctures is

an important consideration. The duration of the protection afforded depends on weather
and traffic conditions and is thus indeterminate. The user would try to anticipate theicing condition by several hours.

When ice has formed_ on a highway or plowing has left a residue of packed snow, thefluid may be used as a de-icer. Here, ttre on¡ect is to penetrate the dovering, lréakingits bond to the pavement and enabling it to ¡e úroken up by traffic or 
"emoveá'by 

subse-qlent plowing. For ice up to an eighth of an inch or-paóked snow up to half an inctrthick, an application rate of 1 gal/1,000 sq ft should be sufficient. Thã rate of action
depends somewhat on temperature. At temperatures above 20 F action should be com-plete within half an hour even in Ûre absence of agitation from passing traffic.
- Another possible use of the fluid is in direct ápplication to fresh snow in order to
keep the snow plastic and mobile. Schaerer 

"epo"ti 
that snow containing 15 percent free

water resists compacting and snow containing 3b percent free water was-remived bytraffic. The amount of agent needed to produìe tñis degree of melting is a functionäftemperature' K:nowing the water content that the agentïould achieve-on coming to equi-librium with ice at any given temperature, one can calculate the ice-melting calacity
of the agent at that temperature. This caÍcuhtion has been performed for {tempera-tures, a¡rd the results are given in Table 2 as materials cosi per traffic lane-miîe per
inch of snowIall. The stush produced by this technique wouldãiffer in one importarrt
respect from slush produced by thermal melting. It would not freezesolid onsubsequent
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cooling. Ice would freeze out as the temperature dropped, but some liquid would remain
even to temperatures below zero keeping the slush plastic a¡d weak.

ffi
John A. Cook

What fluid are you putting down?

Dunnery

The fluid is Union Carbide UCAR runway de-icing agent. It is a proprietary product,
and I am not free to disclose its composition.

Don L. Spellman

Was tlte snapping and cracking you observed caused by the salt working its way
underneath ?

Dunnery

Yes, the ice was buckling and breaking as the material was spread.

Spellman

Pulling the ice away?

Dunnery

Yes, we could see the evidence.

J. G. Slubicki

If this fluid is used as an anti-icing agent, is it effective for a couple of hours or a
couple of days?

Dunnery

This has not yet been determined. It would depend to some degree on how actively
it is removed by traffic. I would expect the amount of protection to decline with time,
but the rate would depend on traffic, weather, wind, and so forth. We do not know how
long its effectiveness will last.

J. W. Renehan

How does this compare with liquid calcium?

Dunnery

Il what respect?

Reneha¡t

With respect to cost and efficiency. 
I

Dunnery 
I

I have not made any direct comparison. The cost of this fluid is 72 cents per gallon. 
i

I do not lanow what you would pay for calcium chloride. 
i

I
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Reneha¡r

Calcium chloride ín solution will do the same thing. I do not larow what the raage of
temperature is for your solution, but calcium chloride in an aqueous solution will work
at -10 F, I imagine it will also hold as good, but it is corrosive.

Durmery

T

William F. Limpert
What is the vapor pressure of the material?

Dunnery

I do not know.

Limpert

This will have a¡ effect on how long it is going to last.

Dunnery

It is a multicomponent system, and its vapor pressure will change with time; that is,
as the more volatÍIe materials disappear, the vapor pressure decreases. I do not lmow
what the initial vapor pressure is; at 25 deg, the initial vapor pressure would be about
5 mm.

Limpert

Is it soluble or miscible in water?

Durmery

Yes. No material would be effective as an anti-icing agent if it did not dissolve in
water.

Limpert

My point is that, if it does have a very low vapor pressure and does stay around
longer than salt brine or calcium chloride brine, this alone can contribute to corrosion
merely by keeping metal moist even though by itself the material may be noncorrosive.

Durmery

It would actually protect moist metal.

Limpert

Does it act as an inhibitor against moisture ?

Durmery

Yes. There is one more point I would like to make with regard to the environment.
Ninety-eight percent of this formulation is bÍo-degradable immediately upon being ex-
posed to the environment, so it would not be persistent in the environment.



Snow and Ice Control in California
-Car:EE-Jorbes;Catl F .Stewartrand-Don-L.-Spellm

This paper describes the present operations for snow removaL and ice con-
troi in California where problems result from a variety of factors such as

complex weather conditions, vast differences in elevation, wide tempera-
ture ranges, and changing traffic patterns. The paper includes a discus-
sion of a research project initiated to studybridge deck heating and motor-
ist and maintenance warning systems to minimize the hazards of frosting.
AIso discussed is a study to find a de-icing chemical for use as an afterna-
tive to the chloride salts. A comparative test was established to mea.sure
the rate as weII as the quantity of ice that could be melted at various tem-
peratures. Also considered lryas the effect of the chemicals on the friction
factor of concrete; the corrosivity to steel, concrete, and other materials;
the environment, including streams, domestic water supplies, fish, and

plant a¡rd animal life; and maintenance personnel who will distribute the

chemicals on the roadwaY.

California lies between the thirty-second and forty-second parallels of latitude.
Elevations range from more tha¡r 20-0 tt ¡etow sea level in Death Valley to over 14r000

ft above sea level in the Sierra Nevada and Cascade mountain rarlges. Approximately
one-fifth of the state lies above the 5,000-ft elevation level'

This combination of range in latitude and range in elevation results in a multitude of

different snow conditions. Although 5r000 ft is generally considered as the normal snow

line, occasional heavy storms witt tait as low as 500 to 1,000 ft above sealevel' AI-
though this is particuiariy true in the northern part of the state, it is not uncommon in

the high desert region.

PRESENT OPERATIONS

Snow removal operations are performed on some 4,600 miles of the state highway

system. Snowfalls range from atrace to over ?50 in. annual.ly at locations such as

Donner Summit on Interstate 80.
Because of the extent and variation of the snow removal operations in California, it

is almost impossible to concentrate equipment and extremely difficult to shift equipment

from one locãtion to another. Snow is removed from the Laguna Mountains east of San

OiLgo anO just north of the Mexican border atl the way to the Oregon border' Storms in

ttreioutirern part of the state will generally deposit snow in fairly concentrated areas

and generally above the 5,000-ft level.
T-he mountain ranges líing to the north and east of the Los Angeles basin are heavily

used for recreationip,t"þosl" and have many miles of highway above 7,000 ft. Along

the Sierra Nevada range tbward the north, the snow line steadily decreases with the-in-

creane in latitude. Oñmany occasions, heavy snowfall will occur in the entire north-
eastern-corner of the state.- 

iemperatures during the winter have been measured well below -40 deg, and high

winds fiequently causeilízzaxd conditions on trans-Sierra routes and on US-395 just

east of ihe summit of the Sierra Nevada mountain range. As a general rule, the snows

on the west slope of the Sierra Nevada range are very wet while those on the east slope

are extremelY drY.
Guides to crews working in this operâtion define the level or quality of maintenance

as expected in snow removaf as follows:
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Snow Removal

Snow should be removed from state highways as it falls, except on roads having extremely light
winter traffic, which are closed after the first heavy snow.

Snow should be rémoved to the pavement surface for the full width of the traveled way. Wíden-
ing to provide storage space for the next snowfall should immediately follow traveled way snow
removal.

Areas within the righ! of rryay ¡¡ f¡s¡I dlto¡es,;esarts, service stations and-other roadside,
gener kept clear of snow when such areas

have been graded and paved by the owner of the abutting propeity, so that heavy equipment can
be operated.

Areas within the r¡ght of way adjacent to the traveled way which have been established to provide forpublic parking, such as locations where the public has access to snow sports, should be cleared.
Snow should be removed from established public parking areas after th! highway is cleared and. equipment becomes available.

State forces will not remove snow from approaches leading from the traveled way to private prop-
erty,butwill operate so as to causethe least inconvenience t;propertyowners. The windrow piaced
in front of approaches should be removed.

state forces are to assist local authorities in opening public road connect¡ons.
Chains shall be required when. in the judgment of the maintenance supervisor on duty. the road

surface becomes unsafe for vehicular traffic due to snow and ice conditions.

lce Control

Where ice, frost or snowpack causes slippery pavement, abrasives and/or chemicals should be ap-plied. Thetreatmenttobeusedshall bedeterminedbytheimmediatesupervisorinchargeof main-
tenance of the particular sect¡on of highway. ln areas subject to heavy snowfall, prolongãd freezing
temperatures and heavy traffic abrasives and/or chemicals should be spread on the pavement at the
beginning of a snowstorm to prevent a snowpack from forming and to facilitate snow removal.

Patrol

On routes where freezing conditions are antic¡pated, special patrols should be scheduled on a con-
tinuous basis for the detection and correction of slippery conditions.

Bridges, Shaded Areas, and Other Known lsolated
Locations of Acute lcing Conditions

Abrasives and/or chemicals should be applied at the beginning of a storm or whenever ¡cing ap-
pears imminent.

Bridges which have a tendency to ice, especially when the approaches may be dry, should be given
high priority attention both in patrolling and ice and frost prevent¡on.

Under average winter conditions, sufficient plowing equipment is assigned to all
snow stations to handle the amount of snow normally expectãa. Much of ãhis equipmentis geared to year-round use. This includes motor graders, dump trucks, andirônt-
end loaders.

^ On lightly traveled roads at lower elevations, snow equipment generally consists of2-ton or 4-ton dump trucks and amotor grader. Withthe a¿¿ition of medium-sized
reversible snow plows, the trucks used during summer weather are sufficient to re-
move the light snow or slush. During cold weather, a tailgate-type hydraulica[y oper-
ated chip spreader can be added for sanding and salting icy or trosty spots on thä road-way. This combination can handle up to 10 or 15 mileÁ of low elevation snowfall without
much trouble providing_the average daily traffic on the route is light.

On the main trans-Sierra arteiy, I-tiO, between San Franciscdand Salt Lake City,
we have constructed 3 major snotff removal stations to house snow equipment and peï-
sonnel to ensure that bare pavement will exist as often as is humanly põssibie durìng
any 24-hour period. At these stations, both multipurpose arrd highly specialized snõw
removal. equipment is assigned for winter work.

We now operate ?3 rotary snowtrllows of various makes and ages. Our practice is to
a"ssign the newer rotaries to those areas having the trunk line through 

"ooies 
north to
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Oregon and east to Nevada a¡rd the older rotaries to routes having tow traJfic density
a¡d winter closure points (by policy) somewhere short of the summits

There are 528 diiplacement plows fitted to a variety of trucks of from 2- to 8-ton
capacity. In addition, there are 140 four-wheel drive motor graders available for :

snowptowwork.ThesegradersareequippedwithIargehydraulicreversiblepushpIows
along with grader blades used for removal of packed snow and ice.

Various combinations of sand, cinders, anã satt are used for icy pavement control
¿ 

-=,ia an¡oq¡t r¡¡ith sninncr-fvne ehin snrea.ders. some of which are mounted under the tail-is spread with spinner-type qþjp Sptq4{ers, some qf which a¡:e mounted under the ta
catei 5, ton,can1gÏlqgerma;
ãently mountedlor the winter onto the truck chassis. During 1968-69, 22,000 tons of
roctiatt was purchased for snowpack a¡rd ice removal throughout the state. Some

2?01000 tons ol abrasives such afi sand or cinders were either purchased or made and

then distributed and stored. Two districts, one in the northern end of the state and

one on the eastern side of the Sierra Nevada Mountains, operate their own plants during
summer months for producing screenings for winter use. Material is obtained from
natural lava pits where the supply is practicalty urùimited and where the purchase of

sand for this purpose is not economically practical.
Since the advent of raised pavement markers, the Department is currently experi-

menting with rubber snowplow blades for snow removal in the lower elevations. Raised
markeis are being used up to approximately the 2,500-ft level. From data that will be

collected this winter, a better indication of the value of rubber blades will be obtained.
Snow removal in the higher elevations in southern California is also conducted on a

24-hour basis to ensure movement of the largest concentralion of vehicles in the nation.
With the exceptions of Cajon Pass Route (f -f S) an¿ Ridge Route (t-5), nearty all other
routes subject to snowfall lead to or are in recreation ¿ìreari.

Because of the snow sports avaitable in the mountain a¡eas of the south and the thou-
sands of persons wishing to take advantage of the numerous, close-in winter recreation
arear¡, oñe of the major problems is tra-ffic control. In this respect, the California
Highway Patrol works in close cooperation with the Division of Highways.

-Facilities for the maintena¡rce of all-year routes with bare pavements are neces-
sarily large and complex. One example is the Kingvale Station constructed in 1961. It
now õonsists of a 3-story dormitory that includes a large kitchen-dining room, recrea-
tion room, a¡rd individual bedrooms to house approximately 70 employees. Other facili-
ties incluáe a32-bay truck shed with foremants office, mechanics shop, and radio com-
munications equipment room; a carport for private cars; a storage building; and a
sandhouse with a separate gravity feed bunker for salt storage.

During summer months, the station is sta{fed with a foreman, an assistant, and 6

maintena¡rce men. In the winter, Iimited-term personnel are recruited and supple-
mented by men from the valley crews as needed. The winter crew at this station con-
sists of between 40 and ?0 men depending on the intensity and duration of a storm. This
station maintains 22 centerline miles of 4-lane divided freeway above the 6,500-ft eleva-
tion level. In addition to the routine maintenance equipment at this station, there are
approximately 30 pieces of heavy snow removat equipment including 9 four-whe_el drive
*oto" graderi, 6 modern rotary snowplows, and I trucks varying in size from 2 to 6
tons equipped with displacement plows.

One piôntem, which is increasing with the growth of recre-ationaL resort areas' is
the necôssity to dispose of snow by means other than those of plowing or blowing. Growth
such as that found in the Lake Tahoe a¡ea and in the southern California resort a¡eas
requires that snow be hauled to designated disposal sites. Rotary plows equipped-with
dirlction¿ chutes are used for loading. Trucks for hauling are the conventional 3-axle,
10-cu yd type. .lt the dump sites 1 or 2 tractor dozers are employed to stockpile snow

and keep the disposal site in traversable condition.
Of th; g trans-Sierra routes, 4 are closed with the first heavy snowfall of winter.

Closures for the most part are in the ?r000-ft elevation rarge. Most of these routes

are closed from November through May. At the end of winter, tractor dozers androtary
plows are used to remove the snow from the routes that have been closed during the

ãto* """to.t. 
Steady improvements in the capacity of snow removal equipment,

l
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particula.rly rotary plows, have reduced the time to open these passes to an average of
3 weeks andthe number of shifts a day from one to three.

Avalanche control is necessary on US-50 during winter months. Overhangingcornices
build up several hundreds of feet above the highway, and artillery fire and explosive
shells are used to trigger aval.anches at preselected times when the road is temporarily
closed. Two locations on this route have permanent platform gun mounts for a ?5-mm
recoilless rifle. The remaining 2 locations can be reached with a portabte compressed-

. 1[o date, weìave been:successful in preventinçany serisus aeeidental ava,-
lanche problem.

The Equipment Department works in close cooperation with fietd maintenance forces
on the upgrading and improvement of all equipment used for maintenance of highways.
As an example, when I-80 rvas completed over the Sierras, it was apparent that greater
efficiency in the use of rotary snowplows would be necessary in order to keep the cost
of snow removaL work within reasonable limits and at the same time retain the high
standard of traffic service to which the pubtic had been accustomed. One of our older
Snogos was rebuilt and equipped \¡¡ith a diesel engine for powering the augers and blower
system. Later improvements to the cutter augers were made. A Rolba ribbon-type
cutter was substituted for the original conventional 3-auger system. When measured in
tons per hour of snow removed, the modified Snogo was g3 percent more efficient. Since
this first unit was placed in operation, a total of 20 older Snogos have been rebuilt. To
eliminate continued replacement of bottoms in bunker-type saad trucks, which rust
through rapidly from salt, the Equipment Department is now furnishing stainless steel
bunkers.

Specialized units that have proved to be labor saving in snow removal and ice control
work a¡e Hydro sanders, which replaced the old Missouri-type traction-driven sanders;
air-operated snow post drivers rvith a magnetic holder buitt into the post leads; and
B-type hydraulic reversible plows with a standardized frame and hoist assembly that is
readily adaptable to several different truck sizes. This plow, working in 4 in. of snow,
will. displace approximately 2,290 tons of snowper hour whentraveling at aspeed of 25
mph' We are experimenting with a hydraulically operated vibratory grader moldboard
mounted on a 4-wheel drive grader for use in removing ice pack from the pavement.

Most of the snow removal equipment is radio equipped. Base stations are maintained
at each of the 85 highway superintendentsr offices in the 11 district offices as well as at
headquarters in Sacramento. Basically, operators of snow removaf equipment can com-
municate directly with each other, with the foreman's mobile unit, and with the superin-
tendent's office.

Road and weather information during winter months is reported on a daily basis. This
information is accumulated in the territory superintendent's office and relayed to a dis-
trict office. Here it is again accumulateù and relayed via tape or teletype io the Sacra-
mento headquarters. During all storms in winter months, headquarters communications
operates on a 7-day, 24-hour basis. During these periods, information is disseminated
to 14 broadcast stations hourly, which in turn transmit road conditions to the public. In
addition, the Division r¡raintains automatic telephone answering equipment located in
several areas throughout the state. Information for this service is updated continuously.

In the 4 districts where most of the snow remova.L work occurs, foremen and super-
intendents' cars and pickups are equipped with a California Highway Patrol radio. The
Patrol is also equipped with the Divisionrs cha¡urel. The Division also maintains direct
teletype communications with the states of Nevadq Oregon, and Washington for the ex-
change of road and weather reports.

VALLEY BRIDGE DECK ICING -'.'

In California's central valley are4 where the temperature seldorn Î'atts Uetow 2O n,
flash frost or ice forms on bridge decks but not on the approach roadway. This spot
icing is haz ardous to motorists, and records show a sharp increase in accidents in the
last few years due to this phenomenon.

The present motorist warning system of impending icing danger is a standard metal
sign with the message SLIPPERY WHEN WET OR FROSTY. Thisisineffective, primarily
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because the sign is continuously visible to motorists, even in the summertime, and as

such becomes an accustomed standard fixture along the roadway.
Because icing is intermittent and camot be forecast, regular sanding patrols are not

maintained. The icy bridge deck problem in the valley area is usually handled by one

of the following Procedures:

1. When there is a high potential for deck icing, a crew will stand by to apply a salt-
sand mixture if necessarY;

2.@@dteric€Ï6Jormed; --

3. An ice-preventive saline solution is periodically sprayed onto the decks. Each

application is effective for approximately 3 days.

Adverse ramifications of these procedures are as follows:

1. Bridge deck salt-sanding is an additional task to valley maintenance personnel
and results in extensive overtime work;

2. Bridge deck salt-sanding in a valley environment is usually done under the haz-
ardous corrditiotrs of darkness, foggy weather, and high-speed traJfic (the tatter is usu-
ally more of a hazard to valley sanding crews than to mountain crews because of the

valiey motorist's unawareness of an icing problem);
3. When the Highway Patrot reports icing, it usually means the deck wiII have been

iced for considerable time before maintenance personnel arrive to salt-sand;
4. The saline solution preventive method accelerates deck deterioration; and

b. Regardless of the application method, de-icing salts are causing deterioration
in decks that have heretofore been maintenance-free.

Basically, the valley bridge deck icing problem falls into 2 areas: (a) sa-tety to
motorist and to maintenance crew, and (b) premature deterioration from de-icing
chemicals.

Research

With an objective of atteviating these 2 problem areari, a research project was ini-
tiated in 1968 that consisted of (a) enclosing the únderside of 6 T-girder spans to form
simulated box-girder sparrs; (b) providing heat in three of them; (c) providing a motor-
ist warnÍng sigñ ttrat is reada.ble only when illuminated; and (d) installing telephone re-
lay systems to local maintenance personnel. The sign and telephone relay systems are
activated by ice detecting mechanisms.

Enclosures-Two spans of each of 3 structures ttrere enclosed by attaching 1-in. thick
urdtñdãTõffi sheets to the bottom of the girders. Mastic between all joining sections
made the enclosure airtight. Electrical resistance cables provided heat in 1 of the 2

spans so enclosed on each structure. The purpose of a nonheated span was to determine
tñe effectiveness of dead air space under the deck in preventing frost from forming on

its surface. Heat in the heated span was controlled by a thermostat and was on when
the outside temperature was below 38 F. The amount of heat furnished could be manu-
ally controlled lrom 2t/zto 10 W/sq ft of deck area. Thermocouples were placed in tlte
suiface and soffit of the deck in the enclosed spans and an adjacent nonal.tered span, in
the open space of the enclosed cells, and in the air alongside the bridge. Honeywell
Zg-póint rãcorders continuously recorded the temperatures on a 5-minute cycle from
midiigt¡t to 10:00 a. m. each day during the 3 months of potential frosting, December,
January, and FebruarY'

Ico betectors-Ice detectors manufactured by 3 different comparies were installed:
Nelsõñ, -ncoñcfite, and Holley. Sensing transducers of the detectors were placed at the

deck súrface in the center of the inside traffic lane. The detectors were connected to
the motorist warning sÍgn and to maintenance telephone relay systems. The Honeywell
recorders monitored the detectors.

Motorist lVarning-An extinguishable message sign was installed on an approach

600T-I¡õm õne õI tñe bridges. The 8-inch high letters of the message ICY BRIDGE

are illuminated from behind by flashing flourescent tubes. lVhen the tubes are not lit,
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the letters blend in with the blank face of the sign, thus making the message indiscerni-ble' Motoristsrreactio¡_to the signwas documãntedby a 2-rñanteam, one at the signand one at the bridge." They recorded any evidence of ieaction such a.s brake tightscoming on or sound of engine deceleration.
] Maintenance warninE-Ic-e detecting mecha¡isms were connected through a telephonerelayTo a Sella¡rFfl-ãffing light i" a rilgñ*ay-patrol office in one area and in a contin-I uously manned ¡"i¿Ë" t"t¡"rÉ office in"a¡rotïer. Local highway maintenance personneli were nstified when:a sy:slem w¿s activat€d_

; Results

l

rl

For several reasons, such as shipment {gl"y", priorities, high water, and failures,the entire instailation was not complìted until january 1g?0.' Most of the system, how_ever, wa.s operating during the 1968-69 winter. Not too much was learned äurirrg thisfirst winter, though, because- it was very m_ild with respecl iå trosting or icing condi-tions' Thg ai¡ temperature droppedbeläw 30 F ontytwicã a,r"ingthe winter; the mini-mum was 26 F. Consequently, vèry [ttle pertinent data are available from the 1g6g-6gwinter' Data a¡e being c.ollecied during tnã tgog-io *i"t*, üut nave not been analyzedin time to be included in this report.
There was a sufficient ¡umber of days during the 196g-6g winter with the minimumtemperature in the low 30rs_, low 

"norrgL 
for froäting to o"c*, to determine that the decksurface temperature over the encloseã-but unheatedsp*"ìoiío*"a very closely the decksurface temperature.ovgl the open span. In- other *oids, the entrapped dead air spaceof the enclosed span had litile eliectìn the deck 

"o"ra"ã-iuÁperature. There was aboutan 8 F temperature differential between the surfaces over thã heated and open spanswh3 10 W/sq ft of deck areawlts 
"ppti"O 

to the heated cells.During 3 occasions when heavy frõst was forecast, thÀ-observation team observedmotoristst reaction to the warning sign. on each ocóasion trre temperature was lowenoughJor frosting, a¡dfrost didform on the rails, but none formed onthe deck. Be-cause there was evidence of frostr_ the sign was turned on marrually to observe motor-istst reaction to it. on one occasion the"reaction-*" u""y poo". of 10b cars only 24percent reacted; of 60 t-rucks, 23 percent reacted. on the ôtner z occasions the reac-tion.was better, but stitl not outstanding: reaction by 44 and 56 percent of automobiles
Sdby 19-qld 66percent of trucks. suîes were included as trucks during the observa-tions' of 3 school buses that approached during one observation, only one driver madea discernible reaction: .He appfièo his brakes ùter he w¿ui on the bridge.The very mild winter prevented a thorough check of the ice detecting equipment.Based on this limited experience, however, the frost detectors are E)parently not ef-t-e9ti19 on bridge decks in the caiifornia valley area. rne proutem is in the moisture-detecting sensor, It appears that it is possibli for enough 

^*ol"to"u 
to be present tocause deck frosting, 

-but 
no! enough to aci as a conduetoi between the electrodes of themoisture detector. Logicalty moisture would evaporate morã rapidly from the heatingelement than it would from the deck at low temper:ature. when there is an abundanceoJ moisture, this difference in evaporation ratê would not le â proulem; but it is whenthere is a minimum of,moisture. ÎÌridge deck frosting"""rlly'o"curs \,vith litle mois-ture' unsuccessful attempts wu"u *adã to_correct thls probläm by lowering the tem-perature of the heating element. More work atong ttreseÏ"ã"-** planned for the 1g69-70 winter.

CONCLUSIONS

Based on the data collected thus far, the following conclusions seem warranted.These conclusions mav be modified whôn an data arã ;rlt;d ;" wnen côiãËr il*pu""-tures are experienced.

1' Dead air space under a deck, âs occurs naturally in a box girder type structure,has little effect on deck surface temperature.

luminated warning sign with the mesìage ICy BRIDGE.
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3. Conditions that lead to lrosting on bridge decks in the calilornia valley area ap-

pear to lie within r*gã" that are toJsensitive for the ice detecting mechanisms cur-

rently available.

DE-ICING CHEMICALS

Becauseoftheincreasinguseofchloridetypede-icingsSJ.ts,corrosionofbridge
deck steel has resulted in a-substantial amounfof spatling of the. concrete and subse-

made micals other than chlorides

(6. i. 8. 9). Factors considered were
arr¿ snori:-b) effectiveness and cost of

veness

Hut*å'"'6) äril;iä;"ã-*¿ co"t or prevàntinq ice,3na,tro¡,-t=i,!:]::ii::i::t]-*':"
äiä*iä'r"'",;;ffi;- *JlJl effect of the chemical on the durabilitv of construction ma-

terials, such as concrete andbituminous products'
A total of 1? different candidate chemical de-icing agents were subjected to various

rr#";äï";ä#iî;"rrr: .lrti,ougr, alt agents wereìot-subj::1"11î^:1."*':iì:_ï:" "tiä":'ri,å;;il;iäilã'tJ*"'ã "" 
toitã*"' '"9i"*.:¡1:1-i9^"i":*i':* ",1t"":'"*

:iJåJffi;;;'i;i;d"ssium phosphate, tetra-porassium pyrophosphate, formamide,
--:---^^ -.,Ic^+^ l*i¡n-

;;;t-;"di"m aóetate, sodium tenzoate, calcium formate, magnesium sulfate, triso-

dium phosphate, potalsium oxide, sodium silicate, sodium sulfate, sodium pyrophos-

phatef and sodium hexametaphosphate'

Labor atorv Ice -Melting Tests

The results of the laboratory ice-melting tests showthat the melting rate of ice !¡
various chemicals "* U" mathämatically dãscribed. AIso, the slope of the line in the

,."g"ã"Llon analysis is apparentiy a¡r "efiiciency" term that can be used to compare

various chemicars. HoöËuãt, the actual melting of ice is only applicable to alabora-

i;i ;*p;ison and not necessarily representative of field performance.

concrete slabs were cast and wet with solutions of various chemicals to determine

the parameters of i";;ãi;;tprevention: rl"-:lP-"1-"^1""::T-*-t^1i**1:i*'"i
iå:,irîffii;'åäi'ilr"ent relaiive humidity, and observed for.the rormation of ice a¡rd

frost. other than sodium chloride, tetra-pätassium pyrophosphate (TKPP) was one of

the better ice prevention chemicals tested in this marner'

Field Skid Tesiing

Limitedskidtestswereperformedbycomparing.sgl]'tionsofsodiumehlorideand
TKpp on an average-te*urèd concrete pavement' 

-A 
60 p""c"nt concentration of TKPP

;";p;"*ily re¿ucãA it" f"i"tiott factor ãf th" cottctete pavement' However, wÍth a

standard spread ot sanã ¡ãing applied to the solution on the pavement surface, there

was a significant .""ou""y of-skù resistance. Even without sand, the skid resistance'

in all cases, recovered with time as a result of the evaporation and a.bsorption o1 the

water, A 30 percent 
"åf.ttion 

of TKPP with and without the sand application- has about

the same effectonskij"""itt*"u as a 30 percent solution of sodium chloride'

Effect of the Chemicals on Air-Entrained Concrete

The effect of tap water and saturated solutions of sodium chloride and sodium formate

on concrete was investigated. sets of "on*"|ã 
àylinders containing 4rfz and ? sacks of

cement per :ubic yr"ã.î""u alternately immerseä in each solution, then oven-dried at

140 F. Sodium io"*i"';*d;tpid áisintegration of the-concrete' VisuaL observation

and concrete length màasur"menti indicate tñat sodium chloride slowly caused disin-

tegration, while as "*i*|"J, 
t"gwate*ajlnomeasurableeffect' Similar testing has been

initiated using a 
""t.r"ãt"¿ 

,ótution of TKPP, and thus lg, ttre only conclusion that can

;;;;õ i" lrr""t rKpp does not attack concrete as rapidly as sorlium formate.
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Effects of the Chemicals on Steel

All de-icing chemicals tested that were dissolved in distilied water were corrosive
to steel. Depending on the concentration, urea was more corrosive to steel than sodium
chloride. To simulate concrete, we added lime to the corrosion test solutions. Sodium
chloride wâs the most corrosive followedby urea and sodium formate. The least cor-, rosive to steel was TKPP. However, the lime water containing all chemicals shouldbe
corrosive to zinc and aluminum because of the high pH. Because of the possibility oft ¡e nitrogen-type of de-icers penetrating into cracks that re usually filÈed withjsoil or1 sand, these chemicaLs may be converted into highly corrosive nitrates by bacterial
action.

Ecology and Toxicity
Numerous chemicals were investigated for toxicity a¡d their possible effect on the

ecology. From atoxicity standpoint, TKPP shouldbe handled in the same marner as
sodium a¡rd calcium chloride. From a¡ ecology standpoint, nitrogen compounds, or
those chemicals that can degrade into nitrogen-compounds, are thã ones most liÉely to
'burn" plants and stimulate algae growth in adjacent streams. In addition, the nitr-ogen
compounds, as nitrates.in ground waters, are being currently studied by others for their
toxic effects on infants (14). Phosphate compounds appear to be less poientially active
in their effect on the enviionment than are nitrogen cõmpounds.

Labor atory Ice -Melting Tests

In CalifornÍa, de-icing chemicals are used in the following ways: (a) They are spread
on the pavement or bridge deck to prevent the formation of ice and frost; (b)"at ttreie-
ginning of a snow storm, they are spread on the surface to partially mell the snow a¡d
also to break the adhesion of the snow to the pavement surfãce; attâ (c) during a¡rd a-tter
a snow storm, the crystalline chemicals are spread on the surface to melt and break up
the structural properties of the compacted snow.

Two methods for the application of the chemicals have been used: (a) t¡re salt is dis-
solved in water and the solution is sprayed on the pavement to prevent the formation of
ice a¡rd frost; and (¡) saft crystals both with and without sand oì cinders have been used
for frost and ice prevention as well as for the removal of compacted snow.

These laboratory tests did not duplicate fietd conditions wiih regard to the effect oftraffic, which is significant, and the actual process of formation of ice a¡rd frost as re-
Iated to relative humidity and other changing weather factors. The general method used
in testing for ice-melting capabilities rvas previously reported (9) eicept that larger
quantities of distilled water were used. AIso the melted ice at tìe prescribed tes]t tem-
peratures was measured at melting time intervals of b, 10, 1b, 30; 60, and 120 minutes,
and also at 24 hours.

The ice-melting test data were first graphically plotted, and it was observed that the
quantity of ice melted was related to the base 10 logarithm of the test time. By the
method of least squares, a regression anaLysis was made of all ice-melting daia. The
resulting equations arê given in Table 1. Care should be exercised when cãmputing the
depth of ice melted at time intervals of less tha¡r 5 minutes or greater tha¡r 24 hours.
For time intervals of 5 minutes or less, the measurements were relatively inaccurate
because the amount of meltedice was usually very small. The measuremênts generally
did not extend beyond a 24-hour period.

As the data given in Tabte 1 show, the de-icing chemicals can melt a considerable
depth of ice, given sufficient time. These laboratory results show sodium chloride at
the la.boratory test temperafure to be greatly superiór to calcium chloride, What this
test does not demonstrate is the ability of a large crystal to 'bore" thr..lugh the ice and
thus break up its structural properties so that chain action can accelerate its tra¡rs-
formation into "slush." The slush can readily be plowed or otherwise removed from thepavement. J

- As indicated by the results of the regression analysis, the"most apparent indication
of ice-melting efficiency is the first constant in the équation,'that is, tfre multiplier of
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TABLE 1

DEPTH OF ICE MELTING BY DRY POWDERS

Temperature
(des F) Chemical n Equation "ffä:,ïì::' :fi$?åxåiilj

10 Sodium chloride 4 Y = 0.29? logro)t +0.234
Calcium chloride 4 Y -- 0.124 logroX + 0.221
Sodiumformate 3 Y= 0.2?0 logrd( +0.216
TKPP 5 Y=0.039loq'nx+0.069

0.996
0.93?
0.977
0.949

0.010
0.018
0.023
0.006

__1?__Sodium_chloride 12 Y = 0.185 los,"X + 0.2{f_ ___ __Q!?5

Sodium formate L2

TKPP 6
Urea 11

Y = 0.062 logroX + 0,090
Y = 0.0?4 log¡oX + 0. 113

Y = 0,444 log¡d( + 0.46?
Y = 0.250 log¡d< + 0.34?
Y = 0.472 togrox + 0,434
Y = 0.096 logroX + 0. 14ã

Y = 0.14? logroX + 0.1?9
Y = 0, 146 logrd( + 0.1?9
Y = 0.212 loglox + 0.22?
Y = 0,214 logrd{ + 0.199

0.911
0. 953
0.854

0.992
0.995
0.997
0.961

0. 993
0.988
0.993
0.9?3

0.042
0.010
0.026

0.040
0.018
0.023
0.019

0.008
0.001
0.014
0.021

Sodium chloride
Calcium chloride
Sodium fo¡mate
TKPP
Tripotassium

phosphate
Sodium acetate
lJrea
Sodium benzoate

Note: Y = depth of ¡ce melted, in., and X = t¡me, hr. Chemical was spread at 0.25 lb/sq ft,

the time varia.ble. In effect, this constant is the "slope" of the line, and also a math-
ematical definition of the rate of melting. The greater the numerical value of this con-
stant is, the faster the ice melts. The ì'efficiencyt' of melting rate constants as given
in Table 1 witl also vary with the physical size of the grains of the chemical. It is be-
Iieved that a grain of high bulk will continually be in physical contact with the ice inter-
face, and the melting rate will be more rapid because of the high concentration of the
chemical at this point. As a result, the ice-melting constants may be used not only to
compare chemicals but also to evaluate the relative efficiency of various grain sizes
for a particular chemical. The relative use of grain size of the chemical could be re-
tated to its use; for example, within limits, a small grain size may be more appro-
priately used for direct application to thin ice on the pavement surface. Conversely,
a la.rge grain could be used during the snow removal operation because it would bore
through the thicker layer of snotv more rapidly. In other cases, a mixture of fine and
coarse grains may produce the best results.

Laboratory Ice Prevention Tests

In order to determine if the alternative chemicals could prevent theformationof ice,
34concrete slabswere cast, each having a surface area of approximately 130 sq in. a¡rd

depth of 2'/, ín. These slabs were made from a typical 6-sack concrete mix design by
using alocal stock aggregate and 4.7 percent entrained air. Concrete was consolidated
by means of vibration, and the surfaces of the slabs were given a surface texture simi-
lar to a typicat in-service bridge deck. The tests were accelerated by moist curing the
slabs for a minimum of 16 hours and then steam curing them for 17 hours prior to the
application at the test solutions.

All slabs were identified and areas outlined on each slab surface for tests with the
British Portable Friction Tester. Friction tests were performed initially on each slab
by the conventional test method using water. After solutions were applied, these fric-
tion tests were performed on slabs that had been lrozen and then allowed to warm to a
temperature of about 45 F. The purpose of these tests was to determine what lasting
effects, if any, the solution might have on skid resistarce. The numerical results are
not considered conclusive as there was difficulty in duplicating the measurements.

Six slabs were tested,in each test set. In each set, one slab remained untreated as

a reference or control d\ab, The concrete slabs were placed in the cold room for at
Ieast 16 hours before so[rltions were applied. Temperatures in the cold room varied
from -10 to 0 F during the tests. De-icing chemical solutions were applied in the cold
room by brushing them onto the slab surfaces. The slabs remained in the cold room
for a minimum of 30 minutes a.fter the solutions were applied. Before the slabs were
removed, the visuaL condition of the surfaces was recorded and a temperature reading

¡ = u. rur ruE,lÉ + v.¿or
Y = 0. 145 logrox + 0.206

t2
t2
T2

t2

5

5

7

4
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was tâken on the control slab. The slabs were then moved to a humidity-controlled
room where observations were made andrecorded at short time intervals. After all
slabs had thawed and the surface temperatures had reached approximateiy 45 F, the
slabs were retested with the British portable Friction Testei.

. i - Jhr-ee amounts of chemicals-0.5, 1.0, and 1,5 ozfsqft-were applied on each set of
slabs during subsequent tests. Results of tests indicatéd that the rate of application
was critical for some chemicals, but not for others (fa¡te Z). Most satisfactorv at. yas crrflcal for some chemicals, but not for others (Table 2). Most satisfactory at any

-
I ges and are not quickly a.bsorbed into the concrete or dried out thiough evaporatiãn.
i Friction tests conducted in the tab did show some loss of skid resistance foi the TKpp

TABLE 2

DE-ISTNG ABILITY OF CHEMICAL SOLUTIONS ON CONCRETE SLABS

Temp (deg F) a
British Portable

Friction ReadirgsbSolution
(oz/sq rt) De-Icing Chemical Percent Solution

(by weight)
Application Rate

(iblsq fr)Frost Ice Initial Afte¡ First
CycIe

0.5 TKPP
TKPP
TKPP + formamide
TKPP + formamide
Urea
Urea
Sodium ehloride
Sodlum chloride
Form-urea-H¡O
Form-uea-HzO
Sodium benzoate
Sodim ber¡zoate
Urea + c¿lcium fo¡mate
Calcium chloride
Magnesium sulfate
Sodim formate
Plain slab

TKPP
TK?P
TKPP +formamide
TKPP + formamide
Urea
Urea
Sodium chloride
Sodium chloride
Form-urea-H¡O
Form-urea-H2O
Sodium benzoate
Sodium beMoate
Urea + calcium formate
Calcium chloride
Magneslum sulfate
Sodium formate
Plain slab

TKPP
TKPP
TKPP + formamide
TKPP + formamide
Urea
Urea
Sodlum chloride
Sodium chloride
Form-urea-þO
Form-urea-¡l¡O
Sodium beMoate
Sodlun benzoate
Urea + calcium formate
Calclum chloride
Magnesium sulfate
Sodium formate
Plain stab

60
30

50-10
25-5

20
40
10
26

?5-20-5
50-40-10

25
3?

1?-8
30
20
25

0

60
30

ã0-10
25-5

20
40
10
25

75-20-5
50-40-10

25
3?

1?-8
30
20
25

0

60
30

50-10
25-5

20
40
10
25

?ã-20-5
50-40-10

25
3?

1?-8
30
20
25

0

+20 None
+29 None
None None
+24 None
+32 +32
+24 +20
{32 +28
+32 None
+32 None
+32 +15
+32 +20
+24 +10
i32 +28
+30 None
+31 +29
+32 None
+32 None

None None
+29 None
.None None
+25 None
+32 +30
+28 +22
+32 +22
None None
{31 None
+30 +5
+19 +6
+12 .4
+32 +26
+29 None
+30 +24
+32 None
+32 None

None None
+30 None
None None
None None
+32 +20
+30 +18
+32 +1?
Nonê None
None None
0 None

+20 0
+12 0
r32 +72
None None
+32 +15
+25 None
+32 None

0.034
0.014
0.032
0.013
0.00?
0.015
0.004
0.010
0.029
0.019
0.009
0.014
0.008
0.013
0.008
0.010

0

0.068
0.028
0.063
0.026
0.014
0.030
0.008
0.020
0.058
0.040
0.018
0.028
0.016
0.026
0.016
0.020

0

0.102
0,042
0.096
0.03 I
0,021
0.045
0.012
0.030
0.08?
0.05?
0.027
0,042
0.024
0.03 I
0.024
0.030

0

IJ OJ

72 't2

10
69
?0
Þo

62

1.0

?0
7L
71
60
60

55
53
61
61
?3
14
?0
12
54
62
68
65
66
60
61
63
62

50
49
49
51
?3
?1
?5

'14
49
63
68
56
66
58
56
59
60

61
10
6?
't2
12
72
69
?5
52
65
72
68
?0
69
't0
68
62

61
73
6?
72
72
72
69
75
52
65
72
68
70
69
?0
62
62

- remperstur6 on the srfæe of the unt¡eated slabs, above which no frost or ice formed on the chemically treated Jã, tor the first cycle.DEach reading ¡s the average of 3 test readings; slabs were all init¡atty cooieJro O f.
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solutions; however, the test results for reasons previously mentioned were not consi- 
¡

dered conclusive. The main disadvantage of the British Pôrtable Friction tests is the i "

small area tested and poor reproducibility. For this rea-son, field tests were carried
out using an ASTM-type towed trailer skid tester. l

Field Skid Tests

Tetra-potassium pyrophosphate was found to be one of the more effective chemicals l

--trcsfofrfor-thepurpose 
ofpreventing-ice for.rration-on eonerete. {hus¡its'wasdeeideète---

-- - --implertrent-a-field-testiflg,pr€grâm-to-deieffiinÈilreffeetron-lhe:skidiesi
pavement.

Sections of approximately 200-ft lengths of concrete pavement'lvere marked off for
each test using the towed trailer skid tester. Each section of pavement was tested
initially at a 40-mph speed by the conventional procedure, using water. Solutions of
sodium chloride and tetra-potassium pyrophosphate were then sprayed at various rates
of application and the sections retested for skid resistance. Both 30 percent TKPP a¡rd
60 percent TKPP solutions were used in addition to a 25 percent sodium chloride solu-
tion. Additional tests were run on sections with sand applied over the solutions. Three
rates of application of solutions ranging from light to heavy were tested. The results
of these skid tests are given in Table 3.

These tests were conducted on a concrete pavement surface that could be classified
as fairly smooth and typical of the surfaces to be found on many bridge decks throughout
the state. The average skid number of all test sections on which plain water was used
was 46.8 for a trailer speed of 40 mph.

From the limited number of tests performed on this particular pavement surface,
the following observations are noted:

1. Solutions of 60 percent TKPP at all apptication rates caused significant loss in
skid resistance when no sand was applied to the pavement. It would not be recommended
that this amount of solution be applied without sand. Only an application raie of less
than 0.02 lb/sq ft at this 60 percent concentration might be suggested and this should be
followed by a standard spread of sand. A standard spread of sand refers to the normal
application rate now used by maintenance personnel.

TABLE 3

SKID TEST RESULTS

Skid Numbe¡

P9- Percenl AoDlication
lclnø Sand

Pavement uhem-

concrete :: Percent ADDlicationp:t:r^Tt 
"'iff- ,j:*ll:1., ".ryl"*, oülå. with

With Soiution

section "ffi- (bV weicht) (lblsq it) Water Immedi- After After After
ately 0,5 Hr 1.0 Hr 1.5 H¡

1 TKPP 60 0.032 No 48.2 29.0
2 TKPP 60 0.022 No 46.3 30.9 33.8
3 TKPP 60 0.039 Yes, standard 46.3 38.6 39.0
4 TKPP 60 0.0?0 Yes, standard 45.8 35,? 3?.6
5 TKPP 60 0.014 Yes, Ught 47.2 46.3 30.6

1 TKPP 30 0.012 No 48.2 44.3 70.7
2 TKPP 30 0.018 No 46.3 44.3 64.6
3 TKPP 30 0.034 No 46.3 44.3 48.'l
4 TKPP 30 0.014 Yes, standard 45.8 48.2 55.0
5 TKPP 30 0.018 Yes, standard 4'1,2 46.3 53.1
6 TKPP 30 0.036 Yes, standard 50.1 46.3 4'1,2
? TKPP 30 0.05? Yes, heavya 43.4 41,4 41.0
9 TKPP 30 0.062 Yes, heavyb 47.7 40.5 43,4

1 NaCI 25 0.010 No 48.2 5?.0 61.2
2 NaCl 25 0.01? No 46.3 43. I 59.1
3 NaCl 25 0.025 No 46.3 44.3 46.3
4 NaCI 25 0.009 Yes, stmdard 45,8 48.2 54.5
5 NaCl 26 0.017 Yes, stmdard 41.2 42,9 48.7
6 NaCI 25 0.020 Yes, standard 50.1 40.5 41.9
? NaCl 25 0.036 Yes, standard. 53.4 42,9 42,9
9 NaCI 26 0.042 Yes, standardþ 4?.? 43.4 4'1.2

aAfter solut¡on was apptied. bBefore solution was applied.
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2. Solutions of 30 percent TKPP showed much more promising results. WÍthout
sand, only small decreases in skid resistance occurred. A sta¡rdard appiication of sand
broadcast over the solutions increased skid resistance. Use of a 30 percent solution
concentration is proposed, the rate of application dependent on existing concrete atd
climatic conditions. A standard Spread of sand should be applied in conjunction with the
solution.

3. Solutions of 25 percent sodium chloride (saturated concentration) were tested forI comparatfue;esults. Skiùnumbers:quite simitar tojheS0 percent TK?P solutions wep#
obtained on tests run immediately following application of the chemicals.

A significant observation was made during these field tests. AII TKPP solutions re-
mained longer on the pavement surface than did sodium chloride solutions. Sodium
chloride solutions were more readily absorbed into the concrete or lost because of evap-
oration. This ability of TKPP solutions to remain longer on the surface may be an im-
portant feature in that the de-icing ability is probably extended over a longer period of
time.

After test sections sprayed with the TKPP solutions had eventually dried, the pave-
ment was covered with a white deposit, suggesting that perhaps the de-icing ability of
the solution would be restored if the surface ttrere rewet with water, frost, snow, orice.

Laboratory Concrete Tests

To determine if the chemicals could adversely affect concrete, we subjected 84 cyl-
inders (+'/røy g-in.) with gage plugs at each endlo various tests. The cviinders weie
made from 2 mix designs: (a) 4t/, sacks of cement per cubic yard at Z"/nlín. slump and
5.8 percent entrained air, and (b) 7 sacks of cement per cubic yard at 4-in. slump with
4.5 percent entrained air. AtI cylinders rtrere cured for a minimum of 28 days by com-
plete immersion intap water at room temperature, thenoven-driedat 140 F for 28 days
in a forced-dra.ft oven. One test alternatety immersed 42 of the cylinders in a saturated
solution of the chemical for ? days, and then subjected them to oven-drying at 140 F for
? days. Changes in length were meariured after each cycle by means of a comparator.
The results of the length change measurements after 8 cyòles of alternafe immersion
testingareshowninFigures l through 6. Weight measurements were made at similar
times along with periodic observations and photographs. The other 42 specimens were
partialty immersed to a depth of 2 in. in the various solutions.

The following is a summary of the results:
1. P,oth 4L/z- and ?-sack concrete cylinders are not significantly affected a-fter ?

cycles of wet-dry tests in tap water.
2. Sodium formate caused severe deterioration of both 4'/r- arrd, ?-sack concrete

specimens. Visible surface scaling was evident after only 2 cycles. Figure ? shows
the condition of.  t/z-sack concrete specimens aJter removing tñem from solutions at the
completion of the wet portion of the fourth cycle. Crystal growth and severe disinte-
gration are obvious. OnIy one more cycle was possible before terminating tests em-
ploying sodium formate because of the extrerne disintegratÍon of the concrete.

3. Concrete cylinders cycled in a saturated sodium chloride solution were first ob-
served to have scaling of the surfaces of all cylinders aJter the third cycle. This scal-
ing did not become severe through ? cycles and is believed to be primarily confined to
the surface area and not of major concern yet to the structural strength of the concrete.
The distress observed is simila¡ to that occurring in normal air-entrained concrete
exposed to similar salt concentrations.

4. Thus far, observations of the test with the saturated solution of tetra-potassium
pyrosphosphate have not revealed any noticeable detrimental effect on concrete aJter 3
eycles; however, not enough data are available at this time to make any conclusions on
the long-term effect of the chemical.

Figures ?, 8, and 9 show the appearance of. AL/z-sack conciete after 4 cycles of alter-
nate immersion and oven-drying. Figures 10 and 11 show the amount of concrete dis-
integration aJter 5 and 6 cycles of alternate immersion in sodium formate Lor the 4r/2-
and ?-sack concrete.
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Corrosion Tests

One of the most important properties of any de-icing chemical considered as a sub-
stitute for sodium chloride is that it be noncorrosive to reinforcing steel in bridge
decks, or at least only slightly corrosive. A simple corrosion screening test \¡/as
chosen to evaluate the corrosivity of the various concentrations of chemical solutions.
The method used was to immerse mild steel corrosion probes in the solutions and mea-
sure the corrosion rate of the steel by means of the change in the electrical resistance
of athin metal strip. The resistance change is causedby any loss in metal cross sec-
tion as corrosion proceeds. The equipment used is shown in Figure 12,

Figure 6. Alternate immersion tests of 7-sack concrete
in sodium formate solution.

Figure 8, Condition oÍ  %-sack concrete after 4 cycles
of alternate immersion in tap water and oven-drying.
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Figure 9. Condition ol  %'sack concrete after 4 cycles

of allernate immersion in sodium chloride and oven-

drYing'

Figure 10. Conditìon of Alz'sack concrete after 5 and

6 cycles of alternate immersion in sodium formate.
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-t 
_:: 

:i _j

Figure 1 1. Condition of 7-sack concrete after 5 and 6

cycles of alternate immersion in sodium formate' Figure 12. Corrosimeter test¡ng apparatus.

Upon completion of each corrosion test, the pH of each solution was determined'

Somô of the iesults of corrosion and pH tests are given in Table 4. The corrosion tests

were run on each chemical when dissõlved in distilled water and also in lime-saturated
¿i"titt"O water. Tests using lime-saturated water are believed to simulate conditions

found in concfete where ttre pu of salt-free concrete is about 12 or 13. The corrosion

test probes'lvere normally sirbmerged in each test solution for 3 days' Corrosion rate

for tire probe immersed in distilled water tvas ?.2 mils per year . For the probe im-
*ers"d in the lime or calcium hydroxide solutions, the rate was 0'6 mils per year'

TABLE 4

CORROSION TEST RESIJLTS

Solutions in Distiued Wate¡
Solutions in Lime-Saturated

DistiUed lvater

Percent
Solution

(by weight)

Sodium
Chloride

Mils pH

Sodiumurea Formate

MiIs pH 
^r"" 

," Mils pH

Sodium
Chlo¡ide

MiIs DHMils pH

-- Sodiumurea Formâte
TKPP TKPP

Mils pH
MiIs pH

1

4
B

Ib
30

7.1
?.0
6.9
6.9
?.0

6.6
1.9
2.6
6.5
5.4

't.6
7.6
?.8
8.0

2.0
2.9
1.8
t.4
1.0
0.0

8.4

't.4

?.6
?.6

0.5
r.2
1.3

4.0
0.8

9.4
9.4

9.5

4.5
3.6
2.6

0.0

11.6
11.4
71.2
10.9
10. I
10.2

3.8
0.6
0.0
0.2
1.4

-à

12.0
12.4
t2.5

12.3
12.3

3.1
0.6
0.5
0.'l
0.3
0.0

11. ?

11.6
11.3
tI.2
tL.2
10. I

0.3
0.4
1.0
0.?
0.5
0.4

12.6
12.3
12,l
12.3
11. B

not obta¡ned because of damaqed probe.

Note: lM-ils is corrosion rate in mils per year and pH is hydrogen'ion concentratìon âfter test'
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Some important observations from these corrosion tests are (a) no completely non-
corrosive de-icing chemical has been tested; (b) tetra-potassium pyrophosphate pro-
duced the most promising results when tested in lime-saturated water solution insofar
as a minimum corrosion rate was observed; (c) sodium chloride solutions in lime-
saturated distilled water gave higher corrosion rates than corresponding solutions in
ptain distilledwater (this occurredat2, 4, 8, and 16 percent solutions); and (d)urea
a¡rd sodium formate solutions in lime water at 1 percent concentrations ltrere found to

Ecology and Toxicity

Recently there has been quite an increase of interest in the effect of de-icing salts
on plant tife (10, 11, 12). As a result, this investigation of alternative de-icing chemi-
cals also included emphasis on the effect of these new materials on the ecology. Several
agencies and individuals were asked to comment on various chemicaLs. OnIy a few of
the many comments received will be discussed in this report.

Toxicity-In a private communication, a representative of the California State En-
vironmental Health and Consumer Protection Program has related that the same pre-
cautions should be used when handling tetra-potassium pyrophosphate ari is used for
sodium and calcium chloride. Urea should not have any adverse effect on humans.

Ecology-In a private communication of September 3, 1969, with the College of Agri-
culfülõlÛ-niversity of California, Davis, a professor stated that in the East sodium and
calcium chloride have resulted in soil conditions that are toxic to most plants. Urea
should not cause any toxicity to plants unless used in large quantities, although it might
stimulate an undesirable growth along the highway. Tetra-potassium pyrophosphate
should give the Ieast trouble from a residue standpoint because it should be tied up by
the soil and be unavailable for plants.

In a private communication of November 4, 1969, from the regional forester's office
of the Forest Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture, an opinion was offered that urea
could leach into streams and lakes and cause an increase in algae or other aquatic plant
growth. It was also stated that urea or tetra-potassium pyrophosphate would not be as
damaging to the roadside environment as the calcium and sodium chlorides.

In a written communication of July 28, 1969, from the Soil Conservation Service, U.S.
Department of Agriculture, an opinion was given that extremely high concentrations of
urea would kilt all plants next to the roadway, but the greatest hazard is to streams
and lakes wherein it could greatly Íncrease plant growth and add to pollution. The opin-
ion was also given that tetra-potassium pyrophosphate would be the least hazardous to
plants, and it adds little to the pollution problem because it would be applied to normally
acid soils where snow and ice occur and would thus be fixed by the soil.

Consideration should also be given to the influence of nitrogen compounds on the ni-
trate buildup in ground water. Currently, the California State Department of Public
Health is studying the toxic effects on infants under 6 months of age of nitrates in drink-
ing water from wells (14).

Discussion of Research

The studies of alternative de-icing salts a¡e not complete. Many chemicals thathave
been tested in one phase of the program have not been tested in other phases. The rea-
son is that it is most urgent to find a relatively noncorrosive salt at a reasonable cost
at the earliest date.

During the investigation, sodium formate had an ice-melting capability that was
nearly equal to the chlorides. However, it was found in the alternate immersion tests
that concrete would be rapidly attacked. Rather than continuing the testing of this
chemical, which would necessarily include finding means of offsetting its aggressive-
nessto concrete, we diverted attentionto other chemicals that did not exhibit this charac-
teristic. We intended to retrace and continue some of the research steps with some of
the less costly de-icing chemicals if the alternative chemicals do not fit all require-
ments. However, this would probabiy mean testing many combinations of chemicals
and that type of investigation does not usually give rapid results.

" I bé ta+ply eor+osivë butiâ}m{}st RÕn€oPnostvéjaFdl highêr eðneêntFâti
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Urea and tetra-potassium pyrophosphate appear to be among the better candidates
tested as alternative de-icing chemicals. However, they may need to be modified to
reduce corrosivity to steel. We believe that the phosphate may be mixedwith lime a¡d
thus be rendered relatively noncorrosive to steel. However, we anticipate that the lime-

'i phosphate mixture will still be somewhat corrosive to zinc and aluminum.
Our tests show that urea in water is corrosive to steel and, at certain concentrations,

: it appears to be more corrosive than salt (13). The combination of urea, lime, and
watèrsignificantlyreffionfosteel.However,thereisSomecon-
cern about the corrosive properties of urea on bridge decks that have cracked concrete
and its possible effect on plant life. Urea is a nitrogen compound, and, coupled with the
soil in the cracks, it could possibly be reduced by bacterial action to highly corrosive
nitrates. Also, urea and other nitrogen compounds could offer the greatest hazard in ,

stimulating algae growth in adjacent streams. Because of possible effects on the en-
vironment, controls may be necessa.ry to govern the use of fertilizer types of material.s
in certain geographic areas.
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Informal Discussion

William N. Records

The Bureau of Fubtic Roads is a cosponsor of this research on bridge deck icing.
lVe are sponsoring and cosponsoring a number of research projects on preferential
bridge deck icing. We have come to realize that all of these projects are based on the

. premise that bridge decks do experience preferential icing on many occâsions and that,
whenl¡is occurs, they have aecident rates signifi,cånfly-higher-than thoself othen sec-

- - tions-of -roadways. Unfor-tunaLely, we-do not-havaan¡lJacts to,prove this-premise.-We

preferential bridge deck icing and the accident rates on these bridge decks.

Lawrence H. Chenault

What was your experience with heated bridges, that is, the enclosed insulated area
without heat, and what was the actual effective cost and performance of the heated
areas ?

Don L. Spellman

The heated portions did defrost more effectively. The unheated a¡rd enclosed sec-
tions did not show any improvement over those left open. There was quite a time lag
between the time we turned on the heat and the time the deck surface temperature be-
gan to rise, but this was probably due to the fact that we were using air in a convection
system. We also tried heating a metal deck bridge. We have an orthotropic bridge in
which we installed a gas heater for this purpose. Unfortunaiely, we have had littte
frost form on this bridge during the past 2 winters so we do not have a great amount of
experience.

Glenn G. Balmer

What did you use for sealing the bridge deck? Do you have evidence that it prevented
penetration of your' anti-icing agent ?

SpeIIman

We are trying severa"l different bridge deck sealant systems now on a fuII scale, in-
cluding not just epoxy type sealants but also rubber. Four were reported on here at
this Symposium. What we are trying to find out is what evidence do we have that the
sealants are not leaking. lVe are doing some laboratory testing by compacting various
types of AC mixes over sealants because rÃ¡e EIre going to overlay these seals with a
wearing course. The overlay wiII probably be an ordinary plant mix surfacing, but
there is also an epoxy asphalt concrete that looks very good and can be put down in a
much thinner layer. This makes our bridge people happy because they do not have as
much dead load to deal with. We have compacted various mixes over these membranes
and then tested them for permeability, and we do get puncturing when we use large rock
(/nin.) but not when we use small (7u in.) rocX. Il appears thaiwhen we use the smaller
gradation we do not get any puncturing of the membrane. We are testing for leakage by
permeability.

Thad M. Jones

Do you think that, if there is a high likelihood of frost occurring, an hourrs advance
warning would be adequate to get your crews out?

Spellman

Not always, because they would have to be on sta¡rdby, waiting in the maintenance
station on weekends. An hour certainly would not give them time to cover the number
of miles that they have to cover and do their work.
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Jones

This would be on a selective basis because all bridges would not ice simultaneously'

Spellman

How are we going to know which ones will ice first? I think it is possible to establish

*";:fI;ii" åiäåå put an ice detection system on the worst bridge, find out which one

-- -- - --mileS-dependin+snjhe-geographical-Iayout'

Jones

I had particular reference to the system used in the united Kingdom in which an in-

dividual warning ¿evicã o' u"iogu approaches or on the bridge deck activates an alarm

in the centr¿ station inaiãating"that ä particular bridge is in an incipient icing condition

a¡d that if the temperature falls 1 or 2 deg it will have frost'

Speliman

You mean have a warning device on every bridge?

Jones

That would be nice.

Spellman

That would work as an alternative. We felt that we could do our maintenance work

with long-lasting cnemicals. Incidentally, this chemicat I mentioned is fairly sticky'

It is amazin' lrow fotrg ii *in tt"y in coniact with the concrete and remain effective' We

;;;;ú¡ ãn"or," bridfe and 2 weeks late.r the maintenance people reported that the part

that was sprayed had"no frost or ice on it and the other part did. so our approach has

been to have the *uirrlln*"" people put this chemical on during their regular working

ttã".s *a to avoid trying to guess when the frost is going to occur'



A Brief Review of Snowdrifting Research

Malcom Mellor

The blowing-snow phenomenon is described, aad practicar procedures for
controlling depositionof windblown snow are reviewed. Fieid methods aregiven for measuring velocity, particle concentration, mass flux, parti-
cle size, a¡rd their distributions with respect to heigút. The analyiis of
steady-statewind transportovera plane surface is outlined, and diffiäultiesin extending the treatment to cover complex flow perturbations arestressed. Wind tunnel studies are revieweã, and modiling criteria for
snowdrift simulation are given. Suggestions for future work include semi-
empirical model and prototype studies for short-term benefits, and exten-
sion of fundamental analyses and field observations for progress over the
long term.

Without delving too far into antiquity, it is safe to say that research on rvindblovm
snow and snowdrift control began at least a century ago. However, research efforts
durÌng this period have been sporadic and progresÀ hás been slow.

Basic control measures such as snow fences and shelterbelts evolved without sys-tematic research effort, but a significant improvement in understa¡ding came with
Finneyrs,pioneering wind tunnel studies, whlèh provided results that stlll have notbeen
superseded. Finneyrs simple techniques were followed in a number of subsequent
studies, but in recent years professional hydrodlmamicists have attempted to appffmore rigorous modeling criteria. The latter efforts have undoubtedlyìlarifi"d *¿""-standing of wind-tunnel modeling, but so far they do not appear tó have producedpractical results that are significantly better than lhose yieraãã by simpler siudies.
The reason for this is that there has been a tendency for wind tunnel specialists to be
supplied with inaccurate information on the natural phenomenon.

More fundamental rese-a-rch on the phenomemon of snow transport by the wind madelittle headway until about 20 years ago, but there is now an appreciable amount of use-ful observational data and.a fairly clear understanding or urì processes involved.
Steady-state snow transport acrosÁ flat unobstructedsuitace" ãa" uu t"òatã¿ a"aryii""rry,
but effects of fLow perturbations on snoq/ transport and deposition have received virtu-ally no attention theoretically.
- From the engineering point of view, present day needs are being met largely fromlong-established technology. over the Jtrort term, improvements in control mêasureswill have to be achieved by semi-empirical aevelopmeñb based on model tests a¡dfÍeld tests, but in recent years attempts to refine modeling techniques have been frus-trated by lack of reliable input data. It tìerefore seems iirperative to blend together
fundamental and technical investigations, which previously liave tended to follow inde-pendent paths with a minimum of interaction.

This brief review is i¡tended to outline present ideas on basic mecha¡isms of snowtransport and to relate them to engineering research on snowdrift control measures.It includes a digest of data that might form a basis for the formulation of realisticmodeling criteria' The review does not cover the most recent Russian references,
which are not yet available in English translation.

SURFACE WINDS

As wind blows across flat gro_und, surface drag creates a velocity gradient normalto the surface. When .wind spãed is ã few m/sec to"¡ulãn"e ¡egins tä ãevetóp, an¿--
when it exceeds 10 m/sec turbulence is usua[y fuüy deveropedl
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With strong rvinds and the neutral stratification typical for snowfields, there is a
logarithmic relationship between wind velocity u and height above ground z, at least in
the lower layers where blowing snow occurs.

u = (u*/k) tn(z/zo)

where u* is a parameter termed the "friction velocity'' (typi

(1)

3 to 4 percent of the

-- 

f¡¡ind velocity at 10-m height, urù k is von Karmanrs cons and zn is a sur-
face ro reter (-0.1 to 1.0 mm for typÍcal snowlield conditions).- 'trith

When field measurements of u are plotted against log z, the intercept and slope give
26 and u* respectively.

The eddy viscosity, or momentum exchange coefficient for turbulent mixing, K,
can be expressed as:

K=ku*z (2)

SNOW PARTICLES

Freshly precipitated snow crystals vary widely in size, shape, and mass according
to the weather conditions prevailing during their nucleation and fall. By contrast, snow
particles picked up from the surface, or maintained in turbulent suspension by strong
winds, tend to be simple equant particles whose sizes are controlled within fairly nar-
row limits by the wind characteristics. For present purposes, interest centers on
size, mass, and fall velocity of airborne snow particles.

Measurements on freshly precipitated snow particles by Nakaya and Terada (!!),
still generally accepted, given the following values for terminal fall velocity w: spatial
dendrites, 57 cm/sec; plane dendrites, 31 cm/sec;trpowder snow," 50 cm/sec; wis
independent of size in aII 3 cases. For needle crystals, w increased from æ20 to ã70
cm,/sec as length increased from 1 to 2 mm. For graupel, w increased from =120 to
o260 cm/sec as size increasedfrom 1.5 to 5 mm, and rimed crystals fell ato100
cm/sec. Generally higher values of w were found for very small crystals by Mellor
(31): spatial dendrites 0.2 to 1.0 mm, ?0 to g0 cm/sec; ptane dendrites < 1mm, 45 to
iõ'õ cm/sec; needle crystals 0.5 to2 mm, 50 to 100 cm-/see; rimedcrystals0.2 tolmm,
50 to 105 cm/sec; w tends to increase with size in the last 2 cases. (The Japanese re-
sults were for particles falling through an enclosure, whereas Mellorrs results were
for particles falling en masse in open air.)

Fall velocities of snowflakes. (aggregations of crystals) measured by Magono (2Ð
were in the range 80 to 240 em/sec, with w tending to increase as size increasedTiom
0.2 to 4.5 cm. Langleben (23) retateO w (cm/sec) for a snowflake to the diameter of
the water drop formed by rñãiting it d (cm).

'w = Crda (3)

where a = 0.31 and Cr ranges from 160 to234 for different types of snow. l,itvinov (26)
obtained results indicating aæ0.16 ard Cr equal to 87 and 115. For small snowflakes-
(o1 cm) Mellor (31) found w mainly in the range 70 to 140 cm/sec; a frequency distri-
bution showed'70?w < 80 cm/sec to be most common for typical midwin[er snowfa]ls
at Hanover, New Hampshire.

Nakaya and Terada (!t) retated the mass of a snow crystal m (mS) to its maximum
linear dimension d (mrr[

m = czda (4)

where C¿ and a are respectively 0.0038 and 2 for plane dendrites, 0.027 a¡rd 2 for rimed
plates and stellar dendrites, 0.010 and 2 for powder snow and spatial dendrites, 0.0029
and 1 for needles, and 0.065 and 3 for graupel. Other values of m for a variety of
small crystals are given in Table 1.
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TABLE 1

ESTIMATED PARTICLE MASS FOR FRESH SNOW
Particles picked up from the surface

or particles falling into turbulent wind-
streams are reduced to simple equant
forms by mechanicat action and vapor
diffusion; particle mass m is retated to
particle diameter d by

Snow Type and Size
(mm)

Approximate
Mean

Particle Mass
(e)

Spatial dendrite, 0.3 diameter 1.4? x 10-uÆ#*å+3å?#r"-*'!e '--H+ l-ratÐ
- Rimed grains, 0.2 diameter ?.99 x 10-u, Rimed grains, 0.1 to 0.? ?.68 x 10-6

spatiar dendrites, 0.5 diamerer å:õ; ; iö-' t¡lere Ca - 1 and Pi is the density of ice
Rimed spariat dendrites, 1 1.b? * t0:: (0.91? g/cm'). Size selection iS deter-Rimed plme dendrites, 1 to 2 5.49 " 10-"
Hexasonal ,,lowers,, (ptane dendrles urined largely by upward eddy velocities

withplates o' *-À), l diameter 2 x 1o-i in the turbulent windstream. Under typi-
I 3[ii3i å3ltrilå!; lto z ¿iu-ut"" t 

; I l3-: cal strons 'øind conditions, mear parrÍcle
Needles, 2long ánd o to fi'r'i"r-- r.ä * io-' size is ",0.07 to 0.1 mm above 10-cm

height (?q, g, ?) a¡rO somewhat larger inI flr;-il;-"¿ iåri"î'i".i ro the surrace.
Size distribution of blov¡n snow particlesis discussed in detait by.Budd (l) an¿ a data summary is given by Mellor'60). 'Terminat fall velocity (w, cmÆec) of equant soow pa"ti"le; fr; ó.i Ë l.5 ñ'er_fective diameter (4, mm) was measurea ly Ivretto" (¿q), 

-*t 
ã to*A,

w=C¿d (6)

y.he-re Qis ]Q!, 191, and-223 for angurar, subangurar, a¡d rounded particles respec-tively-' Budd (1) estimated w for bloùn snów pa-rtlcles îrom empirical relationshipsfor other atmospheric particles, taking C¿ = ¡Ag for spherical pirticles g'rtd C+ = 244for irregularly shaped particles.

INTERACTION OF SNOW AND WTND

Snow can be moved horizontally by ihe wind in a number of ways.

Snowfall With Lieht Winds

when new snow is falling at r m/sec or less, wind speeds of a few m/sec impart
appreciable horizontal travel, even when turbulent suspension is negligible. The hori-
l:llfl m3s¡ fiux eH Ísretated toverticalmass flux ty isnowtail rate, accumulation
rate), wind speed u, and particle fall velocity w by

l¡1/lY * u/w

Direction to the particle velocity vector is also given by u,/w.

Turbulent Diffusion

- In a fully turbulent boundary layer, snow particles ca¡ be held Ín suspension indef-initely, upward transport in turbulent eddÍes counteracting gravity settlément. The
snow particles are small, well disp-ersed, and have low iñertia, so that the problem
ca¡ be approached from general tui¡utent diffusion theory.
.,_PI^fo_l"1d3rinS a wide turbulent flow aeross a long plane surface aad by assuming
ll-",t l"J steady-.state conditions prevail (concentration at any level invari"itt riut titti")
and (b) gradients of velocity and concentration along the flow direction are small com-pared with normal (vertical) gradients, the diffusio-n equation reduces to

vn-ar(¿n/òz)=O (S)

where v is the.component of particle velocity in the z.(vertical) direction, n is particle
concentration (mass of snow per unit volume of air)' ai h;igút z, aÍtd, .; i";;;;

(7)
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transfer coeffÍcient (eddy diffusivity) in the z-direction. If it is further assumed that
(a) v is equal to snow particle fatt velocity w a¡d w is invariant with height z, (b) hori-
zontal particle velocity is equal to wind velocity u (no "slip"), and (c) <" is equal to the
eddy viscosity for turbulent winds K (fq. Z), then the required solution of Eq. 8 is

n/n' = (z/z')-w/ku* (9)

where the prime denotes a fixed reference level. It we substitute for u* from Eq, 1, 
,

snow conieñtratioñi canTe

(to¡

Equation 9 is quite realistic when the reference height z' is chosen at a low level,
especially for strong r¡r¡ind conditions and for consÍderations of transport close to the
surface. However, observations show w tends to increase with u, and also to decrease
with increasing z; hence basic theory ought to be modified to account for nonuniform
particle size (!, 8, 38). For present purposes the simple theory for uniform particle
size is preferable, as it illustrates fundamental relationships without undue complica-
tion or much loss of reality.

The horizontal mass flux of snow q at any height z is
\
\

Q=nu ,

and the rate of snow transport per unit width of the flow Q between 2 given levels zr
and 22 is

- aZz

ßl;', = z,J nu dz (12)

Saltation

The term saltation was used by Bagnold (1) to describe a transport mecha¡ism for
blown sand; particles were envisaged as bond-ing along the surface impetled by wind,
elastic impacts vr¡ith the surface causing particles to bounce and to dislodge other parti-
cles. Following.early studies of saltation for snow (32, 16), Radok (åQ) applied Owen's
saltation theory (91) to snow, using field data to define probable characteristics of the
saltation layer. Trajectories of saltating snow particles were photographed by Oura
et a,l. (1967).

The following picture emerges from Radok's a¡ralysis (38). Snow particles plucked
from the surface by hydrodynamic forces stream along under gravitational and wind
shear forces in a layer whose self-regulating thickness is governed only by the surface
shear stress. Saltation is initiated at relatively lowwind speeds, and the saltation
layer is maintained even when turbulent diffusion develops with increasing wind speed.
Snow concentration in the saltation layer remains of the same order of magnitude,
irrespective of wind speed. Deposition and erosion take place by vertical flux through
the saltation layer, but are not directly controlled by saltation. The saltation layer
affects the airflow above it as would fixed roughness elements of comparable height;
its effective roughness tends to decrease with increasing wind speed as a consequence
of its upper boundary becoming more diffuse due to increased particle flux.

Threshold conditions for onset and maintenance of saltation, determined by the sur-
face shear stress, may be defined in terms of a dimensionless group y = þ^u\/ppgd),
where pa and Pp are densities of air and particles respectivel_y and d is particle àiam-
eter. Sattation over a loose surface is initiated when y x!0'2, and ceases when y av

0.0064; free-stream velocities corresponding to these values a;re x2.5 and o2.0m/sec
respectively when d = 0.1mm. When y > 1.0, all particles of size d will be carried in-
to suspension. Thickness of the saltation layer is -(o'*/2g), and concentration stays
roughly constant at the same order as the fluid density (-103 g/m3). Thus the mass

In(n/n') = -(w/k') xln(z/zò xln(z/z') x (l/u)

(tt¡



as f¡netions €f héighk, €uu.ri"g-up""""i;|1æ
of free-stream wind speeds u1¡.
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flux of the saltation layer is proportional to u3*. Radok found the saltation layer thick-ness increasing from 27.2ç to 118z6 as uro incieased from 5 to 20 *2"""; t¡ã,h"id;i ;fixed roughness elements is commónly found to be 20ze to BOzs.

MEASURING WINDBLOWN SNOW

The prime object in measuring windblown snow is to measure concentration n,

Direct Methods

Direct methods measure horizontal mass flux q by extracting snow particles froma cross section of the airstream at a given heightf the total catãn tor a timeo perio¿-
being weighed to findthe mass passing unit cross section in unit time. Measurementof average wind speed u at the Àame irãigtrt and time pãr*itsìãncentration n to be cal-culated' This method gives temporal mãans of q, n, 

-and 
u rather than instanta¡reousvalues, which is preferable for á turbulent flow.

several types of snow traps were evafuated by Budd et âr. (s), who determinedaerodSmamic a¡d collection efficiencies from rvii¿ tunnel t""t"=*d field tests. Thesimple trap shoum in Figure 1 was found suit-able for general iiàta 
"toai."; 

its char-acteristics are such that the catch is about 10 percent"too rtiàrr,'¡-t in praátice iã""u.during haadling and weighing tend to reduce thii error.

Indirect Methods

Indirect methods fo-r measuring snovr' concentration are based mainly on attenuationof electromagnetic radiation passing from a source to a detector through the snow-filledairstream. visibre right techniqueJ seem to have deveroped ir;th;;i(g z, gj, ¡iialpla, beta, and qamma radiatións have been investigateã-tlql. eru,oú 
"rå"-t"é*rs_netic metering is highly attractive, reliable equipmeñt tãr firationat rise is not yei"available.

CONCENTRATION AND FLIIX OF BLOWING SNOW
Reliable data on concentration and flux are rare. The only comprehensive program

of field measurements by e:qlerienced investigators using trroioughry tested and cati-brated gages appears to be a "third generaHoñ" stuoy nyïuoa,- dingl", *¿ i"áot (a).

Simple turbulent diffusion theory (nq. S) gives a power relation between concentra_tion (or density) n and height z. -substitútion 
ot appropriate ìuo"" for w and u*

Figure 1' A simple trap for measuring concentration and horizontal flux of blowing snow. several of the traps
are mounted on a mast, with anemometers alongside, so as to give vertical profiles of n and q.
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MEAN oRIFT DENSITY, !/n!

Figure 2. Vertical profiles of mean drift density, or concentration, for a range of wind speeds (8).

indicates thatfor strong winds the erqronent is æ-1. Field data (fig. Z) confirm this
prediction for uro *20 mf sec, but for lower wind speeds n changes more rapjdly with
ifor r< b0 cm. The measuredprofiles converge atzæ 1cm, givingn *10og/m'for
all wind speeds, in agreement wlth saltation theory.

Field data show a limilar power relation between flux q and height z in strong winds,
with a corresponding trend to more rapid change of q with z at low levels in gentler
winds. Because u can be expressed as a power of z, with an enponent ol/7 'f.or neutral
stability, simple theory(Bq. g) predicts that q(= nu)witl beproportional toa power of z.

""rd'- iôo tor lo' lo'

Concentration and Flux as
@

Equation 10 predicts a linear
relatlon between log n and l/u
for a given value of z, Provided
that w a¡d z^ are invariant witl¡
u. Extensiv'e field data bY Budd
et al. (g) were quite well reP-
resented by such a relation
(rig. f¡; Hnes fitted to their
data are shown in Figure 4,
which shows representative
va.lues of n as a function of u
with z as parameter. It maY
be noted that n becomes less
dependent on u as z droPs be-
low 10 cm. Because (t/u) ln
(z/zo) is proportional to l,/uro,
a similar relationshiP between
n and uro can be exPected;
Figure 5 shows data bands for
n as a function of ulo using re-
s,ults from 3 different stations.
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Figure 3. Vertical profiles of mean horizontal mass flux for a range

of wind speeds (8).
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Figure 5. Data bands covering relationships between drift density (concentrationl
and wind speed at various heights. as observed at 3 different stations (g).
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concentration snow in the air can be fõund. Concentrations measur.ed by the writer at

Hanover, New Hampshire, range from approximately--0.01 to 0.7 g/m" as accumulation

rate, or vertical flux, ranges trom apprãximately O.OOS to 0.25 g-cmz/¡'r,

REDUCTION OF VISIBILITY AND LIGHT TRANSMISSION BY FALLING
AND BLOWING SNOW

Partieles of falling or btowing snow scatter visible radiationr.reducing light trans-
mission a¡d visibiliti. Detailed measurements by Budd et at. (8), which were inbroad

agreement with Liliequistrs earlier results (2!), Save a relatiol (fig. 0) between visi-
rltity, or visual range' V(m) and snow concentration n (g/m")'

CONCENTRATION AND FLIIX OF FALLING SNOW

Æisj¿tingjn wind-f ree condiü
accumu]4tionratea!ttreground,whichiseaqiIymeasr¡red¡vè-

v = r00ln (13)

The foregoing figures showing n as a function of z a¡rd u can thus be reinterpreted to
show V as afunction of z and uby appropriate scale changes'
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More empirically, there are good linear correlations between log n and log uro, and

betweenlosì andlog uro, which indicate that, lor z> 50 cm, n is approximatelypro-
pã.tionaf tã u?o and q'is approximately proportional to ulo. These simple relationships
ãmphasize the very strong dependence of n and q on u.

ELOWTNG SNOW

Oo, Budd, D¡ngl.
ond Rodok,1966
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Figure 6. Visual range and extinction coefficient as functions of snow

concentration for falling and blowing snow. The left scale gives an

extinction coefficient o0 calculated on the assumption that liminal con-

trast is 0.02 and inherenl target contrast is -1, and also gives a scale that

corrects the data for falling snow in accordance w¡th photometric control
measurements.
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Mellor (!!) measured visibility through falting snow (Fig. 6) and gave an empirical
relation beñ-een v(m) and snow accumutãtion raie A(e-cm7hr):

V = 625 A-o'42 (14)

An extinction coefficient oo, which gives attenuation rates for transmitted light, can
be estirnated from visibilitv data bv ttre relation

oo = 3.et/Y (1b)

More detailed data summaries, together with relevant theory, are given by Mellor
Gg, ¡r).

SNOW DEPOSITION ON FLAT SURFACES

A variety of deposition-erosion patterns (ripples, waves, barchans, sastrugi, and
dunes) form when snorv blows across flai unobstructed terrain. Their generallúarac-
teristics and dimensions are known, and their modes of formation are understood in
broad terms (39), ¡ut there is little systematic quantitative information on details of
formation. Detailed field research on these features might be va"luable because, while
they do not significantly affect the wind profile at higher levels during course of forma-
tion (9), they are intimately related to wind transport processes and particularly to
saltation. Furthermore, because they uncioubte<ily reflect "wall" structures of the
boundary layer, they may well yield information of broad significance.

Deposition-erosion features provide a means of assessing local wind directions and,
to some extent, wind strengths. Large whaleback dunes are usually associated with
strong '¡rinds blowing during major snowstorms, when much new snow is deposited.
Ripples, barchans, and sharp-edged sastrugi commonly form when previously deposited
snow is being redistributed by "dry" winds. Transverse features (ripples a¡rd waves)
form in light winds, whereas longitudinal features (dunes and sastrugi) form in strong
winds. Some observers have the impression that there is a positive correlation between
the wind speed and the height, or length-width ratio, of sastrugi.

FLOW PERTURBATION BY OBSTACLES AND SURFACE IRREGULARITIES

When a wind stream encounters obstacles or surface irregularities, boundary layer
separation occurs, turbulent wakes are formed, and preferential deposition and erosion
of snow take place. The general proportions a¡rd characteristics of eddy zones around
typical obstacles are reasonably well lcrown, although there does not appear to be any
systematic compilation of such datafor awide range of obstacle types and wind speeds.
Deposition and erosion in the vicinity of an obstacle are clearly related to local eddy
patterns, and equilibrium, or "saturation," profiles of drifts a¡d scours have been de-
termined for some common obstacles. However, little is lcrown quantitatively about
the conditions controlling deposition and erosion, or about the rates at which theyoccur.

Thus, while flow perturbation by obstacles and irregularities lies at the heart of
practical snowdrifting problems, it cannot be treated analytically at the present time.
The alternative is to tackle the problem experimentally, either by field observations
or by model tests (which might conceivably include analog models).

FIELD OBSERVATIONS ON PROTOTYPES OR LARGE MODELS

Field tests of prototype structures or large models, and field observations on exist-
ing structures a¡d features, have provided invaLuable inJormation on the drifting char-
acteristics of snow fences, shelter belts, embankments, cuts, buildings, and other
structures. Field studies will continue to form an essentia-l part of any balanced re-
search effort (38), but it seems important to distinguish between engineering studies
designed to give specific results for local conditions and more fundamenta-l studies
designed to provide basic data of broad applicability and control data for model studies.



ba¡i<rnentsa¡dcuts;jtoreapfulIvaluefrgmfie1dtests,oneshguldthroughlrmon1to
snow transport in the unperturbed flow along the lines developed by Budd et af . (!).
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For basic investigations, ideal test sites are flat, unobstructed areas subject to
frequent and consistent occurrence of blowing snow, with a range of wind speeds.
Ideally, the sites should be ma¡rned continuously. Open plains and frozen lake surfaces
are obvious locations for testing, but perhaps the best research sites of all are found
on polar snowfields. One advantage.of a permanent (polar) snowfield is that tests can

run until equilibrium drift profites are attained, whereas in âreas of seasonal snow-
ation be termi

snovsfields is that the dense snow car easily be formed stabilized) to make em-

MODELING TECHNIQUES

Direct modeling of snowdrifting may be carried out by using (a) a rvind tunnel with
introduced sotid pãrtictes, (¡) a winA tunnel without aerosols, and (c) a water flume
with introduced solid Particles. :

\Mind Tunnel With Aerosols

Simple wind tunnel experiments using fine powders have yielded useful information
on shapes and dimensions of drifts (11, 34,6,21). Less empirical experiments de-
signeùto provide quantitative informátion, including rates of deposition, call for more
ri[orous application of modelÍng criteria (þ,9,20,.L7,39, 35, 36' 9). odar's com-
prehensive consideration of relevant criteria (35, 36) provides a sound basis for pre-
iiminary design of experiments, although some revrsion in detail may be called for.
However, because it is unlikely that all modeling criteria can be satisfied in full simul-
taneously, judicious selection ôf Ure most significant and attainable scaling factors is
probably necessary. This setection, together with subsequent evaluation of scaling
iactors, should be made on the basis of reliable data for the natural phenomenon.

Somó wind tunnel tests have been made using ice particles G9.), ¡ot for most pur-
poses the experimental comptications do not appear commensurate with the potential
ädvantages. However, it should be pointed out that snow has adhesion a¡d sinterinC
properties not normally found in many other powders; these characteristics allow snow

äepãsitstoformwind.iesistantsurfacesaootodevelopshapes(e.g',cornices)that
are prohibited for cohesionless powders.

Wind Tunnels Without Aerosols 
i

Use of wind tunnels wÍthout aerosols has been proposed as an alternative to direct ;

modeling. Leaving aside simple procedures for defining eddy zones by smoke tracers,
quantitative modeling v¡ith solid particles involves the following steps:

1. Flow past the structure has to be properly reproduced by satisfying appropriate i

modeling crileria, which caII for geometric and kinematic similarity and scaling of

surface roughness;
Z. Cui¿ed by postulated criteria for deposition or erosion, measurements have to

be made on the flow;
B. By using theoretical criteria for deposition, initial deposition rates have to be

calculated from the flow measurements; and l

4. The base surface of the model has to be reshaped in accordance rvith results of

step 3, and the entire procedure repeated. 
i

Alternatively, it may be possibte to establish equilibrium drift profiles by omittinC 
i

step 3 and warping ttre 
-mo¿eI's 

base surface until flow measurements indicate that
stable conditions rt"* ¡à"" reacnea g) 

i

The prime problem is to establish the criteria governing deposition and erosion,
a¡rd to develop-the analytical tools needed for calculation of deposition rates. In early 

I

investigationÀ,depositiona¡derosioninthevicinityofanobstaclewereassociated
with loõat eddy palterns, and it was assumed that deposition would occur in zones i

where winO spLõO was reduced below some critical value. Odar's studies (35, 36) 
i
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laid emphasis on surface shear stress as a controlling factor, and Cermak Q) made ex-
plicit postulations that deposition wouldoccur or cease according to whether surface
forces were respectively less or greater than (a) values required for particle motion at the
surface or, alternatively, (b) corresponding forces for an unperturbed flat surface away
from the obstacle. Cermak's analysis indicated that conditions for initiation of particle
movement are given by the dimensionless parameters (u*/w) arrd (u*d/ù, in whichd is
either particle diameter or equivalent surface roughness and y is kinematic viscosity
of the air. The first of these parameters is of obvious relevance to turbulent diffusion,
âs-t-Ìs-the inverse of'th-e e$-oneñ't in-EiF. 9-tre-€ècoñ'rtrp*liãñêtdË3=üt-fê{uêStiôfl-J:
able, because most snow surfaces appear to be aerodynamically rough. A more plausi-
ble alternative for the parameter governing threshold shear is one used in essentially
similar form by Bagnold (1), Ooar ($, ¡0), Owen(37), and RadokQg): this is the param-
eter y discussed and evaluated i¡theforegoing discussionof saltation. úr any event, this
topic ought to be reviewed in the light of realistic field data before any modeling is
urtuerL¿dJ(etr.

Once the relevant aerodynamic characteristics of the flow around an obstacle have
been determined in the particle-free wind tunnel, there remains the problem of com-
puting deposition rate as a function of position. Cermak's notes (9) give no indication
how this mÍght be done; they are concerned mainly rvith delineation of equilibriumdrift
profiles. Radok Q9) argueO convincingly that deposition rates ought to be deducible
from mass flux divergence considerations; this seems eminently reasonable in the light
of turbulent diffusion theory, but practical methods of calculation remain to be developed.
In the present state of uncertainty it may be preferable for engineering purposes to
approach the problem of deposition rates by considering the energetics, rather than
invoking the detailed mechanics, of the process. One possibility would be to determine
from wind tur¡nel tests the power expended by the air stream in drag resista¡ce against
an obstacle, and to compare this with the power required to suspend snow particles
(given by turbulent diffusion theory) to obtain a:r estimate of rate of deposition in the
vicinity of the obstacle. This would not, of course, give deposition rate as a function
of position, but the general geometry of drift patterns could be determined independently
from the local eddy structure.

Actually, although modeling v¡ithout aerosols may have ar important part to play in
determining aerodynamic characteristics, it does not appear particularly attractive as
a final engineering design procedure, as the practical simplification realized by elim-
inating the aerosol is probably outweighed by additional theoretica^I uncertainties and
practical difficulties in simulating accumulating drift forms.

Water Flumes

Water flumes carrying solid particles in turbulent suspension have been used for
modeling as an alternative to wind tunnels, notably by Theaksto" (Ég). The fundamentat
principles governing transport and deposition in a liquid are similar to those involved
for wind transport (?,3,4,5), but there are significant differences in magnitude for
certain effects, because the densities of liquid and particle are of similar magnitude,
whereas the densities of air and typical solids differ by about 3 orders of magnitude.
In some respects this makes the problems of Iiquid transport more difficult than cor-
responding problems for air transport.

CONCLUSIONS

The basic processes of u¡ind transport are now reasonably well understood, and
there is a body of reliable field data for wind transport across flat unobstructed sur-
faces. The emphasis for fundamental field studies might now be switched to (a)natural
deposition and erosion processes on flat unobstructed surfaces, (b) effects of flow per-
turbutation on velocity, mass flux, and particle concentration, and (c) rates of deposi-
tion and erosion on surfaces in regions of perturbed flow.

Wind-tu¡neling modeling procedures in general are highly developed, but so far no
fully satisfactory techniques for modeling windblown snow have appeared. This situation
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can probably be remedied by drawing on reliabte field data for a review of modeling l

criteria and establishment of suitable scaling factors. Modeling ryith introduced aero- i

sols is immediately feasible, and it ought to be possibte to establish both deposition
patterns and rates of deposition. Modeling r¡¡ithout aerosols is more uncertain; it is
immediately capable of giving potentiat deposition zones, but prediction of deposition l

rates depends on untested hypotheses. More field data a¡¡d improved theory for per- 
l

turbedfIowsseemtobeaprerequisiteforcompIetemodelingwithoutaerosols.
In the practical field of engineering control the immediate outlook is for "more of 

,

the same,'t but over the longer term there o
tion of control princi,plerby erçloitiag bettereducation ard comrnunication;antt by
routine application of modeling. Needed to achieve the goal of prompt and ine>çensive
model tests are a special rvind tunnel and trained staff capabie of serving engineers
throughout the country on a reimbursable basis.
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Informal Discussion

There are arguments pro and eon. There are no cookbook recipes available for all
road and snowdrifting conditions.

L. Gary Byrd

Perhaps there is a warrant for research in the economic area relative to this whole
question of the investment in achieving drift control.

M. E. Volz

I was recently subjected to a practical application of the nonpermeable snow fence
that is made out of snow, and it worked very successfully. It was at the airport at
Madison, Wisconsin. On the upwind side of the runway, which is the prevailing cause
of their snowdrifting, they had plowed back about 20 or 30 ft and made a small ridge
so that they did not have a problem close to the runway. They then proceeded out on-
to the field approximately 200 ft and very slowly raised a huge '¿vindrow. It was the
most successful thing that I have seen and did not cost anything beyond the mechanics
of actually building this nonpermeable snow fence.

Jumikis

That is true. ff one has the manpower, one can make a good dense snow fence or
a snow wall by meâns of blocks of snow or simply by shoveling up a snow waJI. This
method has been used in Russia. However, thismethod cannot beused with the first
drifting snow in winter because not enough snow is yet available for building a snow
fence.

L. H. Watkins

I should iike to make an observation about a rather contradictory sort of problem
that arises with us because we are pressed very often to put fences alongside highways
for a number of different reasons, not only as snovr fences but also as noise barriers
and windbreaks. For the last 2 purposes, we erect the fence as close to the carriage-
u'ay as we can get it and then it is in the optimum position for depositing snow on the
carriageway when the snow falls. I do not really larow the answer to this one. If you
can design a barrier that rvill do all these things, I would be very much obliged.



Aerodynamic snow Fences to control Snowdrifting on Roads

Alfreds R. Jumikis

This paper describes some problems of snowdrifting control on roads in
open terrain. Some of the relationships between geomorphological-climatic
factors and snow fences as snowdrifting control deviães are discussed.
The aerodynamic-snow mechanics aspects of snow fences and flow pro-
cesses of air-snow currents across dense and permeable snow fences are
describecì, rough caicuiaiions are macie ior spacing of snow iences, and
difficulties in theoretical ana-Iyses of aerodynamic snow fences are dis-
cussed. The paper also suggests additional. studies that are needed to im-
prove the effectiveness of snow fences. These inciude studies of geomor-
phology and climate of regions prone to snowdrifting, aerodynamics of
snowdriftins, aîd aerodynamic-snow mechanics of various kinds of snow
fences and their components.

Clearing and protecting streets, highways, and airfield runways, taxiways, and ser-
vice roads from snow are undisputed necessities for unimpeded, year-round operation
of transportation on the ground, especially during, and even for some time after,
snowstorms.

DiscussÍon of snow removal practices on roads is beyond the scope of this paper.
Snow removal by mechanical mea¡s has been adequately discussedby others (1,-2, B).
This paper only discusses the protection of roads against snowdrifts, viz., snõwdrifT
control in open terrain. Some of this discussion pertaining to snowdrifts on roads may
also be applicable to winter maintenance of airlield runways.

SNOWDRIFTS

During snow periods with heavy winds there is a tendency for the snow to drift. Fre-
quently snowdrifts on roads bring vehicular transportation to a complete sta¡dstili. The
magnitude of snowdrifts depends, among other things, on the quantity a¡d nature of snow
and the velocity of the wind. The wind may pick up snowflakes from'a snow bla¡rket on
a field adjacent to a road. It is known from fluid mechanics that the velocity of the a-ir
current, viz., snow-laden wind, is reducedby an obstacle in the way of the wind. Any
obstacle that brings about a reduction in the velocity of the air currãnt carrying snow
will cause some of the snow to be deposited in a heap, commonly known as a diift. Such
obstacles may be grass, brush, shrubs, trees, fences of all kinds and built-up areas,
variation in the relief of the terrain on both sides of the road, embankments, lills, cuts,
position of the road, roadside snowbanks created by snowplowing, and many other phys-
ical obstacles. Thus, under certain combinations of meteorology, aerodynamics and
physical terrain, such as wind obstacles along the road, decrease the velôcity of the
wind blowing across the road enough to cause snow to accumulate a¡d to pile up on the
roadway. This a-ffects the tra-ffic on the road adversely, or may even render the road
impassa.ble. Therefore, prevention by control of drifting snow or, rather, reduction
of the perils of snowdrifts so far as is physicalty possible and economica-lly feasible
involves a judicious introduction of drift control devices to reduce the wind velocity at
or near the roads and runways.

REMEDIAL MEASURES FOR SNOWDRIFT CONTROL
Some of the common remedial measures used to control drifting and accumulation of

snow on roads are removal of objectionable obstacles (fences, trees) that may cause
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snowdrifts; planting of rows of trees to serve as wind barriers; planting of areas of

trees to serve a.s snow accumulation "reservoirs"; proper road and alignment design

in drift-prone areafi; a¡rd erection of a.¡:tificial snow fences. Experimental studies of

wind-breaklng and snowdrift control by tree-planting have been performed and described l

by FinneY (4).
Each of these remedial measures has its advarrtages and disadvantages' For exam-

p1e,the',natural''snowfencefitsinveryniceIywiththetimeiytrendtowardimprove-
ment and beautification of the roadside and highway appeararce. Effective as it may be

in drift preve Mvantæes'

1. It may require a wide right-of-way;
2. It is ieiatively expensive in respect to planting, growing, and maintenance;
3. It takes many'years (about 6 to 8) to grolv a hedge and about 15 years to grow

some species of trees; and
4. Once planted, it is impossible to shift and erect the nalural fence against the

changing direction of the winds.

Artificial snow fences as snowdrifting control devices have proved to be a practical,
effective, and relatively inexpensive means both here and abroad for reducing the wind

velocity and thus protecting roads and railroads from snowdrifts'
The principle involved in using snow fences is their proper erection at some distance

away frõm the road on its leeward side. In front of the windward side and behind the

fence (on the leeward side), snowdrifts are formed where snow is deposited and stored
before it can reach the road. The proper distance from the pavement edge to the snow

fence varies from approximately ?5 to 100 ft. The actual distance must be determined
in accordance with local conditions, of course. From practical experience this dis-
tance is an empirical function of the height of the fence. For example, in s-ome regions,
by method of tii¿ and adjustment, snow fences are placed from 6 to 15 to 20 times the

häight of the fence from the point where snowdrifting is to be avoided, viz., from the

edgã of the pavement. Fencès are placedparallel, perpendicular, or at an angle to the

road, depending on the direction of the prevailing wÍnd.

FACTORS INVOLVED IN PLACING OF SNOW FENCES

As simple as the problem of placing the snow fence might appear superficially, in
reality it is not that ãasy. The þosition of the snow fence involves not merely itsheight,
but däo meteorological and hydrologicat conditions of the tocality such as fluid mechan-

ics of the snow-Iaden air current; aerodynamics of the snow fence; physical properties
of the air, snow, and the fence itself ; snow mechanics Q); the theory of snowdritting
(6); an¿ óffective drainage facilities for removing snolv meltwater as quickly as possible

fl.ríl"g thawing periods (the road must be "dry" even in wet weather). It is also es-
sentiá that theãrainage be kept warm to prevent freezing; geomorphology of the ter-
rain, topography, and possibly some other factors must be considered. Continuousstudy
of weattref trõnàs woutã disclòse the regimen and "detours" of the prevailing winds and

sno\ilstorm paths. The properties of snow of interest are density, specific gravity and

hardness, tãmperature and moisture content, cohesion, plasticity, viscosityr- and shear

strength. Thuã snow mechanics is of interest not only in avalanche studies, forestry,
militãry operations, snow sports, and snow densification but also in snowdrifting con-
trol and research'

From this short revielv it may now become apparent at once that the problem of

placing the snow fence for proper functioning and the theory on which proper function-
ing of iuch a fence is based are anything but scientifically simple. This problem is
trlcky to solve satisfactorily. It may be said at this point that this is one of the exam-
ples ivhere winter service road maintenance men intuitively and correctly recognized
very earty and utilized with reasonably practical success the snow fence as a snow-
driiting cäntrol device before science and engineering were able to supply the logic.

All these factors call for an experimental study for the development of an aerodynamic
snow fence as a¡ effective snowdrifting control device.
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KINDS OF SNOW FENCES

The kinds of snow fences used by the various highway departments are described in
their highway maintenance manuals, in the Highway Engineering Handbook (7), and
elsewhere n q S, tO). Paper snow fences have been used suócessfully inaiichigan .(g 9). Howevãr,-in-ttris discussion, all snow fences are classed as solid or imper-
vious to snow, and open or pervious to snow.

If a snow fence contains horizontal or vertj.cal gaps (voids) or 'þores" between ad-
jaeentbolrrds,pickets,orpapersfripefithesnowfenceisopen,orpermeabtetosno
The perviousness of a snow fence may be characterized by its ttvoid ratio" or by its
"density ratio." The void ratio is a number that shows the proportion of void (opengaps)
to solid areas in the frontal portion of the material or obstacles. Density ratio is the
ratio of the frontal area of the snow fence material to the total frontal area of the fence
(including open gaps).

THE FUNCTIONING OF A SOLID, IMPERMEABLE FENCE

The fundamentals of the theory of snowdrifting have been dealt with by Dyunin (6)
and others. Unfortunately, there has been very little technical explanation of the func-
tioning of both solid and permeable snow fences. The approach followed so far in the
development of methods of snowdrifting control has been empirical. The theoretical
aspects of this problem have received very little attention in the past. It is for this
rea"son that research on aerodynamic snow fences is suggested here.

The following is an approximate description of the functioning of snow fences, based
on observation.

When a fluid such as a horizontal, snow-laden air current meets and flows about an
obstacle perpendicular to the flow such as a dense, impermeable snow fence, it tends
to flow around the top of the fence. The velocities of the current on either side of the
fence have different magnitudes. The streamline pattern of the air current normal to
the blunt, impermeable snow fence is shown in Figure 1. Onthe windward side of the
fence the velocity of the current, v14/, is greater than that on the leeward side, v¡.

Aerodynamic studies indicate that upon flowing around the sharp edge of the riþper
end of the vertical plate (fence) a separation of the streamline pattern takes place; the
snow-laden air current is torn off and deflected, and whirls or eddies of the air-snow
mixture set in on both sides of the dense fence, hurling and whirling along the dead,
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Figure 1. Snowdrifting at an of a dense snow fence, and snow
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Figure 2' Final phase of performance of a dense snow fence'

deposited snow. Large drag forces develop there, eddying.and carrying away tlre loose

;";;;;i;;;w (¿issípation-of energy of the air-snow fluid). When the momentum of

i-irã-ã¿¿i"" becomes taiàe eno"gh, tñð eddies break away, allowing another to form, and

this process rePeats itself.-lf¡h;;rk" 
ôeewar¿ side) of the air-snow current behind the obstacle, the local

p"u""""u is greatly reduced. with the decrease in velocity of the air-snow current

here and because ot tiã-e¿¿yi"g l.;¿""u¿ pressure and suction whirl shown in Figure 1),

thu 
"rro* 

falls out from the 
-aiicurrent 

and deposits in the relatively calm forefield

i""o* nuf¿) or snow storage area. The heavy snow flakes fall out first.
If the forefield is wide õnough, the air current is relatively free of snow when it

sr,¡/eeps across the road. tnuJthe drifting spends itself and becomes less and less

,"o"i" as it peters out. Among the properties of snow it appears that viscosity of the

air-snow miito"e is the root oitfte aragproblem in snowdrifting. The snowdrifting
p"""""" 

"""tinues 
for as long as the snow fence is effective in reducing the velocity of

the wind.- Th; picking up, the traasport of snow llakes by the air current, a1d the *_.1:lt^11t
snowdriìts ¡eãin ón the average at awind velocity from 4.5 to 8.0 m/sec.rs'rh: ?ve1lCe
unit weight ofä loose, powdery snow at calm varies from 60 to 100 Rg/m" ' A clenser,

wind-deposited snow, depenahg on its moisture content, may have a unit weight from
250 to 3îo kg/m3".

O¡servatíòns made of air-flow currents indicate that the butk of the snow m€lss is
ca¡ried by the lower part of the wind current' The densest air-snow current is ap-

p""*i*rtåfy 2 m abovi the ground surfac_e, and about 90 perce-nt of the snow is camied

within the lower tens of ceniimeters, and about 80 percent within the lower 4 centime-

ters. This explains why no high snow fences are in use. The height of snow fences is
usually from 1.5 to 2 m (about 4 to 6 ft).

Whän the drift is buitt up to the top of the fence, it is said that the fence is filled or

""t"""iË¿ 
ifi*. Zl. A densè snow fenìe produces especially strong suction a¡rd thus

ãrro"t, thick d;ifts. But the consequencê of this is that such a fence soon becomes sat-

;;;t"il *atnr. ineffective. Becarise of this disadvantage, dense snow fences have sel-

dom been used so far.

THE FUNCTION OF A PERMEABLE FENCE

If a snow fence has voids or gaps, its aerodynamics is more complex than that ol a
dense fence. The performanceãf a horizontaliy pervious fence in its initial phase is
;ú;r in Figure 3. The dotted line indicates the final phase of the performance of the

ãrro* t".t"" lvhen filled. The principal advantages of a pervious snow fence over a dense
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Figure 3. Performance of a horizontaiiy pervious snow fence.

one are less material, Iight weight, and much greater width of snow drifting and eddying
area, the snow storage area between the pervious fence and the road. AIso, here the
volume of the accumulated snow is greater tha¡ that around a dense fence. The effec-
tiveness of the permeable snow fence depends on the void ratio, of course.

From this discussion one already should have gathered that the functional intent of a
snow fence is not the prevention of drifting of snow. On the contrary, the function of the
snow fence is to facilitate purposive drifting and deposition of snor¡¡ in an area away from
the roadway, i.ê", in the areabetween the fence a¡rd the highway. Hence, the term "con-
trol of snowdrifting" is used. The real purpose of the snow fence is thus to reduce the
velocity of the snow-Iaden air current, thus facilitating the fall-out and achieving the
wind stream and the deposition of the snow before it is carried to the road. Such a func-
tion of the fence is continuous for as long as the fence remains effective in reducing the
velocity of the wind or air current.

SNOWDRIFTING ON FILLS AND IN CUTS

The width of the snow storage a.rea at a fill or cut of a road also depends onthe steep-
ness of the fill. At steep slopes, 1:1 to 1:2, the snow is swept across the road and, de-
pending on the character of the wind and snow, is deposited partly onthepavement, partly
on the shoulder, and partly on the leeward slope of the road. This also requires an ef-
fective drainage system to carry away the meltwater of snowquickly. With gentler
slopes of low fills (less obstruction) from about 1:3 to 1:4 or flatter, the wind should
carry the snow up the slope and across the pavement and deposit it on the leeward side
of the slope (1). The trend in cross-sectional design concerning snowdrifting is toward
the use of 1:5ìlopes. Flattened slopes and the rounding of slope junctions facilitate the
flow of the air-snow current; thus the deposition of the snow is controlled to some ex-
tent. Also, gentle slopes render amore stable fill tha¡those with steeper slopes. Up
to now, the rounding of slope junctions has not been practiced widely enough.

Because the streamlines of the wind (air-snow current) over the road on alow fiII
arce squeezed closer together, there results an increased wind velocity across the pave-
ment. Therefore, the snow is swept across and away and deposited next to the road on
its windward si.de.

As to the cuts, during severe snowstorms, there forms in deep cuts a perfect, closed
whirl-drum of air-snow mixture (f ig. +). With a ratio of w.idth, W, of cut at its top to
depth, D, of less than 4:1 [(W:n)<(4:1)] and at awi.ndvelocity intensiveenough, theeddy-
ing motion carries the snow out fromthecutin such away as to free it of drifted snow.
A ratio larger than 4:1 may result in partial or complete driit in the cut.

Hence, from the viewpoint of aerodynamics, height of fill, curved slopes of fills and
cuts, and depth of a cut would have an effect on the drifting regimen of snow.

Sometimes heavy drifts on roads are formed as a result of maintenance operations
such as snow removal . For example, the first, thin cover of snow on the pavement may
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Figure 4. Perfect whirl-drum in a cut.

become riffled ("washboarded") by tralfic or from plow lines. These act as snow Ie-
ir"¿*t. and accumulators. Aftei snowdrifting has begun, the drifts on the pavement

increase raPidIY.

VOLUMETRY OF SNOW FENCE DRIFTS

The slopes of the volume of the accumulated snow on both sides of the saturated snow

f"""" *aVîe used for practical pnrposes in calculating approximately the necessary

frài*nt, h,- of the snow fènce as a funètion of the vertical cross-sectional ar€a' As' Jor
;ä;ú;; a€¡sume that there is a saturated snow fence-terrain system as thgwn in Fig-
ñ; i ,í¿ O. The calculations are as set forth in examples 1 and 2 that follow.

Example 1

The snow fence is set back from top edge of slope (Fig. 5)' The total cross-sectional

area A" of accumulated snow is

As æABC + AABC + ADEF

or

As ^c 
(0.5)(8h)(h)+ (0.5x10h)h) + (0.5X1.5Xd') = (0.5)[(18)h2 + (1.5)d'z]

The height of the snow fence is

^=i¿+;;:'P
(3)

The position of the snow fence must be at a distance L = (10)(h) - (1'5Xd) from the edge

F of the cut.

L = (10Xh) - (1.5Xd) = + /4a":lff - (1'5)(d')

I

I
I

¡

I

i

L

I

I

I

i

i

i

I

I
l

I
i

(1)

(2)

=(,Ð(Ð ^lM;:3F 
- (3Xd')] (4)
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Figure 5. Saturated snow fence-terrain system with fence set back from top edge of cut.

Figure 6. Saturated snow fence-terrain system with fence at top edge of cut.

The specialization of Eqs. 2 and 3 is as follows:

1. When there is no cut, then d = 0 (level terrain), a¡rd the needed height of the snow
fence is

t=å./o"

l\lso, the width of the snowdrift storage area, L, on the leeward side of the fence for
such a case, is

L=(10)(h) =+/Ã (6)

2, When there is no snow fence used, then the allowable depth, d, of the cut free of
danger of the drifting of snow is calculated by Eq. 2 as

t^"u=zJ+ (?)

i. e., at such a depth, d, no snow fence is needed.

Example 2

The snow fence is at the top edge of the slope (fig. 0). The total cross-sectional
area of accumulated snow is

(5)
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(8)

The height of snow fence is

h = iå . #vG4A" - B€d' (e)

As È (0.5)(8nxir) + (0.5xl.5dxd)+ (1.0xdxir)

= (0.5xsxh'z) + (0.5x1.5)(¿')+ (e/2)(rr)(a)

The specialization ot Eq. I is ¿ts ïollows:

1. When d = 0 (no cut), then

h =.+ J^s

'= å./o-

(10)

2. When h = 0 (no fence), then

(11 )

i. e., at such a depth of cut, no snow fence is needed.

SNOW FENCE AND DRIFTING CONTROL STUDIES

Because in a particular environment each kind of snow fence performs differently,
it is here suggested that scientific studies of their effective functioning should be pur-
sued along the fotlowing lines: the geomorphologic-climatic aspect; the aerodynamics
of snowdrifting; and the aerodynamíc-snow mechanics aspect of the function of various
kinds of snow fences and their components.

THE GEOMORPHOLOGIC-CLIMATIC ASPECT

Snowdrifting on a road ís decisively influenced by the form of the geomorphology of
the terrain, hydrology, and climatic conditions during winter in the region concerned.
Therefore, to perform a thorough investigation along these lines and to plan snowdrift-
ing control facilities, orie must learn and know the causal connections between the var-
ious elements in question. These studies include the following:

1. The relationship between the la¡d form (geomorphoiogy) a¡rd the prevailing wind
regimen (intensity, direction, duration, wind gaps, and wind jets) should be understood.

2. Hills, valleys, ridges, depressions in the ground surface, woods, fills and cuts,
snow banks, as well as open spaces aÎfect the wind regimen and hence the regimen and
control of drifting of snow. These obstacles cause a change in the angle of direction of
the wind thus changing the snowdrifting regimen. For example, fills up to about 9 m in
height may cause a redueed velocity of the air-snow current across the roadway thus
bringing about snowdrifts on the pavement.

3. Highway fills or cuts may change the wind and snowdrifting regimens as compared
with those prior to such construction.

4. Possible danger to soil erosion a¡rd frost action problems in soil because of melt-
ing snow along the highway must be considered prior to road construction.

5. Frozen soil may be the cause of a 100 percent runoff . This may tax the drainage
facilities and cause flooding of roads and runways.

6. Part of the study of the climatic conditions shouÌd include wind profile measure-
ments. Such data may help also in laboratory research using terrain-road models.

7. A snowdrifting warning service should also be investigated.

These a¡rd other multiple climatic factors and their resulting phenomena also bring
to the fore the question whether wind (snow) protection of roads is always advisable.
Under certain conditions such protection may turn out to be disadvantages or even
dangerous to motorized tra-ffic.
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However, whatever the situation, the highway alignment must fit in properly geo-
morphologically, hydrologically, and climatically with the terrain in respect to drain-
age õondilions, wind regimen, and aesthetic appearance ol the road-terrain system.
Also, the road should lie beyond the leeward limit of the drifting alea of snow.

THE AERODYNAMIC-SNOW MECHANICS ASPECT OF A SNOW FENCE

The functioning of snow lences depends on their physical and aerodynamic properties
and on those of tirã win¿. In other wòrds, the snowdrifting control depends on the shape :

õf fhe fênce contour, i heighfand derrsity of-theTencq size and smoothness oHouglr
ness of the surface and edges of the pickets; drag coefficient of the fence and its com-
ponents; nature of the gaps; density, viscosity, elasticity, and temperature of the com-

þound fluid air-snow; and the fundamental properties of streamline separation.
The aerodynamic prototype of a dense fence is the tluid flow around the top of a ver-

tical, flat rectanguiar ptatèbt small height. Here the flat ptate is the simplest possible
aerofoil seciion.-On abiunt object ihe bãunciary iayer" (cor'io-ur of the dense fence) of the

air-snow current causes the streamlined flow to separate from the leading edge of the
fence and thus causes a reduction in velocity of flow, decrease in pressure behind the
point of separation, and eddies. The phenomenon of separation becomes a very impor-
tant factor in determining the characteristics of the fluid flow about the snow fence, call-
ing for a study of the mechanism and fundamental properties of the separation. The re-
sults of such ä study depend critically on the assumptions of potentialitreaming and

whetherthesurfaceofthefenceissmoothorrough,andwhethertheleadingedgeis
blunt, sharP, or rounded.

ttre analytical studies become even more difficult with permeable fences. The flow
past the individual vertica^l pickets and,/or horizontal boards and paper ribbons, the .

ieparation of flow at the top of the fence and along the contours of the gaps, and the

mutual influence from the adjacent pickets or gaps in the fence bring about a very in-
volved streamline pattern, flow separation, and consequently a very complex eddy regi-
men. AII these phenomena present great computa.tional difficulties for a single, solid,
vertical plate, and even greater difficulties for apermeable snow fence.

Because the snow fence problem does not lend itself to a satisfactory analytical treat-
' ment, it is suggested that aerodynamic snow fence studies should be performed experi-

mentalty in the laboratory as well as in the field, along with geomorphological and cli-
matic studies of the region in the context of effective snowdrifting control on roads and

airfields

SUMMARY

1. The theoretical aspects oi methods of control of snowdrifting have received very
Iittle attention in the Past.

2. The phenomenon of snowdrifting is curbedby the erection of snow fences along
roads for the purpose of controlling snowdrifting on them'

3. Snow fenceì are helpful, but where the country is hilly they are not always ef-
fective.

4. A discussion of the function of dense and permeable snow fences is given in this
paper.

5. The need for knowing the geomorphological and "wind climate" factors in con-
junction with snowdrifting control by means of snow fences is here brought to the fore.

6. Snowdrifting control systems must be designed and adjusted to local snow con-
ditions.

7. The performa¡ce and effectiveness of snow fences can be learned from the fol-
lowing scientific and experimentaf studies: geomorphologic-climatic conditions; aero-
dynamics of snowdrifting; and aerodynamic-l.row mechanics of various kinds of snow

fences and their comPonents
8. The highway alignment must fit properly geomorphologically and climatically in

the terrain wiln réspeCt to drainage, snowdrifting control, and aesthetic appearance.
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Locating Snow Fences in Mountainous Terrain

R. A. Schmidt, Jr.

A series of tests with large snow fences to control snow accumulation in
alpine areas of central Colorado has provided greater understanding of the
effects of surrounding terrain on snowdrift control with fences. Cross-
sectionalprofiles of the resulting snowdrifts show that an uoslope approach
to the fence causes a short, high drift to form compared to the long shallow
drift formed with a downslope approach. In the downslope approach, how-
ever, the total volume of snow trapped by the fence may equal or exceed
the volume in the drift behind a fence with an upslope approach. Problems
of locatingfencesformaximum effectiveness in irregular terrain are com-
plicatedbytheneedtomaintaina gap between the fence and ground through-
out the snow season. Placing fences in the lee of a ridge crest or other
natural terrain break often increases the adverse pressure gradient and
results in snowdeposition upwind of the fence. Some criteria for avoiding
this situation are presented.

Snow deposition in irregular terrain can be viewed as the interaction of 2mechanisms:
(a) transport of snow by wind and (b) airflow over natural terrain. These 2 mechanisms
are examined briefly to develop a general idea of how they interact to cause snow depo-
sition. AJ.though knowledge of either mechanism is presently far from satisfactory for
quantitative predictions of snow deposition, the general concept is used to explain snow-
drift configurations behind fences in several terrain situations.

Throughout the paper, flow is considered turbulent and two-dimensional, withneutral
atmospheric stability. Although this is far from a realistic model for the overall prob-
lem, it provides a point of departure and in some situations perhaps meaningful results.

SNOW TRANSPORT BY WIND

A summary of the state of knowledge concerning snow transport was presented by
Mellor (1) anO more briefly by Radok (2). Data presented by Budd et al. (3) and the
analysis by Budd (4) seem to provide a satisfactory expression for the relative snowcon-
centration profile õver horizontal terrain. For a given particle size, this relationship
states that the logarithm of drift density is proportional to the logarithm of height. The
proportionality is determined by the shear stress. As shear stress increases, drift
density at a given level increases. In deriving this relation, shear stress was assumed
constant with height.

The snow concentration profile is linked to the wind velocity profile by assuming that
the exchange coefficient for snow is equal to the turbulent eddy viscosity. Foraconstant
shear stress through the layer of flow, the eddy viscosity and therefore the exchange
coefficient for snow increase in direct proportion to height. The results reported by
Budd et al. (3) justify these assumptions, at least for a first approximation over a hori-
zontal surfacG.

The analysis for a ho¡izontal surface provides a framework for investigating snow
transport over irregular terrain. Radok (2) argues that deposition or erosion at a snow
surface should be reflected by changes in the mass flux of drift snow. Thus, changes
in the snow concentration profile in the direction of flow shouldbebalancedbynetaccumu-
lation or erosion. These changes in the vertical distribution of drift snow should corre-
spond to variations in the turbulent shear stress distribution and mean wind velocity pro-
files. This leads to the question, What is known of the mean wind velocity profiles and
the turbulent shear stress distribution over topographic obstacles ?

220
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WIND OVER NATURAL TERRAIN

Like that of the mechanism of snow transport by wind, knowledge of airflow over nat-
ural terrain is more extensive for horizontal surfaces. In such cases, the pressure
gradientinthe direction of flow is assumed to be zero for the layer near the surface,
and shear stress is taken as constant and equal to the surface shear stress. These as-
sumptions lead to the logarithmic mean velocity profile, which describes measurements 

,in this layer quite well for neutral atmospheric stability.
- fÞaéssure g¡ãdÏêñi5@ - -

-tlÕn 
oËflsw-. ì.Iepr the +rindw+rd suefeee oÈâ hil,l or lidgfior.example, fl

along a favorablb Þressure gradient: that is. the pressure decreases in thealong a favorablê pressure gradient; that is, the pressure decreases in the direction of
flow. Air moving leeward from the crest of a hill or ridge does work against a¡ adverse
pressure gradient where the pressure increases in the direction of flow. Work is done
by wind against an adverse pressure gradient at the expense of flow momentum near the
surface. If this momentum loss is sufficient to reduce mean velocity near the boundary
to zero, the flow separates. It is primarily momentum considerations that lead one to
examine the local pressure gradients.

To see what changes these local pressure gradients might cause in the mean velocity
profiles and turbulent shear stress distribution, one must looktolaboratoryexperiments
on airflow with pressure gradients. Only a few wind profiles have been measured near
the surface of irregular terrain, and there are no data for the turbulent shear stress
profile above such a boundary.

Studies on the development of a turbulent boundary layer with pressure gradients in
the direction of flow have many practical applications in the design of aerofoils, diffusors,
and other devices. Much of this work is summarized by Schlichting (5). Several more
recent studies also provide measurements of the turbulent boundary lãyer developing in
one or more pressure gradients (6, 7, 8).

Detailed pressure gradient datã forãtmospheric flow over a terrain obstacle are not
available to compare with a particular set of wind tunnel measurements. The general
pattern of mean velocity profiles and the shear stress distributions for favorable a¡d
adverse pressure gradients are shown in Figures 1 and 2. These diagrams are designed
to show the general relationships from a number of laboratory experiments and are not
based on a particular set of measurements. For a favorable pressure gradient, flow
accelerates and the mean velocities increase in the direction of flow (fig. f). This cor-
responds to a maximum shear stress at the surface and increasing shear stress in the
direction of flow. The mean velocity profiles in an adverse pressure gradient (Fig. 2)
show a decrease in velocity along the flow, with the largest deficits near the surface.
The general features of the shear stress distributions shown in Figure 2 are (a) a
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Figure 1. Generalized pattern of mean velocity pro-
files and shear stress distribution in a favorable pres-

sure gradient (numbers indicate increasing distance
downstream).

VELOCITY SHEAR STRESS

Figure 2. Generalized pattern of mean velocity pro-
files and shear stress d¡stribut¡on in an adverse pres-

sure gradient (numbers indicate increasing distance
downstream).
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decrease in surface shear stress in the flow direction and (b) a maximum in the shear
stress distribution that moves away from the surface as flow moves downstream.

To summarize: (a) For a given particle size distribution, the relative concentration
of snowdrift depends on the verticai distribution of wind shear; (¡) tocat pressure gra-

dients developed by air flowing over irregular terrain result in changes in the vertical
distribution of wi¡d shear; (c) tor favorable pressure gradients, the maximum shear
stress occurs at the surface, and the surface shear stress increases along the flow; and

(d) adverse pressure gradients result in decreasing surface shear stress along the flow,

and a maximum shear above the surfàce. If the gradient is strongenough, flowseparates
rrorrrrne-rrrra-ce.

For example, consider a two-dimensional turbulent flow across a snow-covered ridge.

From experiènce, erosion is e><pected on the windward ridge face, with deposition of
snow on lhe leeward slope. These 2 situations should be reflected by the snow concen-

tration profiles. On the windward slope, with a favorable pressure gradient, the shear
stress iì largest at the surface. Therefore, the snow particle concentration should be
r--^^- -^^- +L^ ^,,-$o^a +h¡- f¡¡ fl"a lrarizn¡tel ¡qqo Roc¡rrse shcer" Stf:e-cS inCfeasesiarger iìeai' Li¡e öi¡i'iai,i-:ë Liidi¡ iu¿ i¡iç iiu¡ i¿v¡¡Lø¡ Ù¿ùÚ'

aloãg the flow, drift concentration should increase as flow moves toward the crest. As

flow moves into the adverse pressure region lee of the crest, surface shear stress de-

creases and some of the snow load in the lowest layers should return to the surface. At

the same time, the concentration at higher levels may be increased by the developing
shear stress maximum. This should give a profile with lower relative snow concentra-
tion near the surface, and a net decrease in mass transport.

An interesting point based on this argument is that deposition should begin before the

flow separates. Snow may be deposited on the lee slope without flow separation. In this

case thè adverse p.""soré graciient is strong enough io retard fiow near'r.he surface.
This decreases the shear siress and thus the snow concentration, but it does so grad-

ually enough so that flow does not separate. At the other extreme, a strong adv,erse

p""""o"u {radient that results in separation may develop an eddy with revers" f19y

"trong 
enougtr to transport snow up the lee slope. Much of the work on snow deposition,

incluà-ing tnð win¿ tunnel studies by Finney 8), is based on the assumption that the snow-

drifts tend to filt the eddy zone. The succesGful application of these studies justifies
this assumption for many situations. There are cases' however, where the arguments
presented earlier must be considered, as the next section shows'

SNOW FENCES ON MOUNTAINS

The general concept developed earlier is used here to explain the effects of snow

fences in several terrain situitions. A snow fence represents an obstacle to the natural
airflow that produces additional local pressure gradients. In each case presented, the

adverse pressure gradient downwind of the fence is considered as an addition to the pres-

srr." g."ãi"nt associated with the terrain configuration. The.resulting drifts are exam-

ined flom the standpoint of (a) total drift accumulation and (b) maximum drift length, 2

characteristics of major interest in snowdrift control'

Case 1-A Snow Fence on a Uniform Windward Slope

The adverse pressure gradient associ.ated with the fence is added to the favorable
pressure gradient created by flow up the windward slope. The effect of the fence is
reduced fy tne terrain gradient. Both the total dri-ft accumulation and the maximum

drift length should be Iess than expected for the horizontal situation. Figure 3 shows

that this is the case for the maximum drift length.

Case 2-A Snow Fence on a Uniform Leeward Slope

Here the adverse pressure gradient produced by the fence is added to the natural ad-

verse pressure gradient. A larger fence effect should result in increased drift accumu-

lation and maximum length compared to the horizontal case (¡'ig. ¡). For example, a

fence 4 m high with 1-m gap was located upwind of a depression in a long lee slope on

Mt. Evans in Colorado. 
" 

The resulting Oritt naO a maximum length on.the order of 30

times the fence height with a fairly uniform increase in depth (nig. +a).
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Figure 3. Maximum drift length as a function of
terrain slope (10, Fig.83)'

One problem that arises from locating
a fence in a natural adverse pressure re-
gion is that the fence becomes buried in
the drift. This results in expensive main-
tenance unless the fence is designed to
withstand the snow settlement load.

Figure 4. Snowdrift cross sections on 4 irregular terrain

situations, showing variations of total drift length and

snow accumulation (horizontal and vertical scale equal).

The pressure gradient changes from
favorable to adverse near the crest. The
fence is located in an adverse pressure gradient, andtheresultsdependonthestrength
of the natural adverse gradient. If the lee slope is gradual and flow does not separate,

results should be similâr to those of Case 2, where accumulation and length were in-
creased and the fence became buried.

If the lee slope is steep and flow separates, the fence fixes the point of separation'
and a cornice forms behind the fence. In this situation, velocities in the reverse flow
are strong enough to transport snow. The drift is then shorter and contains less snow

than expeõteA tor ttre saroe fence on a horizontal surface. Such a condition was examined

at Glacier Mountain near Montezuma, ColoraAo (fig. 4U). The fence was 35 m lee of

the crest and the lee slope was steep. Again the fence was buried in the drift in spite

of the gap between fence and ground.

Case 4-A Snow Fence at a Sharp Ridge Crest

If a fence is located at the point where the pressure gradient changes from favorable

to adverse, the fence effect iJ again increased by the natural adverse pressure gradient

in the lee of the crest. As in Case 3, the resulting drift depends on the steepness of

the lee slope; it is larger and longer if the slope is gradual, and smaller if the slope is
steep enough to cause itrong reverse flow. However, the favorable pressure gradient

upwínd of the fence maintains increasing surface shear stress, which causes snow ero-
sion and leaves the fence free of the drift.

The drift cross section shown in Figure 4c was measured at Straight Creek Pass on

the Continental Divide in Colorado. The depression tee of the crest filled in rapidly,
and the lee slope was then gradual enough to allow a rather spectacular drift to develop.

Case 3-A Snow Fence Located
ffie

I

I
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Case 5-A Fence Located at a Break From Horizontal .to Lee Slope

In terms of pressure gradients, this fence is located at a point where the gradient
changesfrom zero to adverse. The fence effect is again strengthenedby the natural gra-
dient, and the results depend on the strength of the gradient. A cliff Ís an extreme ex-
ample of this case; separation is well defined at the drop-off, and a cornice typically
forms. With a more gradual lee slope, both total accumulationand maximum drift length

_ increase. Measurements at Teller Mountain (Fig. 4d) are an example of the latter situation.

Although the configurations of terrain and snow fence location described are only a
few of the infinite possibilities, a few generalizations may summarize this section: (a)

Snow fences that obstruct flow in a favorable pressure gradient yield smaller and shorter
drifts than expected over horizontal terrain; (b) the effects of fences located at the change
from a zero or favorable to adverse pressure gradient should increase as the gradient
i¡anaoeac rrn in tha nninl rrhana flnru in +ha a¡l¿{rr }raoinc }n orn¿la f}ro dn¡¡mctnasm

edge of the drift; and (c) fences located within an adverse pressure region should show
effects that follow those given in statement (b), but usually become buried in the drift.

Statement (b) suggests that there is some terrain configuration that is optimum for
accumulating snow behind a snow fence. The fact that there is a fence density less than
100 percent that gives maximum sno\ry accumulation on horizontal terrain can be basêd
on the same reasoning as statement (b). In both cases, the pressure recovery for opti-
mum accumulation is more gradual than the maximum gradient that can occur. Perhaps
pressure measurements on a fully developed snowdrift deposited on a horizontal surface
wouiri provicie a siarting piace for modei studies to determine if statemeni ('o) is true,
and at least the general configuration of the optimum situation.

Because favorable pressure gradients have been equated with windward slopes and
adverse gradients with leeward slopes, one might wonder what is gained by considering
pressure gradients in place of terrain gradients. There are at leást 2 reasons. First,
the pressure gradient is a basic parameter used to relate variables in the wind tunnel studies
on development of turbulent boundary layers. To apply these studies to flow overnatural
terrain requires some idea of the natural pressure gradient. Second, the flow mechanism
is governed primarily by the pressure gradient, and there is very little knowledge ofthe
relationship between ground slope and pressure gradient. Scorer (11) has pointed out
that the pressure gradient depends on the size and location of the lee eddy as weII as the
shape of the ridge. Perhaps a useful relation can be developed.

CONCLUSIONS

1. Changes in the shear stress distribution must be considered when snow transport
theory is extended to irregular terrain.

2. Pressure gradient arguments and some field measurements support the idea that
there is an optimum terrain configuration for snow accumulation. Information is not
currently adequate to specify what the configuration would be.

3. Fences located within regions of adverse pressure gradient usually becomeburied
in the snowdrift. These fences should either be designed to withstand snow settlement
or be relocated near the start of the adverse pressure gradient.
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Model Technique for Controlling Snow on Roads and Runways

F. H. Theal<ston

Snow has always been a most difficult element to predict and also to control
in areas where there is heavy accumulation. An open channel water flume
and models have been used to predict consistently the patterns developed by
falling snow. Light, white sand is used tosimulate snow. Various densities
of snow storms are created within minutes, and qualitative analyses are
made for remediai measures. A wind tunnel study is carried out to ensure
positive results.

Snowis a¡r element of nature that displays many contradictory characteristics. It is
both a nuisance and a necessity. It is both beautiful and ugly, depending on the condi-
tions through which it is viewed. To some it is a hindra¡rce to travel, and to others it
is the only medium through which conveyance is assured. It is clean, it is dirty; it is
almost weighUess as a snowflake, but as a mass it can collapse large structures. In-
dividually snowflakes are things of beauty, and it seems that no 2 flakes are alike in
their intrinsic and delicate patterns.

Snow is, indeed, a fascinating element characterized by dual and often opposing
tendencies; but perhaps the greatest and most distinguishing fact is that, although we
know so much about the element snow, there are times when we know little or nothing.

The behavior of most elements of nature can be predicted through studies of recur-
ring incidents such as wind storms, rain storms, and snow storms. In this respect,
protective measures can be provided long befôre the storm arrives at the site. How-
ever, snow again does not conform to normal behavior because many of the problems
created by snow occur after the storm.

The movement of snow particles on dry granules on the surface of crust or ice or
frozen ground and the subsequent buildup is called "saltation." Accumulation of snow
occurs at the bottom of a turbulent zone because the particles tend to drop out at the
region of low velocity. Because turbulence occurs from an obstruction in the'¡¡ind
direction, it follows that predictions can be made for sites of accumulated snow.
Furthermore, it is possible to cause drop out of snow by creating the turbulence where
it is desired in the prediction plan'

Basically, control of snow is a matter of adjusting the energy of the wind that is the
transporting agent. It is true that energy cannot be created nor destroyed, but it is
also true that the total energy can be distributed in such a way that the total force is
dissipated before the wind reaches critical zones. Experimentally, it is ti.me-consuming
and often unrewarding to study snow in the field, because there is no control of the
variables. However, the resulting patterns are undeniably correct and the researcher
can take advantage of the prototype when using laboratory procedures. For example,
aeria-l photographs taken at 500-ft elevation provide a clear picture of problem areas
on roads, runways, buildings, and parking lots; and the details are invaluable in the
collection of laboratory data.

The laboratory procedure established at the University of Guelph utilizes an open-
channel water flume to simulate wind. Because water and wind are both fluids having
similar characteristics, it is possibte to compare the fluids to scale. The chief ad-
vantage, however, is that the flow is decreased to an extent where observation of the
particle movement can be used as a study medium.

The open channel is 25 ft long, 3 ft wide, and 18 in. deep at the observation section.
The side walls are made of plexiglass. The steel entry area is 10 times the cross-
sectional area of the open channel to conform with fluid dynamic principles. Thesupply
of water comes from a constant head tank.to give a steady rate of flow. The velocity of
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Figure 1. Typical snow pattern on the roof of a

building with a valley (wind from right)'

;i

Figure 3. Solid fences 16 ft high collect snow in

between (wind from bottom).

Figure 2. Solid triangular fences used to
collect snow (wind from right).

Figure 4. Studies around buildings indicate recurring

Patterns.

the water, however, can be varied by raising or lowering a steel plate at the end of

the ftume. Normatiy the flow is at the rate of 3 cu ft/min. The discharge 'ü/ater is
collected in a sump and pumped to the constant head tank for further circulation.

The snow is simutateã by white Ottawa silica sand (density No. 100). It is injected

in the water ftume by mean; of a metering device to provide a dense, medium, or light
snow storm as required by test. The storm is effective immediately and qualitative

anatysis can be odtaine¿ iä a very short time. Obstructions to the wind, such asfences,

treeä, shrubs, and buildings are scaled (f in. = 16 ft) and placed in the flume on a

circular base so every winã direction can be observed during the tests (Figs. 1-a).
-__ 

Th; model techùiqüe assures a quick, positive method of analysis with 100 percent

results from a qualitative point of view. The exigencies of snow particles makg it-
more difficult tó determinê results quantitatively with such accuracy, but certainly- close

estimates of depths can be made with sufficient success to be useful in design' The

models used arã often made from plexiglass because they can be scaled easÍ1y and

assembled quickly rvith acetone chioroform and fixed to the circular base in the same

manner.
Snow fences for roads afid runways should be assessed for porosity, height, and

location, though other consideratÍons such as materials of construction, strength, 
.

durabilily, aná cost are importantfactors (flgs.5 and 6). Ithasbeen useful toestab-
lish a basã from which atl other comparisons can be determined. A solid fence pro-
vides clear characteristics with regard to accumulation of snow. There is always

"cupping" action on the windward side due to the rotation of the particles as they
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Figure 5. A steel wire fence is not very effective as a
windbreak or snow barrier.

Figure 6. Decorative fence with S0 percent porosity
showing energy dissipation at each opening.

rebound from the obstruction. This action continues until a "bridgs" is constructed ona slope to the top of the fence. rvVhen the bridge is completed the usefuLness of thefence
becomes less, and the "ramp" effect tends to carry pa"ti"les over the obstruction todrop out on the leeward side immediatelybehind tneience. Even extremely low ob-
-+*,,-t:^-^ ¡^ rL^ --r-r --riiltiruclìoíìs ro Ene -!i/:inci wlii create this effect, but the most suitable solid fence is onewith a height of 6 to 8 ft and placed a minimum of 35 ft from the area to be protected,
such as a road or runway strip. It is likely to be more effective if placed 60 ft fromthe area where space is available. By using the solid base as a standard, porousfences
have been studied with the specific purpose ãf determining efficiencies for roads and
runways.

The conventionaL snow fence used for highways consists of wood slats spaced verti-cally; it has served a useful purpose but has definite limitations that must ïÀ 
"u.ogniruaby the user. The location of the fence has not been established by any scientific aõ-proach but rather by intuition or to correct a¡r obvious accumulation á""a. It is, åtbest, a hit-or-miss method a¡¡d often has caused as much harm as good. The primarypurpose of the porous fence is to permit some wind through the open sec[on while 

"e-taining snorv on the w.indward side. A 50-50 percent po"o""ity is probably the best ratio,but this depends entirel.y on the condition to bã remedied by lhe protective device.A snow fence of the conventionaL wood slats a¡d wire tyþe is usually relatively lowin height, and the snow reaches the top of the fence r¡¡ittr tiifle snow-fall. When thissituation occurs a ramp effect over the fence rvill not only deposit snow on the road or
runway but will, in fact, cause turtrulence ¿md'¡¡ill oftencieatã zero visibility hazardous
to ground vehicles and airplanes.
. Fences of varying heights and porosities havebeen studied with some rather interest-
ing and useful conclusions. Fences r¡rith either horizontal or vertical openings with aratio of 50 to 50 percent will provide some protection and w'ill not accumulatã snow tothe top of the fence. However, this porosity willcause turbulent effectson ttre leeward
side of the fence resulting in a heavy buildup of snow. It has been observed that con-
siderable gusts are built up at the highway or runway when high velocity winds arepassing through the fence. Higher porosities (e. g., 60-40, ?0-_30, an¿ bO_ZO percent)
have been more effectiveincontrolof snow ttra¡ thoseof equalopen andclosed portions.

An interesting development in snow fence design has been iitroduced by one industryin the form of plastic, whlch is durable, is strong, a¡rd has considerable iongevity.
Diagona-l openings shaped tike a rhombus create turbulence behind each openíng 1n thefence and the venturi-like action deposits snow on the leeward side of the fence. The
fence is excellent provided the proper porosity is maintained, but it is recommended
that a fence height of 4 to 6 ft be used for heavy snow areas. The fence is also usefulin areas where sandblowing is aproblem because it offers similar remedial measures.

Open hangars on airfields or landing strips can be seriously impeded by snow. Oftenorientation of the structure is the solution to Ûris problem, bul it must beLmphasized
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that any obstruction to the wind, including buildings, will cause turbulence with result-
ing accumulation. This is p.ar-ticularly true with gable-roof structqles because the ':

vortexes initiated at the ridge continue to the ground in line with the sloping roof.
Snow particles within the resulting turbulent zone will be drawn into the open struc-

ture, aad usually a bank of snow will be deposited immediately in front of the hangar.
There are several ways to remedy this occurrence; one is to construct a solid fence
on tJ¡e windward side of the building. Another is the construction of a'tswirl chamber"

-- aselose te$e¡x{ndward-side +s-pess,iMe+-is-simply-a-ssHAJe+tse-

- 
ss¡stpuet€d-16:t +rs¡¡À-it¡€-fu onLofltt¡€-st¡uetur
building forming a box-like area. The fenee can be built any length once the box-Iike
section has been formed.

Studies of the action of snow in and around hangars and other buildings have indi-
cated a need for the designer to be very conscious of the action of the elements and to
take steps in the exterior design features to protect the user against undue accumula-
tion effects. Prediction of snow buildup is easily and quickly made from the model
technique and is an effective medium for engineers, designers, and architects.

Informal Discussion

L. G. Byrd

Have you used any highway structures, facilities, or appurtenances in your modeling.

Theakston

No. We did some highway bridges because somebody wanted to find out what hap-
pened to the snow on the bridge surface, and we found out. We also found out how to
determine the scour of the abutments by using the sand in the base of our model. But
other than that, the highway people have not come to us yet, and we have not gone to
them.

Byrd

I presume they are invited.

Theakston

They are invited, yes.

L. David Minsk

Your laboratory work would be amenable to quantitative studies because you control
aII of the factors a¡d determine, for instance, the effectiveness of various aperture
ratios of the fence, proper height, and opening at the bottom-those things that can be
quantified.

Theakston

Yes, I think so, and this is our next step. We have done some of that already, but
we have a long way to go. I really do not know enough about the quantitative aspects
myself, and so I would like some assistance on that. We do consulting work on this
outside of agriculture. If it is an agricultural problem, it isdone for nothing;but if it
is something else, ttren it can be done on a consulting basis.

Byrd
How close were the patterns of the models and the actual physical structures you

made ?
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Theakston

These models tilere made on 7ro scale, and then we went back and confirmed this on
the site and from aerial photographs. The patterns were always the same, lrnd it does
not matter really q¡hat the velocity of the wind is. If it is a high velocity wind, there
is less buildup, particularly in and around buildings. With the slow velocity, there
is more chance for buildup, and that ls the only difference. The pattern is about the
s¿!me.



Principles of Snow Removal and Snow'Removal Machines

I(arl Croce

This paper discusses the principles for snow removal and describes
a snorrr/-removal machine whose design is based on these principles.
The machine can remove snow 3.5 m deep in one operation. For
many years it has proved to be very useful on roads and airports.

CASTING OPERATION

Snow-removing machines cast the snow away; therefore, the snow must be acceler-
ated to a certain speed within the machine. The farther the snow is to be cast, the higher
this speed must be. The cast is farthest when this speed moves the snow stream at an

angle of 45 deg at the beginning of the cast. At this angle the casting distance is given
by the ratio

where lV is the casting distance in meters, u is the starting speed of the snow in m/sec,
and g is the constant gravitation (9.81 m/secz). In this case, we have not taken account
of thè air resistance. Tests with machines, the impellers of which are equipped with
radial shovels, have shown that at an angle of 45 deg at the beginning of the cast the
ratio

2

w=u -o.oo2¡us (2)
c

is obtained for the reached casting distance W. Here 0.0023 ut is the influence of the
air resistance, which is to be considered only in the case of long casting distances' Both
ratios are shown in Figure 1.

Casting distances of approximately 8 to 15 m are necessary for removing snow on

roads. In most cases, I m are sufficient, and distances longer than 15 m are seldom
needed. The point is to build a machine that has the highest efficiency when castin_g I m,
although some losses san be registered when casting 15 m. A casting distance of 8 m

corresponds to a starting speed of the snow of 10 m/sec, and of 15 m, to approximately
15 m/sec. The machine must give this speed. Higher speeds are not necessary because
then the snow is thrown farther than needed, and the energy used is lost.

In order to throw a weight of G kilos over a casting distance of IV meters, a me-
chanical energyof Amkgisnecessary, lvhich is given by

tv=0.5GW (3)

In this and in the following we have not taken account of any losses.
ff G kilos of snow are to be thrown over a distance of W meters each second, then

the needed energy N in hP is

N=

If a certain energy N is provided in a machine, then a snow weight equal to

(1)w=t'oÞ

(4)GW
T5õ

150 N-w-G=
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Figure 1. Cast¡ng distance of impellers with radial

shovels at different speeds at the beginning of the
cast,

Figure 2. Amounts of snow removed by driving force
of 100 hp at different casting distances.

can be discharged every second over W distance. In order to find out more, we have to
know the possible amount of snow to be removed and the possible volume to be removed.
These are obtained as follows:

rr 150 N

Wy

where y indicates the sepcific weight of snow in kg/m3.
Let us now go into the details of how these ratios are obtained according to the laws

of casting or general mechanics. Figure 2 shows the possible amount of snow to be re-
moved wittr a driving force of 100 hp at different throwing speeds between 5 and 20 m.
The figure shows very clearly how much the amount of snow to be removed with a cer-
tain driving force depends on the casting distance and the weight of the snow. At a cast-
ing distancã of 5 m aìd a specific snowleight of 100 kg/.nt, 30 m3 can be removed each
seäond; if the specific weight of snow is 50õkg/^" anOJne éasûng distance 20 m, 1.5m3

can be removed each second. Casting distances between 8 and 15 m are hatched in Fig-
ure 2.

DIRECTION OF CAST

The job of snow-removing machines is to remove snow from trafficways and dis-
charge it to tþe sides. This happens with the least possible expense of energy whenthe
snow crn be discharged at a right angle to the direction of traJfic. If the throw is oblique
to the direction of traffic, as it is with some machines, the casting distance, and there-
fore the energ'y, is more than needed, If the direction of the cast is inclined 45 deg for-
ward, then the needed casting distance for attaining the same actualdistanceisincreased
approximately 1.5 times.

HARDNESS OF SNOW

It is generally known that fresh snow is soft and loose. It is composed of ice parti-
cles thal 1ie loosely on top of each other. The longer the snow lies aJter falling' the
harder it gets. The snow particles are packed closer together and freeze, so that the

snow gets harder. This depends largely on the temperature. In cold weather the snow

(6)
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TABLE 1

SWISS HANDTEST T9R HARDNESS OF SNOW

Hardness Object That Cm Be Pressed Shea¡ Firmness
Into Snow at 3 ks - GelútlPressueDescription

1

3

Yery soft
Soft
Medium ha¡d

Very hard

Stretched hãd
Stretched fi

Knife blade

0to 1

0,5 to 10
5to15

10 to 30

stays soft, but it gets hard quickly if the temperature changes rapidly from cold towarm
io õold because thè melt water covers the snow particles and acts as a kind of glue as

soon as the temperature gets cold again.
Different measuring instruments are used to measure the hardness of snow. The

"handtest,"developedlnSwitzerland, ismosUyusedforsnow-removingpurposes(faftet¡.

CUTTING SNOIW

When snow is removed, Ít must be picked up by the machines and conveyed. The top

layer is cut, and picked up first. The mechanical energy needed for this depends on the

hardness of-the snow. How much energy is needed was determined by some tests with
a snowcutter at different speeds in different hardnesses of snow. Figure 3 shows the.

necessary mechanical 
"n""gy 

for cutting 1kg of dry snow at a vehiclespeedof 600 y4',
cuttÍng speeds of 3, 9, and i8 m/sec, and a cutting angle of the 4 cutting knives of2Odeg.

at a cltting speed of g m/sec, soft ánow requireJa cutting energy oj2 mng/\g.;^ryfd
*"*, e.S äkè/kg (almost 5 times as much); and very hard snow, 25 mkg/kg (12.5-times

as muctr). 1'ñis ãitterence is more pronounced when one considers how far 1 þ of snow

could be thrown with the energy needed to cut it. Soft snow could be thrown 4 m, hard
snow 19 m, and very hard snow 50 m. The cutting energy for hard and very hard snow

is much higher than that needed for casting.
On the other hand, hardly any energy is
needed for cutting verY soft snow.
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Figure 3. Cutting snow of different hardnesses with
cutting speeds up to 18 m/sec and a vehicle speed of

600 m/hr (approximate values).

The cutting energy increases with the
hardness of snow. For this reason the snow
should be removed as soon as possible after
falling. AIso one should work with the
smallest possible cutting speed becausefew
knives and a slow cutting speed result in
thickpieces of snow and save cuttingenergy.

This all means that the organization of
sno'rv removing on roads that have to be kept
clear permanently should be adjusted ac-
cording to the techniques for removing soft
snow, and the machines should be built ac-
cordingly. It is very suitable to possess
some blade-type snowplolfls and a certain
number of machines that remove soft snow
especially well. Thus, it is possible to
keep the road system clear of snow with
the least possible expense in energ'y' because
the snow does not remain long enough to
get hard.

This is the way the road system in Bavaria
is being kept clear of snow with success in
spite of the heavy snowfalls, Bavaria has
932 km of expresswaYs, ?,200 km of main
roads, and 13r500 km of secondary roads
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at an elevation between 250 and 11800 m. Each machine is correctly matched to the type "
of.snow, whether hard or soft, that it removes.

INTERNAL FRTCTION OF SNOW

Snow becomes harder under mechanical stress. For this reason much energy is re-
quired to change its form. Under such stress the snow loses its origiaal charaCteris
tics.ParticIe'sarepressedclosertogether,andthewarmthcausedbytheirrubbingand

_ _ _grinding welds themìogether. The leêded energy to change theformcannotberecovered
as wi-th ãñ c¡ãg strãñã=ìiõ-r-

compact.
For this reason heavy losses are caused by the deviation of the snowstream- Tests

have shown that a snowstream that is deviated 90 deg loses half its energy because of
the internal friction of the snow. The form of snow is plastically changed and exposed

to centrifugal forces, which press it sideways. In addition, the stream is compacted
in iengih'oécause its speed dèer-eases stea,iiiy. Snowstreams shou].d not be deviated'
The snow should be discharged in the direction it is being moved. Similar processes :

happen when the snow must be deviated within the machi-ne. That is the case when the

snow is picked up at a right angle from the advance of the vehicle and then discharged
in another directìon. T'hã energy to pick up the snow is changed into internal friction,
increasing the specific weight and the temperature of the snow, and is lost for the cast.
Tests have shown how heavy the losses caused by such p"o"esÉu" ""u. Samples of snow

with specific weight 70 were pressed together to specific weight 7s in cylindrical con-
taineri. The mechanical energy in mkg necessary to bring 1kg of snowuptotheheavier
specific weight was obtained.

Figure 4 ihows the result. For the single yo the curves for the increasing 7e are
above each other. This means that the mechanical energy for compressing snow in-
creases with increasing final weight. Each curve has a special highest value that, by
ys weight, lies between 80 and 100 kg/m3. Naturaìly,^loose new snow requires themost
ôã""gy to-lu compressed. Most of the fine crystals of this snow must be broken up so

that [ñey can be cimpacted. Crystats of less fine snow do not require so.much- breaking
up and slide more on each other when com-
pressed.

The cûrves shown in Figure 3 were made
for dry snow at -5 C. When the temperature
is higher, the figures decrease; and when
the temperature is lower, they increase.
The ice that composes the snow crystals is
then softer or harder. Water in snow has
the same effect as a lubrication fluid and
causes less energy to be required for com-
pression.

Experience shows that new snow in a
snorv-removing machine increases fr-om an

original specific weight of 100 kg/ms to
app-roximátely 350 lq/^t while being con-
veyed. Snow that weighs 200 kg/m'at the
beginning increases to a weight of approxi-
mately 450 kg/m". If this compression'l/ere
caused only by pure pressure, then each kg
of snow would need a compression energy of
5 or 6 mkg/kg. With the same energy, the
same kg could be cast 10 or 12 m. Similar
losses occur whenever the direction of the
snow is changed within the machines. The
real compression energy needed is often
more. It has become clear that the energy
lost in compression is just as much as that
needed for casting snow.

Figure 4. Mechanical energy for compressing dry
snow from lo to f e.
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IMPELLERS

Most snow- removing machines have im-
pellers with radial shovels for accelerating
anddischargingthe snow. These impellers
turninacasingthat covers the range of im-
pellers and thathas an opening through which

the di¡ectÍon of the
shaftandthenpickedupby the shovels. The
centrifugal force causes it to slip toward
the tips of tàe shovels all the way against
the casing. Then the tips of the shovels
forceit to slide on the inside surface of the
casing all the way to the opening, where it
can leave the casing.

Figure 5 shows a cut at right angle to the
impeller shaft. The opening B-C in casing
A stretches over the centrÍ-angle É. The
shovels S, of whichonly one is shown here,
areleveled, radial surfaces and revolve
around the middle poÍnt M of the impeller
inthedirectionofthe arrorr. In this figure,
the shovel is shown so that its outer edge
has reached the beginning of the opening B.

Figure 5. Movement of snow in impellers.

The dotted cÍrcle Sch represents the snow
that the other shovels, which are not shown here, force into a circular movement.

In the areas where the casing is shut, the snow can follow the centrifugal force only
if it compresses under its action. When it reaches the opening B-C, it can leave the
impeller toward the outside.

The outside layer of the ring has the circumferential speed u of the impeller. At B
it starts leaving the impeller along the tangent T. While the shovel moves farther in
the direction of C, other layers that are farther inside also reach the outside edge and
attain this speed. They fly tangentially. In the meantime the shovel- has moved on far-
ther; these tangents form a flat angle with the course of the outer layer. The courses
of the single layers tend to f1y apart from each other in a fan pattern. The speeds that
these layers attain are not exactly the same as the circumferential speed that each
of the single layers attain at the outer edge of the shovel. This component is not large,
ft presses the fan formed by the cast back together.

There is a relation between tl¡e centri-angle É of the opening and the radial thickness
d of the snow layer. The thickness d should be only so mush that the point K of the in-
side range of the snow layer Sch along the dotted line K-C attains the outer edge of the
shovel when this reaches the casÍng again at C. Research has proved that this relation
is purely geometrical and does not depend on the speed of the impeller. The thickness
d of the throwable snow layer, which is formed in the impeller, depends only on the
openÍng in the casing and not on the revolution number of the impeller. When calculating
d, which cannot be done in detail here, we obtain

d=R-ro

whereby

ro=cRandd=n(1 -c) (8)

can be set. The figure value of (1 - c) in relation to the centri-angle É of the opening
is shown in Figure 6. For B = ?0 deg, as is often the case, we obtain (1 - c) = 0.46 a¡d

(1)

d=0.46R
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Figure 6. Auxiliaryvaluesforcalculating the swallow-

ing caPacitY S of the imPellers.
Figure 7. Amount of snow So that has been removed

from trafficway with specific weight 70 in relat¡on to
swallowing caPacitY S of machine.

CAPACTTY

The thickness d is an important factor for the largest amount of snow, S, that such

an impeller can convey. Tñis amount of snow is called "swallowing capacity. " Ï more

sno* i" fed into the impeller than it can swallow, the thickness of the circular ring ex-

ceeds the limit determined by the opening in the casing. The inner layers calnot be dis-

charged while the shovel pr"åu" by the opening. They remain in the impeller and jam

anà ðtog it. The whole impeller tiren contains one mass of compressed snow, and it is
. ¡ig jo"¡ to empty it. The swallowing capacity of an impeller with a certain right angle

àpuñi"g of the ðait is a result of the permissiùle thickness d of the snow layer to be dis-

"ä""g"ä, 
of the height of the impellei shaf! and of the speed with which the snow leaves

the impeller. Because it does not differ much from the circumferential speed u of the

impenär, the swallowing capacity can be calculated accurately enough with the cÍrcum-
ferential speed.

S=udT (10)

It increases linearly with u. Because the casting distance also increases linearly with

the circumferential speed of the impeller, the same linear relation must exist between

the swallowing "rp""ity 
and the casiing distance. The farther the snow is cast, the more

the impeller can s¡Pallow.
Many snow-removing machi¡es use this in order to transform their driving power into

casting distance. Beca*use the impellers swallo\ry too little with the required low number

of revõlutions, they cast farther than needed while working with a higher number of rev-

ãi.rtior,". They haîe a slightly higher capacity but use more energy in vain b9c1us.9

they transform their po*ur"intä 
" 

Iottg cast, which is not needed. It is better to build

*rähio"" that swallow enough to takeãdvantage of the driving power and that operate

with a low number of revolutions.
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An impeller that has to cast the snow to a certain distance must have a certain cir-
cumferential speed and can convey only a certain volume of snow in each time u¡tÎt. It
depends on the centri-angle of the opening for the cast and on the height of the impeller
shaJt.

The calculated swallowing capacity results from the snow that leaves the machine in
the snowstream. This means it is a result of compressed snow. To find outthequantity
of snow that the impelter can pick up requires that the compression, which comes about

- elülgs.On-e=¡r¡usÈrglay:or¡:+stimations_--=f heg€rare=nrore-
easily made by-ãbservations. New snow rvith a speóific weight of 100 lr'g/^t is brought
up to 350 kg/m" in a snow-moving machine. Compression is less with heavy snow;snolv
with a specific weight of 500 kg/m" will not be much more compressed. Besidesr^ it is
known that ice removed with 950 kg/m'is loosened up to approximately ?00 þ/m". This
makes it possible to show the relation between the compression, ô, and the specific
weight, 7o, of snow in Figure 7. ff the amount of snow, So, to be removed by such
impellers is calculated with the swallowing capacity S, it is a result of

So=Sô ( 11)

REMOVING SNOW

Casting distances of I to 15 m require adjustable circumferential speeds of 10 and
15 m/sec. Of course these circumferential speeds should be obtained with the driving
engine for the impellers always turning at full speed so that the machine removes as
much snow as possible. Combustion engines, usually used in such machines, give full
efficiency only when runnÍng at a certain speed. A change gear is necessary between
the engine and the impellers.

During snow-removal operations, the cast should always have the required length.
The impetlers must revolve at a constant speed. Theamountof snowthatcanberemoved
with the available energ)t changes with the specific weight of the snow to be removed.
The speed of the vehicle must adjust itsel.f to th'e snow. Also the changeable snow uses
all the available power in the removing system. The driving power for the speed of the
vehicle must permit repeated adjustments to the number of revolutions.

It has proved best to equip the machines with 2 engines. One engine keeps a regu-
lated and constant speed with the highest ouþut that permits a cast of the required dis-
tance and that is adjustabte because of a transmission. The other engine is used to reg-
ulate the vehicle speed so that the snow-removing system always picks up and conveys
to its highest caPacitY.

CLEARING CAPACITY

The snow-removing machines should be judged according to how weII they can do
their jobs. For the mechanical parts, a quality measure should determine the effect
of the energy. It should tell how quickly a machine can remove the snow from a traffic-
way.

The more snow a machine can remove in each time unit, the quicker theroadisclear.
This could mean ever bigger machines are needed. This, of course, is not our inten-
tion. We need a way to measure that does not depend on the size of the machine. Such
a way is obtained when the amount of snow removed in a time unit is divided by the out-
put of the machine. This measure is called "clearing capacity. " The higher the figure
is, the better the job done by the machine in the time allorved.

The amount of snow G in tons that has been removed by a machine can be calculated
in m3/hr as a result of research of snow depth, clearing width, and advance. It should
be recalculated into tons/hr with the specific weight of the snow, because then the
specific weight of snow does not play an important role anymore. If that is done, then
the specific weight of the snow should be given in order to calculate the volume that has
been removed.
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The driving power also determines the clearing capacity. It depends on the engines
that are used. The clearing capacity R is a result of

(t2)

This gives the number of tons of snow removed by the mechanical energy in the drive
of the machine. In addition, the hardness of the snow has to be given. The harder the

sno\¡/ iS, the rilote mèeha$leal energy needed for l-oosening the snow. 'lhisJnergy is
lost and cannot be used for conveying the snow. Therefore, the measure is not complete
if the hardness of the snow is not given.

The clearing capacity we have extrlressed here is an absolute measure for the efficacy
of the machine in different snow conditions. If snow-removing machines are always
judged according to this clearing capacity, it will be advantageous for the further de-
-,^r^^.-^*+ ^r lr-a m¡ohinoq .t"ho o¡oinoor^s must tr.¡-¡ to br:iltl ¡ maChine that rryill eleafvciuii¡¡¡c¡¡Ù u¡ Li¡ç ¡¡¡4u¡u¡¡çD. r ¡¡v v¡¡ór¡¡vv

as much snow as possible with the least possible driving power. This is attained by
keeping the casting distance as short as possible. Then the driving power is trans-
formed into a short cast for much snow and not into a long cast for little snow. The

casting distance should be just enough to keep the tra-fficways clear. Eight meters are
usually sufficient; often fewer meters may suffice.

Thé complete nominal power of the engine should be used for the calculation of the

clearing capacity. Thiswillforcetheproperdesignof theclearingsystem. Thissystem
should be able to transform the full power into conveying movement even with a very
short cast. The clearing system must have a suJficient swallowing capacity even with a very
short cast, that is, with a small circumferential speed. This means that all parts of the ma-

chine muslbe able to handle the amount of snowbeing removed; that is, they mustbe able to
pickup, convey, anddischargethesnowwithout jammingandclogging. Otherwise, the

à-oont of snow picked up by the impellers cannot be discharged unless the opening and other
passages through which the snow is conveyed are large enough.

MACHINE HS 291

Figure B shows a large snow-removing machine that meets these requirements. The

-aðtríne is equipped with a diesel engine with 2?5 hp or more for the snow-removingand
casting systems ànd a diesel engine with 200 hp for the vehicle. The latter is equipped

v¿ith a transmission and regulates the speed of the machine by acting on all 4 wheels.
The speed can be regulated between 118 and 64,000 m/hr. The vehicle is steered with
the reãr axle, so ttrJt tne sideway directed steering power with long lever arms inllu-
ences the front part. This and the short distance between the axles (3.6 m) permit the

machine to drive around sharp curves even in deep snow. The clearing system is equipped
with two impellers with diameters of 1.17 m
(wheels with shovels) located side by side
and opened toward the front. The impeller
shaJts are in the direction of travel. The
2 circular-shaped workingprofiles are com-
pleted by a casing that forms a rectangrrlar
profile with a clearing width of 2.9 m. The
height of the casing is 1.39 m. Each im-
peller is equipped with 4 strong shovels.
The inside edges of these form a hollow
that becomes narrower toward the back.
The shovels are formed like spirals, so
that they act as a screw in the snow under
the advance of the vehicle, without accel-
erating the speed of the sha"fts. The losses
caused by acceleration of the shaJts are
very light. The impellers, with a depth T
of 0.62 m, run in cylindrical casings with
tangentially arranged casting chutes. The
rectangular opening where the chuteisfitted

R=$

Snow-removinq machìne with clearing
to 3.5 m and clearing width of 2.9 m.

Figure B.

height up
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Figure 9. Snow-removing machine in
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Figure 10. Cleared road with clearing profiles in hard

snow (snow depth 3.5 m).

to the casing stretches over the centri-
operation. angle P at 71 deg. The casingof each im-

peller and the chutespivotaround the axle
of the impeller, so that the snow can be
discharged to the right as well as to the

left, A changing gear is installed in the drive of the impellers so that adjustments can
be made for different casting distances.

The picked up snow is moved sideways without having to be deviated. There are no
losses caused by deviation. The streams are directed at a right angle to the advance.
The obtained casting distance is used fully.

To loosen harder snow, a strong propeller 1.30 m in diameter is installed on the
sha^ft extensions of the impellers. The snow is loosened in front of the impellers. The
precutting propeller cuts thick pieces of snow so that no energ"y is lost in cutting small
pieces. These precutters, together with a third precutter in the center down toward
the point of the casing, permit the machine to be used also for cutting and removing
very hard snow. This sort of snow can also be removed quite continuously at a slow
speed.

Above the casing the clearing head carries additional precutting propellers with
1.50-m diameters. These are mounted on articulated arms that permit adjustments to
the height and the distance between the propellers. These precutters are driven much
slower than those on the impeller shafts, so that they cut bigger pieces of ice. Thus,
little energy is needed for loosening the snow. The cut snow falls down in front of the
impellers where it is picked up and discharged (nigs. S and 10). When these addi-
tional propellers are adjusted to fuII height, the clearing height is 3.5 m. It is then
possible to clear snow with this depth continuously without the machine having to climb
on top of the snow. The author knows of no other machine that can remove snow at such
depths in one operation. All adjustments of the clearing system are operated hydrau-
lically without having to interrupt the job.

These machines have been working for quite some years in areas where heavy snow-
falls are common. They keep roads and railways free of snow during the winter and
are also used in the spring to clear pass roads that have been closed aII winter. These
machines are also made with very long casting distances for use at airports. There
are also very small machines that can be pushed by hand. They are being used in many
countries all around the world.
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Informal Discussion

A. G. Clary

What are the relative merits of this type of machine compared with those of the Snow-

blast type of machine ?

T - I'ìor¡i¡l lVfinql¡

This is one of the few plows that has been developed based on scientiJic principle.s.

Dr. Croce began his study of snow in 1936 and continued it during the war at the Rauhof

fur den trVinterdienst at Inzell, Bavaria. I have seen this machine operate very effec-
tively in low-density snow. The precutters or "vorschneider" are designed to handle a
densð snow situation. More often than not, in my experience, it requires extremely
nrecÍse contr:ol bv the or=¡erator to avoid crowdins the machine too rapidly into the snow.

When this happenâ the shear pins in the precutters breaþ and then they become a lia-
bility. The effectiveness of this machine in low-density snow is unquestioned in tests
that have been run in Germany, Switzerland, and in this country. Its effectiveness in
higher density snow is so much dependent on operator skill that its value is reduced.
Th1 horizontal auger type, as represented by the familiar Snogo, is effective to some

extent, but again lt Oeniitles the snow as it moves it across the entire front face toreach
the impeller.

tne not¡a principle, as represented by the Snowblast (its called the Rolba system in
Europe)is effðctive in higtr-derrsiiy srrowbeca'use of the millingprinciple under which it
op""ât"s, as is the Peter plow which is also a Svøiss development. The Schmidt plow is
similar [o the Peter ptow. The relative effectiveness of these plows has been shown in
various tests. However, each manufacturer can point to some tests that will substan-
tiate his claims. You have to evaluate them yourself.



Snow-Removing Performance of the Snowplow Truck

Va.e¡¡vr+ki-lF*nake,

Field studies of the performance of a 4-wheel-drive truck with snowplow
produced the foltowing results: (a) Working resistance oJ the truck con-

ãists of the truck's iolling resistance that varies with its speed, sliding
resistance of the snowplow, and snow accelerating resistance expressed as

a square of thetruck speed; (U) at a truckspeed of lessthan ?.5 mph, snow-
rem'oving performancè of the one-way plow is not effective because the
ptowpusñeÈ snowwithout throwing; (c) snow-removingefficiency of the plow

Îaitsãs the square of the truck speed; (0) ttre distance snow is thrown in-
creases with the square of the plow speed; and (e) the plow with a conical
surface performed better than one with a cylindrical surface.

In order to remove nelv snow from the surface of roads and runways, milV straight
plows mounted on ?- to 10-ton capacity trucks of 4-wheel-drive are used in Japan. Tests
were conducted in the winters of 1965-1966 and 1966-1967 to ascertain the perfor-
mance of a truck equipped with a snowplow having the capability of removing snow 5 to
20 cm deep at speeãs of 15 to 30 km/hr. The tests were carried out on the test road
at the Institute of Snow and Ice Studies located at Nagaoka in Niigata Prefecture. Tests
were made on National Highway Route 17 running along Yuzawa, also in Niigata Pre-
fecture, and at Aomori Airport in Aomori Prefecture. Because of the difficulty of con-
trolling natural conditions such as snow density, air temperature, wind, and road sur-
face condition, considerable scatter appears in the data. This report presents chiefly
the results obtained in Aomori Prefecture.

TEST CONDITIONS

Truck and Snowplow Used in the Test

The truck used for the test was a dump truck modified for the attachment of a snow-
plow and equipped with a small hoist to facilitate the changing of test plows. The prin-
cipal dimensions are given in Table 1.

Three types of snowplows were used. Type A, most commonly used, is a one-way
plow with õõnicat surface. Type B is an angling plow with cylindrical curved surface
*tro"" plow angle may be changed horizontally. Type C is an angling plow with a cyl-
indrical curved surface whose plow angle and also throw-out angle may be changed.

The tests were chiefly made by using Types A and C. Table 2 gives the principal di-
mensions of each plow.

Items and Methods of Measurement

Force required for removing snow was determined by measuring the hydraulic pres-
sure of the cylinders attached to the 2 plow push bars. The engine horsepower was
calculated frôm the reading of a torquemeter by employing wire strain gages and a
tachometer attached to the drive shaft. The truck speed was measured by a fifth wheel,

These data were recorded on a recorder located inside the truck cab.

Density, temperature, and volume of snow on the test area were measured in advance

of the tesl.- After a test run was made, the volume of any residual snow was measured
and deducted from the volume that had been measured in advance. Measurements
were taken every 5 to 10 m of running distance.
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HINO ZH 10D Dump Truck

Length, 8,010 mm
width, 2,450 mm
Shipping weight, 8,330 kg
Total weight (with

measurement device), 8,900 kg

Turning radius, 9.? m

HINO DS 30 Diesel Engine

Råted horsepower, 150 hp at 2,400 ¡pm
Muimum torque, 50 kg-m at 1,600 rpm
Transnission, I speeds forward md 2 speeds reverse
Drive, 4 by 4, all-wheel
Tire size, 1000-20, 14 PL
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TABLE 1

SPECIFICATION OF TEST TRUCK ('ffITHOUT PLOW)

TABLE 2

SPECIFICATION OF TEST PLOWS

Type A Type B Type C

Plow
Snow clearing

width, mm
Plow height, mm

Plow angle, deg
Throw-out angle, deg
PIow weight, kg
PIow suríace shape

One-way

2,5 50
1,150left,600righl

55
-16.5
450'
Conical

Ahgling

2,940 ât 60-degangle
1,080

30 to ?0
19

638

Angling

2,600 ât 60-degangle
1,100 at 50-deg

throw-out angle
50 to ?0
20 to 60
400

The length of run was varied according to the working speed, but generally, it was
10 to 40 m. Distance required for a high-speed test reached 300 m to provide an ac-
celerating distance, a preparatory measure seetion for attaining power balance, a
measurement section, and a braking distance.

The behavior of the removed snow was also analyzed by high-speed 16-mm motion
pictures, and the cast direction and distance were measured by marking the snow with
ink.

SNOW-REMOVING PERFORMANCE OF SNOWPLOW

Resistance on Snow-Removing Truck

In addition to the running resistance general traffic vehicles have, snow-removing
trucks have added the resistance caused by snow removing. The resistance is classi-
fied for practical purposes into 3 kinds: running resistance of the truck body itself,
R"; resistance of the snowplow siiding over the snow face, Rs; and resistance of snow-
casting (snow-removing resistance), RD.

Of these resistances, R¡ is composêd of rolling resistances, aerodynamic resistance,
grade resistance, and accelerating resistance, as in all vehicles. The grade and ac-
celerating resistances are transient, and aerodynamic resistance is also when it is
outside the speed Iimit of a snowplow truck. Because it is 3 percent or less, it is ex-
cluded here. The rolling resistance is usually expressed by the following formula:

where

R1 = P¡Wa

= roiling resistance;
= coefficient of roliing resistance; and
= weight of vehicle.

(1)

Rr
þr

wT'
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¡r¡ is dimensionless and changes according to the tire pattern, inflation pressure, road
conditrons, and speed; it is usually 0. 1 to 0.2 for an automobile tire. In t,tte present
test where 4-wheel-drive and chains on all tires were used, it is presumed that the
values witl be quite large compared with those for normal trucks.

Sliding Resistance of Plow

The resistance in stiding over the road surface may be expressed as

where

Rs = sliding resistance of snowplow;
Ps = coefficient of sliding resistance of snowplow; and
Ws = weight upon cutting edge or shoe of snowploìv or both.

¡¿s has different values according to road conditions and the form of the plow contacting
the ground. In the present test, the ground contacting part was a cutting edge only, and
no shoe or caster touched the ground. The tests were made under different conditions
where snow or ice lay over the entire or partial roadway. It is known that ¡ts between
the snow and a snow sleigh is 0.2 or less.

Snow-Removing Resistanc e

The snow-removing resistance is composed of the resistance required for cutting
the snow and the reaction force due to the work required to accelerate the disaggregated
snow particles. Because these 2 actions are continuously and simultaneously carried
out, it is difficult to separate them, and in the test both are measured together. How-
ever, at least theoretically, the two should be clearly separated. In another test series
performed at the same time, the snow-cutting resistance of a knife-shaped cutting edge

was obtained by using models. The results show that cutting resistance increases
proportionatety to ttré iricrease of cutting speed, and a cutting resistance of 0.? kg/cm
ot c,rtting edge length was found at a speed of 18 km/hr. Although this value is con-
siderable with a plow whose effective cutting width is 250 cm, it is necessary to reflect
that the snow used in the cutting test was harder than that used in the plow test.

The sno',v hitting the plow moving at a high speed is accelerated as it passes over
the plow surface and is thrown from the plow. The energy required for its acceleration
comes from the reaction force of the plow and its speed. Therefore, the resistance for
acceleration constitutes, among all resistances, the sole useful force. Snow particles
fly up in the air by the energy of motion that they possess when leaving the plow and

then fall on the ground; the dista¡ce of
movement is influenced not only by the
speed but by the direction as well, and
therefore the velocity vector should be
considered in order to send snow particles
flying a greater distance.

Figure 1 shows how snow lying on the
ground begins movement along the plow
surface when it is cut by a plow moving at
a velocity V. When it is forced along tlte
plow surface, assuming that no crushing,
cutting, or plow surface friction takes
place, the relative velocity of snow particle
and plow becomes equal to plow velocity V.
Generally speaking, considering the lower-
ing of velocity, the relative velocity of the
snow particle w to the plow at the instant
of leaving the plow isFigure 1. Velocity diagram of plowed snow.
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w2v'v2-
Tc= Tc - 2s 

(

where

V = velocity of plow;
B = acceleration of gravity; and
€ = coefficient expressing the loss in velocity energy.

(3)

Because the velocity v of snow particles against the ground is the combination of V
and w,

vz =2Y2(t.U-e"""*-;)

wÌiere r¿ is ihe snow íhrow-oui angie Íormeci by iruck ciirection anci plow biacie.
When the density of snow on the ground is taken as y, a cross-sectional area of snow

removed as S, and the reaction force of the plow as Fo for a snow mass of (ZS/g)V per
unit of time accelerated from rest, then

(4)

Fov = #uu' = f; v' (r.r/i- "o" " - ;)

Fo = # (r.r/i- """* -;)
In the present study, allowance is made in Eq. 3 for energy loss expressed as V'z</

29, while in Eq. 5 the energy loss is excluded; but this loss is caused by plow surface
and therefore, in the force Rp, which is the force exerted by the truck on the plow, it
is necessary to make a-llowance for this loss. The assumption here is that this loss is
not caused by the plow surface but all is taken outside as the kinetic energy of snow, as
e = 0- If the reactionary force of the plow then is taken as Fp, Ee. 5 will be

F^ = 7!Y' (1 + cos a) (6)^P - c

Fo plus the snow-cutting reaction represents the value of snow-removing resistance
Rp.'

The sum of the running resistance R¡ of the truck, sliding resistance Rs of the plow,
and the snow-removing resistance Rn is the resistance suÍfered while in operation.
Accordingly, it is expressed as the square of truck speed, and the horsepower required
for removing snow is the cube of truck speed.

Snow -Removing Eff ici ency

The power efficiency of removing snow is obtained from the ratio of the work done
to snow to the power applied. Therefore, various kinds of efficiency may be con-
sidered according to the way of assigning these values, but, in the present case, plow
efficiency 4p indicating acceleration of snow in the plow and snow-removing efficiency
4¡ giving thè distance of cast are considered.

PIow efïiciency 4n is

(5)

Fo
'P Rp

(7)
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For Fo the varue expressed in Eq. 5 is used, while for R. the measured value is
used. There are many dj-fficulties in obtaining the coefTicie-nt expressing energy loss
in Eq. 5. As shown in Eq. 3, E is the value obtained by measuring the velocity w of
snow flying out from the plow; w has not yet been measured, despite the numerous at-
tempts so far made. For this reason, instead of Eq. 7, the following formula in which
<=0isused:

The snow-removing efficiency ?" in which the snow-casting distance L is considered
may be obtained in the following way. The snow-casting distance Lo at initial velocity
Ve and horizontal angle B is

The plow reaction force Fo, which is necessary for accelerating the snow at initial
velocity Ve, is (from Eq. 6)

L"=+

""=äuä

(8)sin 2B

(1 + cos a)

Accordingly,

Lo=
2Fo sin 2B

yS (1 + cos a)

When actual snow-casting distance is assumed to be L,

(e)

(10)

Measuring snow-casting distance L is difficult as compared with measuring the dis-
tance casting by a rotary snowplow, owing to the fact that the direction of snow throwing
does not form a right angle with respect to the direction of progress, and furthermore
the snow thrown is scattered over a wide area. Accordingly, 4¡ has large errors and
poor practical use.

Snow-Removing Performance Flate

The performance of snow-removing equipment is ascertained by giving a few prac-
tical numerical examples.

The ton/hr and m3,/hr, which represent the amount of snow removed per hour in
weight (ton) and volume (m3), are often used in the case of rotary sttowplows. The
ton/hr is a value showing power limitation, while m3/hr shows volume limitation.

The value called the relative snow-removing resistance is useful for indicating per-
formance. This is given by Rp/tS (in which Ro is the reaction force acting on the
snowplow, S is the cross secti-on of snow remoied, and y is the density of snow) and is
the ratio of plow reaction force against snow weight per unit of snow-removing length.
Now, by ignoring the cutting resistance of snow and taking Rp = Fp from Eq. 6,

- ! LyS(1+cosa)¡rr = I,o = -UFñin tF-

#=Í,' + cos e) (1 1)
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This value has the dimension of length,
which is presumed to be related to the
distance of snow-throwing. Accordingly,
when 2 or more relative snow-removing
resistances are compared, itisnecessary

TABLE 3

SLIDING RESISTANCE OF PLOW

Test
I-ocation

":::ffË:: sridinsResistmce

to consider working speed V as an index. Nasaoka (concrete) 0.47 188

As a similar method of representa- Aomri (Asphait' 3:il l3å
tion, tJrerê ls ton-hp/hr, whose valueis
oftenused in thecase of rotary snowplows
and is the value obtained by dividing the
weight of snow removed per hour (ton/trr) by the power (hp) required for removing the
snow. Because this value also has the dimension of length, it is necessary to take ve-
hicle speed as an inde:<.

RESULTS

Truck Running Resistance

Running resistance of the truck with the plow clear of the ground, all tires chained,
and a"ll wheels driven, on thin hard-packed snow on a paved road is obtained from the
following equation:

Rr = WT (0.00123V + 0.050) (12)

where

Rr = running resistance of truck (kg);
W.¡ = weight of truck (with plow 9,520 kg); and

V = truck speed (km/trr).

This value is somewhat larger than values for other vehicles; the difference of 30
percent or more depends on the type of test truck. Therefore, it is necessary to ob-
tain data from many types of trucks.

Sliding Resistance of Plow

Before the snow-removing test was started, the sliding resistance of the plow was
measured by making the plow slide on the snowless section that had been cleared during
the previous test. Small differences in road surface conditions greatly aJfect the slid-
ing resistance of the plow and make large measurement variations. Ilowever, after an
analysis of variance was made, the only significant factor found was the kind of pave-
ment; no significance due to speed and type of plow was found. Values obtained for the
coefficient of plow sliding resistance ps and sliding resistance R" are given in Table 3.

The plows used were Types A and C.

Snow-Removing Resistance

Because snow-removing resistance Ro is affected by cross-sectional area of snow
removed S and snew density 7, the relatile snow-removing resistance Rp/ZS given in
Eq. 11 is employed to facilitate the comparison of values under various conditions. In
the 1965-1966 winter test, the results shown in Figure 2 were obtained by using the Type
B plow. Measurement was carried out at relatively low speed. Here relative snow-
removing resistance Rp/fS is plotted against snow-removing speed V. From this it
has been proved that th-e relative snow-removing resistance attains a minimum value
at velocity of approximately 12 km/br. According to the analysis of high-speed 16-mm
film made at each velocity, the snow is pushed sideways and rolls along the lower part
of plow whenever the trucli speed is L2 km/hr or less. When the speed exceeds 12 km/
hr, snow rises up along the plow surface and flows outward. Because more energy is
required for rolling the snow sideways than for making it flow, the relative snow-
removing resistance increases as truck speed drops below 12 km/hr. This velocity
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Figure 2. Relationship between velocity and resistance of snow removal.
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Figure 3. Relationship between snow-removing vel.ocity and resistance of
olow Type A.

limit is caused by snow rising up along the plow surface to a certain extent (gO to OO
cm) according to the truck speed.

Data for truck speeds of 12 km/hr or less were not obtained in the 1966-196? winter
tests.

Figures 3 and 4 show the relative snorry-removing resistances of Type A and Type C
plows plotted against vehicle velocity. The regression equations for these are
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* = 0.00139V' + 0.0050V + 0.331
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(13 )
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for Type A plow, and

0.00055v'¿ + 0.0395V + 0.205 (i4)

for Tlpe C plow, where

Rp = 
"nor-removing 

resistance of plow (kg);

Z = 
"rrow 

density (g/.m");
S = cross-sectional area of removed snow (cm2); and
V = working speed of truck (kmrzhr).

The value of Eq. 13 was the least when vehicl.e velocity was in the 12 to 40 km/hr range,
which shows that the plow with the conical curved face is superior to the plow with the
cylindrical curved face. AIso, Type c plow tests were made at different angles.

The Necessary Truck Driving Force

The driving force required by the plow consists of truck running resistance Rr, plow
sliding resistance Rs, and plow snow-removing resistance Rpr all put together. -tr'rom

Eqs. 12 and 13 and for Type A plow,

Rp

yS

Now, on the assumption that the truck deadweight W,¡, is 8,900 kg, plow weight Wrl is
450 kg, snow density y is 0. L g/cm3, and snow-remoiring cross séction S is 30 cnã x 300
cm = 9,000 cm', the driving force F1 (tg) ot the truck at a vehicle speed of v (km/hr)
wili be

FT = Rr +R" +Rp

= Wr (0.00123V + 0.050) + 0.41 Wp

+ yS (0.00139v'z + 0.00b0V + 0.831) (15)

Ff = t.25Yz +L5,4Y +927 (16)
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Figure 5. Resistance and driving force of snowplow truck,

This is shown in Figure 5, where the
driving force of a representative
truck is also given, It is clear that
the running resistance of the truck
itself has a large valueatslow speeds.
So the tractive force is calculated
as 3,110 kg against the truck dead-
weight of 8,900 kg, which is con-
sidered satisfactory because no high
acceleration or climbing resistance
is included in the resistance shown
in Figure 5.

The lateral snow-removing re-
sistance of the plow, measured 960
mm ahead of the truck front axle,
was one-fifth or less of that in the
forward direction. When this maxi-
mum value of.744 kg is calculated
as movement per 41260 mm of truck
wheel base, Iateral force working on
the front axle amounts to 912 kg.
Theoretically, when the plowing
angle is taken as 0, the lateral force
Fps is represented in relation to
rêaction force Fn in the direction of
progress as

Fps = Fp sin e
,,

(17)
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Figure 6. Plow efficiencY.

In many cases, 0 is 60 deg and so Fps ought to be 0.5 \. However, in actuality, be-
cause the snow-removing resistancê Fp contains the otñer resistances of loss and ac-
celeration, the ratio decreases to 0.3 or 0.4. In removing snow, one must pay attention
to the fact that front wheel sidestip is likety before the driving force drops because of
overloading.
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Figure 7. Snow-removing performance rate,

Snow-Removing Effici ency

The relation between snow-removing efficienty nf anO vehicle velocity V is shown in
Figure 6. n[ ctearly incredses in proportion to V. ^-This is also the case withtherotary
snowblower;-it is considered tobe due to the factthatthe snow speed is lowwithrespect
to the vehicle speed.

Rotary snowþlower efficiency is 0.3 or so, þut snowplow efficiency approaches 1.0
at the maximum. Therefore, it is necessary to obtain the coeffÍcient < showing energy
loss and to calculate efficiency by means of 4n in Eq. ?. In Figure 6, the effect of plow
throw-out angle c versus 4[ is observed. Aciual measurements of snowcasting have
shown that snow moves moie in the direction of truck progress than in the direction
tangent to the plow surface.

Snow-Removing Performance Rate

Snow-removing performãnce rate in tons-hp/hr ptotted against truck speed V is
shown in Figure ?. The curve is a hyperboJ.a, Test results for a rotary snowblower
are also shown. The speed in this case is the peripheral speed of the blower. Although
the velocity range is wide, it has been proved that the snow-removing performance rate
of the snowplow is inferior to that of a rotary snowblower.
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Plol+ Clean W-ithout Ser¿ping -
u. .J. -HOSey

Snow is most commonly removed frorn highways by a plow mounted at an
angle on the front of a heavy truck. If the truck moves fast enough, the
snow is thrown well to the side; otherwise, it is pushed up into a ridge.
At night a shower of sparks can often be seen as the blade scrapes t}te pave-
ment. This wears the blade as well as the concrete and the reflective
paint of traJfic stripes. Where it does not contact the pavement, the blade
may leave a hard-packed slippery skin of snow. Scraping can be avoided
a¡rd at the same time the snow removed completely by directing a thin
sheet of high-velocity air at the pavement from under the blade. The air
is intended not to blow thesnow off the road but to liftit a fewinchesoff the
surface so that the plow can shove it off in the usual manner.

Computations show that a turbocompressor would be required for a full-
size installation. None could be obtained for use during the past winter,
therefore snow-removal efficiency tests were made rvith a jet 6 in. long.
Wet and dry snow could be completely removed from pavement and grassed
areas, but not wet snow that had frozen to the pavement. It is concluded
that full-scale designs should be developed and tested.

The method most commonly used in southern New England for removing snow from
highways is to mount a plow with heavy steel blade and cylindrical or conicaJ. mold-
board at an angle on the front of a heavy truck. If the truck is moving fast enough,
the snow is thrown well to the side; otherwise, it is pushed up into a ridge. At night
a shower of sparks ca¡r often be seen as the blade scrapes tlre pavement. This wears
the blade as well as the pavement and the reflective paint of traffic stripes. Where
the blade does not contact the pavement, it may leave a hard-packed slippery skin of
snow. This scraping can be avoided.

A thin sheet of air directed forward under the bottom edge of the plow with sufficient
velocity wilt lift the snow or compress its bottom layers enough so that the moldboard
can push it al1 aside. Preliminary computations assuming different air pressures and
thiclaresses indicated that the air jet should issue from a slot 0.02 in. wide, and that
the pressure behind the slot might vary from 2 to 5 psi. For a slot 130 in. long, com-
putations yield the results given in Table 1.

On the assumption that 10 percent of the power of the jet is utilized in lifting 50
pounds of snow 0.20 ft. for every foot of forward motion, the theoretical ma;dmum
plow speed in clearing a 10-ft lane is 17 mph when the pressure is 2 psi, and 78 mph
when the pressure is 5 psi. An evaluation based on momentum may be more realistic.
If the air jet is turned from a 45-deg downward-forward angle to, say' a 75-deg upward
angle, measured from the backward horizontal, the horizontal component of its mo-
mentum will be (sin 45 deg - cos 15 deg) = 0.96 times the values given in Table 1. The
bottom layer of snow "approaclios" with the velocity of the plow, and is turned through
anangle of 180 -75= 105deg. I{itweighs0.5 \b/sqft,itsrelativemomentumof ap-
proaci is (0.5V/32.2)v = 0.0155V2, where V is the plow speed in ft/sec. Because it
leaves '¡¡ith a slight rearward horizontal component, the horizontal component of the
change of momentum is(1-sin 15 deg)(0.O1SSV') = 0.0115V'z. If this is equated to 0.96
times the tabulated values, the plow speed turns out tobe 2l mph for 2 psi pressure
a¡d 32 mph for 5 psi pressure. Although neither of these simple analyses can be ex-
pected to represent such a complicated phenomenon very well, the results give some
idea of the possibilities. Apparently the compressor will have to supply air in the
range of 500 to 1,000 cu f.t/min, but the pressures need not be high. With supply lines
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TABLE 1

AIR THROUGH A O.O2- BY 130-IN. SLOT

Pressure
(psi)

Velocity
(mph)

10.3
26.0

2 330 520 42 5
5 520 820 66 21

Volume Weieht
(cu ftlmin) (rulrãin) HorseÞower Momentum

(lb to stop)

of adequate size, 20 psi will do. The type of compressor used for operating jackham-
mers a¡ìd air tools supplies a much smaller quantity of air at higher pressures, 80 to
100 psi or more, ard is not satisfactory for our purpose. Compressors q¡ith the righi
capacities are available on the market, however. They can be driven by a gas turbine
or by the exhaust gases of a diesel or other internal combustion engine. First developed
to replace the more expensive gear-driven superchargers, 'turbochargers" are coming
into common use on the highest powered diesel trucks.

Because no turbine-driven compressors were available for this investigation, which
has had no budgetary allocation, experiments to test the effectiveness of the air jet had
to be on a small scAe (fig. 1). A slot 0.02 in. wide by 6 in. long was cut in the-bottom
of a copper pipe 1 in. rvide and 8 in. long, to the middle of which a 1-in. by 4-ft pipe
fed air brought by a l-in. diameter pressure hose from a 40 cu ft heavy pressure tank
supplied by a large stationary piston-type compressor. A valve permitted bleeding air
through the desired range of air pressures desired, as measui'ed by a pressure gage
2 in. below the valve. The arepressure at the slot was thus slightly below the pressure
shown on the gage. The range was limited by the length of hose, which permitted
operation only a few feet outside the northeast overhead door of the Mechanical Engi-
neering Laboratory at the University of Connecticut, Storrs.

Moldboard 8 in. wide

0.02-in. slot 6 in' long in l-in. diãeter
copper pipe 8 in. long, including caps on
ends. Slot extended through the tee in
the niddle,

Figure 1. Model apparatus used in the tests. For full-scale installation on a plow, the pipe with the jet
should be behind the moldboard and slightly farther from the ground. lt seems most likely that it should

be in sections about 2 ft long, each with ample-sized air supply connections.



TEST RESULTS

In addition to the limitations of the ap-
paratus described, the tests had to wait
for snows, which were not frequent in
Storrs this '¡¡inter. The first snow was
about 6 in. deep and was followed by rain

- srrtlrat.tffitorn-i¡rctrof-srolu'wa€ satu--
rated- Xlhe¡r tillé Ê4q@
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Figure 2. Operation of model apparatus in dry snow.

ratus was not complete, for the initial
attempt at building it had produced a
rough slot about 0.06in. wide. With 2 psi
pressure through this wide slot, not only
was the snow lifted off the pavement, but
the pavement was actually dried, and
r¡¡here it was cracked, pieces were blown
away. The weather turned cold shortly a¡rd the saturated snow froze. The jet was

then unable to clear the pavement, but it would lift the crust that had formed on the top

of the snow and clean the loose snow down to that which was frozen hard.
By the time the ice h¿"d melted off and a dry 4-in. snow had fallen on bare ground,

a new pipe with 0.02-in. slot had been made. Its operation is shown in Figure 2. Ii
also cliared snow from the grass at the edge of the pavement (F'ig. S). Finally, a wet
snowfall, again about 4 in. deep, was cleared as shown in Figure 4.

On Easter Sunday, Storrs had a snowfatl of 7 to 9 in. Snowplows used on the local
roads scrape with the blade sliding on the pavement, without support from shoes or
casters, so Urat ordinarily much of the surface is scraped clean. The roads had been
plowed ùefore ?:00 Monday morning, but for some reason the snow had formed a crust
in contact with the pavement. This crust had not been removed anywhere along the

roads leading to the campus. The air jet, however, 1¡r'as able to remove the full depth
of snow and the crust in one pass, with the pressure of 5 psi. The sun shining on the

roads soon melted the frost left by the plows.

3

Snow removed from
pavement,

Figure 3. grass at edge of
Figure 4. Four inches of wet snow cleared.
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POSSIBLE FUTIJRE DEVELOPMENTS

It is believed that tlese tests, modest as they may be, provide justification for
developing and testing the method at full scale. The present desÍgn of the road plow
will need to be changed. Perhaps the heavy carbide bar can be eliminated. It may be
necessary to add wheels with tires to hold the moldboard the desired distance above
the pavement. The suggestion has been made that diesel trucks equipped with turbo-

s could have the compressed air fed to the jet instead of to their intake mani-

tionable whether the turbocharger would produce enoughair with thedieselnotdeveloping
full power, because this is the running condition for which the turbochargeis were de-
veloped.) More likely, the gas turbine compressor willoperateseparately, mountedon
the truck.

Many variables need to be investigated. It seems that the method should be most
uselul rn removrng snowlanrs rn [ne raJìge oI a Iew lflcneñr LU a Ioor. or more. wrur ¿¿lr

snow removed from the pavement and shoulders, so that thawing and subsequent freez-
ing of sheet runoff on the pavement become a rarity, it should seldom be necessary
to use sand and salt.

Informal Ðiscussion

D. L. Richardson

When you ru¡ the model at 20 psi do you achieve sonic flow through the slot?

C. J. Posey

We never went past 5 psi; I guess I did not mention it in the paper, but in the first
model the slot was 0.06 in. wide, which is w.ider tha¡ desirable. When we applied Spsi
pressure, we not only cleared the snorv, but where the aspha"lt pavement was a little
crackedwe began tearing outpieces of the pavement. So we could see that a 0.06-in.
slot was too wide.

M. E. Volz

I do not see why you have a problem with compressed air because there are many
available sources for the volume and pressure you need that are very simple, light-
weight, and easy to operate. Have you thought about the small auxiliary power units
used on airplanes ? They are capable of developing up to 40 Ib of air w.ith a volumetric
capacity in the thousands of cu ft/min. Do you have any idea of how many cubic feet
of air at the pressures you are talking about that you would need for a full-width plow,
say 16 ft?

Posey

Up to 800 to 1,000 cu ft/min at 5 psi.

Yolz
Howfar from the pavement would yoube able to discharge this air? In otler words,

what is the elevation of the plow above the concrete ?

Posey

We used a litile over t/, in., but this needs to be looked into. I would like to have
your comments on the avallability of these units.
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Yolz

Would you anticipate thát thé slot would be self-cleaning?

Posey

I think it would be.

- VoÏz
\ilhat 1¡ ttre anstsof dlscharggwlth respocHrttrrsulfftle ?

Posey

About 45 deg forward.

VoIz

Then we run into tlte problem of how the forward speed would affect the data you
have so far, because you indicated that you pushed it by hand in your tests.

Posey

It seemed to me that, with a veloeity of 330 mph, a relative velocity of 20 to 30 mph
on a pavement would not make much difference.

Yolz
I vsill be glad to talk to you about finding a source of air for your gadget. This

bears looking into further. I think you have at least pointed the way to a solution to
a problem that more and more people are going to have. We have it in the airline
business today, but highway departments are going to have it very shortly. The prob-
lem is in-runway or in-highway lighting. Conventional plowing methods cause con-
siderable damage to these lights. If something like this were available and could be
run on rubber tires far enough above the pavement to avoid the lights, one of tlte very
severe problems we have today would be solved.

Posey

For 10 percent efficiency, I estimate it will take 21 hp for a 10-ft blade. It could
not be run off the main engine of the truck because of the rpm from the truck engine.
The truckrs engine would have to be geared up tremendously to run the thing. I think
it would have to be a turbocharger. We could not see how far in front of the blade the
air removed the snow. lVe had no wheels on it to hold it up, so we held it above the
ground by hand.

David Minsk

I think there is little doubt that compressed air will be very effective rvith dry, low-
density snow; really you are just blowing feathers. But the question arises, how effec-
tive will it be with wet, high-density snow or traffic-compacted snow? Did you make
any comparison tests witl¡ wet snow with the air and without it?

Posey

With the air, it took care of the slush. I am sure the air can lift this up; but I do
not larow about hard-packed snow or ice.

A. G. Clary

The FAA has done a study with air for aircraJt wheels to eliminate the hydroplaning
phenomenon. Of course, this has tremendous potential if we can raise it enough to
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get it over tlte raised reflector þuttons on highways. Many highway organizatioRs are
using caster wheels and shoes to hold the blade above the pavemeüt, so thls is no
problem.

Posey

I am told ur*af the easter wheels and shoee we¿r very badty.

There are heavy-dut¡rcasters on the market that are effective.



Engineering Studies for Snow Removal

E. C. Bain

-esin-now=rerrroval 

-nethds--w ill oocur \vhen rs[o
fully recognized as an engineering problem and sufficient engineering
studies are made. Because adequate information and data are not
available, the design and ma¡ufacture of snow-removal equipment has
changed very little since the 1930's. Some.of the needed engineering
studies discussed in this paper are (a) advantages of snow-throwing over
snowplowing, especially in preventing snowbanks or snow traps from
accumulating along highways; (b) relationships among design of equip-
ment, speed of vehicle, amount of snow, and distances sno\Ã¡ can be
thrown; a¡d (c) safety features required on snow-throwing equipment
operated in the 20 to 30 mph range.

I¡ the 1920's I lived in a rural district in a heavy snowfall area in eastern Canada
where our Model T Ford had to be put up on blocks from December to April because
of snow-blocked roads. Then we had to wait another month in the spring after the
snow had gone for the roads to dry up. This, as you may appreciate, created great
hardships on a boy then in his teens. Perhaps those hardships led to my continued
interest in the snow-removal problem. In many areas snow removal did not start until
the late 1920's and early 1930's. Following my graduation with an engineering degree,
I furthered my studies of machine design and found myself during the war, from 1940-
45, responsible for snow removal and winter maÍntenance for the Royal Canadian Air
Force on airports across Canada and Newfoundland. During this period I made many
visits to the United States as aviation engineers had a very close working arrangement.

Following the war I stayed in the snow-removal field and became mÍrnager of Walter
Motor Trucks of Canada. It became apparent to me at an early date ttrat while truck
design had advanced rapidly, particularly with the high-horsepower engines that were
becoming available, attachments for large trucks were changing very litUe except for
the V-plow. Therefore, in 1954 I started experimenting and began designing attach-
ments for high-horsepower trucks. I have been most pleased with the results and can
report we now have 4 entirely different attachments for these trucks that have proved
most successful.

The reason for this resume is to indicate that over the past 40 years many of these
gray hairs I have accumulated can partly be attributed to snow-removal problems.
During these years I have attended many snow-removal symposiums, and I was al-
ways somewhat amazed and amoyed that the snow-removal problem never seemed to
be approached from an engineering standpoint. In fact, I was beginning to believe that
no one shared my opinion until I heard David Minsk give a paper to the AAAE Inter-
national Aviation Snow Symposium in 196? in which he stated: "For one thing, no
engineering study has been made in the United States of the material being handled
to provide a sound basis for equipment development." I have rechecked recently with
Mr. Minsk, and he confirms that this is equally true today in the United States, and I
know it is for Canada because I have just completed an examination of material i¡ tech-
nical libraries, including the National Research Council library.

In an age of such colossal engineering achievement, it is astonishing that more
engineering information on sno\,v methods and techniques is not available. This whole
problem becomes more ridiculous when we consider that we cal get a man to the moon
and back, yet we cannot get him fromone town tothe next a^fter a moderatesnowstorm-
no wonder we often have a state of emergency declared.
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ENGINEERING STUDIES FOR SNOW REMOVAL

Because engineering data are not available, the design of a great deal of snow-
removal equipment has changed very little since the 1930ts, even though high-
horsepower, high-torque engines are now available for trucks. I feel very strongly
that adequate engineering studies would show many tlrings in terms of economic factors, .
new techniques and methods, and more correct selection of horsepower requirements;
needless to say, they would bring advancement in the design of snow-removal equip- l

ment. Iu Lhis pa¡ler I am e-onlining my remarks mainly to roads, highways, and air- .

Snowbanks and Snow Traps

Our most serious and costly problem is snowbanks or snow traps along roads and
highways. This problem has been most successfully attacked by highway planners,
desisners- anrl construction ensineers- Thev heve ¿ione s trempndorrs dcsion inh rnd- -==--- -==-J ==-'

eliminated many snow traps, but much is still needed from the mecha¡ical standpoint.
It was recognized at an early date that snowbanks and snow traps can accumulate great
tonnages of snow, particularly when there are snowdrifting conditions. For example,
1 ft of snowbank can trap 11000 tons of snow per mile, and 10 ft of snowba¡k can trap
10,000 tons of snow per mile. These large tonnages take enormous effort to remove
no matter what type of equipment is used. Therefore, some method of mechanical
means must be used by the maintenance engineer to prevent these snowbanks lrom
building up. SIow-moving equipment that pushes or plows snow to the side of the road
in a.r-r ar=ea where speed can be maintained could i¡e 'rhe wo¡'si acüorr. In fact, the V-
plow is the most efficient attachment for the opening of snow-blocked roads, while at
the same time it ca¡ be classed as the most effective piece of equipment yet devised
for the building of snowbanks when operated at slow speed.

Classification of Snow Removal Methods

Every piece of snow-removal equipment should be valued and classified for the type
of work it is expected to do. A suggested division is as follows:

No.

1

2
t

4

Type of Work

Snow-dozing
Snowplowing
Snow-throwing
Snowblowing

Type of Equipment

Very slow-moving equipment
Slow-movi¡g equipment
Fast-moving equipment
Rotaries of various types

There appears to be the greatest confusion between snowplowing a¡d snow-throwing
equipment. In fact, too litUe is known about the snow-throwing possibilities. I was
very pleased to hear that this is receiving some attention in Japan.

At slow speeds snow is pushed or plowed, but at the faster speeds of 20 to 30 mph
it is thrown. With high-horsepower, high-torque trucks, it can be thrown in very
large tonnages. Properly designed snow-throwing equipment powered with large en-
gines has been used most successfully for years by the railroads. Any railway engi-
neer wiII tell you that they never plow snow but that they operate at 30 to 35 mph speeds
and throw snow in large torurages. They have always used momentum and high-
horsepower engines.

To substantiate my opinions and observations I find it necessary to present data on
attachments that we have compiled for high-horsepower, high-torque powered trucks,
because other information does not appear to be available in any technical library. In
presenting my data, my chief concern is that it not be interpreted as a sales talk. I
can assure you that the data used were compiled by a government source, and I was
not aware of the results until many months a-fter they were collected.

The question may be asked, What is new in the information we have collected com-
pared to the snow-throwing methods we have used for years? I agree that for very
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Iight snow the snow-throwing method has been used very successfully, but lor moder-
a.te or heavy snow in most cases it has not. The reason is tlat there is not sufficient
power and [orque available in most truck engines to maintain snow-throwing speeds of

ãO to lO mptr. From 1930 through 1950, engines of sufficient size were not available,
but that is not the case in the 1960's. During the period when snow-removal demands

increased, the trend was to increase the number of units rather tha¡r to get more effi-
cient units.

- ,-- figure-1-showrthe-eomparis€n+etween Èidentieallyequipped trueks;-onfr)s\ryeËe+ '

witþ+¡*?0:ÞrengfirHflfi.þêatþêprwfih-a335-ip-ngine-:This{iguragiv-es some.idea
of the snow-throwing capacity of each unit in the 20 to 30 mph speed range. The truck
with the 335-hp engine has 410 percent more horsepower available than the 220-hp
truck.

If we accept the accuracy of tlese figures, then how can it be possible to throw snow

in large tonnages with low-torque engines? Most gasoline engines used in snowplow

trucks have between 350 and 500 ft-tb of torque at 2,800 rpm. Compare tlis to the

220-hp diesel with 606 ft-ib at 1,600 rpm. Even with the 220-hp diesel, the 28 hp

avaitable for snow-throwing is about the same as we norrv find in a modern snowmobile.
The difference in price of the engine in a truck pol¡/ered with the 220 or 335 hp is less
than $1,000; therefore cost is not the deciding factor.

Figure 2 shows that tonnage up to 261 tons/min was thrown at a distance of up to 45

ft at 32 mph when a 300-hp, ?00 ft-lb torque engine was used in a huck with a new de-
sign in snow-throwing attachments. In thè second test, 266 tons/min was thrown 29 ft
at 22 mPh.

tn bolh tests it was indicated that sufficient horsepower was still not available, be-
cause the deciding point should have been where the snorv-thrower pushes sideways out

of tJre snow and this pointwas never reached. Itwas calculated that, to maintain 25

mph, over 400 hp would be required. Such engines have recently become more popular,

anO iire possibilities in this field are tremendous. However, very careful consideration
has to bã given to snow-throwing attachment design, particularly one that will give a

r22o
2Bl-úz

,rr]

1.4)

r rr-]
Item

220 hp 335 hp
606 tt-tt¡ Torque 865 ft-lb Torque

1,600 rpm 1,400 rpm

Accessories Ðd
hydraulic
losses

Drive-Ìine
losses

Rolling resistilce
40,000 GVW at
25 mph

Cutting-edge
resistÐce
Total losses

Available net
horsepower at
25 mph for
throwing snow
on 0 deg grade
on 2 deg grade

-40

28
0

-t92

-67

-192

-40

-53

t43
90

Figure 1. Comparison of 2 identically equìpped trucks with 335- and 220-hp engines.
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frontal area of snow, B sq lt
speed, 32 mph
distuce traveled, 2,816 it,/min
snow dj.splaeed, 22,528 cu |t/min

or 261 ton/min

Snow very wet, 27 lb/cu ¡t, ? in. deep

frcnr.al crca of snor', 15 cu ll
speed, 22 mph
distuce traveled, 1,936 ft/mirr
s¡ow displaced, 29,0?0 cu ft/min

O" or 266 ton/min

29' 1.5,

Snow very wet, 33 lb/cu ft, 10 in. deep

Figure 2. Snow-throwing in large amounts (extra tonnages due to advantage of
right moldboard).

wider swath, such as wing or side moldboards. They mustbe fittedwith safety fea-
tures that enablerapid folding. With properly designed snow-throwing attachments on
high-horsepower, high-torque trucks there would be greater efficiency, more roads
open, and better service to the public.

Economics

From the standpoint of economics, I believe the amount saved would be in the mil-
lions. An analogy can be made between snow equipment and airport crash trucks be-
cause both are emergency equipment. The users of crash trucks have recognized that
it takes 3 men per 8-hour shift or 9 men f.or 24 hours and 3 extra men to cover the 40-
hour week, a total crew of 12 to man 1,000 gallons. The same number is required to
man a 3,000-gal unit. Therefore, when a 3,000-gal unit was used instead of three
1,000-gat units, savings (based on $10,000 per man and hpo 12-man crews) amounted
to $240,000 per year. Over a l0-year period, this would be $2,400,000. Atthough the
savings would not be as great with snow-removal equipment, which is used seasonally,
the savings would also be colossal. Only accurate and sufficient engineering studies
will indicate the course we are to follow in the future and will bring about the necessary
changes in design. In fact, our present design, shapes, and angle of blades may prove
to be as obsolete as the 1930 automobile.

SNOWBLOWERS AND ROTARIES

Snowblowers or rotaries do very well the job for which they were designed. They
can load snow and throw snow gfeater dista¡ces than snow-throwing truck attachments.
Unfortunately, their tonnage range is from 0 to 35 tons/min. When great dista¡ce of
throw is not required, properly designed snow-throwing attachments can throw up to
260 tons/min, nearly 10 times as much. As indicated earlier there are many areas
where this snow-throwing technique cannot be practiced and sno\M ridges or banks wilt
be built up. Therefore, for these conditions other methods should be used to cut down
and remove these snowbanks.

1Br

Sa-fety Attachments

Safety may be one of
30 mph range has never

the chief reasons why the snow-throwing method in the 20 to
been fully developed. Trucks should be fitted with a safety
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speed wing that folds instantaneously when operated in traffic or when obstructions are
encountered. Speed wings or side moldboards should be designed from the standpoint
oi shãþè, confoùi, and angle (Ðto ttr¡ow sno-w safely in ttre 20-30 mphspeed rangei
(U) to ttrrow snow at this speed without the chassis being swung around or off the road
when obstructions are encountered; (c) to fold instantaneously should the operator
need to get around obstructions; and (d) to make it unnecessary for the operator to pull
out into the oncoming traffic lâne when passing parked or stalled vehicles because the

_ operatsr can push the control handle and the wing or moldboard will fold in.

Informal Discussion

D. L. Richardson

Do you have any complaints from your citizens when the snow winds up on their 
,

front porches ?

Bain

We have quite afew of them. In one provincewe have to issue special instructions
to move cars back 25 ft because the first time we drove into 2 cars. That did not help
too much politically.

P. A. Schaerer

I am surprised to hear that some areas of the country are so backward in snow re-
moval, and I do not want our frÍends from overseas to go back home with the lryrong
impression. I would just like to say it is not so in the west of this continent. From
my knowledge of the roads in British Columbia, snowblowers are gradually being pushed
out of workbecause plows are more powerful and can thror¡¿ the snow to the side. There
are'plows available thatplow uphill on 6percent grades at 30 or 40 mph.

Bain

That is right. They use turbine engines. We are talking about using engines in the
350-hp range, such as Cummins 335 and GM 871. We are building a unit now with a
V-12 engine, whichwill have 450 hp. In British Columbia, they have recognÍzed that
because of the grades they will have to go to a turbine engine to get the horsepower al-
though it is not too economical on fuel. We are going to stick to diesels for a while
vet. 

i

David Minsk

The science of snow mechanics began in 1936, probably, at the Swiss Federal In- l

stitute for Snow and Avala¡che Research. Unfortunately the work was printed in Ger-
man and required the ability to read and interpret. That was not done on this continent
for some time. There is an immense amount of material available on the science of
snow mechanics and the properties of snow, but the engineering application of this in-
formation has not been done to any great extent. And that is the point I made, and it l

should be interpreted as such. Many of the tests that have been run in this country and 
i

elsewhere-should have been reported in the Journal of Irreproducible Results because
they did not take into consideration the properties of the material. It is available in 

l

Canada at the National Research Council, an organization with which we have very close 
]

working relations. What is required by the individual interested is the ability to read 
i

and interpret what is available to make engineering applications. i
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Richardson

-'Ihe 
plow you show-ed,ptowed at one angle then reversed to another angle for use as

a V-plow. Have you had much truck darnage from hitting an obstructiooïnitu pfo*i"g
at tÌ¡at speed ?

Bain

That plorya" btilt fo" a 
"pucial 

t"e ir ar a"ua *h""" we had t"""ifi. ,r"ifiug wo '

could then swing the plow to a V and came back through it. We could also direction-
alize snow. In other words, if the snowba¡k was filling up on one side, we could use
the plow as a dozer to doze it down. A big problem is tã g"t tttu operators to use it asit is supposed to be used because some are used to the old-V-plow and some are used
to the one -way plow. r am not saying that this is the ultimate answer. I am saying
fh¡f onoinaarina c#rr¿lia- rr':II L-l-^ ^L^--. r ¿L:-t-uré! s¡¡Ë¡!¡cv¡ü¡Ë, ù¿uuierj \e'ii¡ Ðring aûO'üi, i ihiirii, quick changeS in aii t-¡¡pes Of equip-
ment.



Current Research on Snow Removal and Ice Control on

Roads in jaPan

Raizo TsuchiYa and MotoYa Inoue

This report describes various research studies relating to snow and ice on

roads iñ Japan. Someof the results have already been applied in planning,

aesign, maintenance, afid opeïation of road projects. The studies deal

with*the following: the esümãtion of the effects of snow depth, topography,

and vegetation oñ avalanche generation; the estimation of snow depth along

ptanneã routes, especially in mountaìnous areas where meteorological ob-

servations a"" trof madel the classification of snow on road surfaces a¡d
the development of a highway iceinformation system; the space needed for
roadside snow mounds at¿ ut" design of that space; and the efficiency of

different types of snow-removal equipment'

The Japan Islands lying from south to north have considerable differences in meteoro-

togiì¿ ããäatio"" ¡etríeeñ the south and the north. Accordingly, there is a great dif-
i;;;;¿" Ín quality of snow and ice from region to region.- There are many snowbound

zãnes wfrerã snow dept¡ usually exceeds á m, and it is by no means rare that even

housetops are covered.
i"p"ir is located rather low in latitude compared with European nations, so that the

surfaãe of the earth is warmed by insotation even in winter. A thin snolv or ice film
covering the paved surface will likely melt during the daytime'--- 

ih;íargeintensity òf snowtall, the large amount of snowfall, the abundant insola-

tion, itre gíeat extremes in meteorological'conditions according to district, and the

Iike'constltute the characteristic features of winter weather in Japan.

SNOWBOUND AND COLD-CLIMATE REGIONS

s¡row-coverage and cold-climate regions are defined by a law enacted in 1956 for

"".o"ittg 
Ure roãd traffic in cold and heãvy-snow areas. Asnow-coverage region is de-

fin"¿ aitnu region where the annual mearl of maximum snow depth in February exceeds

àO "*. ttre cõld-climate region is the region where the annual mean of temperatures

in January fatls below 0 C.
Japan has an area of 369r?79 km2 of which 53a¡rd 52 percent respectivelyarewithin

these^defined regions and 6ípercent is rvithin both of them' The population in the

regions is 25 million.

sNowANDICEoNRoADS:STUDYANDCOUNTERMEASI]RES

The history of study and control of snow and ice on roads is very young in Japan'

Th;;tudy an¿ co.tt"ot started about 1962 except in limited ar-eas where it started about

isao. riris may be due mainly to progress in arrangement of roads about that time

and a rapid increase in traffic in snowy areas as well as a bitter experience of heavy

snowfall throughout Japan in January 1963'

Construction of trunk roads has been making headway in those areas' and traffÍc

accidents continue to increase. It is, therefore, required that greater importance

¡ã pf""e¿ on the study of control of snow and ice on roads in the future.

STUDIES CONDUCTED IN JAPAN

To guarantee saJe winter road traJfic in snowy regions is indispensable to the public

weüarã as well as to the sound growth of, industries and economy in such areas' Snow-
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removal proiects in those areas are expanding, and techniques employed are improving. '-

It is desirable that effective steps be taken on the basis of generalltudies on the econ--
omy of snow removal from roads, the structures of highwãys, the properties of snow
layers on roads, and snow-removal and snow-protection melhods, and io on.

Economic Effects of Snow-Removal From Road

tr{ow ts evaluate.the eesnomiseffects.sÈsnorñr+emoval from:roadslas been.dlsëusse
in various ways. Two methods of rating include (a) a macroscopic method that deduces
the economic effects from the volume of work accomplished in tèrms of tra-ffic volume
multiplied by traveling time, and (b) a microscopic method that determines the effects
in terms of convenience of driving and economy of traveling time due to snow removal.
It has been demonstrated that snow removal. has notable ecõnomic effects regardless
of whether thev are rated bv the first or bv thp secon¡t mafhnrt

Geometric Design of a Highway in a Snowy Region

In mechanicaJ. snow removal, toading and hauling snow is less efficient than clearingit sideways from the roadway. Therefore, a highway should have surplus v¡idth on
each side to accommodate such piles of plowed snow. Studies undertaken on this prob-
lem have proposed that a surplus width be specified suited to the snow depth on the
basis of the shape and density of snow piles. Because the properties of snow differ
from region to region, similar studies should be caruied out sèparately for eaeh region.

Properties of Sno¡v Layer on Roads

Efficient snow removal and effective traffic control in snowy regions presuppose
perfect comprehension of the properties of the snow layers on roads. Sóme siuOy tras
proposed that, through microscopic observation, snolv be classified into new snow,
powder snow, granular snow, packed snow, and ice film. Further studies on the re-
Iationship between the types of snow a¡rd the slip of a tire should be conducted. Re-
moving packed snow is particularly important to smooth tra-ffic flow. In this connec-
tion, an easy way to clarify the properties of packed snow has been discussed. Such a
method will surely help establish objective sta¡rdards for snow-removal work, which
has been undertaken only on the basis of past experience.

Snow- Removing Machines

Selection, combination, and arrangement of snow-removing machines are important.
A method to calculate the necessary number of machines of eãch type was discuised,
and new high-performance machines have been introduced. In making a selection, one
should consider the condÍtions of snow and other relevant factors in the area.

Soreading Chemicals

Chemicals, mainly chlorides, are often used to prevent freezing a¡¡d to melt ice
alld snow layers on paved surfaces. Reports on methods of using such chemicals and
the results of indoor experiments a¡rd field tests were examined. New chemicals and
new methods of application are expected to be developed soon.

Snow- Removal a¡rd Snow- Prote ction Facilities
There is a growing trend toward an increased use of snow-removing facilities in-

stalled along highways instead of mobile snow-removing machines. The installation
includes a pipe system through which seawater is pumped. Figure 1 shows the con-
struction of such apipeline, and Fi.gure 2 showsthe system inoperation. The intakeof
seawater a¡d the feed pumps are shown in Figures 3 and 4. Data for designing snow-
draining ditches a¡rd the practical performance of a road-heating system wereâso
studied. However, many problems must still be solved with these methods.

Data based on model tests are available for designing and arranging snow fences.
The application of these data requires that the condifions of the site be investigated.
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Figure 1. Pipeline being installed along centerline of
road; water nozzles protrude from concrete.

Figure 2. Seawater being sprayed on street from
nozzles.

Figure 3. lntake of seawater. Figure 4. Feed pumps in PumPhouse.

Moreover, the performances of fences already installed should be examined before
other fences are installed.

There are several methods to protect road traffic from the danger of avalanches.

Study has been carried out on criteria for instalting facilities, characteristics of exist-
ing snowsheds, ways to estimate the probability of avalanches in a given area, ways to

eJtimate the load of an avalanche, and v/ays to control avalanches such as using ex-
plosives and an avalanche gun. Some progress has been made in the research and ex-

iloration of avala¡rche control, but more concrete methods of application shouldbefound
io meet diversified demands arising from different traffic requirements, topographical

features, and meteorological conditions in different regions'

RESEARCH ORGANIZATIONS

The leading organizations conducting snow and ice research in Japan include the

Institute of Lõw Temperature Science, Hokkaido University, N17 jo, W7 chome, Sapporo;

The Institute of Sno',v and Ice Studies, National Research Center for Disaster Preven-
tion, 91628 Motoyoshi-sho, Nagaoka, Niigata; Civil Engineerìng Research Institute,
Hoti<aiáo Development Bureau; Railway Technical Research Institute, Shiozawa Snow

Testing Station, ïapanese National Railways, 11108-1 Shiozawa cho, Minami-Uonuma,
Niigata; Pubtic Works Research Institute, Chiba Branch, Ministry of Construction,
4-12-52, Anagawa, Chiba; and Snow a¡d Ice Laboratory, DoroKodan Shikenjo, Japan
Highway Public Corporation, l,'189, Yamazaki cho, Machida, Tokyo.
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Informal Discussion "

A. G. ClarY

How do you keep the seawater system down the center of the street from freezing?

Inoue '.

Theareawherethewater-spraysystemisbeingusedisacomparativelywarm
ÈrieÈ-Th€lmearrJemperature-is about-0-G-ln-tüe-coldregions-it-is-di{Jieu}t ts use - - -this system, but most cities in Japan are in comparatively warm areas.

Clary
Use of the infrared lamp as a de-icing means here in the United States has not proved

desirable because of the wind and the reflection of ttre snow. Is the use widespread in
Japaä, and is it Practical there ?

Inoue

In Japan the infrared system is not used very often.

M. E. Volz

I want to make a comment about infrared, because I am sure that everybody is
blessed with 20-20 hindsight. We built a new hangar at a cost of about $ 13 million
and instalteci an infrared heatíng system insicie with the idea that we couici de-ice air-
planes very rapidly in this building by just pulling them in one side and out the other.
The first airplane we pulled in sat there for 38 hours and had not lost any snow by the
next day. Wã decideùthat either we could paint the tops of all our airplanes black or
we could change the heating system. We did the latter.



Models for Predicting Snow-Removal Costs and Chemical Usage

Edward L, Miller

One of the objectives of a maintenance cost study by the Ohio Department of
Highways is the determination of the major factors that influence mainte-
nance costs. This paper describes several models developed by multiple-
regression anatysis to predict cost per lane-mile for snow and ice removal
on Ohio highways. The models indicate that the 2 most significant indepen-
dent variables affecting cost per lane-mile for snow and ice removal are
inches of snowfall and average daily traffic. The models have been used to
budget snow- and ice-removal funds by applying 3O-year weather data and
current ADT to compute anticipated costs.

This paper e:çlaias a method for distributing snow- and ice-control funds to the Ohio
state highway system in 88 counties so that differences in route type, road mileage,
traffic, a¡rd weather are taken into account. Muitiple linear regression has been used
to obtain mathematical models that give the relationship between cost per lane-mile,
ADT, and snowfall for each of 5 route types. The method is the outgrowth of the appli-
cationof multiple-regression analysis to various maintenance costs in the Ohio Mainte-
nance Cost Study, a federal-aid highway research project now in its ninth year, under-
taken in cooperation with the U. S. Department of Transportation, Federal Highway
Administration, Bureau of Public Roads.

Ttre Ohio Department of llighways carries the responsibility for maintaining rural
highways on the state highway system and for Interstate highways in both urban and
rural areas. Seven of the 8 largest Ohio cities maintain the Interstate highways witl¡in
their corporate limits and are reimbursed by the state for such maintenance work. The
state highway system comprises 18r?66 centerline-miles or 38r793 lane-miles. County
and township roads and highway and streets within cities are not the responsibility of
the Ohio Department of Highways, nor is the Ohio Turnpike.

The state highway system is divided into 5 types of routes: Interstate, divided major
highways, 2-lane major highways, auxiliary highways, and local highways. Table 1

gives the lane mileage for these 5 types by county, division, and state.
Today in the various highway departments throughout the Uuited States 2 different

approaches seems to be developing for answering the question, How much money is
needed for highway maintenance? This question includes, of course, the question,
Howmuch moneyis neededfor snow andÍce control in the saJe operation of highways?
One approach is to inventory not only the miles of pavement but also all other elements
of the highway, such as guardrail, acres of right-of-way, miles of ditch, miles of fence,
and number of signs. With such an Ínventory, someone at the fieid level determines
what part of the inventory needs maintenance and repair work. Optimum work methods
for doing each item of work are established as are standards for the labor, equipment,
and material related to each work item. From these elements a division total is gen-
erated and the various division totals are combined to reach a total for the state. In
our view, the resulting planning a¡d scheduling requirements are difficult to handle.
We are using a different approach to the problem in Ohio.

The Ohio Department of Highways is composed of a central office staff and 12 field
divisions. The fietd divisions are responsible for the construction, maintenance, and
operation of state highways. In most cases, divisions consist of 6 to I counties (fig. f).
Funds for maintenance are allocated by the central office to the divisions, and a uniform
cost reporting system is used by all divisions. The central office processes the cost
data on an IBM 360/50 computer system. By means of this system reports are produced
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Y^\

Figure 1. Field divisions of the Ohio Department of Highways.

that permit comparison of labor, equipment, a¡d material costs among counties within
tlte division and among divisions. By such comparisons, inefficient operation is made
evident and is tlten investigated ard corrected by the division management.

Table 2 gives the direct costs for the 15 highest individual work activities, listed
in decreasing order of magnitude. The application of chemicals for snow and ice
control is the single most costly work item in the entire list of maintenance activities.
The amount will vary from year to year depending on the weather, but the item heads
the list every year. For this reason there is a continuing surveilla¡rce of this activity
by both central office and division management. Regression models were developed
because of the magnitude of the expenditure for snow and ice control and the related
effort by management to evaluate the need for such funds.

Table 3 gives by route type the average sno'w- and ice-control cost per la¡re-mile
in fisca-l year 1969 for the state. Figure 2 shows the large variation in mean annua-l

TASLE 1

HiGHWAY LANE-MILES BY DIVISION AND TYPES OF ROUTES

Division Type 10 Type 20 Type 30 Type 40 Type 50 Totål

549.06
363.02
768.92
424.58
768.04
613.10
7 46.64
5?8.54
638.36
890.32
510.50
130.1B

6,98 1.26

3,159.84
3, 141.94
3,823.50
3,486.t2
3,44'.t.26
3,274.74
3,558.82
3, ?29.58
3,318.48
3, ?4?.50
2,93',1 .48
1, 169.26

6
7
B

I
10
11
t2

193.64 224.30
256.16 345.60
292.'-t6 600.80
454.06 428.96
455.36 2?9.04
369.48 382.92
299.60 258.68
't'10.24 395.18

0 466.60
145.?6 205.88
192.08 132.36
360.30 172.22

3,789.44 3,832.54

660.?0 1,532.14
?93.66 1,383.50
88?.BB t,273 -14

1,028.4O 1,150.12
649.50 t,295.32
882.42 r,026.22
533.30 1,720.60
9?5.98 1,009.64
646.62 1,566.90
833.?4 1,6?1.80
?14.08 1,388.46
t't1.42 393.14

8,779.70 15,410.98

Drv lll

LI
_L\---\

b.#
-i L

Drv
!_

t¿;ø

Total 38, ?93.92



TABLE 2

DIRECT MAINTENANCE COSTS IN FISCAL YEAR 1969

Activi,ty Cost ($ )

Applying chemicals for snow md ice control 5,830'440 Type of Highway
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TABLE 3

DIRECT COST FOR SNOW AND ICE CONTROL
IN FISCAL YEAR 1969

cost per Cost pói
La¡e-MiIe Centerline-Mile

($) ($)Patehing surfaces
Controlling vegetation, mowing

Sealing cracks md ioints
Picking up litter
Removing brush, trees' and stumps
Cleaning a¡d painting bridges
Repairing bridges
Marki¡g edge-lines

Note: Costs are statewide mean values.

snor¡fall over the state. In the northeastern
part of the state the annual snor¡fall is 100
in., whereas for most of the other areasit
is only 20 or 30 in. The contours are

3,264,767
2,483,1 13

Maintaining aggregate shoulders 1,64?,951 Interstate 301

Maintaining ditches and paved guttels 1,242,480 Divided maior 183

Sealing ald surface-treating pavement 1,063,612 2-Laae major 128

-, âiningr€st ârea< -- - 1.035.541 Auiliary 138

Maintaining signs 836,190 Locat 

-11f*

1,205
?34
257
277

]Malking €ént¡atins3 ?-40,9
700,312
665,580
643,123
620,7',î7
542,190
508,189

based on U. S. Weather Bureau data for approximately 30 years. Figure 2 also shows
the Interstatehighwaysin relation to the annual showfall; the location of the Interstate
highways within the counties is shown in Figure 3. The direct cost for snov¡ and ice
control on Interstate highways is $1,205 per centerline-mile, afigure much higher than
that for other route types (fa¡te 3). Most of the Interstate route mileage is located in
areas of moderate snovrfall. Only I-90 from Clevelard east and portions of I-71, I-77,
and I-80 south of Cleveland are in the high snowfall area.

Because of the large differences in route types, mileage, mean a¡nual snowfallr and

average daily traffic, a method for distributing funds for snow andice controlwasneeded
that woutd account for such differences. Multiple linear regression was used to develop
mathematieal models to distribute funds for snow and ice control'

Figure 2. Annual snowfall based on 3O-year mean and location of
lnterstate highways.
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Figure 3. Location of lnterstate highways w¡th¡n counties.

MULTIPLE REGRESSION

A computer program for multiple lj.near regression, available from IBM and de-
scribed in its publication H20-0205-2, has been used. A few changes in input and out-
put were made. The program is written in FORTRAIN W and permits 99,200 observa-
tions with 15 variables and 511200 observations with 40 variables. It computes mean
values, standard deviations, correlation criteria, regression coefficients, and various
confidence measures.

The t-test was used to determine whether the regression coefficient obtained for
each variable was significantty different from zero. In the present case, the null hy-
pothesis was based on the assumption that the coefficient might be zero.

The computed t-value, which is the ratio of the caLculated regression coefficient to
the standard error of that coefficient, was compared to a table of t-vaLues having a 0.05
significance level for the appropriate degrees of freedom. If the computed va1ue was
larger than the table value, the hypothesis was rejected and the regression coefficient
accepted as being significantly different from zero.

Like the t-test, the F-test aLso includes setting up a hypothesis a¡rd then calculating
F on the basis that the hypothesis is true. However, where the t-test is a measure of
the probability that the regression coefficient is significantly different from zero, the
F-test provides a method for determining whether the ratio of the variance is larger
than might be expected by chance if it had been drawn from the same populati.on.

The University of California, Los Angeles, has developed a comprehensive battery
of statistica^l programs for biomedical research. In order to ma-ke the major programs
more readily available to the users of the IBM 360 urban transportation planning battery,
the Bureau of Public Roads has included in the battery executable load modules for the
5 most frequently used BIMED programs. one of the programs, stepwise Multiple
Regression, is now on hand in the computer section of the Ohio Department of High-
ways, and it $/i11 be used in our future regression work.
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MODELS

Ttre modéls produced by multiple linear regression give the relation sf direct cost
(i. e., Iabor, equipment, and materials) to snowfall and traffic, the independent variables
in the models. If

Y = cost per lane-mile (labor, equipment, and materials) for plowing snow, apply-
ing chemicals, and cleaning bridges,

-- l(r-=-ine-hes-of_snovrÊa[1¡-and-
X¡=â

then
y =7.40 Xr + 159.2?

for Interstate highways (route type 10);

y = 4.20 Xr + 0.04 X¿ - 36.?5

for major highways (route types 20 and 30); and

y = 3.54Xr + 0.05X2 + 9.92 (3)

for auxiliary and local highways (route types 40 and 50).
The model (nq. t) indicates that the cost per lane-mile for Interstate highways is

independent of traffic. It is believed that this is because there is nôt a sufficiently
largè variation in traffic volume on Interstate highways to make it a significant facto¡
in riarying the cost of snow and ice control. ADT was used as an independent variable
in tl¡e regression for Interstate highways, and the resulting regressiolt coefficient was
not significantly different from zero'

Thése models were computed by using input data from the fiscal years 1967 and 1968.

Other independent variables were tried in the regression analysis and the resulting
coefficients were found to be not significantty different from zero. The variables tried
were as follows:

No. Variable

1 Average temperature for the winter season
2 Number of days when temperature was 32 F or below
3 Number of daYs when snow fell'4 Average maximum temPerature
5 Average minimum temPerature
6 Number of degree daYs
? Terrain (fig. +)

The input and output datafor the 3 equationsaregivenin Tables 415,6r 7, and 8.

INPUT DATA

The input data used to produce the models were as follows:

1. The cost per lane-mile for each route type for each county was used. Interstate
highways are located within 33 counties, so the input consisted of 33 observations or
se-ts of'data. The cost used was the Z-year mean value for each county for the fiscal
years 1967 and 1968.' Z. Data from the U. S. Weather Bureau for 1967 and 1968 rvere averaged for each

county.
B. Average daily traffic values for each county by route type was available from the

Bureau of Planning Survey, Ohio Department of Highways.

(1)

(2)
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Figure 4. Terrain of counties.

TABLE 4

REGRESSION ANALYSIS

Interstate Highways
(Eq.1)

Major Highways
(Eq. 2)

AuiliÐy and Loca-I Highways
(Eq.3)

Vãiable Vmiâble Vriable Væiâble
2424

Vuiable Vriable Vmia¡Ie
4

Mem
Stmdud deviation
Correlation X versus Y
Regression coefficj.ent
Stmdùd error of

regression coefficient
Computed t-value

Intercept
Multipl.e correlation
StmdÐd error oI

estimate

34.042 411.181
11.920 200.155

0.441
?.400

2.707
2.733

33.054 244.203
74.749 125.772

0.471
4.196

0.69 1

0.0?4

1,444.657 199.641
1,148.510 10?.4?3

0.564
0.050

0.008
0.565

33.045
14.050

0.493
3.541

0.62'.t
5.6 50

159.2',t2
0.441

t82.54'.1

-36.?48
0.?61

82.355

9.9i5
0.729

74.596

TABLE 5

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR THE REGRESSION

Highway Source of Væiation Degrees of Sum of
Freedom SquÐes

Mem F-
Squres Value

Interstate (Eq.1)

Major (Eq. 2)

Auiliuy Ðd
locat (Eq. 3)

AttributabÌe to ¡egression
Deviation from regression

Total

Att¡ibutable to regression
Deviation from legression

Total

Attributat¡te.to regression
Deviation from regression

Totsl

1

2
69

?1

2
?0

't2

248,962.5
1,033,02?.4

1,28 1,990.0

643,381.6
46?,983.4

1,111,365.0

442,123.6
389,515.1

831,638.8

248,962.5 7.4'tl

321,690.8 47.430
6,782.4

221,06L.B 39 .72'l
5,564.5
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TABLE q

INPUT-OUTPUT DATA FOR INTERSTATE HIGIÍWAYS

Cost per Lane-Mile for Labor, Snow-
Equipment, and Materials fâIl

value Estimate Residual (in')

Cost per Lane-Mile for Labor,
Equipment, md Materials

Vaìue Estimate Residual

2 30?.810 3??.568 -69.?59
Æ20- 4Ìl$.681 13:633

4 395.610 365'?29 29.881
5 430.3?0 443.427 -13.05?
6 774.760 48?.086 281.673
? ?91.5?0 491.526 300'043
I 829,610 444.16'.1 38ã.443
9 860.550 62?.684 232'865

10 239'380 295'429 -56'049
11 600.490 280.630 319.860
12 101.950 327.249 -225.299
13 363.410 512.246 -148'836
14 186.?10 525.566 -338.856
15 342.800 441.201 -98.40?
16 184.560 388.668 -204.108
11 3?0.150 432.321 '62.t17

29.5

z',t.9
38.4
44.3
44.9
38.5
63.3
18.4
16.4
22.7
47.'.l
49.5
38.1
31.0
36.9

Snow- Average
fâ]I Daily
(in.) TraJfic

2t 389.830
22 240.190
23 408.460
24 263.5?0
z5 442.490
26 168.?60
21 383.630
28 338.520
29 315.020
30 261.060
31 53?.060
32 169.?40
33 645.540

311.?09 78.72L 20.6
495.226 -255.036 45.4
399.028 9.432 32.4
320.589 -6?.019 21.8
48?.826 -45.23'.t 44.4
3?4.608 -205.848 29.1
314.669 68.961 21.0
3?6.088 -37.569 29.3
331.689 -16.669 23.3
1?8.512 82.548 2.6
406.428 130.632 33.4
451.56? -287.82'.t 39.5
494-486 151.053 45.3

19 428.330 457.48'.r -29.167 40.3
20- -3

TABLE 7

INPUT-OUTPUT DATÀ FOR MA.]OR HIGIIWAYS

Cost per Lane-Mile Ior Labor,
Equipment, and Materials

Value Estimate Residual

County

Cost per Lme-Mile Ior Labo¡,
Equipment, md Maleriâls

value Estimate Resldual

Snow- Average
fall Daily
(in.¡ TraJfic

1 203.750 257.220
2 1?r.880 160.161
3 198.860 182.?6?
4 225.050 103.468
5 1?3.820 212.478
6 115.1?0 201.010
? 289.990 268.8?6
I 260.500 238.ã40
e 195.420 234.933

10 320.060 .340.268

11 399,.960 199.931
t2 19?.610 210.582
13 1??.050 202.327
14 2'17,020 186.519
15 231.960 249.320
16 245.910 225:507
L7 248.?90 281.35?
18 346.610 234.330
19 150.100 233.991
20 2?1.0?0 333.438
2L 262.930 299.085
22 249.640 330.023
23 19ô.290 249.941
24 4å5.500 347.024
25 221.330 220.347
26 363.300 220.009
z7 324.520 262.316
2A 393.510 532.4'.18
29 281.640 337.124
30 162.680 223.819
31 204.?30 235.841
32 14?.390 229.357
33 230.580 215.024
34 163.0?0 258.106
35 164.520 241.597
36 165.520 105.280

-53.4?o 38.5 3,?32.0
11.?19 29.0 2,120.0
16.093 29.5 2,698.0

121.581 1l.o 2,651.0
-38.658 31.0 3,358.0
-85.840 42.7 1,651.0
2t.tt4 48.6 2,866.0
21.960 35.9 3,513.0

-39.513 40.9 2,820.0
-20.209 43.3 5,505.0
200.029 22.7 3,986.0
-t2.972 16.8 4,984.0
-25.271 32.9 2,847.0
90.501 33.? 2,30?.0

-1?.360 27.9 4,?63.0
-20.403 38.4 2,850.0
-32.567 49.9 3,064.0
112.280 22.4 4,991.0
-83.891 33,? 3,645.0
-62.368 43.6 5,27?.0
-36.156 44.3 4,226.0
-80.383 44.9 6,02?..0

-53.65? 38.5 3,52?.0
108.4?6 63.3 3,330.0

0.983 18.4 5,0?0.0
143.291 16.4 5,29?.0
62.t44 22.1 5,?46.0

-138.968 47.'.l 10,402.0
-56.084 49.5 4,?00.0
-61.139 3?.0 2,968.0
-31.11? 20.8 6,223.0
-81.96? 38.1 2,994.0
15.556 3?.5 2,661.0

-95.036 31.0 4,644.0
-83.07? 36.9 3,650.0
60.240 1?.9 1,886.0

37 240.890 253.1?3
38 186.900 223.'.123
39 300.?30 369.642
40 232.470 202.280
4t 191.660 243.168
42 235.410 184.66?
43 212.150 284.258
44 150.?10 11?.140
45 331.080 172.'.t62
46 21?.830 276.271
47 141.670 208.211
48 1?0.150 L77.49'.1
49 283.860 234.764
50 182.920 267.',166

51 176.590 368.63?
õ2 292.960 36?.595
53 129.340 155.934
54 164.400 156.404
55 13?.110 121.?09
56 249.930 176.323
5? 245.660 277.433
58 275.160 282.856
60 1ö8.040 205.0?6
61 140.050 145.196
62 206.210 169.995
63 7'.14.'.140 156.130
64 160.140 119.246
65 118.880 95.32?
66 346.3?0 249.160
6? 230.3?0 256.??8
68 226.880 189.868
69 3?9.530 382.289
?0 254.020 2?5.005
?1 993.?90 652.513
12 629.640 510.691

-t2.283 36.9 3,819.0
-36.823 40.3 2,5?5.0
-68.912 28.9 8,036.0
30.190 27 .2 3,520.0

-51.508 20.6 5,453.0
50.743 28.6 2,858.0

-??.108 45.4 3,6?8.0
33.5?0 16.6 2,314.0

158.31? 31.8 2,144.0
-58.441 50.0 2,909.0
-66.54? 21.8 4326.0

-'t .347 11.3 4,702.0
49.106 44.4 2,401.0

-84.846 29.1 5,141.0
-192.04? 21.0 8,942.0
-?4.635 29.3 7,931.0
-26.594 23.3 2,675.0

?.99 5 Z2.o 2,842.0
15.401 22.ã 1,805.0
?3.60? 23.6 3,226.0

-26.773 20.8 6,22Ê.0
-?.696 27.2 3,665.0

-4?.036 36.0 2,558.0
-5.146 15.0 3,354.0
36.215 26.6 2,681.0
18.610 36.3 1,143.0
40.894 32.0 612.0
23.553 2.6 3,415.0
9?.210 33.4 4,108.0

-26.408 35.3 4,098.0
37 .022 3?.1 1,999.0
-2.?60 56.4 5,140.0

-20.985 39.5 4,115.0
34t.271 45.3 14,069.0
118.949 102.1 3,354.0
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TABLE 8

INPUT.OUTPUT DATA FOR AU)gLIARY AND LOCAL HIGIIWAYS

Cost per Lãre-Mile for Labor'
Equipment, and Materiâ¡s

Value Estima.te Residual
(in.)

1 198.950 250.834 -51.884 38.5
2 101.?60 183.522 -81.?62 29.0

Couty

cost per Lane-Mile fol Lâbor,
Equipment, md Materials

Value Estimate Residual
(in.)

38 183.590 201.288 -1?.698 40.3 96?.0
39 191.?60 231.488 -39.728 28.9 2,369.0

41 164.820 126.447 38.3?3 20.6 866.0
42 142.830 155.?32 -12.902 28.6 885.0
43 206.030 269.680 -63.650 45.4 1,96?.0
44 198.380 11?.266 81.114 16.6 965.0
45 205.250 158.305 46.945 31.8 ?11.0
46 156.920 232.918 -?5.998 50.0 913.0
4'.t 1?1.200 1?6.184 -4.984 32.4 1,024.0
48 158.580 1?5.644 -17.064 21.8 1,?59.0
Ai ¡lo.¿où LJþ.¿t t

50 t22.040 210.8'14 -88.834 44.4 869.0
51 239.8?0 289.273 -49.403 29.1 3,503.0

Aver age
Daily

Tralfic

52 251.980 456.386
63 320.940 323.?55
54 133.330 181.056
55 140.820 L25.717
56 129.250 123.461
51 150.510 142.857
58 15?.1?0 725.243
59 138.3?0 144.936
60 161.270 764.484
61 120,190 768.244

Average
DaiIy

Tr âlÏic

21.0 ?,393.0
29.3 4,174.0
23.3 1,?61.0
22.0 ?53.0
22.5 6?3.0
23.5 988.0
20.8 828.0
27 .2 769.0
22.6 1,481.0
36-0 613.0

4 155.090 90.038 65.052 11.0
5 12?.030 156.?81 -29.?51 31.0
6 110.830 204.451 -93.621 42.7
? 85.200 210.998 -125.?98 48.6
8 150.420 773.225 -22.806 35.9
I 296.390 229.888 66.502 40.9

10 2?1.860 235.366 36.494 43.3
11 234.160 1?9.ã35 54.62õ 22.7
L¿ i¿r.vJu LA¿,¿vo -v.¿l¿ ¡o.o
13 121.020 192.400 -?1.380 32.9
t4 240.210 190.551 49.659 33.?
15 200.890 193.419 '.1.471 27.9
16 195.320 189.125 6.196 38.4
L7 231.150 228.034 3.116 49.9
18 264.030 185.7?1 78.268 22.4
19 116.620 1?9.529 -62.909 33.?
20 1??.550 270.957 -93.40? 43.6
21 201.220 239.562 -32.342 44.3
22 2?8.390 232.375 46.015 44.9
23 230.3?0 194.411 35.959 38.5
24 4?8.360 302.914 175.446 63.3
25 223.4',10 19?.5?9 25.891 18.4
26 344,850 1?4.491 1?0.358 16.4
2't 261.430 20?.068 54.362 22.',1

28 301.090 409.495 -108.405 47.7
29 319.450 278.772 40.?38 19.5
30 203.040 1?1.433 31.60? 3?.0
31 16?.840 150.913 16.92'.1 20.8
32 126.030 173.214 -47.184 38.1
33 176.360 189.612 -13.262 3?.5
34 134.230 182.199 -4?.969 31.0
35 118.?10 205.?08 -86.998 36.9
36 1?1.040 116.?86 54.254 1?.9
3? 156.??0 189.14? -32.377 36.8

2,0?8.0
1,409.0

818.0
?3?.0
861.0
5?6.0
?19.0

1,493.0
1,433.0
1, ?73.0

1,311.0
1,218.0
1,683.0

859.0
823.0

1, I 18.0
999.0

2, 119.0
1,446.0
1, 261.0

95?.0
1,368.0
2,434.0
2,116.0
2,320.0
4, 583.0
1,858.0

606.0
1,338.0

564.0
932.0

t,242.0
1,294.0

864.0
972.O

-204.406
-2.8t6

-4'.t.2'.16
1 5.103

5.?89
?.653

31.92?
-6.566
-3.2r4

-48.0 54
- 16.6 50
-47.9t2
-65.2'.t6
-32.553

53.894
18.86?

8.651
25.984
-9.747
?8.3? 1

31?.1?3
86.138

15.0
26.6
36.3
32.0

2.6
33.4

3?.1
56.4
39.5
45.3

t02.1

452.0
A'.t2.0
402.0
291.0
?33.0
930.0

62
63

69.130 85.?80
?9.950 127.862
93.410 1ã8.686

105.320 13?.873
109.910 56.016
193.860 1?4.993
206.630 19?.979
206.680 180.696
25?.460 267.207
290.920 212.549
?54.510 43?.33?
671.440 485.302

3b.3 1,253.0

65
66
6?
68
69
?0
'tl
72
73

?83.0

t,247.0
5,305.0
2,262.0

Generatly speaking, greater reliability results from a greater number of observa-
tions. At the time this metlìod was first used, data for only 2 years were available.
As discussed later, models have now been produced from 3 years of data, and it is
planned to use 4 years of data for producing models at the end of the present winter
season when the weather data are available.

USE OF MODELS

By using data for the 2 years 1967 and 1968, the models proiected the cost for snow
and ice control in each county based on-average 3O-year snowfafl arìd ADT vaLues for
each county. The resulting cost per la¡re-mite for each of the 5 types of routes was then
applied to the mileage in each county to compute total funds to be aflocated to the in-
dividual counties.

The money thus allocated to each county was then budgeted 18 percent for personnel,
19 percent for equipment, and 63 percent for material, as indicated by snow- a¡d ice-
control records of 1967 and 1968. By using other regression models for maintena¡ce
costs, exclusive of snow a¡rd ice control, similar allocations of funds were made to
each county. These funds were budgeted 47 percent for personnel, 28 percent for
equipment, and 25 percent for material.. By combining the money for snow- a¡d ice-
control personnel and the money for other maintenance personnel allocated to each
county, a labor quota was established. The determination of these quotas was one of
the primary objectives of the 

"vork 
utilizing regression models.
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TABLE 9

SNOW ANÐ ICE CONTROL COSTS PER
LANE:I'ILE ON INTERSTATE HIGI{WAYS
PREDICTED BY REGRESSION MODELS

USING 3O-YEAR MEAN ANNUAL SNOWF'AI,L

TABLE 10

COMPARISON OF REGRESSION MODELS USING
2 AND 3 YEARS OF DATA

DePendent Variable
(cost per lane-mile)

Cost of aPPlYing chemicals
Concrete Pavement and berm

maintena¡ce cost
Rest area maintenance cost

Cost of litter PickuP

Highway Model Equations

Måjor j v=4,

Auxilia¡y 2 f =3.54X,+ 0.05X¿+ 9.92
ud local 3 Y = 4.28 X, + 0.04 X, + 4.13

independent Variables

Snowfall, ADT
Age of pavementr region of state,

number of days 32 F or below, ADT
ADT, parking spaces, number of

toilet fixtures
ADT, region of state

Snowfall
(in.)

Cost per
Lme-Mile

($)

Yers
of

Data

Multiple
Correla-

tion
Factor

--------- Interstate 2 Y=?'40x¡+159'2? 0'44

--30? ----3 
.É9 >F0?;Û8-0:6€

woôd

Medina

Summit

Cuyahoga

Ashtabula

41

50

65

463

529

640

'174

0.80

0.?3
0.80

Note: costs are for plowins. spreôd¡ns chemicals, and cleân¡ns An additiOnat appliCatiOn Of the mOdeIS iSbridses 
the calculation of ãóst per lane-mile by using
the actual snowfall eliiperienced in any given
year and comparing the cost from the model

with the actual cost. Table 9 gives lane-mile values of direct cost of snow and ice con-

trol for Interstate highways in several counties with increasing amounts of snowfall.

As previously staíed, lh" 
""g""""ion 

models referred to up to this time 'were based

on input data foi the 2 years 196? and 1968. When 1969 data became available, models

were'produced using 3-ysar data. As would be ex¡pected, the models based on more

Jairnã¿ higher R-v-atuei, multiple correlation coefficients. Table 10 gives a compari-
son of the ñodels using 2 and 3 years of data and the R-values for each model' The

snov¡fail in inches, Xrr-is a factor of greater influence in the 3-year models, and the

;;;"c¿ daily trafiic, Îr, is of lesseiinfluence in the 3-year than in the 2-year models.

it- i" pi*n"¿ to use í-v"á, data with regression analyses to further improve the models.

Up¿ai"¿ traffic ¿ata witt also be used. We anticipate that with the use of 4-year data

trigher multiple correlation coeffÍcients will be obtained. The R-value when squared

*T *orupriô¿ ¡y fOO gives a percentage figure that indicates how well a regression
model explains the relãüonshþ among the variables, in this case' the relationship
a.mong thã cost of snow and ice control, snowfall, and tra.ffic volume.

Alihough not within the scope of this paper, we are using-regression models tobudget

all maintðnance funds to the 8-8 counties-if Ohio. The models used relate cost per lane-

;n; 6 tuu*tg" daily traffic by each of five types of routes for work other than snow

and ice contrðI. thèse modeli include constant terms that represent the basic mainte-

natce costs not associated with the variations in traffic. This is a new method for
fuOgeting maintenance funds in Ohio, and we believe it will be of increasing benefit as

time goes on.
lVe have also used regression models to identify factors affecting maintenance cost

in specific areas as follows:

The Bureau of Planning survey in the Department of Highways is using regression

anatysis in connection wiú the 14 urban transportation studies under way inOhio' . For

t¡is ïor¡ the California BIMED programs mèntioned earlier are being used to obtain

the relationship between trips aod various land use and socioeconomic variables'
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We have found in Ohio that multiple-regressionmodels produced by readily available
computer programs are useful in budgeting maintenance and operations funds. These
models can also be useful in establishing acceptable cost values that can be used to
rneasure work performance. In addition, the factors that significantly affect mainte-
nance costs can be determined. Regression analysis often indicates that factors as-
sumed to be of major importance in their effect on cost are of only minor importaace.
We plan to increase our use of regression analysis in its application to highway mainte-
nance management in Ohio, and we recommend the use of this statistical method.

1.

2.

-3.

4.
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Informal Discussion

Question
You stated that regression models based on data from the 2 years 1967 and 1968

were used to project the cost of snow and ice control for the 1969 'øinter. What were
your expenditures for 196? and 1968, a¡rd what was your predicted value for the 1969

winter?

Miller
The total direct extrlenditure for snow and ice control in 1967 was $8,350,703. In

1968 this expenditure was $8,6?6,351, a^nd in 1969 it dropped to $6,195,871. Our projec-
tion for use in the 1969 budget was $8,428,795. These va-lues indicate that the 2 winters,
196? and 1968, were average in intensity, whereas the 1969 rvinter was less severe than
the 30-year average. The 1969-70 winter was very severe, and expenditures exceeded
the S0-year projection value by approximately 66 percent.

The projection using 3O-year,veather va.lues allocates approximately 30 percent of
our total direct expenditures for snow and ice control. We believe money should be
budgeted for average winter conditions. The models developed with multiple regression
provide a means for doing this and al.locate the money for snow and ice control to each
of 88 counties in accordance with long-term weather in the respective cou¡[es.

In addition to using the models for budgeting, we also measure county performance
by inserting actual weather values in the models a¡rd comparing the results thus calcu-
lated with the money used in each county. For example, in the northeastern part of
the state, one county used 110 percent of the money allocated to it for materia-l to take
care of ice and snow work. In a county just south of the first county, only 8? percent
of the material money was used although it was also in the relatively high snolrfafl area.
If it be assumed that the highways were open ard safe to travel in both counties, the
second county referred to was more efficient inits snow- and ice-control work thanthe
first county.

Owen Sauerlender

Do you use division data or county data?
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*** 
used arà from each county having miieage of the ròute lypè u-eing studied. {bst

of the 88 counties have some mileage of route types 20, 30, 40, and 50; and 49 counties

have Interstate mileage.

Sauerlender

How do you combine county ctata'/

Miller
\Me do not combine county input data for regression analysis. The result of applying

th" ;;C;";ion model is cosi per lane-mile for each county. The projected costs thus

o¡t"inõO for each county within a division are summed to determine the projected cost

for the division.

Sauerlender

The point I am making is that each county is a separate.observation. You get 2

observaltions, but you do not take into account the time factor.

Miller
you are suggesting that perhaps 'we were limited in what we eould spend for snow

and ice controlJrom year to year. We were not limited'

Sauerlender

Itis the identical problem of eombining cross-sectional data with time series.

MiIIer
we just averaged both the weather data and the cost data for those 2 years.

Sauerlender

It seems to me that, in this statistical approach, the longer the period you use, the

trigher your correlatioí coefficients should be, and that in any one year, for example

fgîO-Zi, the pattern of snor¡¡fall mightbe significantly differentfrom the 3O-year pat-

tern and, theiefore, your allocations might be affected. The amount might be quite

different.

P. A. Schaerer

I have much the same question. How close to the 30-year mea¡r arurual snowfall

were the snowfalls in the â-year or 3-year period you usedfor the analysis?

Miller
To answer your question, I would have to refer to the inches of snowfall in each

county for the-Z-yeit perioá and the 3O-year mean. I do not have that information'
but I ão not believe it is as important as the snowfall pattern within individual years.

r in z different years the snowfatl in a given county is the same, say 30 in., but.-in one

V"ã" tfri" *oottl fell in 30 different storms whereas in the other year it fell in 10

äUiã"e"t storms, the required snov/-removal effort could be quite different. Although

I think it would be well tó include the number of storms contributing to the total annual

snowfall, we did not do this and I do not believe such data are available for 3O-year

values.
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L. Gary Byrd

Did you use cost per centerline-mile or cost per lane-mile for each class of highway?
On the Interstate, did you make any allowance for interchanges? Was interchange mile-
age a separate part of your mileage?

Miiler
We used cost per lane-mile for each class of highway in our study of snow- and ice-

change lane-mileage with the regular Interstate lane-mileage. The cost per centerline-
mile for Interstatðhighways givãn in Table 3is4 timesthecost per lane-mile. This is
an approximation. The cost per lane-mile is accurate. The true eost per ceirterline-
mile is. slighUy higher than the value given in the table'
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